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Abstract

Object  orientation  (00) is  a topic  of great interest  and concern
today.  Some  developers  who  use  00  claim  that  it  significantly
increases  productivity;  others view it  as  good for rocket science,
not for business.

Many 00 languages seem complicated and alien to programmers
familiar  with  procedural  languages  such  as  COBOL.  This  book
introduces Object REX, a new 00 language that breaks the 00
barrier.  Object  REX is  based  on  a  tried-and-trusted  language
used around the world today.  Because it has the most complete
and easy-to-use set of 00 features of any language, it offers a sim-
ple way for programmers with a procedural background to enter
the new world of objects.  Object REX also supports distributed
objects written in many other languages through Common Object
Request   Broker   Architecture   (CORBA)   technologies,   such   as
IBM's System Object Model (SOM).

This  book  demonstrates  a  practical  approach  to  using  Object
REX and 00 techniques to develop commercial systems to meet
changing business requirements. It tells the story of how Hanna,
Steve, and Curt design and implement a commercial application
system step by step, using object persistence in file systems and
relational  databases,   graphical  user  interface  (GUI)  builders,
existing SOM-based objects, the OS/2 Workplace Shell (WPS), and
Internet  Web  pages.  Extensive  code  examples  are  provided  to
illustrate every step.
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Special Notices

This publication is intended to help programmers use the new Object
REX language to  create  object-oriented applications.  The  informa-
tion in this publication is not intended as the specification of any pro-
gramming  interfaces  that  are  provided  by  Object  REX  for  OS/2
Warp.  See  the  PUBLICATIONS  section  of the  IBM  Programming
AJmouncement for OS/2 Warp for more information about publications
that are considered to be product documentation.

References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services
do not imply that IBM intends to make these available in all countries
in which IBM operates. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or
service is not intended to state or imply that only IBM's product, pro-
gram,  or service may be used.  Any functionally equivalent program
that does not infringe on any of IBM's intellectual property rights may
be used instead of the IBM product, program or service.

Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the
equipment  specified,  and  is  limited  in  application  to  those  specific
hardware and software products and levels.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering sub-
ject matter in this document. The furnishing of this document does not
give you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries,
in writing,  to  the  IBM  Director of Licensing,  IBM  Corporation,  500
Columbus Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

The information contained in this document has not been submitted to
any formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS. The use of this informa-
tion or the implementation of any of these techniques is a customer
responsibility and depends on the customer's ability to evaluate and
integrate  them  into  the  customer's  operational  environment.  While
each item may have been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific
situation, there is no guarantee that the same or similar results will
be  obtained  elsewhere.  Customers  attempting  to  adapt  these  tech-
niques to their own environments do so at their own risk.

The following document contains examples of data and reports used in
daily business  operations.  To illustrate them as completely as possi-
ble,   the   examples   contain  the  names   of  individuals,   companies,
brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any simi-
1arity to the names and addresses used by an actual business enter-
prise is entirely coincidental.
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The  following  terms  are  trademarks  of the  International  Business
Machines Corporation in the United States and/or other countries:

AIX

CUA

D82/2

IBM

OS/2

Powerpc
SOMobjects

Thinkpad
WebExplorer

C Set ++

D82
ES/9000

rvsAlsA
OS/400

Presentation Manager
System Object Model

VisuaIAge

Workplace Shell

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:

C-bus is a trademark of Corollary, Inc.

PC  Direct is  a  trademark  of Ziff Communications  Company  and  is
used by IBM Corporation under license.

UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other coun-
tries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.

Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Hockware and Vispro/REX are trademarks of Hockware, Inc.

Watcom and Watcom VX.REX are trademarks of Watcom Interna-
tional Corporation.

Other trademarks are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Preface

In  this  book  we  describe  the  new  object-oriented  language,  Object
REX. We list all the incremental improvements that Object REX
offers over and above classic REX and describe the object-oriented
features  included in  Object REX.  To  illustrate  its  capabilities,  we
develop some fairly large applications.

REX has long had great strengths in the area of linking to other pro-
grams  and  services.  Here  we  demonstrate  Object  REXX's  ability to
link to D82/2 Version 2 to carry out sophisticated binary-large-object
(BLOB) handling, as well as conventional record processing.

The number of 00 applications alive and running is growing around
the world. There is increasing demand to allow these objects to com-
municate with one another, even if they are written in different lan-
guages and run on different computers. The Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) standards specify a way in which this
can be done.  The number of implementations  of CORBA by various
vendors  is  burgeoning.  IBM's  version  is  the  System  Object  Model
(SOM). We show that it is easy for the Object REX programmer to
access and use SOM objects.

Object REX also includes powerful facilities for concurrent program-
ming. We show a graphical user interface (GUI) that exploits Object
REX's concurrent programming facilities.

Detailed  syntax  diagrams  covering all  of the new  and changed fea-
tures of Object REX are included, with brief descriptions.

This book is intended for programmers who know and love REX and
would like to learn what the new facilities in Object REX look like
and the kinds of problems they can solve.  It contains lots of sample
code that we hope will provide a useful starting point for new projects.
Programmers who currently use REX to build large and complex sys-
tems will be well aware of its limitations in terms of splitting large
programs  into  smaller,  manageable  components.  Object  REX  has
excellent facilities that allow and encourage this process. We describe
them and illustrate their use.

This book is  also for programmers who would like to  start learning
and using 00 techniques but do not have access to an 00 language
and compiler; or for those who cZo have access to one but find getting
into it to be too complicated and alien. REX is, above all, an accessi-
ble  language.  It  is  simple,  obvious,  and unintimidating;  and  Object
REX provides an easy entry into the world of objects.
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How This Document ls Organized

How This Document ls Organized

The document is organized as follows:
rl PELrt +, Introducing Object REXX

Part 1 is an overview of the 00 facilities of Object REXX. It is also
a description of why 00, in general-and Object REXX in particu-
lar-are such valuable and important technologies.
>  ChExpter 1, Introducing Object REXX

In this  chapter we introduce  Object REX and describe the
importance of 00.

> Chap+er 2, Hou] Does Object REX Implem,ent 00?
In this chapter we describe how Object REX implements 00
through  objects,  classes,  and methods,  including support for
inheritance and polymorphism.  It also touches on the Object
REX-provided class library.

TI Part 2, The Car Dealer Scenario
In Part 2 we illustrate a broad range of Object REX's facilities by
describing the way that a hypothetical software company might
use them to design and implement a fairly realistic application for
various car dealers.
> Chaapter 8, The Car Dealer Application

In this chapter we introduce a hypothetical software company,
Hacurs.  We  describe  the  car  dealer  application that  Hacurs
wants to develop and the process that Hacurs goes through to
design  the  system,  using  00  techniques.  This  chapter  pre-
sents the Object REX facilities that Hacurs decides to use in
support  of the  implementation.  Extracts  of source  code  are
included for illustrative purposes, while comprehensive source
listings are included in Car Dealer Source Code on page 287.

>  Chzxpter 4, ASCII User Interfiace
In  this  chapter we  describe  how  Hacurs  designs  and builds
Object  REXX  classes  and  methods  to  implement  a  simple
ASCII  character-oriented user interface  for  the  system.  The
company builds one class to manage the display of information
on the user's screen and another to store, display, and inter-

! pret the many menus that the system requires. Anticipating
the need for a future GUI interface, Hacurs uses 00 design
principles to isolate the application code from the user-inter-
face code.
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> Chaapter 5, Persistent Objects on Dish
In the base car dealer system,  all updates to objects are lost
when  the  application  terminates.  In  this  chapter,  Hacurs
designs and builds Object REX classes and methods to add
persistent storage behavior to the objects within the system.
The object data is stored in flat ASCII files.

> Chaapter 6, GrcLphical User Interfaces
Chasing a new opportunity to  sell its  car dealer application,
Hacurs  builds  and implements  a  GUI  to  it.  The  initial  GUI
package the  company uses is  Dr.  Dialog; then Vispro/REX
and Watcom VX.REX alternatives are added. The problems
that arise when Object REX class and method definitions are
included  in  the  code  generated  by  these  GUI  builders  are
resolved.

> Ch8apter 7 , Persistent Objects in D82
Seeing  yet  another  opportunity  to  market  the  application,
Hacurs develops new classes that give objects persistent stor-
age in a D82  database.  The new methods can support large
volumes of data by selectively loading only when needed and
caching frequently used data in storage as objects.

>  Chzxpter 8, Using AdvcLnced D8212 Fcbcilities
Hacurs further extends the car dealer application by adding
multimedia facilities. The code makes use of the powerful new
BLOB  handling  facilities  of  D82/2  Version  2  to  store  and
retrieve the multimedia data. Audio, bitmaps, and video facili-
ties are incorporated.

> Chapter 9, Data Security with Object REX and D82
A serious concern that arises over the security of D82/2 data
accessed by dynamic SQL from client PCs is resolved by devel-
oping  code  that  exploits  D82/2  Version  2's  stored  procedure
mechanism.

> Cheapter  +0,  Conftgurction  Mcrmagem,ent  with  Object
REX
A  proliferation  of different  versions  of the  code  required  to
meet different customers' needs threatens to get out of hand
and result in a big code-maintenance burden. Hacurs develops
a sophisticated system for managing many different code con-
figurations within a multiple subdirectory structure, using dif-
ferent configuration files to pull the right pieces together. This
allows common code to be reused without being cloned.
Hacurs  develops  a  GUI  Object  REX  program  that  allows
users  to  select  the  application  configuration  they  need,  and
installs it.
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>  Chapter ±±, Object REXX, SOM, cLnd Workplace Shell
Still  another  marketing  opportunity  arises,  but  to  win  the
business,  Hacurs  needs  to  interface  the  car  dealer  Object
REX code  to  SOM  objects.  Hacurs  develops  a  simple  SOM
object in C++  and modifies the  Object REX code to import
and use this SOM object.
The  OS/2  Workplace  Shell  (WPS)  is  SOM-enabled  and  can,
thus, be accessed directly from Object REX code by importing
the WPS SOM classes. Hacurs experiments with this facility
to build displays of car dealer objects in WPS folders  on the
desktop.  This  stimulates  thinking  about  building  objects  in
Object REX that can be assembled with commodity objects
for new applications.

>  CheLpter 12, Object REX and the World Wide Web
Hacurs  decides to advertise its  car dealer application on the
World Wide Web,  often called the J77,£er7te£.  It installs  a Web
server  and  creates  a  simplified version  of the  application to
present  car  dealer  data  as  Web  pages.  It uses  the  Common
Gateway  Interface  (CGI)  to  invoke  Object  REX  programs
from the Web server. The Object REX programs dynamically
create Web pages with the information from the database.
Any Web browser can point to the Hacurs server and interact
with the car dealer application. An extension of the  applica-
tion even enables a Web browser user to add a car to the data-
base and create a work order.

TI Part 8, Object REX crmd Concurrency
> C}hzxpter 18, Object REX and Concurrency

In this part we describe the concurrent-processing facilities of
Object REX. After a short introduction, we solve with Object
REX the problem of the dining philosophers, a classic illus-
tration  of  concurrent  processing.  The  code  to  build  a  GUI
application illustrating five philosophers sitting down to dine
is developed and discussed. Guls are developed in Dr. Dialog,
VisproREXX, and Watcom VX.RE2D£.

rl Pz[rt 4, Installing  Object  REXX cand the  Scunple  Apptica-
tions
> Chapter  +4,  Installing  Object  REXX  and  the  Sam;ple

Appticctions
In this part we describe how to install Object REX and both
sample  applications,  the  car  dealer  and  the  dining  philoso-
phers.  Installation  of the  code  and  the  setup  for  D82  are
explained in detail, including instructions on how to run the
examples.
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rl Part 5, New Features and Syntouc in Object REX
>  Chzxpter ±5, New Features in Object REXX cl,nd Migra-

tion
This  part  contains  a  comprehensive  set  of syntax  diagrams
that show the new instructions, functions, classes, and meth-
ods that are a part of Object REX, as well as the extensions
made  to  REX.  The  syntax  diagrams  are  accompanied  by
explanatory text.
Differences between REX and Object REX are explained in
a small migration section.

I Appendixes
The appendixes contain an extract of the source listings of the car
dealer application and instructions on how to read the syntax dia-
grams.

Related Publications

The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suit-
able for a more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this docu-
ment.

rl  Object REIQ{ Reference for OS\2 I:REXX .±NIF]

rl  Object REIOI Programming Gut,de for OS\2 r:R:FXXPG .INF|

The two books listed above may not be available in hardcopy yet, but
are shipped in online format with Object REX.
rl  The REXX Language, A Practical Approach to Progrcunming, by

Mike Cowlishaw, published by Prentice Hall,1990, Z835-5100-01,
ISBN 0-13-780651-5.

rl  Th,e Essential Client / Server Surviual Guide,by Ftohoert Or£Ei+i,Dan
Harkey, and Jeri Edwards, published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1994, SR28-5572-00, ISBN 0-471-13119-9.

rl  The  Essential  Distributed  Objects   Survival  Guide,  ty  Ftohoert
Orfali, Dan Harkey, and Jeri Edwards, published by John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.,1995, SR28-5898-00, ISBN 0-471-12993-3.
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International Technical Support Organization  Publications

International Technical Support Organization
Publications

rl  OS / 2 REXX: From Bark to Byte, GG24-4L99
rl  Object-Oriented Databases, Objectstore, Iridroduction and Sample

AppZZcc!£jo7t, GG24-4128

(This book is based on the same car dealer application that we use
in our book.)

A complete list of International Technical Support Organization publi-
cations, known as redboofas, with a brief description of each, may be
found in:

International  Technical  Support  Organization  Bibliography  of
Redboohs, GG24-8070.

To get a catalog of ITSO redbooks, VNET users may type:

TOOLS    SENDT0   WTSCPOK   TOOLS    REDB00KS    GET    REDB00KS    CATALOG

A listing  of all  redbooks,  sorted by  category,  may  also be  found  on
MKTTOOLS   as   ITSOPUB   LISTALLX.   This   package   is   updated
monthly.

How to Order ITSO Pedbooks

IBM  employees  in the USA may order  ITSO  books  and  CD-ROMs
using PUBORDER.  Customers in the USA may order by calling 1-
800-879-2755  or by faxing  1-800-445-9269.  Most major credit cards
are accepted. Outside the USA, customers should contact their local
IBM office. Guidance may be obtained by sending a PROFS note to
BOOKSHOP at DKIBMVMl or by e-mail to bookshop@dk.ibm.com.

Customers may order hardcopy ITSO books individually or in cus-
tomized  sets,  called  GBOFs,  which  relate  to  specific  functions  of
interest. IBM employees and customers may also order ITSO books
in online format on CD-ROM collections, which contain redbooks on
a variety of products.
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International Technical Support Organization  Publications

ITSO Redbooks on the World Wide Web (WWW)

Internet  users  may  find  information  about  redbooks  on  the  ITSO
World Wide Web home  page.  To  access  the  ITSO  Web  pages,  point
your  Web  browser  (such  as  WebExplorer  from  the  OS/2  3.0  Warp
Bonuspak) to the following:

http : //www . redbooks . i. bin . com/redbooks

IBM employees may access LIST3820s of redbooks as well. Point your
Web browser to the IBM Redbooks home page:

http : //w3 . i. tso . i. bin . com/redbooks/redbooks . html

lTSO Redbooks and Sample Code on the Internet

If you do not have World Wide Web access, you can obtain the list of
all current redbooks through the Internet by anonymous FTP:

ftp   ftp.almaden.i.bin.com
cd   /redbooks
get   l.tsopub.txt

This FTP server also stores the  sample code developed for this red-
book. To retrieve the sample files, issue the following commands from
the redbooks  directory:

1cd   d:\cari.nst     <===   any   local   di.rectory   for   i.nstallati.on   fi.les
b1.nary
cd   SG244586
mget   *.*
a s c 1. 1.

get   read.me

For IBM people without access to the external FTP server, the code is
also available as  OREIQ£RED PACKAGE  on the OS2TOOLS confer-
ence disk.

To  install  the   sample   code,  follow  the   directions  in  Chapter 14,
"Installing Object REX and the Sample Applications," on page 241.
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ucing
I F=EXX

Object REX is a new implementation of the system procedures lan-
guage, REX. Apart from numerous detailed improvements, this ver-
sion of REX includes a full set of 00 facilities. It is now called Oty.ec£
REX. This chapter outlines some of the good things that have been
added to REX with the 00 version of the language.
Object REX is  available first in OS/2 for Intel processors,  next in
Windows NT and Windows 95, and possibly other operating systems
and platforms in the future.

What's New in Object FZ.EXX?
Object REX has many important new facilities; indeed, it is almost a
ITow ±Emgue[ge. Chap+er L5, Neu) Features in Object REXX and Migra-
£Zo7t,  on page 263 describes these in detail, and Chapter 2, Hozu Does
Object REXX Implement 00?, on paLge ±7 corita[i:ns a[n overview of how
Object  REX  has  implemented  its  00  facilities.  The  concurrency
capabilities of Object REX are described in Chapter 13, Ody.ec£ REXX
and Concurrency, on paLge 2L7 .
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What's New in Object BEXX?

Here are a few of the highlights. Object REX has:
I  A full set of 00 facilities
I  Direct access to SOM objects under OS/2
I  Concurrency-the ability to do several things at once
I  Improved ability to create subroutines with private variables
I  Ability to embed source files using the regztzres command
I  Ability to handle the error conditions that might arise in a called

subroutine
I  A do oz;er command that visits every variable defined on a stem
I  Aporse command that has more case-handling options
I  A szg7?cbz command that can handle five new conditions

Object  REX has  been  designed to be  upward-compatible  with the
previous versions of REX. With a few minor exceptions described in
A4lzgrczfjo7t  Co7tszdercz£Zo7?s  on  page  286,  all  existing  REX programs
should run under Object REX with no change.
Despite its upward compatibility with prior versions, however, Object
REX is  radically different from its  predecessors.  In classic REX,
every variable that the programmer created is conceptually a charac-
ter string-even numbers appear to be stored this way. We say co7tcep-
£ztcIZzy  because,  under  the  covers,   REX  implementations   are   at
liberty to store numbers in either integer or floating-point format, so
long as they are always presented in string format when the program-
mer asks to see them. Since humans represent both numbers and text
in  string  format  when  they  communicate  with  one  another,  why
shouldn't  they  continue  to  do  so  when  talking  to  computers?  This
makes programming in classic REX very simple and intuitive.
In Object REXX, every variable now refers to an object! String objects
behave just as they have always done in classic REX, and arithmetic
can still be performed on strings that happen to contain numeric val-
ues; but Object REX introduces a number of new object types and
includes facilities for programmers to create even more of their own.
We will be looking at these in some detail later. So while the internals
have changed a great deal, Object REX behaves very much the same
as classic REX used to-if you ask it to do the same things.
Perhaps  we  should  mark  the  end  of classic  REX's  reign  and  the
beginning of the reign of Object REX with the proclamation that tra-
ditionally greets the death of a monarch and the automatic, immedi-
ate succession of his heir:

"The King is dead! Long live the King!"
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Why REXX?
The  REX language  is  only about  15  years  old but is  already very
widely used on IBM  operating systems.  The first version ran under
VM/CMS only, but since then IBM has made REX a standard compo-
nent of the following operating systems:

I  VMAISA
D  rvsAlsA
I  OS/400
I  OS/2
I  PC DOS Version 7
I  AIX (as a PRPQ)
I  Netware (as a PRPQ)

Other vendors  have  developed REX interpreters  for various  other
operating systems. Also, many vendors have developed packages that
are  coded in REX and/or generate REX programs  automatically.
Some examples of these packages, each of which is a GUI builder and
execution environment for REX, are:
a  VisproffiEX
I  Watcom VX.REXX
I  Dr. Dialog

The thing that makes REX so popular is that it is very easy to learn,
and REX code is easy to read and understand-compared to most
other  computer  languages,  that  is!  The  language  is  Z7?£erpre£Zzje  in
style,  which means that there is no requirement to pass the  source
code through a compiler or linker before executing it. REX program-
mers  can change their code  and test the  changes immediately.  The
other great advantage to programmers is that REX is nondeclara-
tive. Programmers do not have to tell REX how to store the variables
they create. Conventional compiled languages such as COBOL and C
do require declarations of this sort, and this roughly doubles the mum-
ber of lines of code that have to be developed.
Even if we ignore the 00 features that Object REX contains, this
new version of the language contains a number of significant improve-
ments that make REX easier to use and capable of producing more
robust code.
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Why Object Orientation?
Object  orientation  is  the  flavor  of the  year,  perhaps  of the  decade.
Most  new  language  announcements  that  hit  the  press  include  the
magic  00  phrase,  even if the  applicability of 00 to the product in
question is sometimes unclear. Old languages such as C, COBOL, and
Pascal have been extended to include 00 features. Is 00 a silver bul-
let that will solve all our programming problems, or is it just a fad?
The computer language that introduced 00 concepts to the world is
Smalltalk.  This  was  originally  designed  in  the  1970s  as  part  of an
experiment to see whether children could learn to use computers. We
now know that the answer to that question is a resounding "yes!" (It is
less clear, however, whet,her their parents can do likewise.) Smalltalk
underwent significant change, but by 1980 it had the features that are
indelibly associated with 00 today:
I  Objects grouped in classes
I  Inheritance
I  Polymorphism

These  concepts  are  described  in  Chapter 2, Hozu Does  OZ)y.ec£ REX
J77apze77te7t£ 00?,  on page 17. But before we get into the nuts and bolts
of how 00 works, we should spend some time discussing the question
of whether 00 is worth doing at all.

The Productivity Problem

A clinical  discussion  of 00  features  does  very little  to  explain  zuky
they are valuable. There is much talk today of the need for program-
mers  who  have  been  trained  in  conventional  procedural  languages
such as COBOL to undergo a paradigm shift before they can start to
understand and exploit the benefits that 00 has to offer.
The benefits claimed for 00 design and programming include much
greater reuse of code, as well as simpler programs that are easier to
understand and modify.  Electronic computers have been around for
about 50 years. Programmer productivity has improved radically over
this time. Even so, the biggest inhibitor to the more extensive use of
computers remains our inability to produce good, reliable code quickly
enough to meet our users' needs. The tools and techniques that we use
today to develop computer applications are still very labor-intensive,
when compared to those in other industries. Most people have heard
the proud boast of the computer hardware industry:

"If the airline industry had been able to improve its technology as
rapidly  as  has  the  computer  hardware  industry,  today's  airliner
would be able to fly anywhere in the world in half an hour and carry
10,000 passengers at a cost of $1."
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Sounds  impressive.   Unfortunately,  we  in  the   computer  software
industry have not nearly as much to boast about. It has been said that:

"If the airline industry had improved its technology at the same rate
as  has  the  computer  software  industry,  today's  airliner would be
built from parts on the runway by the crew each time it flew, fueled
with the finest Scotch whiskey, and used to haul garbage."

Things are not really that bad in the software industry. Our technol-
ogy has advanced rapidly and consistently since the advent of comput-
ers, at a rate that is impressive when measured against any criterion
except  one-our  users'  needs.  The  biggest  problem  facing  software
developers  is  that  computer  hardware  keeps  getting  cheaper  and
faster  all  the  time.  Applications  that  were  technically  possible  but
completely unaffordable  10 years  ago are more than just affordable
today; they are compulsory if a business is to compete in the current
market.
Fortunately, there is a vast and rapidly growing number of off-the-
shelf computer packages. Smaller businesses can often meet all their
application needs from these packages. Larger businesses also make
extensive  use  of packages but  often need to  supplement them with
applications that support their core business. In many cases, a com-
pany's  core  computer applications  give it the  competitive  edge that
enables it to grow and prosper.

The Fleuse Solution

To summarize the previous  section:  There are not enough program-
mers and there is not enough time to handcraft all the code required
to meet our users' needs. The challenge is to deliver much more func-
tion, much more quickly. The only way out of the dilemma is not to try
to develop all the code we need but to reuse existing code instead.
Programmers have been reusing code for a very long time. Early oper-
ating systems included subroutines to handle the complexities of driv-
ing I/0 devices,  and early languages  such as  Fortran (first built in
1957)  included  extensive  libraries  of subroutines  that  implemented
the  complex  algorithms  needed to  calculate trig functions  and logs.
Most languages allow programmers to develop their own subroutine
libraries to handle common requirements, and most information tech-
nology (IT) departments make use of these facilities (every installa-
tion has at least one date-handling subroutine, for example).
So  if we  already practice  code  reuse,  what is  so  special  about  00?
Properly used,  00 allows us to change the way we design and code
applications, but to do so we must make a fundamental shift from the
procedz/rc!Z to the ody.ec£-orze7?£ecz approach. Changing from procedural
to 00 application design can be difficult. The experiments in teaching
children to  use  Smalltalk,  referred to  in  Wky  OZJy.ec£  07.Ze7?£czfjo7??  on
page 6, showed that children can learn and use 00 concepts quite eas-
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ily, but for those of us who have been conditioned to design and code
with procedural languages, the change to 00 requires some unlearn-
ing.

Let  us  try  to  illustrate  the  differences  between  classic  procedural
design and 00 design.

The Waterfall Method
Procedural  design  has  converged  on  a  process  called  the  zuczferfcIZZ
77}efhocz.  This consists of a series of steps. In theory, each step should
be completed before the next is started. The steps are:
I  Gather the business requirements
I  Analyze the requirements
I  Produce a high-level design
I  Produce detailed specifications
I  Code and unit test the specified modules
I  System test the modules together

It has long been known that this  approach has  a serious drawback,
inasmuch as the users have to express their needs fully and formally
on paper and then wait 6 to 18 months before they get to see what the
IT specialists thought they wanted. It is, in fact, very difficult for any-
one  to  envisage  an  IT  solution  to  a business  need using just  paper
specs.  Usually, the system has to be modified once the users under-
stand how it works. However, the limitations of procedural languages
strongly encourage this approach, and it is the norm.

The Spiral Method
Object-oriented tools can be used with the waterfall technique, but a
more  common  approach  is  the  apzrc[Z  77tefhocz.  In  this,  IT  specialists
and  the  users  plan  to  go  through  the  design  and  implementation
phases many times over before the pro].ect is complete. The analysts
work with the users to identify the various business procedures they
need to automate. They then work through the details of each proce-
dure and document them in what is generally called a L4se ccbse. Next,
the  coders build a  small  and  simple  prototype that implements  the
user interface with just enough logic behind that to make the interface
behave as  expected.  There are no databases or even data models  at
this stage. The IT specialist and the users then work through the use
case with the prototype. The users get an early idea of how the pro-
posed system will help or hinder them in the execution of their respon-
sibilities. They tend to become very involved and excited, then identify
changes and new features that they need. In this way, it is also easier
to see which features deserve a lower priority.
On the basis of this feedback, the designers revise their use cases and
designs, and the coders modify the prototypes to implement the new
behavior. The users work with the new prototypes and identify more
changes. The entire process repeats several times, then the final ver-
sion is fleshed out into a robust and reliable application, and delivered
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to the users. Experience shows that applications designed in this way
fit the users' real needs far better than is normally achieved with the
waterfall approach.

Prototyping
Prototyping is not a new concept. The idea has been around for a long
time.  The problem has  always been that the classic procedural lan-
guages such as COBOL, PLIT, C, and Assembler are not well suited to
developing prototypes. It takes too long to build a prototype, and, once
developed, the investment in the prototype code is so large that the
programmers  cannot  afford to  abandon it.  It is  very hard to  make
extensive  design  changes  to  procedural  code,  so  the  first  prototype
often ends up being the final product, regardless of how well it fits the
users' needs. Further problems arise when several independently pro-
totyped components must be integrated to form the complete applica-
tion.  They often  do  not fit together,  and extensive  changes  may be
required.  It is  exactly because  of these problems that the waterfall
method was developed. The users and analysts are required to antici-
pate every code module that will be needed and to ensure that all the
components will fit together. Many experienced users view this as a
shrewd maneuver on the part of the IT department, designed to shift
the  blame  for  humanity's  inability  to  predict  the  future  from  the
shoulders of the IT department to those of the users.
Object-oriented languages enable programmers to take a very differ-
ent approach to building prototypes. Experience shows that 00 proto-
types are easier to modify and extend and can be changed to meet the
users' changing perceptions of what they really need. While the parts
of the  overall  application  may  be  developed  independently  of each
other,  00  languages  allow  these  different  components  to  be  inte-
grated, forming a working whole with little disruption to any of the
parts.  The transition from prototype to production code is a smooth
process, with few ugly surprises.

The Paradigm Shift
The  fundamental  difference  between  procedural  and  00  designs
arises from the fact that procedural languages  cannot be extended.
Procedural language programmers  can use only those features that
were built into the procedural language by the vendor that supplies it.
The programmer cannot add new commands or data types to the lan-
guage, no matter how much these may be needed in a given situation.
Object-oriented languages, on the other hand, cire e#£e7tsjbze. Design-
ers and programmers can add new data types to the 00 language to
meet their unique business needs. These are called oZ)i/.ects. They can
add new operations, called 77tefhods,  to the 00 language to manipu-
late  existing or new data types.  New objects  can be built on top  of
existing  data  types  within  the  00  language,  and  on  top  of other
objects that the programmers have already defined.
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If,  for  example,  00  COBOL  had  been  available  20  years  ago,  life
would have been much simpler for the  software vendors who intro-
duced  major  new  database  management  systems  (DBMSs)  at  that
time. They could have extended COBOL's capabilities to include sup-
port for their DBMSs by developing new class libraries. Lacking this
ability,  many  chose  to  create  completely  new  computer  languages,
called 4GLs, to allow easy access to the features of their DBMSs. A
new  computer language is  a  major investment for the  vendor that
builds it, the programmers who learn to use it, and especially the com-
panies that accumulate legacy code in it.
Procedural languages force the designer and programmer to follow a
process  known  as  sfapzujse  refz7te77ie7?i.  The  designer first  specifies  a
business requirement at a high level. There are no features in the pro-
cedural language that can directly implement the objects described in
this  design  or  the  actions  that  must  be  performed  on  them.  The
designer  must  break  each  object  down  into  a  collection  of simpler
objects and each action into a series of simpler steps. This process has
to be repeated until the objects are so simple that they can be directly
represented in the primitive data types supported by the procedural
language and the actions can be equated to the primitive operations
implemented by the procedural language. The entire stepwise refine-
ment procedure takes place on paper, not in code. Only the final step
in the process is captured as code and appears in the application. All
prior steps in the process are captured on paper and are not delivered
as part of the running application.
Suppose we compare the design and coding of an application in a pro-
cedural language to the growth of a tree. The high-level design would
correspond to the trunk and major branches of the tree. The detailed
designs would correspond to its smaller branches, spreading out into
twigs. The actual code would correspond to its leaves. When the appli-
cation is handed over to the maintenance programmers, they regard
the code as the most important thing they get. The design documents
usually do not correspond exactly to the code, because the users ask
for  changes  late  in  the  implementation  process,  and  changing  the
design  document  is  usually low  on  everyone's  priority list.  As  time
goes by and the application undergoes maintenance, the design docu-
ments are seldom updated. After a while they are so far out of step
with the code that they are useless and are ignored.
To  go back to  our tree  analogy,  the  maintenance  programmers  can
now see only the leaves, not the branches or twigs that were used to
join them all together. From the outside (the users' view) it still looks
and behaves like a tree-for a while, but from the inside it becomes
increasingly difficult to see how the whole thing hangs together.
Is this gradual loss of visibility and understanding of the program's
structure important? Yes it is, vitally so. Every program has an invisi-
ble  component that we  can call the #ozu  of co7tfroz.  It's  the way the
computer sees the program when it executes. This is the most impor-
tant view of the program, because it determines absolutely what the
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program does, regardless of what the programmers think it should do.
Well-structured programs help the programmer to see what the flow
of control will be and, hence, what the program will do. Most programs
are not well structured-not so much because their contents are badly
structured, but because of what they do 7tof contain-the tree's trunk,
branches, and twigs, to return to our analogy. Maintenance changes
start to have unexpected side effects. Someone saws off a branch with-
out knowing what leaves it supports, someone bends a branch to sup-
port new leaves  and inadvertently  cuts  off the  flow  of sap  to  some
other leaves. After a while, the tree no longer looks anything like a
tree from the inside-it looks like a bowl of spaghetti. Then it is time
to throw the whole thing out and start again from scratch-and that is
a waste of time and money.
Suppose we now compare the design and coding of an application in an
00 language to the growth of a tree. Once again, the design would cor-
respond to the trunk and branches of the tree. This time, however, the
components  of the design CCIJ? c£7td shoL4Zd be written into the code of
the  final  application,  rather  than  written  on  paper  and  then  dis-
carded. Because 00 languages are extensible, the objects and actions
described in the design can be written directly into code. If the design
speaks  of customers  ordering,  taking delivery,  and paying for prod-
ucts, the programmers should create new object types called Cztsfo77ter
and  Prodztc£,  as  well  as  methods  that  allow  product  objects  to  be
ordered,  delivered,  and paid for by customer objects.  The high-level
program logic can then reflect the high-level design because it talks
about  exactly  the  same  objects  and  actions  (methods)  as  does  the
design document. 1

In  essence,  we  can turn  the  design  and  coding process  on its  head
when we build 00 applications. Instead of proceeding with stepwise
refinement from a high-level design through successively lower-level,
paper-based designs until we get down to the level of the procedural
language and then writing the code, we can start by writing the design
in code as if all the objects and actions it requires were already part of
our  target  language.  Then  we  use  the  language's  00  facilities  to
de/Z7te  what  these  objects  are,  and  how  they  behave.  As  we  define
these objects and their behavior, we often find that there is still a gap
between the  level  of abstraction  at which  we  are  working  and the
built-in features of our language. Once again, we boldly code our new

1 People with experience of real-life application construction may at this stage be throwing up their
hands  in horror.  Building new  applications  tends  to  generate  a  huge  volume  of paper,  usually
referred to as Tfoe Docz/777e7?£o£Zo77. We do not suggest that a 1,000-page mound of paper be shoveled
into the code. Most of the documentation exists to explain, criticize, measure, report, and mend the
design. Entity-relationship diagrams, data-flow diagrams, action diagrams, and their ilk are a good
way of representing design concepts graphically. Gantt charts are a good way of representing plans
and progress graphically. All these things generate an amazing amount of paper (which is often
pasted up on the walls to show the users how productive the designers have been), but they are not
the design. It is our belief that a well-structured 00 program that contains its own design will be
no bigger than the equivalent program coded with no embedded design in a procedural language.
The 00 programmers will write much of their logic at a high level against smart objects, while pro-
cedural languages constrain us to write all our logic at a low level against dumb objects.
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definitions in terms of lower-level objects and actions c!s jffhey cEzrecJdy
e%jsfed.1 We will come back later and define these lower-level objects
and actions and continue in this way until, at last, all the objects and
actions we need are actually present in the 00 language we are using.
Please note the use of the word ccb7t in the preceding paragraph. It is
unfortunately quite possible for programmers trained in procedural
languages  to  ignore  the  capabilities  of  00  languages  to  preserve
design and to use 00 in exactly the same way that they previously
used COBOL or C to produce only the low-level code. Proper training
and motivation are required if the transition to 00 is to be fruitful.

Better Reuse from the 00 Approach
`         The way we design and build applications using oo languages should,

therefore, be very different from the way we build them using proce-
dural languages. This change is the biggest one that procedural pro-
grammers and analysts must make when moving to 00. Why do we do
it this way? What are the benefits?
I  The  biggest  long-term  benefit  is  that  most  of the  application's

design  is  encapsulated  in  its  code.  It  cannot  be  discarded  or
ignored. All changes to the application automatically update the
detailed design document because it is a living part of the code.
This makes long-term maintenance of the application easier and
more accurate.

I  Much  of the  application  logic  is  written  in  terms  of high-level
objects that correspond directly to the objects with which the users
work.  Programmers  and  users  can  speak  the  same  language
because  they  are  speaking  about  the  same  objects  and  actions
(methods).

I  Less  code  is  required  because  it  deals  with  high-level  smart
objects,  such  as  products,  that  can  do  complex  things  like  get
ordered  by  customers,  rather  than  with  dumb  objects,  such  as
integers, that can do only simple things like arithmetic.

I  Objects  like  customers  have  their  data  and  associated  actions
(methods) neatly packaged together in 00 language definitions. It
becomes  much  easier  to  locate  and  reuse  customer  objects  and
their associated behavior in other applications.

12

1 We are not suggesting that we should embark on the design and implementation of a major system
without careful analysis  and planning.  If we  simply write  a program  as  thoughts  pop into  our
heads, the results will be as poor with 00 languages as they are with procedural ones. We will get
"stream of consciousness" programs, or what we might call Keroz4c!c code. It may make for enter-
taining reading, but trying to make it work correctly will be much less fun. Good methods and tools
are available to help the 00 analyst identify the objects and methods that should form the basis of
a new system. However, in this section we are trying to identify what is dzffere7tf about 00 analysis
and design, not what is the same.
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I  When programmers reuse an object, they do not need to know how
it works internally. The author of the object can carry out mainte-
nance on it to add new data or functions without impacting any of
the programs in which this object is used.

I  00  languages  all  come  with  an  extensive  library  of  built-in
classes, which can be used to define new objects. These inherit a
wealth of high-level function. Much of the tedious low-level coding
required to build an application can be eliminated by making use
of these class libraries.

Communities of Cooperative Objects
In dealing with the benefits of 00, we have so far restricted ourselves
to those that are currently being enjoyed and reported by installations
that have made the switch. However, there is a sea of change taking
place right now in how objects will be exploited in the future, and it is
going to affect all of us.

BIoated PC Software
It is a well-known fact that "shrink-wrap" applications are getting big-
ger and better every year-with most of the emphasis falling on big-
ger. Ten years ago, the most sophisticated spreadsheet package came
on a single floppy. Now it takes a diskette caddy to load the simplest
package. Have our needs changed that much over the past 10 years?
Has  life really become  10  times  more  complex? Why is  shrink-wrap
software  so bloated?  It costs the vendors  a fortune to build  applica-
tions of this size and complexity, so you can be sure they are not doing
it for fun. Also, a fact of life with software is: the bigger, the buggier.
Ten years ago, PC enthusiasts sneered at the "big, clumsy, slow" pro-
grams that ran on mainframes and rejoiced in their tiny, nippy appli-
cations. They have stopped talking about it. Many are watching what
is happening in numb silence.
PC software is suffering from "creeping featuritis." One vendor puts in
a great new feature, all the competitors put it in, too, as well as a few
more  unique  features  of their  own.  More  bullets  on  the  side  of the
shrink-wrap box.  More  check-boxes in the  endless  assessments  that
PC  software  magazines  run.  More  entries  in  the  already  crowded
menu  bar.  More  chapters  in  the  phone-book-sized  product  manual.
More days on the education program. More space on the hard drive.
More RAM tied up.  More bucks on the bill. Where is it all going? Is
this trip really necessary? Most of us use only a fraction of the features
of the PC software we run.
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Standard Software Components
There is another way, and it is based on the notion of building soft-
ware from a host of standard, reusable components. We touch on this
in 7lfae Prodz"£Zz;Zdy Probze77t on page 6, with those not-so-funny com-
parisons between the IT and airline industries. When hardware engi-
neers want to build a system, they pick standard parts out of a catalog
and wire them together. Little or none of the componentry that they
need has to be invented on the fly. The parts are highly standardized
and uniform in their behavior, and there are few surprises when they
are clicked together. Generally, the new system works.
Software engineering is light-years away from this model. The way we
handcraft code today is reminiscent of the way our ancestors used to
manufacture] products before the industrial revolution. Programming
is still in the "cottage industry" phase of development.

Liberating Objects from Applications
All this is due to change soon-indeed, is changing already.  Objects
have shown that they can deliver specific functions while encapsulat-
ing all their internal workings so that the programmers using them do
not have to know what goes on inside. Currently, the object's horizon
is limited to the application that contains it. If you want to build a lot
of function into an 00 application, you have to put a lot of objects into
it. About six years ago, the folk in the emerging world of objects real-
ized that objects would become much more useful if objects could be
used across different applications, even if the applications were writ-
ten in different languages-and even if they ran on different comput-
ers, maybe even under different operating systems (this democratic
vision is not shared by all in the industry).

The CORBA Standard
To make any of this happen, standards are an absolute necessity. A
cross-industry standards group  called the  OZ7y.ec£ Mci7Lcbge77te7t£ Groz4p
(OMG) was formed in  1989 to develop and publish standards in this
area.  The  OMG  has  been  very  industrious  and  successful,  and  its
membership has risen to over 500. Almost every company involved in
building objects is in the OMG and is busy enabling its object software
to conform to the OMG standards. The biggest ``umbrella" standard
fr_oap C)NAG is caLIled the Common Object Request Broker Archi,tecture
(CORBA). As with all standards, the longer the name, the more argu-
ments and reconciliations went into its formation. The CORBA stan-
dard was widely and hotly debated by the members of the OMG, and
what came of the crucible is case-hardened steel.

1  Mcb7?z4fcicfztre.. verb, from Latin 77?cb77zts,  ``a hand,'' and fc!cfo,  "I make."
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IBM's  CORBA-compliant object broker implementation is  called the
Sysfe77? Oty.ec£ Modez (SOM). It is a standard component of OS/2 and
AIX and will soon be standard in MVSAISA and OS/400, too. Probably
every popular operating system will have a CORBA-compliant object
broker from one vendor or another by the end of 1996.
We pick up on this theme again in Chapter 11,  Oky.ec£ REX,  SOA41,
cb7}d Workyzcice Sfoezz,  on page 161, and in more detail in AppzjccI£Zo7?s
Asse77?6Zed fro77t Co77apo7te7?£s on page 179. The topic is far too big to fit
into the confines of this book.  Several excellent publications already
exist  on this  topic  alone.  We  particularly recommend  The Esse7?€jcbz
Djsfrj6ztfed Oar.ecfs Sz4rzjzuciz Gztzde by Robert Orfali, Dan Harkey, and
Jeri Edwards (see full reference in RezcIfed Pztbzjccifjo7ts on page xxvii).

So Why Object REXX?
In the preceding sections we have reviewed how successful REX has
been and how useful 00 facilities are. The marriage of the two is an
obvious  and welcome  step,  bringing to  the  programmer  a language
with the  strengths  of both.  Object REX is likely to be widely and
enthusiastically embraced by the REX programming community for
the following reasons:
a  It's  free!  Everyone  is  talking  about  00  nowadays,  but  getting

access to an 00 language costs money. Object REX is distributed
as a standard component of OS/2 at no extra charge, and Object
REXX is a full-function 00 language. What better way to get your
feet wet in the 00 puddle than by using the language you know
and love?

a  Object  RE2Q£  lets  you  learn  about  00  incrementally.  While  it
enables you to build totally nonprocedural code, you can also start
adding 00 features to existing procedural programs. You do not
have  to  abandon  your  legacy  REXX  code  or  your  existing  skill
base.

I  The standard REXX trace and debug facilities are still available,
even for 00  code.  You can  step  through your programs line by
line, displaying and setting variables as you go. This makes it easy
to understand what is going on.

I  Object REXX includes new features that make it much easier to
build structured and modular applications. REX is being used to
build some very large and complex systems, and these new struc-
turing capabilities are most welcome.

I  One of the key benefits that 00 gives is reuse. REX program-
mers are, in general, very familiar with the reuse approach. Pro-
grams  coded  in  other  languages  can  be  invoked  directly  from
within REXX programs. Commands for other programming envi-
ronments, such as XEDIT under VM and the EPM editor, D82/2
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and  CPI-C  under  OS/2,  can  be  embedded  in  REXX  code.  Most
REX  programmers  are  comfortable  with  a  "mix-and-match"
approach.  Object REX extends the range of resources available
to the REX programmer to include objects developed in Object
REXX itself, as well as OS/2 SOM objects.

I  It is easier to interact with the OS/2 WPS from Object REXX. Pro-
fessional application installation routines do more than just copy
files into a new subdirectory; they also instruct WPS to build the
folders and other icons the users need to drive their systems.

Learning how to exploit 00 does not have to be a white-knuckle expe-
rience. Object REX provides an easy path into the world of objects,
building on and enhancing existing REXX skills.
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Object REXX has a very comprehensive set of 00 facilities, including
multiple inheritance and meta classes (see Mefhods on page 28). It has
support both for static class and method construction through embed-
ded  declaratives,  and  for  dynamic  class  and  method  construction
through messages that may be issued at runtime to the built-in Class
and Method classes. Here we use only the static, declarative forms.
Object  REXX  can  import  and  use  SOM  objects  and  classes  (see
Cirapter 11, Object RE]QC,  SOM,  and W_orhpl_acp  Sh_ell_,  o_I.pel€e L6L).
The  Object  RE}ex  manuals  referenced  in  Rezczfed  Pztbzjccbfjo7is  on
page xxvii contain an excellent description of 00  concepts  and how
Object REXX implements them. We give only a brief and incomplete
outline of these capabilities here for the reader's convenience.
We need to start by emphasizing that the magic of 00 does not lie in
its definition. Many people have labored over descriptions of 00, seek-
ing the philosopher's stone that will transform dull gray code into glis-
tening  gold  in  the  concepts  of  objects,   classes,  inheritance,   and
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polymorphism.  Try  as  you  will,  you  will  not  find  it  there.  What  is
important about 00 is the changes it c!ZZoz#s-but does not regz/jre-
designers  and programmers to make in the way they structure pro-
grams.  We  have  tried to  explain this  in  Wky  OZ7jec£  Orzenfcifjo7t.2  on
page 6.

AIl of us deal with objects every day of our lives. Things like faucets,
toasters,  refrigerators,  cars,  telephones,  photocopiers,  fax machines,
and televisions are objects. We use objects to do things. We give com-
mands to objects. We might open a faucet, push down the cook lever on
a toaster, start a car, depress an accelerator or a brake pedal, turn a
steering wheel, dial a number on a telephone or fax machine, or press
a channel change or mute button on a TV remote control.
Objects must be able to obey the commands we issue. They need some
built-in, predefined behavior. In the 00 world these are called mefh-
ods.

Object  REX uses  the  ~  (tilde)  operator to  invoke  a method  on  an
object.

Invoking methods on an object

car~start
car~turn ( I ri. ght I )
car~speed (55)

The word preceding the tilde is the object, and the word following it is
the method. Those familiar with classic REXX can think of invoking a
method as something similar to invoking a function. Consider the fol-
lowing code:

Invoking methods compared to functions

astri.ng   =    `Hello,    World'
say  astri.ng
say   reverse(astri.ng)
say  astri.ng~reverse

(gi.ves:        Hello.    World)
(gi.ves:        dlrow   ,olleH)
(gi.ves:       dlrow   .olleH)

Objects

18

If every object we encountered differed from all others and had its own
unique set of commands, we could never cope with the daily demands
of living. Humans have learned to standardize the way similar objects
behave  and  are  controlled.  Different  car  models  made  by  different
manufacturers  in  different  countries  all  have  similar  controls  and
respond in  a  similar way when these  controls  are  used.  Even if we
have to fly to a distant country, we can still operate the cars we find
there  with  reasonable  success.  Every  car  is  different.  Each  has  a
unique  number plate  and  engine  and  chassis  serial  numbers.  Each
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has its own unique collection of scratches and bumps and little quirks,
such as the way it hesitates when you floor the accelerator at 50. But
cars, and trucks for that matter, behave similarly enough that drivers
can move from one to another and cope.

The world in which programmers must operate is also populated by
objects. These objects, too, have their own unique attributes and built-
in behavior.  Programmers  cannot  cope  with the  diversity  of objects
that  they  must  manage  unless  they  simplify  and  standardize  the
behavior and appearance of these objects as much as possible.  Quite
often,  programmers will impose  a greater degree of standardization
than exists in the real world. A program may insist, for example, that
every human has a surname and one or more given names. While this
is a common practice in some European countries, in Nordic countries
it is not, and the people on other continents have very different prac-
tices. We have learned to live with generalizations like these so that
programmers need cope only with a subset of the problems the real
world contains.
In order to cope with the innate complexity of the world, programmers
must seek and impose similarities in behavior across groups of related
objects. In 00 terminology, a group of related objects is called a czclss
or type. Once they have identified a class of objects, programmers can
define and code the routines, or 77iefhods, that give these objects their
common behavior.
Object  REXX  uses  czzrecfjLJes,  placed  at  the  end  of the  program,  to
define classes and methods. A directive starts with two colons (::).

Directives for a class definition

::class   Car
: :method   start

®,

::method   turn
®®

: :method   speed
®,

Note: Class definitions can also be placed into separate files using the
::requires directive. (See The Requires Directive on pe[ge 76.)

classes
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Inheritance
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So far, we have done little more than coin some trendy new 00 terms
to  describe well-established programming practice.  Now we  start to
add something new and exciting. It's called Z7therzfcI7tce. It stems from
the  fact  that,  although  we  want  to  group  objects  into  classes  and
enforce a common behavior across all of them, some stubbornly refuse
to fit a common mold. Cars and dump trucks have similar controls to
drive them, but dump trucks have extra controls to manage the dump-
ing mechanism.  How can we cope with this irritating diversity? We
might be tempted to build the code needed to manage cars, then clone
it and extend it to handle trucks. It gets the job done, and we score
extra brownie points if our productivity is measured in lines of code,
but it creates an extra maintenance burden that will last for as long as
the code runs.
Object-oriented  languages  offer  an  elegant  way  of coping  with  the
problem of similar but different classes. Given the problem described
above, we could define a Cc[r class that implements the behavior com-
mon to both cars  and dump  trucks  (for example,  starting,  steering,
and  stopping),  then  define  a  new  class  called Dz47xpFrztcfa  that  is  a
subclass of the Cclr class (see Figure 1).

I                      car                    I

T

I           DumpTruck              I

F.TgITre 1.   Car and DumpTruch Class Inheritance Diagram

The Object REX class directives might look like the following:

class directives for inheritance

::class   Car
::method   start

®,®

::class   DumpTruck   subclass   Car
:  :method   dump

®,®

A  subclass  Z7therjfs  all  the  behavior  (attributes  and  methods)  of its
parent class but can add new attributes and methods of its own. We
can add to our DL47xpTrL4cfa class just the new behavior that is unique
to dump trucks-the ability to dump. So any dump truck objects that
we create will automatically inherit all the methods they need to be
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driven and will also have the methods they need to dump. We have
achieved the equivalent of cloning code without actually cloning code.
Maintenance is simplified.
A nice side effect of this approach is that when we add new methods to
the base Ccir class to handle new behavior such as fuel consumption,
all of its subclasses automatically inherit these new methods as well.

Abstract classes
But what would happen if we needed to add some new methods to the
CcLr class that we did 7iof want its subclasses to inherit? Suppose we
needed to add information about a car's trunk capacities and optional
extras-sidewalls,   two-tone   color   schemes,   and   such?   We   could
abstract from the Ccir and Dz477aprrztcfe classes all the attributes and
methods we want them to have in common and put them in a new
cbbsfrcbcf    class    called    Vehzcze.    We    would    make    both    CcLr    and
DL477tpTrz"fa subclasses of the Vehzcze class (see Figure 2).

V e h 1' c 1 e

FLgure 2,.   Abstract Class Inheritance Diagram

Each would inherit all the common behavior it needs from the base
Vefrzcze class, and we could then add to each the behavior that it alone
requires.  We might never create  an object directly from the  Vehzcze
class. It would serve just as a handy place to keep common behavior.
Since we do not change the names of the CcLr and Dz477tpTrz„fa classes,
none of the code that deals with them will be affected. All the changes
we make are hidden inside the class definitions. This is an example of
e7tcapsztzcb£Zo7t, one of the major benefits of 00.
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The Object REX directives required in this case might look like this:

Class directives for an abstract class

::class   Vehi.cle
::method   start

®®,

::class   Car  subclass  Vehicle
: :method   trunk_capaci.ty

®®®

::class   DumpTruck  subclass   Vehicle
: :method   dump

®®

Can we take this further? Suppose the need arises to deal with trucks
other than just dump trucks. How would we handle this situation? In
Figure 3, we abstract the behavior that is common to dump trucks and
tanker trucks and put it in a new abstract class called Trztcfa. We then
define  rcl7tfeerrrz4cfe  and  Dzt77apFrz4cfe  as  subclasses  of  Frz4cfe.  They
both inherit the behavior of the base  Vehjcze  abstract class  and the
behavior of the rrztcfe  abstract class, then each adds its own unique
behavior to its own class.

V e h 1' c 1 e

FTgure 3.   Multilevel Class Inheri,tcunce Diagram
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The Object REX directives required in this case might look like this:

class directives for multilevel inheritance

::class   Vehi.cle
::method   start

®,®

::class   Car   subclass   Vehi.cle
: :method   trunk_capaci.ty

®,

::class   Truck   subclass   Vehi.cle
::method   hi.tch   horse

®,

::class   DumpTruck   subclass   Truck
:  :method   dump

®

::class   TankerTruck   subclass   Truck
::method   fi.ll    tank

®®,

We can continue in this way to create as many levels of inheritance as
we need.

Multiple Inheritance

The inheritance story could have ended here, but Object REX takes
it further. The Smalltalk language allows each class to have only one
parent class from which it can inherit behavior. Object REX allows
classes to inherit from one or many parent classes.  Only one can be
the  direct  parent.  The  other  parents  are  called  777j#Z7t  classes.  Like
abstract classes, they are not used to generate instances. They serve
only as containers for attributes and methods that other classes can
inherit from them.
Suppose we need to add information about engines to our vehicle fleet.
In the  old  class  structure,  engine information was  contained in the
Vehzcze class. We observe that the same sort of engine is often used in
different  types  (classes)  of trucks,  and  some  engines  are  common
between light trucks  and cars.  We want to  separate  out the  engine
information from the rest of the vehicle, which we will call the Bocdy.
We might do this as shown in Figure 4.
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Body

Truck            I

TT

Car
I                TruckTT

I      Tanker
Truck               I       I            Dump

11

Engi.ne    (mi.xl.n)

F.TgITre 4.   Mixin Class Multiple Inheritance Diagram

The Object REX directives required in this case might look like this:

class directives for multiple inheritance

::class   Body
::method   rattle

®®,

::class   Engi.ne   mi.xi.nclass   Object
::method   start

®,

::class   Car  subclass   Body   inherit   Engine
: :method   trunk_capaci.ty

®,®

::class   Truck   subclass   Body
::method   hi.tch   horse

®®

::class   DumpTruck  subclass  Truck  inherit   Engine
: :method   dump

®®

::class  TankerTruck  subclass  Truck  inherit  Engine
::method   fi.ll    tank

®,,
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The  old  Vehzcze  abstract  class  has  disappeared,  its  attributes  and
methods split into two new abstract classes called Body and E7tgz7te.
Body  becomes  the  direct  parent  of  Cczr  and  Trz4cfa,  while  E7tgj7te
becomes a mixin class. Each vehicle now obtains its body and engine
behavior from two different classes.

Object REXX Variable Pools
In classic REX, by default each .cmd file has its own variable pool.
Variables  set by code within the  .cmd file  are  available to  all  other
code within the same  .cnd file. The programmer can change this by
coding the procedure instruction after a label, for example:
aprocedure:   procedure

When cbprocedz/re is called, REX creates a new and private variable
pool  for  cIprocedz/re.  This  remains  in  effect  until  ciprocedz4re  termi-
mates. In this example, none of the code within czprocedzJre can access
any  of the  variables  set by the  code  in the  command file,  and vice
Versa.

The programmer can obtain a limited degree of exposure of the vari-
able pool external to ciprocedzJre by using the expose option. For exam-
ple:

aprocedure:   procedure   expose   vari.ablel   vari.able2   stem.

The variables and stems listed after theexpose keyword map directly
onto the corresponding variables in the variable pool that was active
when cLprocedztre was called. Changes that cbprocedz4re makes to these
exposed variables remain in effect when c!Procedztre terminates. Exist-
ing REX programs work the same way in Object REX as they do in
classic REX, to preserve compatibility.
Objects  are new in Object REX,  and they are handled differently.
Each  object  usually  has  several  variables,  or  cz££rzbz4£es,  associated
with it. If you have 100 employee objects active, each one may have its
own name, number, address, and other attributes. Object REX asso-
ciates a separate variable pool with each object.
An object's  attributes  can be accessed only by the methods that are
defined within the object's class; in 00 terminology, all data is private
or  e7tcapsz4Zc!£ecz.   Each  method  must  specify  which  of  the  object's
attributes it needs to access by listing them on an expose instruction
immediately after the method directive (...77}efhocz).
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Example of a method

: :method   tag
expose  name  address  salutation
separator   =   'at:I
return   salutati.on   name   separator  address

In this example, the variables J?c!77te, c}cZczress,  and scIZztfcE£Zo7t  are part
of the associated object's variable pool. All the other methods in the
class that contains this method may access and set these variables if
they first expose them. Any variables a method uses that are not in its
expose list are local variables and are discarded as soon as the method
terminates. In this example, sapclrczfor is a local variable.

Note: If an object inherits methods from different classes, it will have
different variable pools in each class. A method defined in one class
cannot share a variable with a method in another class.  If methods
need to share information, the owner of the variable must implement
methods to get and set this variable,  and the would-be sharer must
invoke them.
The benefit that flows from this arrangement is that different groups
can build and maintain different classes quite independently. Multiple
inheritance can make bedfellows of complete strangers. If a new class
claims parentage from two independently developed classes, there is
no danger that the accidental use of the same variable name in the
two parent classes will cause collisions and corruption of the variable.
The methods of each parent class will continue to operate in its sepa-
rate  variable  pool.  This  approach  mirrors  the  way  in  which  SOM
classes manage their variables.
The down side of this arrangement is that it is a little difficult to split
the definition of what the programmer may regard as a single class
over  more  than  one  source  file.  Each  class  definition  must be  com-
pletely contained in a single file. Different files will, therefore, contain
different class definitions. The methods in these files may be pooled by
using  inheritance,  but  they  will  not  be  able  to  gain  access  to  one
another's variables except through get and set methods created specif-
ically for this purpose.
As in SOM, Object REX provides a very simple way of creating get
and set methods for a given variable. With the code:

::method   avari.able   attri.bute

Object REX will automatically create both a gef and a sef method for
c!Vc!rjc!bze. One can then get and set the value of czvcLrzczbze by coding:

somethi.ng   =   anobject~avari.able

anobj ect~avari. abl e= (aval ue)
anobj ect~avari. abl e=aval ue
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RTote.. Ur++ess  a  SIGNAL  ON  NOVALUE  or  a  SIGNAL  ON  ANY
instruction is included in the code, the methods may happily appear to
use variables to which they actually have no access, if these variables
happen to lie in a separate variable pool, for reasons described above.
It is probably a good discipline to include the SJGNAL OIV IVOVALUE
instruction in code while it is being debugged, and to leave it in while
it is being used in production.

Object Instances
We have introduced objects and classes, but how do we actually create
and delete objects within a class? Individual objects  are often called
i,nstances .

Object Creation

Most  00  languages  provide  a  7tezu  method  (operator)  to  create  an
instance of a class. This is also how object creation is implemented in
Object REX.

Object creation

mycar   =    .Car~new
®®,

::class   Car
::method   start

®®,

Note: The CcLr class defined using the class directive ( .... czcbss) is avail-
able in the program as .Cc!r, and the new method is invoked against
this class object. In Object REX, even classes are themselves objects.
We will often need to initialize the variables of a newly created object.
Object REX automatically invokes the j7?Zf method of a new object, if
an Z7tzf method has been defined. The I.7?jf method can accept parame-
ters  to  initialize  object  variables  and  set  additional  variables  to
default values.

Initializing a new object

mycar   =   .Car~new(12345, 'Ford', 'Mustang`)
®

::class   Car
::method   init

expose   seri.alNumber  make   model    saleDate
use   arg   seri.alNumber,   make,   model
saleDate   =   date('s`)

: :method   start
®,

/*   parameters   of  new       */
/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   vari.able   */
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Note: The new USE ARC statement is used to assign values to vari-
ables  from  the  arguments.  This  is  more  effective  than  parsing the
arguments and works for any objects passed in as parameters in the
method call. See USE /IvezuJ on page 275 for more details.

Object Destruction

In Object REX there is no  explicit way to  delete  an object.  Object
REX supports automatic garbage collection-that is, objects without
any references (variables pointing to them) are removed from memory
periodically under system control.
The program can remove references to objects by assigning another
value to a variable or by dropping the variable:

mycar   =   .Car~new
®,

drop  mycar            /*  object   i.s   subject   to  garbage   collecti.on   */

Methods

28

Methods of a class are defined in the directives section of the program
immediately after the class directive. We will often want methods to
return a result that can be used by the invoking program, but this is
not compulsory.

Methods  can be  invoked  in  two  ways,  through  a  single  tilde  (~)  or
through a double tilde (~~). When a double tilde is used,  any result
returned by the method is  disregarded,  and the object to which the
method was applied is returned instead. This allows several methods
to be applied to a single object in one statement, in a procedure known
as chaining .

Chaining of method operations

car   =    .Car~new(...)
car~~start~~speed(55)~~for(5m)~mileage

®®®

::class   Car
®®

Note: Since the double tilde does not return a result, the subsequent
operations  work  on  the  same  car  object  until  the  77tjzec!ge  method
returns the miles driven in 5 minutes.
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Private and Public Methods

Methods  invoked from the  main program  or from  other  classes  are
specified as pztbzjc methods. They define the interface of the class, that
is, all the possible operations this class can perform.
Methods  used only within the class-that is,  they are invoked only
from other methods of the class-are przz;cIfe methods.
By default, methods are public; the prjzjcbfe keyword is used to define a
private method.

Public and private methods

::class   Car
:  :method   mi.1 age

sel f~cal cul ate

::method   calculate   private
expose   ti.me   speed
return   ti.me   *   speed   /   3600

/*   publi.c  method   for   users
/*        -i.nvoke   pri.vate  method

/*   pri.vate  method
/*        -not   avai.lable  to   users   */
/*        -usedbyothermethods     */

Classes and Instance Methods
So far, we have spoken about methods operating on objects. While this
is generally the case, some methods cannot operate on specific objects
because,  for example,  the  method's  purpose  may be  to crec!£e  a new
object,  and the  code  calling the  method cannot point it to this  new
object because it does not exist until after the method has run. When
we  deal with "normal" methods that operate on objects to do things
like  print  them,  shred  them,  or  delete  them,  we  speak  of j7isfcI7tce
methods. They operate on objects, which are also known as j7tsfcI7Lces
of their class. When we deal with methods that we cannot pass a spe-
cific object to, we call them cZc[ss methods.

This  may sound rather technical, but when it comes to writing the
code, the distinction will usually be very obvious. Making a method do
something to  an existing object requires  an instance method;  other-
wise it must be a class method.
Instance  methods  usually  handle  the  data  of an  individual  object,
whereas  class  methods  handle  data  about  the  whole  class,  such  as
counting the number of objects in the class or managing a collection of
all the objects.
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Meta classes
We have spoken about classes inheriting methods from their parents
and from mixin classes. Although we did not mention it at the time, a
subclass inherits both the instance and the class methods of its direct
(and mixin, if any) parents. We spoke of abstract and mixin classes as
a handy way to store behavior that can be inherited by a new subclass.
Now we introduce meta classes. Like abstract and mixin classes, they
are a handy place to store methods and attributes for other classes to
inherit. The wrinkle is, when a new class inherits from a meta class,
the meta class's Z7?sfc[7tce methods become the inheriting class's cZczss
methods-along  with  any  other  class  methods  it  inherits  from  its
direct parent.
If this sounds complex, it is! But seldom will an Object REX applica-
tion programmer need to use meta classes. Direct inheritance usually
gets  the job  done,  with  mixins  less  often  required.  The  people  who
really  need  meta  classes  are  the  programmers  who  build  00  lan-
guages like Object REX. They could have kept meta classes hidden
and used them for their own purposes only, but they chose to share
them with the world. There are good reasons for doing this. If the fea-
ture is there, why not make it available? People have built some very
complicated  and  sophisticated  systems  using  00  languages  in  the
past,  and  we  believe  that  Object  REX will be  no  exception.  Also,
Object REX needs to interface with the rest of the world. Probably
the most important 00 interface that Object REX has is its linkage
into SOM, as described in Chapter 11, OZ7y.ec£ REX, Sojl41, cb7tcz Worfa-
pzcbce  Shezz,   on  page 161.   SOM  is   the   equivalent  of  a  telephone
exchange for objects, allowing them to find and talk to each other, no
matter where they may be.  SOM requires  its  programmers  to  deal
explicitly with meta classes when class methods must be defined. It is
probably a good idea for the Object REX community to understand
what meta classes  are  all about,  and to be  able to use them when
required.

Polymorphism
Podymoxphzs77? is the rather cumbersome name given to a very simple
idea that almost every computer language offers. It is the notion that
a single operator symbol,like +, -, *, or /, can be used against operands
of different types,  such as short integer, long integer,  short float,  or
long float. The language compiler (or interpreter) determines the type
of  operand  that  is  involved  and  uses  one  of  the  many  available
machine instructions to carry out the appropriate operation. So when-
ever two numbers are added together, a plus sign is written between
them, regardless of their data type.
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Object-oriented  languages  enable  programmers  to  define  their  own
functions  and  operators  (methods)  for  the  new  data  types  (classes)
they create. For example, a drc!zu method can be defined for the Shape
class and, therefore, for all its subclasses (triangle, rectangle, circle,
etc.). The draw method can then be invoked against an object of every
subclass of the Shape class. Object REX invokes the implementation
of the draw method according to the class of each object.
A very nice example of polymorphism may be found in compl ex . cmd  in
the Object REX sample subdirectory and the associated usecomp . cmd
that  invokes  it.  This  code  creates  a  class  of complex  numbers  and
defines  operators  to  carry  out  simple  arithmetic  on  them.  The  pro-
grammer is free to choose any method name to denote the addition of
complex numbersuto77tpzeacAczd, for example, which would require the
following syntax:

a   =   b~complexAdd(c)

Instead, he or she wisely chooses the plus  operator (+) for this pur-
pose. This allows the programmer using the complex class to code:
a=b+c

This is, of course, a very familiar notation, and programmers will find
it  easy to  apply these  new  methods  to  the  new  domain  of complex
numbers,  even though complex numbers  are not a part of standard
REX.
Just to show that Object REX permits very useful things without
much code, we show below the Object REX method for adding com-
plex numbers. By way of introduction for those who did not major in
math, each complex number has two parts, called rec£Z and j77iclgz77c!ry.
Each of these two parts is a perfectly normal number. Combined, we
can use them to do things like position a point on a graph, where we
need to know how far to the right it is and how high. These two inde-
pendent properties can be stored separately in the real and imaginary
parts of a single complex number.

The Object FZEXX method for adding complex numbers

::class   complex   publi.c
::method    I+I

expose   real    i.magi.nary
use   arg   adder
i.f   arg(1,'o')   then

return  self
tempreal   =   real   +  adder~real
tempi.magi.nary   =   i.magi.nary   +   adder~i.magi.nary
return   self~class~new(tempreal ,   tempi.magi.nary)

E]  We use the .... czclss directive to define the class of complex numbers.

E  We  use  the  ...77}efhod  directive  to  start  the  definition  of the  +
method.
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E]  We  give  each  complex  number  two  attributes,  called  recEZ  and
Z77tcJgz7?cbry. We expose them so the method can use them.

E  The + method normally works on two complex numbers. The first
is the object in front of the + and the second is the object after it.
We  access  the  first  object  through  the  built-in  name  sezf.  We
access the second through the zJse cJrg statement and use the local
variable name c!cZczer to reference to it.

E  If cbrgrzJ is omitted, we do not have to do any addition.

E  We just return the object to which this prefix (+) applies (sezf).
E  We get the real part of cfdder and add it to the real part of the com-

plex number we are dealing with.
E  We get the imaginary part of cLdder and add it to the imaginary

part of the complex number.
E  We make a new complex number to return to the caller. We need

to  find  the  class  of the  object we  are  dealing with,  because  the
method that makes new complex numbers is a czclss method (see
Cl,asses  and,  Instance  Methods  on palge 2;9).  Self~class  gchs  the
class  of the object,  and cZcLss~7tezu  invokes the 7?ezu  method of the
complex class.

The class library that is supplied with Object REX (see Tfae OZ)y.ec£
REJK Czcbss Lzbrc[ry,  below)  makes  extensive  use  of polymorphism.
For example, the method name /7 may be used to refer to an element of
any  type  of collection,  be  it  from  the  Array,  Bag,  Directory,  List,
Queue, Relation,  Set,  Stem, or Table class. The /7 notation has been
long  and widely used in languages  like  C  to  denote  subscripting of
arrays,  so  the  Object  REX  convention  exploits  and  reinforces  an
association that many programmers already have.
Programmers  are  encouraged  to  follow  the  same  convention  when
they create new methods. If it does something analogous to an existing
method of another class, give it the same name. It is easier to remem-
ber the name when needed, and it is easier to guess what the method
does when only the name is known.
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The Object REXX class Library
Every 00 language worthy of the name comes with a set of class defi-
nitions. These do a wealth of useful things and spare the 00 program-
mer reinventing the wheel. Object REX is no exception. Many of its
classes  relate  to  managing  collections  of data.  These  are  called the
Cozzecfjo7? classes and are shown in Table 1. Another group provides a
variety of useful functions to the programmer, listed in Table 2. These
are very terse lists; for details, please see the Object REX manuals
refererLced in Related Publications on paLge xx:vii.

Table 1.   The Object REX Collection Classes
Class Name Purpose
Array A sequenced collection

Bag A nonunique collection of objects, subclass of Relation

Directory A collection indexed by unique character strings

List A sequenced collection that supports inserts at any position

QueueRelation A sequenced collection that can accept new items at its
start or end
A collection with nonunique objects for indexes

Set A unique collection of objects, subclass of Table

Table A collection with unique objects for indexes

Table 2.   The other object REXx classes
Class Name Purpose
Alarm Generates asynchronous messages at specific times

Class A technical class to create new classes

MessageMethod Supports the deferred or asynchronous sending ofmes-
Sages

A technical class to dynamically create new methods
Monitor Manages the forwarding of messages
Object A technical class to manage all objects

Stem A collection indexed by unique character strings

Stream Supports input and output operations
String Supports operations on character strings
Supplier Supplies the elements of a collection one by one

As  with  any  00  language,  the  Object  REX  class  library  is  an
extremely valuable asset and will richly repay careful study. We can
never claim to know an 00 language until we have a fair idea of what
its class library contains.
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The Object REXX class Library Browser

Most 00 languages contain a facility called a czcbss brozuser, a program
that presents the class library to the programmer on request. It sup-
ports lookup by class name or by method name. Object REX provides
this  facility  through  its  online  reference  facility,  which  should  be
installed when Object REXX is installed. With its hypertext links, it
provides far more information than does the usual class browser. Of
course,  it  can  display  only  the  built-in  Object  REX  class  library.
There is at this stage no equivalent facility for browsing programmer-
defined classes.

We  implemented  two  simple  experimental  class  browsers  in  Object
REX.  They  are  available  as  browscls.cmd   and  browser.cmd  in  the
Xampl es subdirectory of the car dealer application.
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In this chapter we introduce the Hacurs software company and pick
up the story of how it uses Object REX to implement a car dealer
application. We look at the objects required for this application and
find out how the classes built into Object REX (its class library) can
be used to help construct them.

Introducing the Hacurs Company
It is all too easy to make a book about a computer language read like a
catalog of washing machine parts. As we go through the features of
Object REX, we are going to try to bring them to life by showing how
useful they are to a fictional, but not unrealistic, small software com-
pany called Hclcz4rs. This company was started one year ago by three
friends-Hanna, Curt, and Steve. They studied computer application
design  and  programming  together  at  college,  and  after  graduation
they all ].oined the same company and worked in its IT department.
They often spoke of starting their own little software company,  and
after two years of corporate life, they agreed to do it. They decided to
design and develop applications for OS/2. They had used C and C++
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for some of their college assignments, but most of their corporate expe-
rience was based on coding REX. They recognized that REX is an
extremely powerful and easy-to-use language and chose it as their pre-
ferred development language.
Their company name is derived from their own names but also stands
for their main line business-Handy Applications Coded Using REX.
Hacurs signed up with the IBM Developer Assistance Program (DAP)
and the Developer Connection for OS/2 (DEVCON).  This gives them
access to lots of useful information, as well as some very useful devel-
opment tools.

The Car Dealer Opportunity
"Hey,  team,"  yelled  Curt  as  he  banged  in  through  the  door  of the
Hacurs office late one afternoon, "we've got our breakthrough! I spent
most of today with Trusty Trucks looking at their requirements for a
car dealer system. They are really keen to automate this part of their
business, and I've pretty near convinced them that we can build a sys-
tern that will meet their needs, and that we can do it fast."
"That's wonderful," said Hanna.
"Great going!" exclaimed Steve.

"What do they want?" asked Hanna.
"They  service vehicles-cars  and trucks,"  Curt  answered  as  he  put
down his bag and sat at his desk. "I tried my hand at developing a use
case with them to describe their business process. I captured it on my
Thinkpad."
Curt pulled his Thinkpad from his bag, plugged it in and powered it
on. Once it had booted up, he opened a view of his project subdirectory
and dragged an icon to the EPM editor.
"This is what we came up with," he  said  [see Figure 5  on page 39].
"Now, before you start criticizing, remember this is the first use case
that I've built. We wrote up the steps that have to take place, and then
I identified the nouns by making them bold, and all the verbs by mak-
ing them underscored.
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1.  Trusty Trucks draws up a list of the parts it has in stock.
2.  Trusty Trucks also defines the services it offers and ±ist§ the

parts each service needs.
3.  Customers bring in their vehicles for servicing.
4.  Trusty Trucks records the customer and vehicle details on a

work order and itemizes the services required.
5.  Service  staff carries  out the  specified services  on the vehi-

cles.
6.  Clerical staff prepares bills based on the work orders.
7.  The customers pa]z their bills and £±aim their vehicles.

F.Tgure 5.   Car Dealer Application Use Case
"We  decided  not  to  mark  every noun,"  said  Curt.  "Some just  didn't
seem useful to  us.  All the  nouns  we highlighted  are  candidates  for
objects in the application design. And all the verbs we highlighted are
candidates for methods."
"Well that looks very simple and straightforward to me,  Curt," said
Hanna, "although I'm sure it will turn out to be a lot more complicated
when we get down to the details."
``Should we try to draw up a list of the objects you have identified and
their related methods?" asked Steve.
"OK," said Curt. He copied the text of his use case and edited out all
words  except  the  highlighted  ones.  "This  brings  up  a  question,"  he
noted. "If I can remember back to my high-school grammars, most sen-
tences have a subject, a verb, and an object. Both the subject and the
object are nouns. But when we come to attach methods to objects, does
the verb get associated with the subject or the object of the sentence?
For example, in the first item I've got

`Trusty Trucks drcf zus ztp a list of the parts it has in stock.'
"Should czrc[LtJs L4p be the method of `Trusty Trucks' or of `parts'?"

"Of `parts', I think," answered Steve. "The Trusty Trucks object uses
the  method,  but  the  parts  object  must  implement  it.  It  deals  with
parts data."
"OK, let's use that approach and see what happens," said Curt.

The Hacurs team worked together on this task. After some thought,
they derived the table presented in Table 3.
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Table 3.   Car Dealer objects and Methods
Object Method
A list of parts Draw up
Services Define

Parts List for each service

Vehicles Bring in
Customer Record the details

Vehicle Record the details

Services Itemize on a work order

Vehicles Get services

Bills Prepare
Bills Pay
Vehicles Claim

"It looks  like  we've  got  some  nouns  left  over,"  said  Hanna.  "Trusty
Trucks, the Stores department, Service staff, and Clerical staff acted
as subjects but never as objects in the use case sentences."
"That's interesting," said Curt. "I discussed these with Trusty Trucks.
We recognized that we could identify objects corresponding to various
divisions within the company and store them in the database. Trusty
Trucks couldn't see any point in doing so.  I suggested that we could
capture these in a field within each transaction, to act as an audit trail
in case they ever needed to know who did what.  They could see the
potential value of doing that, but they plan to have a paper audit trail
of each transaction and decided against keeping it in the database."
"We're starting to see the value of the use case discipline," said Steve.
"It makes you take into account those loose bits and pieces that might
otherwise be overlooked in the design. Even if you eventually decide to
ignore them, it's good that you had to think about them."
"Good  point,  Steve,"  said  Hanna.  ``And  Curt,  I  think you've  done  a

great job collecting this information and getting to understand what
Trusty Trucks needs. Is this all we have to do? Do we create a class for
each of the objects we've defined, and a method for each of the verbs?"
"I'm afraid there's a lot more to it than that," responded Steve. "We
have  to  decide  on  the  shape  that we  want  our  application to  take.
There's a lot of technical issues that we still need to discuss."
"Like what?" asked Hanna.
"Like what kind of user interface we must develop," Steve answered,
``and what database manager we should use."
"Or if we use a database manager at all," added Curt.
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The Application Model
Hanna, Curt, and Steve sat around a table together, going through the
requirements for the car dealer application and trying to identify the
objects they would choose to implement in Object REX. After a cou-
ple of hours of work, they came up with five objects that seemed to
play a dominant role:
D  Customer
I  Vehicle
I  Part
I  Service
I  Work order

"This is it," said Curt. "Customers bring their vehicles in for various
services.  Trusty Trucks records the services  each vehicle needs in a
work  order.  Each  service  requires  a  standard  amount  of labor  and
parts.  Those  are  the  objects  we  have  to  model.  The  relationships
between the objects look like this." Curt drew a sketch on the white-
board [see Figure 6].

Work Order
class/,//,,,//,//,/Vehicle,,'''                          Service/

c I as s                     ,,'`'                                              c I ass,////,,/,////,//CustoinerPart

class                                                     class

Key
'«,<%%¢&

A                      8         ArequiresB    £§
>>,,±¢s±,#fl..^~tj3i,<esii,j3i±>±i±z:4±*=s::=±=z,as±s::s±s±>s::±isi't±s:i:::;i:;#:i;±¢:i:ti±>±%ssi±±»:an:is::as:z5±i±s::;i-:i:xsas,'s:ss€;a:;i:i,±:±=;±s5*,.c;'s±±;:¢sS=:55s5ssisssas«exsi€:;3*ass5:;st±sszz>3zz:>±:s:ss'»m~'ssss>±ce±s¢ss±;si,es:s:;s=z±x'sets^±±k±;±±±±±s:sa±±:±9±s±±±±±s±;±t±gs<l±;i±S±5;=±SS±S=1g¢:±±S;9s±¢±±:*>!4:±±s=z±st::±==:±:'t'as#'*==;±>=±;::s±Sa±s.,.~#~%€Z±:SS::33S3::*:IA?+»£=

F.TgNIe 6.   Car Dealer Data Class Relationships
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`You  don't  need  a  line  from  the  Worfa Orczer  class  to  the  Cz4sfomer
class," said Steve. "Each work order points to a vehicle, and each vehi-
cle has an owner, and that's who the customer is."
"Not  necessarily,"  said  Curt.  "Suppose  someone  rents  a  truck  and
bends a fender. He or she might decide to take the truck in to get it
fixed, rather than return it, dented, to the rental company. The cus-
tomer is the renter, but the owner of the vehicle is the rental com-
pany."
"That  sounds  pretty  unlikely  to  me,"  said  Steve.  "Anyhow,  Trusty
Trucks wouldn't know that it's a rented truck. They would capture the
name of the person who brought the truck to them as the owner. All
they care about is who's going to pay them."
Hanna broke in with a suggestion: "We can sort out this detail later.
Make the line from the Worfa Orczer class to the Cztsfo77}er class dotted,
and let's carry on."
"How about labor-don't we need that as an object?" asked Steve.
"I don't think so," said Hanna. "The only thing we know about it is the
standard   labor   charge   for   each   service.   We   wouldn't  have   any
attributes to store in labor if we made it an object."
"But there are different types of labor, and they charge out at different
rates," said Steve.
"Maybe  so,  but  Trusty  Trucks  doesn't  want  to  record  that  kind  of
detail in its service records," said Curt. "Let's not make this more com-
plicated than it has to be. We have to get a solution working fast if we
want to get the business."
"OK,  let's  take  those  objects  as  our  first  cut,"  said  Hanna.  "What
attributes do we need to store for each one?"
"I've kept a list of the attributes as we went along, and they look like
this," said Curt, laying out a sheet of paper [see Figure 7].

01   customer
05   custnum
05   custname
05   custaddr

01   vehicle
05   seri.alnum
05   custnum
05   make
05   model
05  year

01   part
05   partnum
05   prl'ce
05   stock
05   descri.pti.on

smal 11' nt

char(20)
char(20)

1'nte9er
smal 1  1. nt

char(12)
char(10)
smal 11' nt

smal 11. nt

smal  11` nt

smal 11' nt

char(15)

01   servi.ce
05   itemnum
05   labor
05   descri.pti.on
05   servpart

10   partnum
10   quantity

01   workorder
05   ordernum
05   custnum
05   seri.alnum
05   cost
05  orderdate
05  status
05   workserv

10   i.temnum

smal 11` nt

smal 11' nt

char(20)
occurs   20   times
smal 11. nt

smal 1 i. nt

smal  11' nt

smal 11. nt

1'nteger
1'nte9er
char(8)
smal 1 1. nt

occurs   20   ti.mes
smal 1 i nt

T!.TgITre 7 .   Car Dealer Object attributes
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"That looks like a mixture of COBOL and SQL," said Steve.
"Never mind, it gets the job done," said Curt.

:#eTi'ivia8::::Pneoartinai±%?iE:Ldnatsae.yLceandworkorder,''Stevenoted.
®,

"Not necessarily," said Hanna. "The collection classes in Object REX-
allow  an  object to have  attributes  that  are  arrays,  lists,  sets,  bags,
directories..."
``OK, OK-you've made the point," said Steve. "But when we come to
store persistent objects in a relational database, we'11 have to normal-
ize the data."
``Also  not  necessary,"  chimed  in  Curt.  "The  new  binary-large-object

(BLOB) support in D82 Version 2 would allow us to store the repeat-
ing group as an array in a single BLOB column." Seeing Steve's look of
concern, he added, "I would also feel more comfortable if the database
was normalized, but the objects in storage don't have to look exactly
the same.''

Methods and Variables
"OK,  if those  are  the  objects  we  have  to  model,  what  comes  next?"
asked Hanna.
"We need to work out which methods each object must support and the
variables they need," said Curt. "I also kept a note of those as we went
through the use cases. First, every object type..."
`You mean `class," interrupted Steve.
"Uh-yes,  class,"  agreed  Curt.  "OK,  each  class  that  manages  the
objects  we've  identified  [see  Figure  6  on  page  41]  needs  the  basic
CRUD  methods:  create,  read,  update,  and  delete.  Then  whenever
there's a relationship between two different objects, we need a method
to maintain it. Who owns which vehicle, for example. We need to be
able to track changes in ownership without having to delete the old
vehicle and capture it all over again under a new customer."
"Why?"  asked  Steve.  `You  said  we  should  keep  it  simple.  Vehicles
don't  change  ownership  that often.  Why not  discard the  old vehicle
record and capture a new one?"
"What if there's a query relating to work done on the vehicle before it
changed hands?" asked Hanna. "If we delete the old vehicle record we
would lose any references we had to it in the work order history data."

1 IVor77tcbzjzc!£jo77 of data is a term used in database design. In simple words it makes individual tables

of a database nonredundant and all columns of a table nonrepeating and dependent on the key
only.
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Steve nodded, so Curt carried on: "Some of these methods relate to a
specific object-update and delete, for example. These would have to
be implemented as Z72,sfcb7tce methods. But others don't relate to a spe-
cific object. We would have to implement those as czcbss methods."
"Can you give us an example?" asked Hanna.
"Sure," said Curt. "When we create a new object, we can't send the cre-
ate message to the object because it doesn't yet exist.  So we have to
send the message to the object's class instead, and it returns the new
object to us. And when we want to search our customer set by name,
we can't send the message to a particular customer object, we have to
send it to the class instead. The class method would come back with a
customer object-or a list of customer objects if more than one has the
search name, or maybe an empty list if the search fails."
"Speaking of searching customers, how can we find all the customer
objects that exist within the customer class?" asked Steve.
"We haven't found any built-in way of doing that," replied Hanna. "We
could maintain a variable for the Cztsfomer class that consists of the
set of all customer objects. Suppose we call it e#£e7t£. Whenever a new
object  is  created,  Object  REX  automatically  calls  the  object's  j7tzf
method. This is normally used to initialize the new object's instance
variables. It could invoke a class method that puts the new object into
the set of all objects created. And likewise for the other objects that we
need to keep track of."
"That's  smart,"  said  Curt.  "And we  can have  another class  method
that  removes  the  reference  to  the  object  from  the  class's  extent
attribute when the object is deleted."
"Right," said Hanna. "Let's get to work and draw up tables of all of the
methods we'll need for each class. We won't worry about how we store
the objects on disk in this version. Let's just concentrate on managing
the objects in storage." [See Tables 4-9.]

Table 4.   Methods Required by Every Data Class
Method Type Purpose
initialize Class Initialize the extent variable
extent Class Return an array of all objects of the class
add Class Add a new object to the extent
remove Class Remove an object from the extent
init Instance Initialize a new object
setnil Instance Clear out the object record
delete Instance Delete the object from the class
detail Instance Return object details, formatted
makestring Instance Default ID for this object
display Instance Display object data on standard output
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Table 5.   Methods Required for Customer Class
Method Type Purpose
number Instance Return the number of the customer

findNumber Class Find a customer given the number

findName Class Return an array of customers matching
name

heading Class Return a heading for output

name Instance Get or set the customer's name

address Instance Get or set the customer's address

update Instance Update the customer's data

addvehicle Instance Add a new vehicle to the customer

removevehicle Instance Remove a vehicle from the customer

checkvehicle Instance Does this vehicle belong to the customer?

getvehicles Instance Return the customer's vehicles

findvehicle Instance Return a specific vehicle of the customer

addorder Instance Add a work order to the customer

removeorder Instance Remove a work order from the customer

getorders Instance Return all work orders for this customer

Listcustomer-ShortListcustomerLong Class List customers on standard output

Class List customers with their vehicles

Table 6.   Methods Required for vehicle class
Method Type Purpose
serial Instance Return the serial number of the vehicle

make Instance Get or set the vehicle's make

model Instance Get or set the vehicle's model

year Instance Get or set the vehicle's year

update Instance Update the vehicle's attributes

makemodel Instance Return make and model formatted

getowner Instance Return the owner of the vehicle

setowner Instance Set the owner of the vehicle

deleteowner Instance Set the owner of the vehicle to nil
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Table 7.   Methods Required for Part Class
Method Type Purpose
findNumber Class Return the part's number
heading Class Return a heading for output
number Instance Return the serial number of the part

price Instance Return the price of the part
description Instance Return the description of the part
stock Instance Return the stock level of the part
increasestock Instance Increase the stock level of the part
decreasestock Instance Decrease the stock level of the part
Listpart Class List all parts on standard output

Table 8.   Methods Required for Service Class
Method Type Purpose
findNumber Class Return the service's number
heading Class Return a heading for output
number Instance Return the number of the service
laborcost Instance Return the labor cost of the service
description Instance Return the description of the service
usespart Instance Tell service it uses this part

getparts Instance Return the parts used by this service

8etQuantity Instance Return the quantity used of this part

getpartscost Instance Sum cost times quantity of parts used

getworkorders Instance Return work orders with this service
Listservice Class List all services on standard output

Table 9. (Part 1 of 2) Methods Required for Work Order Class
Method Type Purpose
findNumber Class Return the work order's number
newNumber Class Issue a new work order number
findstatus Class Return work orders of given status
number Instance Return the number of the work order
cost Instance Return the cost of the work order
date Instance Return the date of the work order
setstatus Instance Set the status of the work order
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Table 9. (Part 2 of 2) Methods Required for Work Order Class
Method Type Purpose

8etstatus Instance Get the status of the work order

getstatust Instance Get the status of the work order as text

getcustomer Instance Get the customer of the work order

getvehicle Instance Get the vehicle of the work order

addserviceltem Instance Add a service item to the work order

removeservice- InstanceInstance Remove a service item from the work
Item order

getservices Return services of this work order

getTotalcost Instance Compute the total cost of the work order

checkAndDecreas-estockgenerateBill Instance Issue the parts required for the services

Instance Return array of output lines of bill

detailcust Instance Return customer and vehicle details

makeline Instance Return work order details, formatted

Listworkorder Class List the work orders on standard output

"Wow! That's a long list of methods," said Curt, looking at the tables
they had produced.  "Aren't we making this  much more  complicated
than it needs to be?"
"I don't think so," answered Hanna. "The books on object orientation
warn that you need a lot of methods to get the job done, but they say
that the methods must be very short.  Some say that if a method is
longer than 30 lines, it's too long. I read that in connection with Small-
talk. I guess it's too soon to say if the same limit should apply to Object
REX.„
"What's the benefit of having lots of silly little methods, each of which
does  very little?"  asked  Curt.  "Why  not  lump  functions  together  to
make fewer, bigger methods?"
"It's like making bricks rather than prefabricating walls," said Steve.
``The simpler each method is, the more likely you'11 be able to reuse it
for other purposes. And the more complex it is, the less likely you'1l be
able to use it again."
"Hmm," mused Curt. "It sounds good, but 1'11 reserve judgment on that
until we've built our first application and I can see how it works out in
practice.
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Relationships Among Objects
"I know it's getting late, but I'd like to spend a little time talking about
the  relationships  that  we  need  to  implement between  the  different
objects,"  said  Hanna.  "This  is  the  way  I  see  it.''  She  quickly  con-
structed a list and showed it to the others. It read:
I  A customer can own one or more vehicles
I  A vehicle can be involved in many different work orders over time
I  A customer can be involved in many different work orders
I  Each work order requires one or more services
I  Each service requires zero or more parts

Hanna asked, "Which of these relationships do we have to keep track
of? And from which end?"
"What do you mean, `from which end'?" asked Steve.
"If we're  given  a  customer,  do  we  need  to  know  which  vehicles  he
owns?" asked Hanna.
`Yes!" chorused Curt and Steve.

"And if we're given a vehicle, do we need to know to which customer it
belongs?''
`Yes!" chorused Curt and Steve again.

"Then maybe we need to put a list of vehicles owned into each cus-
tomer object, and an owner attribute into each vehicle," said Hanna.
"Wait a minute," said Curt, "that doesn't sound possible. If the vehicle
object contains the customer object, which in turn contains the vehicle
object, which one will really contain the other? Will we put the system
into a perpetual loop trying to do what we tell it?"
"No," smiled Hanna. "Objects never actually contain each other, they

just contain references to each other.  The objects themselves are all
kept in Object REX's system storage. When you assign an object to a
variable, you're actually just storing a poj7tfer to the object in the vari-
able.,,

Steve chimed in too: "And if you call a subroutine or method passing a
huge BLOB as an argument, the system passes just a pointer to the
BLOB.„
"Cute," said Curt. "So how do we actually store the relationships that

you spoke about? I seem to recall that there is a List class built into
Object REX."
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The Object REXX Collection classes
"There's  a  whole  lot  of collection  classes  built  into  Object  REX,
including  drray,  Bag,  Directory,  List,  Queue,  Relation,  Set,  and
Table,'' said Steve.  ``AIl of them can be used to  store sets  of related
information.  AIl of them have  several methods  in common,  and all
have  their  own  unique  capabilities.  We're  spoiled  for  choice-it's
almost embarrassing!"
``OK-so which should we use?" asked Hanna.

Realizing that this would take some time, the Hacurs team phoned
out for pizza and went in detail through each of the relationships that
Hanna had identified.
``So this is what we've agreed," said Curt, wiping some tomato sauce
from the handwritten table and presenting it to his teammates for
their approval [see Table 10].

Table 10.  Relationships between the Car Dealer Objects
First Object Second From lst to From 2nd to Type

Object 2nd 1st

Customer Vehicle Set Attribute 1:in

Customer Work order Set Attribute 1:in

Vehicle Work order 'none' Attribute 1:in

Work order Service Relation Relation in:in

Service Part Set none, in:in

``That's cryptic!" exclaimed Steve. "What does it all mean?"
``It's simple, really," replied Curt. ``The first two columns list different
types of object. The third column shows how we record the relation-
ship from the object in the first column to the object in the second. If
we don't, the  entry is 'none'.  Otherwise it's the name of the Object
REXX class we agreed to use. The object that carries the relationship
is stored as an attribute in the first object. The fourth column is the
same as the third, except the other way around. It shows how we store
the relationship in the second object back to the first. In most cases
I've written just offrjbz4€e. This means that there's only one object of
type one associated with the second object, so we don't have to store a
list, only a single object pointer. The fifth column shows the type of
relationship we model. We distinguish between many-to-many (in:in)
and one-to-many (1:in) relationships."
"Why  don't we  record  the  services  that  use  a  certain  part?"  asked
Hanna. "Trusty Trucks is not interested in that information, so there
is no need to carry it," replied Curt, "and we handle the work orders
from the  customer  directly,  without  going through the  vehicle,"  he
added.
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"Now that we see it all," said Steve, "do we really have to use the rela-
tion class to implement the relationship between work orders and ser-
vices? Wouldn't it be simpler to use the same collection class for all our
relationships?"
"Maybe, but this  will look better on  our CVs]," replied  Curt with  a
smile.
"I'm  more  worried  about  our  paychecks  than  our  CVs!''  muttered
Hanna.

Example of relationship between customer and vehicle classes

::class   Customer
®,®

: :method
expose
use   arg
Cars   =

®,

: :method
expose

init
customerNumber   cars
customerNumber

. set~new

addvehi cl e
Cars

use   arg   newcar
cars~put (newcar)
®®®

::class  Vehicle
®,

::method   init
expose   seri.alNumber   owner
use   arg   seri.alNumber,   owner
owner~addveh i. cl e (sel f)
®,®

***   NEW   CUSTOMER   ******/

ach   customer  object       */
as   a   customer  number     */
nd  a   set  of  cars              */

/******   ADD   NEW   VEHICLE   ***/

/*  new  cars   are  added   to     */
/*  the  set  of  cars                  */

/******   NEW   VEHICLE   *******/

/*   each   vehi.cle   poi.nts   to   */
/*   the  owner   (customer)        */
/*  and  adds   i.tself  there     */

Object Creation and Destruction
"Let's talk through the life-cycle of these objects and make sure they
can  all  be  created  when  needed  and  discarded  when  their  work  is
done," suggested Hanna.
"I think we've covered that," said Curt. "We listed the methods that
are common to every object [see Table 4 on page 44] and these include
j7tz.£ to create new objects and czezefe to throw old ones away. We also
plan to define an e#£e7tf set as a class variable in each class to keep
track of all the objects we have defined within that class. And we plan
to have an clczd and a remozJe method for each class. Adcz will save a
pointer to each new object in the extent when it's created, and re77ioz/e
will drop it when it's discarded. The I.77,jf and dezefe instance methods
will invoke the czcZcZ and 7.e77toz;e class methods."
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"That's fine for keeping track of objects in storage," responded Hanna,
"but  what  happens  when  the  user  powers-off the  PC?  Are  all  the
objects lost?"
"Ah! Now you're talking about object persistence," said Curt. "That's a
big topic, and this isn't the right time to start getting into it. We've
covered a lot of ground today, and I for one am getting tired."
Hanna glanced at her watch. `You're right, it is getting late. OK guys,
let's call it a day. Thanks for giving up your time for this project. It
will be a big one if we manage to close the business. And with any luck
we'11 be able to sell the same solution to a number of different compa-
nies.  This  could turn out to be the milk-cow application we need to
keep our paychecks rolling in. Sweet dreams!"

Maintaining the set of objects of a class

. Customer~i n i. t i al i ze
custl   =    .Customer~new(101,  '
cust2   =    .Customer~new(102,I
. Customer~Li stcustomershort

: :class   Customer

::method   initialize  class
expose  extent
extent   =   .set~new

::method  add  class
expose  extent
use  arg   acust
extent~put (acust)

: :method   Listcustomershort  class
expose   extent
do   acust   over  extent

acust~di spl ay
end

::method   init
expose   customerNumber   name
use   arg   customerNumber,   name
. Customer~add (sel f)

: :method  display
expose   customerNumber   name
say   'Customer:    number='customerNumber

/*  prepare  the  class                   */
/*   create   some  customers          */

/*   list   all   customers                 */

/******   class  methods   *******/
/*  prepare  the  set  of  cust.   */
/*   in   vari.able   "extent"             */

/*   add   new  customers   to   set   */

/*   Arg   passed   from   new/i.ni.t   */
/*-add   ittotheset              */

/*   li.st   of  all   customers          */
/*  i.terate  over  extent              */
/*   -call    instance  method        */
/*       for  each   customer              */

/******   instance  methods  ****/
/*   ini.tialize  variables             */
/*   -from  arguments                      */
/*  add   itself  to  the  extent  */

/*   display   cust.   vari.ables     */
I name= I name

Note:  This simple example shows how instance methods can invoke
class  methods  (Z7tzf  invokes  ocZcZ),   and  class  methods  can  invoke
instance methods (LZs£Cztsfo77iershorf invokes djspzay). The separa-
tion is very logical; operations at the class level are implemented as
class methods using the cZczss keyword in the method directive, and
operations at the individual object level are instance methods.
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Implementation of the Model in Memory
Figure 8 shows the object model with class and instance variables for
the sample car dealer application.
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The outer rounded boxes represent the classes, the inner rectangles the instances
(objects) of the class. The white boxes in the outer rounded boxes are the attributes of
the class; the white boxes in the inner rectangles are the attributes of the instances.
Arrows indicate attributes that point to object instances.
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lmplementation Notes

1.  We chose to use the  set, list,  and relation classes to experiment
with the features of these collection classes. For work orders, for
example,  we  chose  to  have  a  list  so  that  new  work  orders  are
added at the top.

2.  The relation class is well suited to implement the in:in relation-
ship between work orders and services. It provides methods to get
a list of related objects:

: :class  Workorder
: :method  addserviceltem

use   arg   i.temx
workserv   =   self~class~getworkservRel
workserv[self]   =   I.temx                    /*   add   a   service   I.tern  to   the  work   order  */

: :method  getservices
return   sel f~cl ass~getworkservRel~al 1 at (sel f)

: :class  Serviceltem
: :method  getworkorders

return   sel f~cl ass~getworkservRel~al 1 i ndex (sel f)

The method ge£WorfeserzjRez returns a pointer to the external rela-
tion object and the cizzof and cizzzJtcze# methods of the relation class
return an array of related objects.
The relation object is implemented in the local directory (see Tbe
Local Directory on paLge L53) as

.local  [Cardeal.WorkservRel]    =    .Relati.on~new

3.   The methods to list all the objects of a class (LZs£CL4sfomershor£,
LZs£Pcbr£,  etc.)  are  implemented  as  rozt£Z7tes  instead  of methods.
Object REXX provides the .... roz/£ZJte directive to define subroutines
(callable procedures) :

::routine  Listpart  public
aui.~Li.neout(Ill.st   of'    .Part~extent~i.terns    'parts: I)
aui ~Li neout ( . Part~headi. ng)
do  partx  over   .Part~extent

aui ~Li. neout (partx~detai.1 )
end
aui.~EnterKey
return

The decision to use routines is based on the assumption that this
code is used only by the ASCII user interface and not by the GUI.
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Sample class Definition

Figure 9 shows an abbreviated listing of the Cztsfomer class as imple-
mented in memory.

::class   CustomerBase  public

::method   initialize  class
expose  extent
extent   =   .set~new

::method  add  class
expose  extent
use   arg   custx
extent~put (custx)

::method  remove   class
expose  extent
use  arg   custx
extent~remove(custx)

: :method   findNumber  class
expose  extent
parse   arg   custnum
do  custx  over  extent

/* -----  class  methods  ------ */

/*  prepare  set  of  customers  */
/*  add   customer  to  set              */

/*   remove  customer  from  set   */

/*   fi.nd   customer   by   number     */

/*  -look  through  the  set       */
i.f   custx~number   =   custnum  then   return   custx

end
return   .ni.l

::method   findName   class
arg   custsearch
custnames   =   .1ist~new
do  custx  over  self~extent

/*   find   customer  by   name          */

/*  -prepare  result
/*   -look  through  the  set

i.f  abbrev(translate(custx~name),custsearch)   then   do     /*   compare
custstri.ng   =   custx~number~ri.ght(3)  I  I    ,

I -I custx~name I -I custx~address

Custnames~i.nsert(custstri.ng)
end

end
return   custnames~makearray

::method  extent  class
expose  extent
return  extent~makearray

::method   heading  class
return    'Number                Name

::method   init

/*  -add  one  to  result              */

/*  -return  the  result             */

/*  return   set  of  customers     */

/*   return   a   headi.ng                      */
Address I

/* -----   instance  methods  ---*/
expose   customerNumber  name   address   cars   orders
use   arg   customerNumber,   name,   address
cars   =   .set~new
orders   =   .set~new
sel f~cl ass~add (sel f)

: :method  delete
expose  cars   orders
do   carx  over  cars

carx~del ete
end
do  workx  over  orders

workx~del ete
end
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)

/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   new   customer     */

/*  add   it  to  the  set  of  cust*/
/*  delete  a   customer                   */

/*   -and   all   the  cars                 */

/*   -and  all   the  orders            */

/*   remove   i.t   from  the  set       */

"gITre 9. (Part 1 of 2) Customer Class in Memory
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: :method   number   unguarded
expose   customerNumber
return   customerNumber

: :method  name  attribute
: :method  address  attribute

: :method   update
expose   name   address
use   arg   name,   address

: :method   addvehicle
expose   cars
use   arg   newcar
cars~put (newcar)
newcar~setowner ( sel f)

: :method   removevehicle
expose   cars
use   arg   oldcar
ol dcar~del eteowner
cars~remove (ol dcar)

: :method  getvehicles
expose   cars
return   cars~makearray

: :method   findvehicle
expose   cars
use   arg   seri.al
do   carx   over   cars

I.f  carx~seri.al   =   serial   then   return   carx
end
return   .nil

: :method  addorder
expose  orders
use   arg   newwork
orders~put(newwork)

: :method  removeorder
expose  orders
use   arg   oldwork
orders~remove (ol dwork)

: :method  getorders
expose  orders
return  orders~makearray

: :method  detail
expose   customerNumber   name   address
return   customerNumber~right(5)    I

: :method  makestring

/*   return   customer  number       */

/*   name,   name=   methods                */
/*   address,   address=  methods*/

/*   update   customer   info            */

/*   add   vehi.cle   to   customer     */

/*   remove   vehicle   from   cust   */

/*   return   vehicles   of  cust.   */

/*   find   vehi.cle   by   seri.al         */

/*   add   order  to   customer          */

/*   remove  order   from  cust.      */

/*   return   all   orders   of  cust*/

/*   return   a  detai.lli.ne            */

I    name~left(20)    I       I    address~1eft(20)

expose   customerNumber   name
return    'Customer:  I    customerNumber   name

FLgure 9. (Part 2 of 2) Customer Cl,ass i,n Memory

Source Code for Base Class lmplementation
The source code for the base implementation is described in Table 21
on page 255 and listed in Bc!se Czcfsses on page 293.
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In this chapter we look at a variety of technologies that can be used to
develop the user interface for Object REX applications. While most of
the solutions that we present are graphical (GUI), we also present a
simple ASCII character user interface (AUI).

Designing the User Interface
"Come on, Steve, you're late for the meeting!" called Curt.
"I'm busy working," Steve called back.
`You  know  that  work  is  no  excuse  for  missing  a  meeting,  Steve,"
responded Curt.
"Meetings are work, man," grumbled Steve, gathering his Thinkpad
and stopping to pour some coffee before joining Curt and Hanna in the
meeting area.
"Whoops!" said Hanna. "Being late for a meeting is bad enough, but
coming in late  zuzfh  co#ee  is  a  capital  offense,  Steve.  You know the
rules!,,
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`Yeah!" agreed Curt. `You get to buy the cookies for our mid-morning
coffee break. Make mine a blueberry muffin, please."
Steve shook his head. "Someone has to do the work while you guys sit
around talking to each other, or nothing would ever get done." he said."I've been designing the user interface for the car dealer application."
"What do you mean, `designing the interface'?" asked Curt. `You know
that Trusty Trucks doesn't want a GUI front end to the application.
All their existing PC applications are character-based, and they want
the  car  dealer  app  to  look  exactly the  same.  Building  a  character-
based user interface is the easiest thing in the world. We don't need to
waste time designing it."
`Yes, I know," said Steve, shaking his head. "It's amazing. They've just
upgraded all their PCs from DOS to Warp  Connect so they can get
easy file-sharing and Internet access,  and they still want DOS-style
interfaces. Surely you could have sold them on the benefits of a good
GUI, Mr.. Ace Salesman?" He looked pointedly at Curt.
"Be realistic, Steve," responded Curt. "They've got a lot of legacy DOS
applications that they have to keep running. One of the main reasons
they chose OS/2 is its excellent DOS compatibility. They don't want to
redevelop all their old apps with GUI front ends.  In fact, they don't
even have source code for some of the older ones. They were built by a
little contracting company that went out of business. Like we might,
too, if we don't get a move on with this project!"
"Exactly!" said Steve. "That's why I was working on the user interface.
And for your information, the reason we need to design it carefully is
that we plan to sell the same application to other businesses, as well.
You know that I've been talking to Classy Cars about it, and they're
really interested. There's no way they will want a clunky old character
interface app in their smart showrooms with the sort of cars they sell.
They want the latest GUI, where the  G stands for 'Gee Whiz'! And
when I showed them some multimedia with bitmap displays, recorded
audio, and even a short video clip, they were turning handsprings."
"Multimedia? With audio and video?" snapped Curt.  "Steve,  are you
crazy? This is a simple car dealer application. It handles the booking
and tracking of vehicle services. We're talking about guys in greasy
overalls  crawling under cars.  Multimedia has  absolutely nothing to
offer us in this application. We've got a tight deadline to deliver work-
ing code to support a serious business operation, and you're messing
around with your multimedia toys again! You're just trying to justify
the company money you wasted buying that fancy multimedia Think-
Pad.„

Steve smirked in reply. `Your trouble is you have absolutely no imagi-
nation,"  he  said  to  Curt.  "Sure,  we're  building  a  vehicle  servicing
application.  But the  reason we  chose to build it in  Object REX is
that, as time goes by, its 00 facilities will allow us to reuse the objects
we build, for totally new applications. And while I was talking with
Classy Cars, I found that their real hot button is the sale of cars, both
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new  and  secondhand.  Sure,  they need  a  system to  manage  car ser-
vices,  but  they  make  more  money  selling  cars.  And  when  I  talked
through the selling process with them, I soon realized that our appli-
cation already contains many of the objects needed to support selling.
Like vehicles and customers, for example."
"But  Steve,  we  have  no  multimedia  data in  our system  at  all  as  it
stands," said Hanna. "And writing code to handle multimedia will be a
major undertaking. Is it realistic to start with something that compli-
cated at this stage?"
"What you  guys  don't  realize  is  how  easy it is  to  do  multimedia in
REX," said Steve. "I developed a little demo on the fly at Classy Cars
to show them how it could work. Just look at this."
Steve double-clicked an icon on his Thinkpad's desktop,  and a folder
opened. In it were several icons, each looking like a car, with captions
referring to  different  popular brands.  There were  also icons labeled
Aztczzo and VZczeo in the folder. Steve dragged one of the car icons and
dropped it onto the Audio icon. After a second, they heard his recorded
voice  saying,  "The  Gazebo.  An  ideal  outdoor  car for the  driver who
enjoys plenty of fresh air." Steve picked up the same icon again and
dropped it onto the Video icon. A window opened on his  screen,  and
the familiar scene of two macaws beaking one  another played in it,
accompanied by music.
"Is that all it does?" asked Curt. "And how many hundreds of lines of
code did you waste building it?"
Hanna looked thoughtful as well. "How many lines of code did it take,
Steve?" she asked.
"Hardly any," said Steve. "Look, this is just a demo to show what could
be done, not a production system. I used Warp's standard WPS facili-
ties to put together the folder and icons. I pointed to my audl. o . cmd  in
the  audio button's  setup  notebook.  When the  user drops  an icon  on
Audio, my command gets scheduled with the name of the icon dropped
on it as the parameter. I use this name to pick an audio file and play
it. Here's the code."

Steve opened an editor window,  and there, hiding in the top corner,
were 10 lines of code. "The video works the same way," he added, and
brought up the vl. deo . cmd for them to see, as well.

Hanna was excited. "Hey, Steve, that's really neat. If that's what you
were  building just  now,  1'11  pay  for  the  cookies  in  the  next  coffee
break.„
"This is just a red herring," said Curt. "We've got to deliver the car-ser-
vicing application soon if we want to get Trusty Truck's business. And
if we want to  stay in business.  We  don't have time to  mess  around
building multimedia demos."
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Steve looked upset and was about to respond, but Hanna cut in. ``Wait,
Curt. You're right that we have to deliver Trusty Trucks' application
soon.  But  Steve's  also  right.  We're  using Object  REX precisely  so
that we can extend the base application to do different things for dif-
ferent customers in the future. We have to strike the right balance.
And the key to that is to design the system right from the start so it
can grow to meet new needs as they arise."
"And that was exactly what I was doing when you interrupted me to
come to this meeting," said Steve. "So why don't we stop talking and
get some work done?" He brought up his notes on his Thinkpad and
started talking through them. "We will have to develop both character
and GUI versions of our application. I've called the character version
AUJ for short. Most of the functions that we have to implement will be
common to both versions,  and,  of course, we don't want to duplicate
the code."
"Why not?" asked Curt. "That's how we've always done it in the past.
It's a clean solution. You can implement a change that one customer
wants without messing up the other customer's versions."
"Well, we didn't have very much choice in the past," said Steve. "Clas-
sic  REX  is  procedural,  and  it's  hard  to  share  procedural  code
between different versions of an application. It's even hard to segment
a large application into many small files with classic REX because of
the communication barriers between different source files. And if the
individual  source  files  are  big,  it  follows  that  they  deliver  complex
functions. The key to reuse is keeping the functions small and simple.
That's where Object REX shines."
"Maybe Object REX makes it easier to share code," said Curt, ``but
what's  the  advantage?  Different  customers  will  want  different  fea-
tures added to the application, and it won't be long before they'll need
different versions of the source."
"We have to break out of that cycle if we want to be more profitable,"
said Hanna. "If you look at the really successful PC software products,
there  isn't  a  different version  with  different features  for  each  cus-
tomer. The vendor implements only those features that will be useful
to most of the customers, then they cbzz get the new features. We aren't
quite in that kind of business, and we will have to implement some
features that only one customer requests. But we should always be on
the  lookout to  make  new features  available  to  every customer who
might possibly want them, even if it's some time out in the future."
`Yes, and Object REX will allow us to keep a common code base in
the form of common class definitions in a shared source file, and then
to implement only the dz#ere7tces as source unique to a particular cus-
tomer," agreed Steve. "That's why I've been trying to work out how we
can implement the ASCII user interface as an object."
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AScll User Interface As an Object
"Did I hear you right?" asked Curt. `You want to implement the ASCII
user interface as an object?"
``That's right, Curt," replied Steve. "We're using an object-oriented lan-

guage, you know, so why not use its facilities for the user interface,
too?',
"Well, I've got good news for you, Steve," Curt said. "In Object REX,
every variable and expression is actually an object, and every function
is a method on an object. When you code:

say  astri.ng
"that's actually equivalent to:

call    li.neout   astri.ng
"and Object REX implements that as:

. OUTPUT~l I. neout (astri. ng)

``where .OUTPur is  a standard object in each process's  directory of
local values. You need struggle no longer to design an 00 interface for
the AUI version, Steve. Just use the SAY command!"
"I  was  trying to  work  at  a szzgh£Zy  higher level  of abstraction than
that," said Steve. "Think about the menus, for example. Our old REX
programs that run in AUI mode are riddled with strings of SAY com-
mands that spill menus out on the screen. Those won't work so well
when we have to switch the output from the default .OUTPUT object
to a GUI screen driver, will they,  Curt? We would probably want to
make use of the GUI window's menu bar instead,"
"That's why we need different versions of the source for the AUI and
GUI versions," replied Curt.
"Can we put the AUI-handling code and menus into a subroutine in a
separate file?" asked Hanna. "The GUI version would simply not call
that subroutine and not have that code."
"It's not that easy," said Steve. "The logic that handles the menu has
to call the code that implements the menu option chosen by the user.
The menu code has to be the main routine, and the rest of the system
subroutines. If they're in separate files, it's not that easy to pass them
all the data they need to run."
"That's why we need different versions of the source for the AUI and
GUI versions," parroted Curt.
"We're trying to solve a problem, not score cheap points," said Hanna.
"The problem of communicating with subroutines isn't that great with
Object REX-we can encapsulate all the data they need in a single
object,  if necessary.  But tell  us  the  approach you were  working on,
Steve.„
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The AUI class
"Well, we could implement an AUI class to handle all output to the
console. Handling the screen-full condition is always a bit messy, and
in the past we've written that logic into every piece of code that pro-
duces  a listing on  the  screen.  The  AUI  Z7izf  routine  would be  called
automatically when we  create  the AUI  object,  and it  could use  the
REX SysTe#Zscree7tszze built-in function to find out how many rows
can fit on the screen. Each time the ZZ77eoz4£ method is used, it can call
the REX Syscztrpos built-in function to find out how many screen
rows are already used, and handle the screen-full condition automati-
cally.,,
"Sometimes we need to put out several related lines that we want to
stay together on the screen-perhaps a customer with all of his or her
vehicles," said Hanna. "How would the AUI object handle that?"
"We  could  build  a  checfaRozus  method  for AUI,"  replied  Steve.  `You

pass it the number of lines you want together on the screen. It checks
to see if there's enough space free,  and if not, it invokes the screen-
clearing logic. With this approach, none of the routines that generate
screen  output  would  need  to  know  how  many  lines  the  screen  has
space  for,  or  how  many  of its  lines  are  already  in  use.  All  of this
screen-related information would be e7tcapsL4Zcifecz in the AUI object."
"That's neat," said Hanna.

The AUI Operations
"Let's  define  all  the  operations  (methods)  needed  for  the  character
interface on a sheet of paper," added Curt. Shortly afterward, they had
it all ready [see Table 11].

Table 11.  Methods Required for AUI
Method Type Purpose
init Instance Initialize object, store window size

8etrows Instance Return number of rows in window

Clearscreen Instance Clear output window

Lineout Instance Output one line of text

CheckRows Instance Check if there is enough space for "n" rows

Userlnput Instance Ask user for input, character or numeric
YesNo Instance Ask user for Yes or No input

Hnterkey Instance Wait until user presses enter key
Error Instance Display error message

AckMessage Instance Display acknowledgment message
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"Why are the methods instance methods?" questioned Curt.
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"Well, Curt, it's true we could implement all methods as class meth-
ods," replied Steve, "but I think it is cleaner to create an actual AUJ
object at run time to handle the interactions."

ASCII Menus as Objects
``The other things I'd like to tidy up  are the menus.  In the past we
have implemented them by coding a whole bunch of SAY instructions,
outlining the options.  Immediately after these come WHEIV instruc-
tions, checking for each of the options and implementing some action
if that option has been chosen. I'd like to move the menu text and asso-
ciated  actions  right  out  of the  REXX  programs  and  store  them  as
parameter  files.  Then  we  could  define  a  menu  class.  Its  class  Z7?jf
method could read the menu parameter file and set up the menus as a
list  of objects  in  storage.  It  would  also  have  a  method to  display  a
selected menu object, check which option the user chooses, and auto-
matically implement the corresponding action."
"Often, a menu action will simply display a submenu," said Curt.
"That's right," said Hanna. "In that case, the action in the main menu
would be  an instruction to display the  submenu.  The menu display
method would invoke itself. That's possible, isn't it?"
`Yes," said Curt. "I've been doing some playing around with the con-
currency features of Object REX..."
"So I'm not the only one who plays around!" interrupted Steve.
"...and methods  can invoke themselves recursively," continued Curt.
"Of course, we would have to make sure we don't send them into an
infinite loop by linking a submenu back to one of its parent menus."
"Our menu display process would be user-driven. The user would quit
soon enough if it loops back on itself," said Steve.
"That sounds like a good approach," said Hanna. "I'm still not clear on
how we'11 tie it all together when we build our first GUI front end, but
that's not today's problem.  It's time for our coffee break.  1'11 buy the
cookies.''
"Great!" said Steve. "In that case, 1et's go to the Golden West Coffee
Shoppe.„
"Oh no!" groaned Curt. "Don't tell me that I have to sit and watch him
nibble  his  way  through  yet  another  Golden  West  Monster  Munch
Chocolate Chip Cookie!"

The Menu Operations

After the coffee break, the three sat together and developed the list of
menu operations [see Table 12].
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Table 12.  Methods Required for Menu
Method Type Purpose
initialize Class Read menu file and build menu objects
findMenu Class Find existing menu or allocate new one
init Instance Initialize new menu object with array of items
addltem Instance Add a menu item to the menu object

8etname Instance Return name of a menu object
showMenu Instance Display the menu, prompt user

Implementing the Menus

The menu input file MENU. DAT  has the following structure, with fields
separated by tab characters (represented as i signs):

Structure of menu data file

Mai.nicAR   DEALER    -GENERAL   MENU

Mai.niLi.st   (customer,   part,   work   order,   servi.ce)ishowMenu   Li.st
Mai.niupdate   customer   and   part   i.nformati.on                ishowMenu   Update

®,®

Li.sticAR   DEALER   -LISTING   MENU
Li.stiLi.st   customers                                            icall   Li.stcustomershort
Li.stiLi.st   customers   and   vehi.cles             icall    ListcustomerLong

®,

UpdateicAR   DEALER   -    UPDATE   MENU
Updateicreate   a   new  customer       icall   Newcust

®®,

The  main  program uses  the  menu  class  as  follows  to  initialize  the
menu structure and to run the application using the menus:

Menu loop in main program

aui.    =    .AUI~new

men u s = . a rray~new
menus[1]    =    .Menu~i.ni.ti.all.ze
level    =   1
do   until    level    <   1

acti.on   =   menus[level]~showMenu
sel ect

when   acti.on   =    .ni.1    then   level    =   level
when   action~class   =   .Menu   then   do

level    =   level    +1
menus[level]    =   acti.on

end
otherwi.se   interpret   acti.on

end
end

/*   allocate  AUI   object
/*   runti.me   level   array  of  menus
/*   bui.1d  menu   objects,   store   lst
/*  start  at  top  menu
/*
/*
/*

untl'l   exit
the   current  menu
r  enters   an   acti.on
previ.ous   menu

/*   user   select   submenu
/*   -add   submenu   at   lower   level

/*   user  select   an   acti.on
/*   -run   that   acti.on
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Appearance of ASCII User Interface
The windows displayed to the user by the menu system are shown in
Figure 10 on page 66.

Source Code for ASCII User Interface

The source code of the AUI and menu implementation is not listed in
the appendix; it is available in the car dealer directory on the CD or
after the sample applications have been installed on a hard drive (see
Table 25 on page 256).

The source code to start the AUI program is listed in Progrc!m fo Rz/77
the Car Deal,er Application on pELge 3Z] .
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CAR    DEALER    -    GENERAL    MENU

L1.st   (customer,   part,   workorder,   servl.
Update   customer  and   part   i.nformati.on
Setup   and   complete   a  work  order

END  --- ----------- 0:   return

Indi.vi.dual    routines   i.n   mai.n   program   (car-aui.cmd)   or   ::routl.ne   for   each   fun

T!Lgrme TO.   Appearcance of ASCII User Interface
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In this chapter,  we find out how objects can be made persistent by
storing them in conventional flat ASCII files. We want to ensure that
the objects survive (even when the program that creates them ends)
and  are  available  again the  next time  that the  program runs.  For
brevity, we call this the FAT (File Allocation Table) apfjo7t, although,
of course, the files may equally well be located on a High-Performance
File System (HPFS) drive.

Storing Objects in FAT Files
"Great news, team-we're on the last lap of agreeing on the detailed
design of the car dealer system with Trusty Trucks!" Curt strode into
the Hacurs premises, stripping off his coat and beating a light dusting
of snow from it.
"Wonderful!" said Hanna. "We've all spent a lot of time on this applica-
tion. We need to implement it and bill for it soon."
"The only outstanding area is, How are we going to store their objects
when they turn off the PC that runs the application?" asked Curt.
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"Did you say `the PC'?" asked Steve.  "Aren't they going to run it on
multiple machines?"
"No," replied Curt. "We did some performance evaluation with our lat-
est prototype and worked out that they'1l be able to handle their cur-
rent  business  volumes  easily  on  a  single  workstation.  And  Trusty
Trucks is too cost-conscious to use two PCs to do the job if one will do."
"What if the one PC breaks down?" asked Steve.
"Well, that's part of what we have to discuss and implement," replied
Curt. "We need to make sure that all object creations, updates, and
deletes  are  recorded  on  disk,  and  that  the  system  will  recover  its
objects automatically from disk when it is brought up again. We also
have to decide on some kind of disaster recovery scheme."
"The obvious way to do this is to base our object persistence on a data-
base manager like D82," said Steve.
"Trusty Trucks is a cost-conscious organization, Steve," replied Curt.
"They're not like Classy Cars. They don't own a real database manage-
ment system, and they're not about to buy one just to run our applica-
tion.  We're  going  to  have  to  find  a  way  of  doing  the  job  using
conventional ASCII files, if that's possible."
``If only a single workstation needs to access the data, it's entirely pos-
sible to do the whole job using ASCII disk files," said Hanna. "In fact,
that approach would work even if multiple PCs want to read the files
at the  same time,  so long as  only one  PC  has update  access to the
files.,,
"That would be the ideal solution, Hanna," said Curt. ``How would you

go about it?"
"I don't think I'm going to like this!" interjected Steve, but the other
two ignored him.
Hanna swept her hair back with her fingers, walked to the whiteboard
and picked up a pen. Curt and Steve knew she wouldn't use the pen,
just holding it seemed to help her think. "Because we're using an 00
approach to the whole system, we know exactly when a new object is
created, or an old one updated or deleted. It can't happen unless our
object methods are called."
"Right," said Steve and Curt in unison.
``OK. So all we have to do is change the Z7tjf method for each object to
write a copy of the new object to disk as soon as it has finished initial-
izing it. And we make similar changes to the delete methods so they
can delete the objects from disk, and to the update methods so they
can rewrite the objects to disk whenever they change."
"That sounds straightforward," said Curt.
"How would you delete an object from a disk file if it's in the middle of
the file?" asked Steve. `You can't ].ust leave a hole in the file."
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"We could shift all the trailing objects one place to the left and leave
out the deleted object," replied Hanna.
"How will we know the position of the object in the file?" asked Steve.
"We can't shift the remaining objects over it unless we know where it
is.„
"We could give every object a new attribute called posjfjo7t," suggested
Curt. "When we read the objects into storage, we could store the posi-
tions in which we found them in this attribute. Then when we need to
update or delete them, we'1l know where they are on disk."
"But if they keep shifting around every time you delete an object, you
won't know where they are when it comes time to update them," rea-
soned Steve. "It would really be simpler if we used a database man-
ager. It has all the logic needed to sort out problems of this kind."
"I've just told you, Steve..." started Curt, but Hanna interrupted.
"Hold on, guys! Curt, how many objects are there going to be?"

Curt shifted his scowl from Steve and answered Hanna. "A couple of
hundred vehicles, somewhat fewer customers, and maybe a thousand
service records if they keep six months' history on line."
"So why don't we just rewrite all the objects to disk any time one of
them is changed?" suggested Hanna.
"That would be a huge overhead!" Steve objected.
"Not necessarily," answered Hanna.  "We need to store only 30 to 40
bytes of information per object, and if there are a thousand, we have to
write 30 or 40 KB. That won't take long."
``It would take forever!" said Steve. Curt began tapping on this Think-
Pad's  keyboard.  ``Anyhow,"  continued  Steve,  "if you  add  up  all  the
objects of all types, it comes to a pretty big file, maybe 120 KB."
"No, we would split the different object types into separate files," said
Hanna. "Otherwise we'd have a jumble of different object types in the
file, and we'd have to write extra logic to separate them. So the biggest
file we'd have to handle would be only about 40 KB."
"That would still take a long time to rewrite," said Steve.
"Let's time it," said Curt. "I've just written a little REX command
that  takes  two  parameters-average  record  length  and  number  of
records. It writes a file of this size to disk, and measures how long it
takes. So what numbers should I try?" he asked.
"Try a 30-byte record length and 1000 records," said Hanna.
"OK," said Curt, and he typed in the command.  "That took one sec-
ond," he  said.  "Doesn't  sound too  long to  me," he  added,  looking at
Steve.

Steve looked stunned for a while, then his bewildered look cleared up."Of course! You're using an HPFS-formatted disk. That gives you high

performance  to  start  with,  and you've  probably  got  `lazy  write'  on,
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too-that's the default for HPFS. So OS/2 will accept the write com-
mands into buffer and come back to the program immediately.  The
data gets written back to disk in parallel with subsequent program
execution."
``That  sounds  great  to  me,"  said  Curt.  ``Since  the  operating  system
takes care of that for us, we really don't have to worry about perfor-
mance.  And  the  production  system  will  run  on  a  server  at  Trusty
Trucks. Its disk is faster than mine. So Hanna's approach will perform
beautifully."
`Yes, but what if the system goes down while it's still writing to disk?"
asked Steve. "A database manager logs all changes to disk, as well as
writing the data back, so if something goes wrong while it's writing
the data, it can always fix it up from the log."
"The data files for Trusty Trucks will be so small that we could easily
write the data out to a different file name each time around, and cycle
through the list of three or so file names for each file," said Hanna.
"When we start up the system, we can use the gztery £Z77tesfcmp oper-
and of the stream command to find out which version of the data is the
most recent. We can write a special trailer at the end of each file, so if
it's not there we know the file is incomplete and we should use the
next most recent one. It's easy to solve this kind of problem."
"I  agree,"  said  Curt.  "Let's  get the  system going against flat ASCII
files and start doing user training and acceptance testing at Trusty
Trucks.  We  can change it later to put in  smart recovery logic.  The
users are waiting for us, and we need the money we'11 get once this
system is installed."
"That's fine for Trusty Trucks," said Steve, `fout Classy Cars is a much
bigger operation. They need to support six to eight separate locations,
and they will need update facilities from multiple workstations at the
same time.  There's  no  way  a  simple ASCII file  approach will meet
their needs."
`You're  absolutely right,  Steve," agreed Hanna.  "We'11 have to build
database support when it's time to implement the system for Classy
Cars. And maybe in the past we would have had to try to persuade
Trusty Trucks to use a database manager as well, because we couldn't
afford  to  support two  different versions  of the  application.  But the
main reason we're using Object REX for this application is so we can
customize different versions for different customers and still reuse all
the common business logic. Remember?"
`Yes, I guess so," said Steve, not looking convinced. "Except that once
we've  got the ASCII  file version  going,  you'1l  probably change  your
minds and decide that's the way we have to go for Classy Cars too."
"We'1l do what's best for the customer, Steve," said Hanna. "That's the
only way to make sure that they'll ask us for help again."
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``OK." he said, "We'll build an ASCII file solution for Trusty Trucks,
but I'm going to start working out how we can structure the applica-
tion  to  get  the  kind  of  configuration  flexibility  we'1l  need  in  the
future.',
"That's a great idea, Steve," said Hanna. "Now, 1et's finish this design
and get coding. What format should we use for the objects when we
write them out to disk files?"

Format of the Objects
"Why  not  write  them  out  as  comma-delimited  records,  the  way  a
spreadsheet package would export rows?" asked Curt.
"Not  bad,  but  our  data  could  easily  include  commas  in  things  like
address  fields,"  said  Hanna.  "Let's  use  tab  characters  to  delimit
fields.,'
"Good idea!"  said  Curt.  "I've  got the  fields  we  need  on this  piece  of

paper." He rifled through his work file and pulled out a piece of paper
[see Figure 7 on page 42]. "All we have to do is write the files in this
format.„
"Just a minute,"  said Steve.  `You've got some s77icEZZZ7if fields  defined

there. Those are 2-byte binary integers. Either byte could easily con-
tain the code value for a tab, the ASCII value 9. That would throw you
off when you try to decode the record during loading."
"Good thinking, Steve," said Hanna. "We'11 have to write the numeric
values as strings.  No problem, because that's the way REX writes
them out, unless you tell it otherwise."

Sample ASCIl file for the customer class

number   name                                             address
101        isenator,   Dale                  iwashington
102        iAkropoli.s,    Ida                iAthens
103        iDolcevi.ta,    Fell.cia     iRome
®®,

(1   -   tab   key)

Steve smiled his appreciation for Hanna's compliment and got more
enthusiastic about the design. "We've also got some repeating groups
in the service and work order objects," he said. "How are we going to
handle those?"
"We can just attach them to the back end of the record, delimited by
tabs, like the other fields," said Curt. "We'll know what they are when
we read the files. There's no chance of confusion."
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Sample AScll file for the work order class
number  date             cost     complete     custmr     seri.al      servi.ce-i.tens   (i   =   tab   key)
1            log/06/95i-1       io                  il01
2           log/06/95i-1       io                  il03
3           log/06/95i-1       io                  il06
®,,

il23456  il
i398674  il0i9i4
i911911   i7i6

"Not exactly third normal formL!" said Steve.

"No problem," said Hanna. "No one is going to read these files except
us, while we're debugging the code."
"Hmm-I guess so," agreed Steve reluctantly.

lmplementing the Changes in Code
"Well, I think we've got this all sorted out," said Curt. "We just have to
modify  the  methods  we  wrote  for  our  objects,  to  write  updates  to
disk...,,
``Hold it!" snapped Steve. "We've just agreed that we're going to have
different  versions  of the  system  supporting both ASCII  files  and  a
database  manager,  and  you  want  to  start  carving  up  our  existing
methods to hard-wire ASCII file logic into them. Once we've done that,
we'll  7teuer  be  able  to  support  two  different  versions  while  sharing
common code."
"Be realistic,  Steve!" said Curt.  "How are we going to support ASCII
files if we don't write some new function into the code? This 00 stuff
isn't magic, you know."

Steve glared at Curt, then strode to the whiteboard and took the pen
from Hanna. She sat down, grateful to give her feet a rest.
"Let's  start with  customers," he  said.  "We  already have  a  Cztsfo77ter
class defined with its methods to control how customer objects behave
once they're in storage."
"Right," said Hanna encouragingly, as Steve drew a box and labeled it
Cztsfo77ter on the board.
"Currently,  the  Cz4sfoJ7ier  class  is  a  subclass  of the  OZ>y.ecf  class  by

default, since we didn't say otherwise when we defined it." Steve drew
a box labeled OZ)y.ecf above the Cztsfo77ter box and connected the two.
"Now, let's say we change the name of the CL4sfo77?er class to Cz4sfo77ter-

Bclse, and define a new class called FAT CL4sfomer." Steve drew a new
box with this label below the Cztsfomer box, and drew connecting lines
to show that Cz/sfo77?erBCLse was a child of Oby.ecf and FAT Cztsfo77?er a
child of Cztsfo77terBcrse.
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"With  this  structure,"  Steve  added,  "we  could  write  the  additional
methods that we need for object persistence in FAT files as new meth-
ods  in the FAT Cz/sfomer class.  We  could  change  the  Cz/sfomerBclse
class  methods  to  invoke  these  new persistent methods  when  object
updates need to get written to disk."
"Hold on," said Curt, "FAT Cz/sfomer isn't a valid class name."
"Well,   the   class   name   would   actually  be  just   Cz4sfomer,"   Steve
answered, `fout we would have different versions of the Cztsfo77?er class
definition; one for FAT, another for D82. We would store them in sep-
arate files. I thought of giving both files the same name, but with dif-
ferent  extensions  to  distinguish  them-maybe     customer.FAT   and
customer . D82 , for example."
"That  looks  fine,  Steve,"  said  Hanna,  "but  how  would  we  switch
between the FAT and D82 versions of the code?"
"Like  this,"  said  Steve.  He  drew  a  D82 Cztsfomer  box  next  to  the
FAT Cztsfomer box, and then changed the lines [Figure 11].
"Let's suppose we need a D82 version," he said. "We develop a totally
separate class called Cz/sfo77ter with its own methods to handle persis-
tent storage in D82 tables. We set up two different configurations. In
the FAT configuration, the FAT Cz4sfomer class inherits its persistent
methods from the Cz/sfomerBclse class, and in the D82 configuration
the D82 Cztsfomer class inherits them from the Cztsfo77terBcise  class.
With this approach we can use exactly the same class and method def-
initions for both the FAT and the D82 implementations."

I             object             I1

I     CustomerBase                                         : :class   customerBase11

FAT   Customer                 D82   Customer                  : :class   customer
subclass   CustomerBase

FLgITre L1.   Customer Class lnheri,tance Diagram
``That's  really neat,  Steve,"  said  Hanna.  ``That's  using the  power  of
inheritance  in  Object  REX to  solve  a  real  problem.  What  do  you
think, Curt?" she asked, turning to him.
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"It sounds like it might work," said Curt, "but I think we should think
it through a bit more before we decide on it."
Hanna turned back to Steve. "Why don't you try coding-up some sam-
ple code, Steve?" she said. "1'11 gladly help you if you need me."
"1'11 rough something out for Cztsfomer, and we can get together again
and check it out," he replied. "If it works out the way we need, we can
split  the  remaining  classes  between  us  and  make  corresponding
changes to them."
"OK," said Hanna. "Do you think you'1l have something ready for us to
look at tomorrow?"
"Is that a question or an order?" asked Steve. "I think 1'11 have some-
thing for you to look at. After all, when you've seen one baseball game,
you've seen them all."
"Oh Steve, you make me feel terrible!" said Hanna.
"But not  as  terrible  as you'11 feel if you don't  deliver,  Steve!"  added
Curt. And on this note they parted.

The Class Structure
The next morning,  Steve was in early. When the other two arrived,
Steve called them over to his Thinkpad. He had plugged it into the big
screen so they could see what he was doing while he worked with the
smaller screen of the Thinkpad.
"This turned out easier to do than I expected," said Steve. ``1 actually
had time to watch the game. Too bad about the result! I've defined the
new FAT Customer class to handle persistent storage on ASCII disk.
It has only six methods." He pointed to the screen, which showed:

I  A persjsfe7t£Loclcz  class  method to load all  customer objects from
disk into storage when the system comes up:

: :method   persistentLoad   class
expose   fi.le
fi.1e   =    'customer.dat'
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'open   read'
do   i.    =   0   by   1   while   li.nes(fi.1e)

parse   value   ll.nel.n(file)   wi.th   customerNumber    '9'x   name    '9'x   address
self~new(stri.p(customerNumber) ,   strl.p(name) ,   stri.p(address))

end
call    stream   file,    'c',    'close'
return  i

I  A persjsfe7?£Sfore class method to write all customer objects from
storage to disk when any customer object changes:

: :method  persistentstore   class
expose   fi.le
call    stream   fi.le,    'c.,    'open   wri.te   replace'
do  custx  over  self~extent

x   =   li.neout(fi.le,custx~fileFormat)
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end
call    stream   file,    'c',    `close'
return  0

rl rThree  i[][+ethods-persistentlnsert,  persistentupdate,   End  persis-
£e77*Dezefe-that  simply  invoke  the  persjsfe7i£Sfore  method;  for
example:

: :method   persistentlnsert
return   sel f~cl ass~persi.stentstore

I  A f}ZeFor77tof  method  to  convert  the  customer  object  into  a  tab-
delimited string to be written to disk:

: :method   fileFormat
return   stri.p(self~number)'9'x   ||    left(self~name,20)'9'x   ||    ,

1 eft (sel f~address , 20)
"There are only 45 lines of code in this class; it's really simple," Steve
continued, showing them the code. 1
"What did you have to do to the original Customer class?" asked Curt.
"A few things," replied Steve, and explained:

I  "I  had to  change  the  j72,Z£ZcEzjze  class  method to invoke perszsfe7t£-
Load. This is the method in the FAT CzJsfomer class that loads all
the customer objects from disk into RAM:

::method   initialize   class
expose  extent
extent   =   .set~new
sel f~persi stentLoad

I  "Then I  changed the  j7?jf method to invoke persjsfe7t£J7iserf for a
new customer:

::method   init
expose   customerNumber   name   address   cars   orders
use   arg   customerNumber,   name,   address
cars   =   .set~new
orders   =   .set~new
sel f~cl ass~add (sel f)
i.f  arg()   =  4  then   self~persistentlnsert

I  "And I changed the L4pcZcJfe method to invoke perszsfe7t£UpdcIfe:

: :method   update
expose   name   address
use   arg   name,   address
sel f~pers i stentupdate

1 The source code referred to by Steve is not included in this document.  His application structure
turned out to have some problems when Hacurs needed to introduce support for D82. The persjs-
£e7?£J7}ser£, persjsfe7?£Updofe  and persjsfeJ7£Dezefe  methods  were  moved  to  a  separate  mixin  class
called Persjsfe7t£, as described in T7ie Persjsfe7i£ CZoss on page 77.
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I  ``Last, I changed the dezefe method to invoke persjsfe7?*Dezefe:
: :method   delete

expose  customerNumber  name   address   cars   orders
do  carx  over  cars

carx~del ete
end
do  workx  over  orders

workx~del ete
end
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
set f~pers i stentDel ete

"And that's all I had to do. It was very simple, really," said Steve.
``1 don't get it," said Curt. "Why did you define separate persjsfe7?£JJt-
serf, perszsfe7L£UpdcIfe, and persjsteJt£Dezefe methods if all of them sim-
ply  invoke  the persjsfe7t£Sfore  method?  That  looks  like  a  waste  of
time.„
"Well, I'm thinking ahead to how we'11 implement the D82 support,"
said Steve.  "With D82 we'11 use different SQL commands to handle
the insert, update, and delete cases. As it happens, we plan to handle
these different cases by rewriting all the customer objects to an ASCII
file for Trusty Trucks. But we need to invoke different methods in the
base customer class so that one version can meet both requirements."
"That's good thinking, Steve," said Hanna.
`Yes," said Curt, "so long as he doesn't waste too much time thinking
about the D82 implementation. We've got to deliver this system fast."
"I've done my bit," said Steve.  ``Why don't you and Hanna make the
corresponding changes  for the  other classes? Those  are the  Vehjcze,
Serz;joe Jfem, Pc!r£,  and  Worfa Order classes.  You can use my code  as
the basis for your changes. I've put it on the server in the project direc-
tory.,,
``Great! Let's go." said Hanna.

The Requires Directive
"Wait!" said Curt.  ``Are you planning to put the class  definitions for
customer,  vehicle,  service  item,  part,  and work  order into  different
files?,,
`Yes," said Steve, "it makes for a nice clean implementation. None of
the class files will be more than a few hundred lines of code."
"That may be so," Curt replied, "but these classes refer to one another
extensively. If you put them into separate files, will they still be able
to use one another?"
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"That's  why  Object  REX  has  a  .... regztzres  directive,  Curt,"  Hanna
said. "It allows the code in one file to use classes and methods defined
in another. As you go through the code, make a note of the classes it
refers to, and just make sure that you include a .... regL4Z7-es directive for
each class that isn't defined in the same source file."

Example of ::requires directive

In the FAT Cztsfo77?er class we require the definition of the Cz/sfomer-
Bcise class:

::requi.res    'carcust.cls'

The Persistent class
Hanna and Curt settled down at their Thinkpads and started looking
at the code. Pretty soon, Hanna called out, "Say Steve, we're all going
to code exactly the same three perszsfe7?£J7tser£, persjsfe77£UpcZcIfe, and
perszsfe7t£Dezefe methods for each of the other four classes. Isn't there
a better way of doing that?"
"Come on Hanna, just cut and paste," said Curt. "It won't take long."
``But  Curt,"  said  Hanna  "We  talked  about  several  different ways  of
implementing persistent storage and settled on our current approach
for Trusty Trucks only because their file sizes are going to be small.
What happens if their volumes grow, or if we find an opportunity to
sell this solution to a bigger business that still wants a flat file solu-
tion but has large volumes?"
"Now you're  thinking 00,  Hanna!"  agreed  Steve.  ``There  is  an  easy
way to do what you're asking. 1'11 move the three methods out of the
FAT Cz/sfo77}er class and put them into a new class-let's say we call it
Perszsfe7t£. Then each of our five FAT classes can inherit these meth-
ods from the Persjsfe7?£ class."
"So  we  should  make  our  FAT  classes  subclasses  of  the  Persjsfe7?i
class?" asked Curt.
`Yes. No! Wait!!" said Steve. "Let's do this properly.1'11 make the Per-

sjsfe77£ class a mj#Z7t class. When you define your FAT classes, use the
Z7therjf clause to inherit methods from my Perszsfe7?£ class. That's what
mixin classes are for, after all. It's very simple, really. Look, 1'11 change
the diagram to show how it would work."
Steve drew shadow boxes behind the Cz4sfo77?er class to represent the
other  data  classes  to be handled-Vefrzcze,  Worfe Order,  Se7.LJZce Jfe77t,
and PcLr£. He then added a new Perszsfe7?£ mixin class and showed that
the FAT data classes inherited some methods from it [see Figure 12].
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T!.rgrme +2h   FAIT Data Classes Inheriting from a Mixin Class
"What  about  the  persistence  methods  for the  D82  version,  Steve?"
asked Hanna.
"The methods for persistence in D82 will have to contain specific SQL
statements for each object type," replied Steve. "We'11 probably end up
coding them directly into the D82 classes themselves."
"Is all this messing about really worth the trouble?" asked Curt.
"If we  start  building  it  right,  we'1l  finish  building  it  easily,"  said
Hanna. "If we start cutting corners while we're busy laying the foun-
dations, there's no way we're going to get the walls square later on."

Sample code of the Persistent class

::class   Persistent  public  mixinclass  Object

::method   persistentLoad   class
return  0

: :method   persistentstore   class
return  0

: :method  persistentlnsert
return   sel f~cl ass~persi.stentstore

: :method   persistentDelete
return  self~class~persistentstore

: :method   persistentupdate
return   self~class~persi.stentstore

/*   class  methods   */

/*   I.nstance  methods   */
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They all settled down to work. Their car dealer application was tested
and working off persistent FAT file storage before the end of the day.
"I'm going to take this round to Trusty Trucks first thing tomorrow,"
said Curt. "Wish me luck-I may just come back with the specs signed
off and a committed implementation plan."
"1'11 bring in a bucket of ice  and some  sparkling wine,"  said Hanna.
"Now don't disappoint us, or Steve and I will have to drown our sor-
rows-alone."
`You've got a deal!" said Curt.

Source Code and Sample Data for FAT class lmplementation
The source code for the FAT classes is described in Table 22 on page
255 and listed in Pe7.sjsfe7ice j7t FZzes on page 310.

Sample flat files for the five classes of the car dealer application are
described in Table  22  on  page  255  (data  subdirectory)  and listed in
Sample Data on pa[ge 289 .
The source code of the Perszsfe7}£ class is listed in Persjsfe7L£ Czcbss  on
page 308.
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In  this  chapter,  we  look  at  a  variety  of tools  that  can  be  used  to
develop a GUI for the Object REX car dealer application. These tools
are:

Dr. Dialog

Visprofl3EX
Watcom vI . REX

The Setup
"That  was  some  party!"  said  Steve.  "Do  you  still  have  the  Trusty
Trucks contract, Curt? I hope you didn't turn it into a paper plane."
Curt smiled. "No danger of that, Steve" he said. "This contract is going
to pay our salaries for the next few months while I'm busy installing
the system and training the users."
"The Trusty Trucks order was a wonderful business win, Curt" said
Hanna. "It makes me feel really confident about the future of our com-
pany.„
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"While you're busy skinning this lion, 1'11 go out and catch another,''
said  Steve.  "Classy Cars is very keen on our car dealer application,
and they'11 feel a lot more confident once they know they won't be the
only ones using it. The only thing is, 1'11 have to develop a GUI front
end for it."
"It would be great if we could sell our system to other customers," said
Hanna. "That's the way to get our profits up. We spent a lot of time
designing it  so  that  we  could  easily  customize  it  to  different users'
requirements. It would be a great shame if that were never put to the
test.,,
"Well,  I'm going to start building the GUI today" said Steve.  "1'11 let

you know how easily it fits in with our current design."
"Which GUI builder are you going to use, Steve?" asked Hanna.
"Dr. Dialog," answered Steve. "That's the one I know and love."
"Good luck!" said Hanna. Steve smiled in reply, then started working
on his Thinkpad.

The Car Dealer GUI
Two days later, Steve called to Hanna. "Would you like to see the new,
improved, GUI version of the car dealer application?" he asked.
"I'd love to," Hanna answered, pulling a chair across to his desk.

Steve  double-clicked  a  Dr.  Dialog  resource  icon  labeled  car-gul. .res
and a GUI window opened [see Figure 13 on page 83].
"This is the main window, and the users can do a lot with just this.
The first thing they have to do is identify a customer. They can put a
name, or part of a name, in the Seczrcfr fo7 ....  entry field, then hit the
Search button. I fetch all customers whose names match the search
pattern entered, and put them in the list box to the right."
"And  if they  enter  no  characters  at  all  in  the  search  field?"  asked
Hanna.
"Then the customer fz7tczIVcI77te class method will fetch all the custom-
ers,"  answered  Steve,  demonstrating this  as  he  spoke.  "Now,  if the
user clicks on a particular customer in the list box, I fetch that cus-
tomer's  details-number,  name,  and  address-and  display them in
the entry fields below." Steve clicked on a name, and the details were
filled in.
"I also fetch a list of the cars owned by that customer and put them
into the vehicles list box" added Steve. ``If the user clicks on a particu-
1ar car in this list, I fetch that car's details and populate the Vehzcze
entry fields.  And if the  customer has  only one  car in our database,
which will happen often, I select that car and fetch its details auto-
matically."
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T!frgITre T3.   Main Window of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
"That's neat," said Hanna.
"I've got Add, Delete, and Update buttons under the customer list
box," Steve continued.
I  ``To add a new customer, the user fills in the customer's number,

name, and address, then clicks on the Add button.
I  "To update a customer, the user selects the customer,  overtypes

the name or address, then clicks on the Update button.
I  "To delete a customer, the user selects the customer and clicks on

the Delete button.
"The Add, Delete, and Update buttons under the vehicle list box do
similar things. And I've put a Media button there, too. It doesn't do
anything yet-it's ].ust a reminder.
``If the user clicks on the Parts button, I open a Part List window," he
continued, showing this happen as he spoke [see Figure 14].
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T!tgrme 14.   Part List Wi,ndow of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
"This  shows  all  the  part  objects  available  in  a list  box.  If the  user
selects  a particular part,  I fetch its  details  and populate  the  entry
fields at the bottom. The user can increase the Sfocfe field by typing in
the amount to increase by, and clicking on the Increase by button. To
add a new part, the user fills in the entry fields and then clicks on the
Add new part button." Steve exercised these options.
"This looks great, Steve," said Hanna.
"Thanks,"  said  Steve.  He  closed  the  Part  List  window.  "If the  user
comes back to the main window and clicks on the Service Items but-
ton, the Service Items window opens." [See Figure 15 on page 85.]
"This lists all the service items defined, with their associated standard
labor cost. When the user clicks on a particular service item, I fetch a
list of the parts needed to carry out a service of this type.  I display
these parts with the quantities required and the cost per part in the
lower list box. And that's  all the user does with that window,"  con-
cluded Steve, closing it.
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T!LgITre 15.   Service Items List Windouj of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
``The last button on the main window [see Figure 13 on page 83] is the
work orders List button," he  added.  "But before  we bring that up,
notice that I've put three radio buttons nearby:
I  "Customer,  which lists  the  currently  selected  customer's  work

orders
I  "Incomplete, which lists all currently incomplete work orders
I  "All, which lists all work orders."

Steve  selected  the  customer,  Fezjcjcz  DozcezjzfcI,  clicked  on  the  Cus-
tomer radio button,  and then on the List button.  ``When the user
clicks on this, up pops the Work Orders window." he said [see Figure
16 on page 86].
"This window has space for lots of things. I show the currently selected
customer if the user chose the Customer radio button; otherwise, the
Cztsfo77ter field is blank. Below that I show a list of the work orders. If
the user clicks on a particular work order in the list box, I put the
vehicle make and model in the Vefojcze entry field, and the work order
number in the Order IVo entry field," Steve continued, clicking as he
spoke. "I also show a list of the service items associated with this work
order in the Serzjzce Jfems list box. Users can retrieve any work order
by number, by keying it into the Order IVo entry field and clicking on
the Retrieve button."
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I.TgITre L6.  Work Orders Windouj of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
"Wow, Steve, you've put a lot of work into this," said Hanna. "It looks
impressive."
"There's more to come!" said Steve. "If the user has selected a vehicle,
he or she can click on the New button to create a new work order for
that vehicle." Steve clicked the button, and a new work order appeared
in the list box. It was already selected. "There are no service items on
the new work order yet. But I can type a service item number into the
entry field just right of the Add Item button and click on it. See, the
service  item  appears  in the  list below,"  said  Steve,  pointing to  the
screen.
"Can you  delete  service  items  from  an  existing work  order?"  asked
Hanna.
"No!" said Steve emphatically. "That's a feature they particularly cZo7t'£
want to have. They suspect that there's some `sweethearting' going on
in  the  service  department,  where  services  are  performed  but  not
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billed.  If a service item is added to a work order in error, the clerk
responsible has to make out a whole new work order, and get manage-
ment approval to delete the old one.
"Once all the service items on a work order have been completed, the
users have to mark the work order complete," Steve continued. "They
do so by selecting the work order and clicking the Complete button,
like so. I compute the final cost of the work order, based on the stan-
dard charges for the service items and parts involved, and update the
work order to show that it's complete, and what the final cost is."
``What happens when you click on the Bill button?" asked Hanna.
"This,"  answered  Steve,  clicking  on  the  button.  A  green  window
opened [see Figure 17]. "This is the bill that I need to print for them. It
has the same format as the one Curt produces for Trusty Trucks.  I
don't have a printer for my Thinkpad at home, so I'm displaying the
print image on screen for the time being."

T!.TgITre T] .   Belling Window of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
"Is that the lot?" asked Hanna.
"I think so,let me just make sure..." answered Steve, opening and clos-
ing windows in rapid succession. `Yes, that's it," he concluded.
"Well,  it looks  wonderful to me,"  said Hanna.  "And it  seems  pretty
robust. I didn't notice any glitches or crashes."
"Dr.  Dialog has very good debugging facilities," said Steve.  "In addi-
tion to that, I really didn't have to write a lot of code to animate the
GUI-only about 300 REX statements. The final program has about
twice as many statements as that, but Dr. Dialog automatically gener-
ates  a lot  of the  code  you need.  Of course,  I  made  use  of the  class
libraries we developed for the Trusty Trucks application. I managed to
get a high degree of reuse."
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"That's exactly what we were trying to achieve, and I'm delighted that
it's working out so well," said Hanna. "What's the next step, Steve?"
"I'm due at Classy Cars tomorrow morning to review progress on my
GUI development," said Steve. "I think the code is in good shape. I'm
sure they'11 be happy with it. If they are, then I can start developing
the new classes required to use D82 for the persistent storage of our
objects."
"Good  luck,  Steve,"  said  Hanna.  "We've  got  to  win  the  business  at
Classy  Cars.  We've  invested  a  lot  to  make  this  application  config-
urable, and we've got to get a return on that investment."
Steve  smiled.  "Don't  worry,  Hanna,"  he  said.  "I'm  sure  they'11  sign.
They need our system to get better control of their operation."

Choice of GUI Builders
But things didn't go quite as smoothly as Steve had hoped. He came
back  into  the  office  about  noon  the  next  day looking  downhearted.
Hanna and Curt were working at their desks when he came in.
"Hi Steve, how did your meeting with Classy Cars go this morning?"
asked Hanna. `You don't look to cheerful."
Steve shook his head as he put his Thinkpad bag down on his desk. "It
was  mixed,"  he  said.  "They  loved  my  GUI  code.  They  were  really
enthusiastic about it. They said that it completely transformed their
view of the application and how it could help their business. But then
the consultant started asking questions..."
"Which consultant, Steve?" asked Hanna.
"Classy Cars engaged a consultant from the Strategic IT Studies firm
to review their IT directions," answered Steve.
"Uh,  oh,"  chipped in  Curt,  ``we  aren't their favorite  developers.  Not
since we had to point out some of the holes in the design work they did
for Hardbright Steel last year."
"Well,  be that  as  it may,  the  consultant  asked  a whole lot of ques-
tions," said Steve. "And one of the things he wanted to know is which
GUI development package we were using. I told him all about Dr. Dia-
log and how good it is, but he kept saying that it isn't a marketed prod-
uct,  and  what  kind  of support  can  Classy  Cars  hope  to  get  for  a
product for which no one is getting any revenue? He kept asking me
what  the  future  plans  are  for  Dr.  Dialog,  and  I  didn't  have  any
answers. I kept on telling him that it's a great package as it stands
right now, and he kept saying, `Fine, but what about next year, and
the year after that?"
"Oops!   Sounds  like  you  were  in  a  nasty  situation,"  sympathized
Hanna.
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`You're right!" agreed Steve. "Anyhow, I reminded them that we had
adopted a completely 00 approach to our design, maximizing reuse
and configurability, and that they shouldn't get hung up on which GUI
builder we used. It would be a simple matter to change to another if
they ever needed to."
"That's quite true, Steve," agreed Hanna. "We should be able to use
other GUI builders without having to change our existing class librar-
ies,  and  that's  where  the  bulk  of our  development  effort  has  been
invested."

Steve  smiled wryly.  "I'm glad you agree with me,  Hanna," he  said,"because they called my bluff. They said that if it's so easy to change to
another GUI builder, why don't we go ahead and do it? I said hey,
that's extra work we didn't quote for. They said so quote for it, and
remember how easy you just told us it would be."
"What a clown!" said Curt. `You really lead with your chin!"

Hanna looked aghast. ``Oh no, Steve! They backed you into a corner!
We've already invested a lot in this deal. I don't know if we should give
it up as a bad job."
"Now you just hold on there a minute!" said Steve fiercely. ``We've been
sweating blood to design this system so that it's easy to con figure and
adapt. But the very first time someone takes us up and questions our
claims, you all turn chicken and want to run away. Don't you believe
in what we did together?"
For  long tense  moments,  Hanna  and  Curt just  stared  at  Steve  in
silence. Then Hanna buried her face in her hands, gathered herself,
and said, "What you say may be true, Steve. But we've already gone
into debt setting up  our business.  The first few opportunities we've
tackled  have  brought  in  some  money,  but  it's  still  touch  and  go
whether we'1l survive. Your arguments are completely valid for a well-
established company. But we might be out of business before we even
start to see the benefits of reuse."
Steve looked glum, then Curt spoke up. ``Steve, how long did it take
you to build the Dr. Dialog GUI?" he asked.
Steve thought back. "About five working days," he said.
``And how much  of that was  GUI  design  and layout,  as  opposed to
building and debugging logic?" Curt continued.
Steve thought more deeply. "There's always a lot of fiddling around,
trying to work out what the user needs to see and how to present it on
the screen," he said. "I guess it was about half and half."
"So if we had to port the front end to another GUI builder, how long
would it take?" asked Curt.
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"If we  keep  the  layout  and  logic  the  same,  about  two  days,"  Steve
answered. "I'm pretty sure we could cut and paste most of the current
logic from Dr. Dialog into the new GUI builder, then customize it to
use the new builder's calling conventions."
"And if we do it, will we get the business?" asked Curt.

Steve hesitated. "There's still all the D82 work to do," he said. "Look,
after all I've said to them, if we do72,'£ do the GUI port, and do it fast,
we zuo7t'£ get the business. And that's for sure."

Curt turned to Hanna. "Tomorrow's the weekend," he said. "Maybe we
can do it by Monday."
Hanna looked at him uncertainly.  "But what GUI builder would we
use, if not Dr.  Dialog?" she asked.  "It's very short notice to research
the GUI builders available, choose one, get it, install it, and learn to
use it before tomorrow."
"The situation isn't that bad," Curt answered. "When we first went out
looking for GUI builders for REX, I found several that could poten-
tially meet the bill. We asked the vendors for evaluation copies. Steve
and I both looked at them briefly before we discovered that Dr. Dialog
is  on DEVCON  [the  Developer  Connection for  OS/2]  and  settled for
that."
"That's right," agreed Steve. "I looked at VisproffiEXX pretty closely,
and I liked what I saw."
"And I looked at Watcom VX.REX," said Curt. "I'm sure that it could
do the job."

Hanna managed to summon a smile.  "So which one should we use?"
she asked.
`VisproffiEXX," said Steve.
"Watcom VX.REX," said Curt, simultaneously.
"Oh great! Let's use them both!" said Hanna with unaccustomed sar-
casm.
"I'm going to do it in VisproffiEX," said Steve. "I'm sure it will do the

job.,,
`You  didn't  make  a  detailed  evaluation  of it,  Steve,"  said  Hanna.
"What if you're  doing things in Dr.  Dialog that you just can't do in
Vispro/REX? You've already shown Classy Cars what you've accom-
plished. If it happens that you can't get the same things working in
Vispro/REX early next  week,  will  they give  us  another chance?  I
think it's just too risky. Maybe we should just call it off."
"Well I looked at Watcom VX.REX for more than a day" said Curt.
"It had all the features needed to build Common User Access  [CUA]
applications. I'm sure that it can do what Classy Cars needs."
"Talking  about  it  isn't  going  to  help,"   said   Steve.   "1'11   do   it  in
Vispro/REX this weekend, trust me."
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"Oh, it's `Trust me, I'm a programmer' time, is it?" sneered Curt. "That
doesn't fill me with confidence! I'm going to do it in Watcom VX.REX
this weekend."
"Don't be absurd, Curt!" snapped Steve. "If you really have a weekend
to waste, why don't you come in to the office and work on this thing
together with me?"
"And what if Monday comes round, and all we've done is prove that it
can't be ported to Vispro/REX for some reason?" asked Curt.
There was a tense silence. Hanna could feel a giggle coming on, and
rather than  earn  their  wrath,  she  said  "I  guess  if a  thing's  worth
doing, it's worth doing twice." Curt and Steve smiled thinly at her jest,
but neither was going to back down.
"Where's the code?" asked Curt.
"On the server," Steve answered.

Both settled down to work in angry silence. Hanna thought seriously
about praying.
On  Monday  morning,  Hanna  was  in  early.  She  hadn't  heard  from
either Steve or Curt over the weekend, and she waited nervously to
discover what they had achieved. There was a clatter at the door, and
they walked in together, thumping their bags down onto their desks.
They plugged in their Thinkpads. While they were powering up, Curt
said "I got the application working with Watcom VX.REX."
"Well, I got it working with Vispro/REX," replied Steve.
"Well done, guys!" said Hanna.  "Sounds like it's time for a shootout.
Let's compare them to the original Dr. Dialog."
The threesome lined up their Thinkpads in a row and each brought up
a different interface. Hanna put the Dr. Dialog interface through its
paces, and Curt and Steve on either side of her mirrored her actions in
the new Guls they had built. Except for a few cosmetic differences and
a couple of little bugs, all three Guls looked and behaved the same.
"Well, that proves we can do the job with any GUI," said Hanna.  "I
don't suppose we can bill them for all three..."
Steve shook his head ruefully. "Well, if this doesn't knock their socks
off, I don't know what will," he said. "1'11 take all three interfaces out
and show them to Classy Cars. Oh. And thanks, Curt. Your GUI looks
great.,,
Steve copied the GUI directories across the LAN and headed out for
Classy Cars. He was gone half the day. When he came back, he was
smiling broadly.
"They were delighted," he said. "I set up our three different flavors on
three of their PCs standing all in a row. Then I walked them through
the same exercise we did here this morning. Everything worked per-
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fectly. Well-near enough perfectly. I explained that there's still quite
a bit of rounding off to do, but we need their signature on an order
before we can invest the time that will be required. They understood."
"So which one did they choose?" asked Curt impatiently.
"Huh? Oh, they're really convinced now that we were right when we
said that we could port the application to another GUI any time if we
had to," Steve replied. "So they decided to go with the cheapest solu-
tion-Dr. Dialog!"
"What! After all that effort?" said Hanna, and the three of them roared
with laughter which had a lot of relief mixed with it, too.

How to Include Directives in GUI Builders
The next day, while all three were gathered in their office again, Steve
said, `You know, the only really tricky part of that GUI coding exer-
cise was getting my Object REX directives to the end of the REX
code generated by Vispro/REX. Object REX insists that all direc-
tives must come at the e7tcz of the source file that contains them. But
Vispro/REX generates the final REX source itself. It includes all
the procedures I coded, but I can't tell it their sequence."
`Yes, I had exactly the same problem with Watcom VX.REX," Curt
agreed.
"That's interesting," said Hanna. "But Steve, you must have hit this

problem when you did the original GUI in Dr. Dialog."

Directives in Dr. Dialog

I certainly did," said Steve. "It took me a while to work out what was
going wrong,  and then I read the manual. Dr.  Dialog stores all the
GUI and logic that you feed into it in a .RES file. Each time you save
or  run  the  project  .RES  file,  Dr.  Dialog  checks  to  see  if you  have
included a file with the same name ds the .RES file but with extension
.REX. If it finds it, Dr. Dialog copies its contents into the back of the
.RES file as a special resource type. When the application runs, this
special resource is at the end of the REX program Dr. Dialog creates.
So that was really quite straightforward. You put the Object REX
directives into the .REX file. This becomes part of the .RES file when
you save the project, so you don't have to distribute the .REX file when
you distribute the application to other users."
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Directives in Dr. Dialog

1.  Assume the GUI dialog is stored under the name car-gul. . res .

2.   Create a file named  car-gul. .rex  and put all the directives into
that file:

::requi.res   customer.cls
: : requi. res   vehi. cl e . cl s
::requi.res   part.cls
®®,

3.  Keep the class definitions in separate files.

Directives in Vispro/F}EXX
"That sounds nice and easy," said Hanna. "How about Vispro/REXX?"
`Vispro/REX stores the GUI project in several subdirectories," Steve
answered. "After looking around I found out that Vispro/REX always
looks to see if you have put any REX code in the project's Subprocs
subdirectory. If you have, Vispro/REX includes it at the end of the
REX file that it generates when the project is run, or when an .EXE
module is created. There are no rules about the name of the file. Any
file name and extension can be used, but be careful,  a return state-
ment is automatically added at the end of the file."

Directives in Vispro/REXX

1.  Vispro/REXX  generates   the   executable   code   in   alphabetical
sequence of the subdirectories.

•  Each GUI window is a separate subdirectory; the initial win-
dow and directory is named Mal. n by default.

•  There is a subdirectory for procedures, Subprocs.

2.  Therefore, make sure that all of the windows are stored in subdi-
rectories with names that are alphabetically before Subprocs .

3.  Put all directives into the alphabetically last file in the Subprocs
directory.

4.  Vispro/REX adds a refz/r77 statement at the end of the file.  If
that does not fit, put a dummy method last.

5.  Keep the class definitions in separate files.
For the car dealer application the directives are in the zcargul. .cvp
file in the Subprocs directory:

::requi.res   customer.cls
: : requi. res   vehi. cl e . cl s
::requi.res   part.cls

: :€l.;ss   dummy
::method   dummy     /*   Vl.spro/REXX   adds   a   return   statement   */
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Directives in Watcom VX®REXX
"And what did you have to do with Watcom VX.REXX, Curt?" asked
Hanna.
"It  wasn't too bad,  once  I  broke  down  and  read  the  manual,"  Curt
replied. "Watcom VX.REX allows you to include external code in a
Watcom  VX.REX  project  using  something  called  shcErecz  sec£Zo7ts.
You   put   your   code   into   the   shared   section,   then   tell   Watcom
VX.REX to include it in the project.1'11 show you how to add a sec-
tion that contains directives."
Curt started Watcom VX.REX project on his Thinkpad and opened
the  Sections  window  using  the  Sec£Zo7t  Ljsf  action  in  the  WZJtdozus
pull-down of the main project window.  He selected the Aczd...  action
from  the  Sec£Zo77   pull-down.  A  prompt  box  popped  up,   and  Curt
entered  car-gul. .cvx.  ``That's  the  name  of the file  where  I  coded my
directives," he said. "The shared section will be added to the front of
the section list." He showed them his screen:

<carlgui. . cvx>
addcar   Cli.ck
addcust  Cl i. ck
a d d i. t em-C 1 i. c k
CarDealBi.ll    Close

<=====   fi.le   wi.th   di.recti.ves

workorders   Cli.ck
"When the project is run or an executable or macro command file is
made,"  Curt continued,  "The contents  of the  directives  are added to
the end of the file. The last statement must be a return, however."

Directives in Watcom VX.PEXX

1.  Watcom VX.REX generates the executable code in alphabetical
order of sections.

2.  Added sections, which appear within less-than and greater-than
signs <name.ext>, are appended at the end of the code. Each file
must have a return statement at the end.

3.  Therefore, put all directives into a separate file and add it to the
section list.

4.  Keep the class definitions in separate files.
For the car dealer application the directives are in car-gul. . cvx :

::requires   customer.cls
::requires   vehi.cle.cls
::requi.res   part.cls

®,®

:  :class   dummy
:  :method   dummy

return                 /*   requi.red   at   the  end  */
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"Great!"  said Hanna.  "So  it's  pretty  easy to  do  for  each  of the  GUI
builders, once you know how."
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GUI Builder Development Environment
In this  section we present some  snapshots  of the  GUI  development
environments for Dr. Dialog, Vispro/REX, and Watcom VX.REX.

Development Environment for Dr. Dialog

The directory for a Dr. Dialog project is shown in Figure 18.

a; :.;:ou                                                                           I                       I     I                                                             ¥!,¢".,£                              :::

E t`.th ==
CAPl-Gul.E*E     cEir-gui.BEE     cEir-gui.PE*      [Eir-gui.B#

Figure T8.   Dr. Dialog Project Folder

The  development  environment  is   accessed  through  the  DrDinzog
action in the pop-up menu of the .RES file, as shown in Figure 19.

FLgrre T9.   Dr. Dialog Development Envi,ronmerit: Wi,ndow Layout
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All application windows are accessible through the Dialog window. All
REX code is accessible through the DrRexx notebook, as shown in
Figure 20.

leall Carl}ealwork.close

wocust.seLect{}  then wocheck = 'C.   J#cu§tomer#/
if wocomp.seLect{}  then woclieck = .1`   /#in€ompLete#/
if woalLselect{}   trien  woclieck = [A.   /#aLt#/

if wocheck = -C' then do
icList  =  custli§t.seLect{}
if icust>® then do

call CustomerseLect
icar  =  vehiList.seLect{}
if icar>e then

carx = cars[icar]
else carx = .nil
rc =  Carl}ealwork.open{,.Car Dealer  Work Orders.,.N.}
end

else m§g.text{`Must select a €ustomer'}
end

else
r€ =  CarDealwork.open{,'CaT Beater  WorkoTders.,.H-)

115  =  workorders  [PUSHBUTTON]

F.TgITre 2;0.   Dr. Dialog Development Eni)ironmerit: DrRexx Noteboch

Any control in an application window can be double-clicked to display
the appropriate page of the DrRexx notebook. Alternatively, all con-
trols can be accessed through the Name icon at the bottom of the note-
book, and all procedures through the Globe icon.
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Development Environment for Vispro/REXX

The directory for a Vispro/REX project is shown in Figure 21.

FTgITre 2;1.   Vispro / REXX Project Folder

Each window is a separate icon in that folder, and the Subprocs folder
holds all additional procedures.
Double-click on a window folder to start the Layout View, as shown in
Figure 22.

FigITre 2;2,.  Vi,spro / REXX Development Environment: Layout View
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To access the REX code, open the Event Tree View of the window,
which is shown in Figure 23.

ine:  i   Column:  1   List  WOF{KOF}DERS-Clicked/selected

EE     Parts  PARTS

'S Clicked/selected

EERE      Servlce  Items

¢{S      Clicked/selected

EE     LIst  woFtKOPDERS

©      CustomerwocusT

©      Incomplete  wocoMP

©       AllwoALL

Work  orders  GPOUP

if   Vplsselected{window,.WOCIJST.}    then   wocheck
if  Vplsselected[window,  'WOCOHP.I    then   wochcck
if  vplsselected{window,'WonLL'}       then   wocheck

if   wocheck   =   'C'    then   do
i Gust   =   VpGet I ndex [wi ndow,  I CUSTLI FT' ,  ' SELECTED. . I
if   icust   >   0   then   do

call   Custselc
i car   =   VpGet I ndex {wi ndow,  'VEHI LI FT' ,  . SELECTED
if   icar   >   0   then   carx   =   cars[icar]

else   carx   =    .nil
Gal  I    Vpl tgm   window,  'WORKORDERS. ,  'DISABLE.
Gal  I    VpopenForm   window,    259,     .WORKORI)ERS'

end
else   call   Vpsetltemvalue   window,'HSG`,'Hust   §elei

end
else  do

ca I  I    Vp I ten   wi ndow,  ' WOF]KORDERS` ,  I DI SABLE'
col  I   VpopenForm   window,    259,     'WORKORDERS.

end

FLgNIe 2;3.  Vispro | REX Development EniJi,ronmeut: Ei)ent Tree View
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Development Environment for Watcom VX.REXX

The directory for a Watcom VX.REX project is shown in Figure 24.

;H'IMJERERIliHEimrm.                                                          `,   ,                .    +S€    ~

P
E I  I  I   I   I   I

oject.VFtp     car-gui.EXE      car-gui.cvx     Windowl.VFi><      Windowl.VFiY       Windowl.VF"    Windowl.VFiw

T!.igITre 2,4.  Watcom vx. REXx project Folder

All definitions are stored in a file named Proj ect . VRP . Open this file to
access any window (Figure 25).

.(t'\`

•;a

lee. iS
•.:i;S.S  servitems   CLick i;£?i!<i:;

.<}'•ng'=?Sgi;i

``t¥.

i¥£ servList   click
`+`

;i:'stockincrease_click
:::i updcar_Click
¢`!i;;updcust_click

:*j VehicleList
¢j;# vehiList   click
::-+X

:`¥t windowl   Close
;i;i workbiLL   click`*>?,i

is`:`workcomp(ete_CLickI;,;.:rna-almal

F.TgNIe 2,5.   Wcttcom VX. REXX Development Environmertt: Windouj
Layout

The windows of the application are  accessible through the  WZ72,dozus
pull-down of the main project window.
The  REX code  for  selected  events  is  defined by using the  pop-up
menu of each control.  The event is then automatically added to the
Sections window and can be edited by double-clicking on the item, as
shown in Figure 26.
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Line:  I Col:  i           Insert

J#:VFIX   #J

Horkorder5   CI  ick:

if   VPIGet[   .'Hocu5t",   "Set"   ]   then  wocheck
if   VPIGet[   "Hocomp",   "Set"   }   then  wocheck
if   VHGet[   ..Hoal  1`.   ,    .`Set"   ]   then  Hocheck

if  wocheck  =   .I.   then  do
icu5t     =   uFtGet{   "cu5tlist`',    ''Selected"   ]
if   icu5t  }   0   Then  do

Gal  I   Cu5tomerselect
icar   =   trRGet[   "uehi  I  i5t' .,.. Selected"   I
if   icar  }  0  then  carx  =  car5[icar]

else  carx  =   .ni  I
call  I   VPIset   .`workorder5",    .`Enabled..,    0
Gal  I   VRLoadsecondary   I.CflrDealHork"

end
else  Gal  I   tJPIset   .-msg",    "Value.',    I.Hu5t   Select   a  customer"

end
else  do

Gal  I   tJRset   ..Horkorder5` .... Enabled",   0
Gal  I   VHLoadsecondary   .`[arnealHork`.

end
return

FLgure 26.  Watcom VX.REXX Dei)elopment Environment: Event Cod,e

Testing and Generating the GUI Applications

All three visual builders enable the user to test the application from
the development environment and to generate an executable module
(.EXE file):

I  Dr.  Dialog generates  an  .EXE with the same name as the  .RES
file.

I  Vispro/REX generates a file named  RUN. EXE, which can then be
renamed.

I  Watcom VX.REX prompts for the file name  of the  executable
(default  name   Project.EXE).  You  must  generate   a  macro  file
(default name  Wl. ndowl . VRM)  and  an executable, both in the  direc-
tory where the Proj ect . VRP file resides.
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In this  chapter,  we find out how objects  can be made persistent by
storing them in a D82 database. We use D82/2 Version 2 for this exer-
cise. Because D82/2 is part of the D82 family and provides connectiv-
ity to all other members of the family through DDCS/2, the approach
described in this chapter could be used, regardless of the platform on
which the D82 databases are stored. We also restricted the SQL func-
tions used in this chapter to a simple subset of the ANSI SQL stan-
dard. Therefore, the code should be portable with more or less effort
across any of several other vendors' relational DBMSs. In Chapter 8,
UsZ7tg AcZuc!7tced D82 /2 Fczczzj£Zes,  on page 111, we exploit some of the
more advanced functions of D82/2 Version 2.

Storing Objects in D82
"Hi Steve," said Hanna as she walked into the office. "I've just been
over to see Trusty Trucks.  Our car dealer application is running so
smoothly, they're just delighted!"
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"That's great," replied Steve.  "We spent a lot of time designing that
system-it shoz4Zd run smoothly! But the real benefits of our approach
will surface only when we start building and delivering different ver-
sions to meet different customers' needs."
"Right," agreed Hanna.  "Speaking of which, how are you doing with
the D82 work for Classy Cars?
"It's been really easy to do, Hanna," replied Steve. "AIl the trouble we
took up front to make sure that we could fit D82 support into the sys-
tem later has paid off. Look, here's a picture of the class inheritance I
need to build the D82 support." Steve showed Hanna Figure 27.

I     object     I

CustomerBase              IVehi.cleBaseI -I      D82Customer         I+D82Vehi.cle

PartBase               Iservi.celtemBaseLifeLfflworkorderBase[L_+I      D82   Part                   I-ID82Servi.celtem|-ID82WorkorderI

|KEY     I   parent   -chi.ld   (subclass) I
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FLgrme 2].   D82 Class Inheritance Diagram
The D82 classes could also inherit from the Persistent class. This
does  not  provide  an  advantage,  however,  because  all  methods
have to be coded in the D82 class, regardless.

"The base classes contain the methods that are common across D82
and FAT files, and the D82 classes contain the D82-specific methods,"
Steve explained. "Since the D82 classes are subclassed from the base
classes, they inherit all the methods of the base classes."
"That sounds quite straightforward," said Hanna. "What else do you
need to do?"
"Well," said Steve, "I took the data definitions that Curt drew up when
we first went through the car dealer requirements." [See Figure 7 on
page 42.] "AIL I had to do was turn his COBOL into D82 SQL. Oh, and
get rid of the repeating groups in the service and work order objects."
"What have you done with them?" asked Hanna.
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"I've made them separate tables," said Steve. "Look, here's the table
diagram I have drawn up." Steve opened a Freelance picture on his
Thinkpad [see Figure 28].

FTgITre 2;S.   D82 Tables for Car Dealer Application.
The  pjcfztres  column  in  the  vehicle  table  is  discussed  in  Chapter8,   Usj7tg
Advcanced D82 | 2 Facilities, on page 111.
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"We  need  a  D82  table  for  each  class,"  explained  Steve.  "I've  given
them the same names as the classes themselves. And then there are
two extras to hold the repeating groups. I've called them Serapc!rf and
WorfaserzJ. Serapclrf will be used to store the relationship between the
service objects and all the parts that each one needs. Worfaseru will be
used to store the relationship between the work orders and the ser-
vices that each one specifies."
"And here are the SQL commands I think 1'11 need." Steve opened an
editor window on his Thinkpad [Figure 29].

DROP           TABLE    CARDEAL.CUSTOMER

DROP          TABLE    CARDEAL.PART;

®

CREATE    TABLE    CARDEAL.CUSTOMER

(CUSTNUM                                              SMALLINT

CUSTNAME                                         CHAR(20)

CUSTADDR                                         CHAR(20)

CREATE    TABLE    CARDEAL.PART

(PARTNUM                                              SMALLINT       NOT    NULL,

PRICE                                                    SMALLINT       NOT    NULL,

STOCK                                                     SMALLINT       NOT    NULL,

DESCRIPTION                               CHAR(15)        NOT    NULL)     ;

CREATE    UNIQUE    INDEX    CUSTOMER_IX    0N    CARDEAL.CUSTOMER    (CUSTNUM);

CREATE    UNIQUE    INDEX    PART    IX           0N    CARDEAL.PART     (PARTNUM)

F.Tgrme z9.   D82 Table Definitions
Extract of SQL DDL statements for table definitions.

Hanna studied the SQL commands. "Have you set up a database for
this yet?" she asked.
"Sure," answered Steve [Figure 30].

CREATE   DATABASE   DEALERDB   0N   D                            --D   is   the   di.sk   dri.ve   letter

FLgure 30.   D82 Database Definition
``And I've run the SQL. I wrote a little REX command file called run-
sql . cmd [see Table 35 on page 259] to read this file and pass it over to
the D82 command line utility, and I've already run these table defini-
tions through it. A couple of times!" he added. "That's why I've got the
DROP 7lABLE commands at the top. There were a few errors in my
SQL the first time around."
Hanna smiled. "I believe you!" she sympathized.
"I've also coded up the SQL required to insert our test values into the
D82 tables," said Steve, dragging an icon from a folder and dropping it
on the editor. A long string of insert commands appeared, and Steve
scrolled down through them [Figure 31].
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delete  *  from  cardeal .customer
®,®

c omm 1' t
i.nsert   i.nto  cardeal.customer     (custnum,   custname,   custaddr)

values    (101,    'Senator,   Dale',    'Washington')
®,

i.nsert   1.nto  cardeal.vehicle        (serialnum,   custnum,   make,   model,   year)
values    (123456,            101,               'Ford',    'T',1931)

i.;;;rt   i.nto  cardeal.workorder   (ordernum,   custnum,   serialnum,   cost,   orderdate,   st
values    (1,                     101,              123456,           -1,         log/06/95',   0)

®,,

i.nsert   into   cardeal.servi.ce        (i.temnum,   labor,   descri.pti.on)
values    (1,                   110,         'Brakejob')

®,

I.nsert   into  cardeal.part              (partnum,   prl.ce,   stock,   descri.pti.on)
values   (21,                120,        3,              'Brake   cyli.nder')

i.;;;rt   1.nto   cardeal.workserv     (ordernum,   I.temnum)
values    (1,                      1)

i.i;;rt  1.nto  cardeal.servpart     (itemnum,   partnum,   quanti.ty)
values    (1,                   21,                 1)

comml't

"gure31.  D82 Sample Table Load
Extract of SQL statements to load sample D82 tables.

"And this one starts with a whole bunch of delete commands-].ust in
case?" asked Hanna.
``Right!" agreed Steve. "I've already made sure that they work, too. But
the test data is loaded, and now I'm working on the definitions of the
D82 classes. We're going to need a whole lot of new methods."
"Oh dear!" said Hanna apprehensively. "I hope this doesn't turn out to
be a lot of extra work."
Steve's frustrations boiled over. "Hanna, you and Curt keep challeng-
ing me about the D82 support. But Classy Cars is a much bigger oper-
ation than Trusty Trucks. Their turnover was five times bigger last
year. They've got branches in twenty cities around the country. Sure,
it's going to take work to adapt our application to meet their needs.
But we'11 get far more revenue out of them than we'1l ever see from
Trusty Trucks. And once we've adapted our application to fully sup-
port a GUI front end and a real database, it will be a far more market-
able product than it is today.  How many businesses want a clunky
character interface when they buy a computer package nowadays?"
`You're  100%  right,  Steve,"  she  said  soothingly.  "All  of us  recognize
that Classy Cars is a wonderful business opportunity. But we're a very
small operation. I'm worried that we may go bankrupt before we get a
chance to show them how good we are. We have to make absolutely
sure  that  the  Trusty Trucks  implementation  completes  on  the  due
date with no hitches, so we can get paid on schedule."
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``1 know that, Hanna," Steve replied. ``The best guarantee for a smooth
installation is a good design. That's why I keep on insisting that we
get the design right, instead of jumping into coding."
Hanna smiled. `You're right, Steve," she said. "We've all been working
hard on this project to make sure it's a success.  So let's settle down
and do some more designing! Have you decided whether you're going
to load all the objects from D82 into storage when the system starts
up, or fetch them as you need them?"
Steve relaxed as he turned back to his design. "The people at Classy
Cars haven't yet decided whether they want one centralized database
or whether each operation will get its own," he mused. "If it's central-
ized, the volumes will be pretty big, and we'll have to go for a Zoc[cZ-o7i-
cze77tcb7tcz approach.  But if they decentralize,  no  single operation is  so
big that its objects wouldn't fit into storage."
"So what's the answer?" asked Hanna.

Persistent Methods for D82 Support
"We can't wait for them to make up their minds," Steve answered. "We
have to assume the worst case, and make sure we can handle it.
That means loading objects only when required and updating them
directly on disk every time they change. Of course, there's only a lim-
ited number of part-  or service-type  objects,  no matter how big the
operation is. We can carry on loading all those into storage when the
application comes up.  But customers, vehicles,  and work orders will
have to stay out on disk."
"Will this mean a lot of extra coding, Steve?" asked Hanna.
``I've worked out that we'11 need the following methods," replied Steve,
as he showed her Tables 13-17.

Table 13.  Methods for Customer Persistent Storage in D82
Method Type Purpose
findName Class Find list of customers in D82 given an

abbreviated name
findNumberpersistentlnsert ClassInstance Find customer in D82 given the mum-

ber; create customer object in memory
with cars and work orders

Insert a new customer into D82

persistentupdate Instance Update an old customer in D82

persistentDelete Instance Delete an old customer from D82

Listcustomershort Class List customers on standard output

ListcustomerLong Class List customers and cars on standard
Output
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Table 14.  Methods for Part Persistent Storage in D82
Method Type Purpose

persistentLoad Class Load all parts from D82

persistentlnsert Instance Insert a new part into D82

persistentupdate Instance Update an old part in D82

Table 15.  Methods for Service Item Persistent Storage in D82
Method Type Purpose

persistentLoad Class Load all service items from D82

Table 16.  Methods for Vehicle Persistent Storage in D82
Method Type Purpose

persistentLoadBycust Class Load all vehicles of a customer into
memoryInserta new vehicle into D82

persistentlnsert Instance

persistentupdate Instance Update an old vehicle in D82

persistentDelete Instance Delete an old vehicle from D82

Table 17.  Methods for Work Order Persistent Storage in D82
Method Type Purpose

persistentLoadBycust Class Load all work orders of a customer into
memoryGetwork order by number

findNumber Class

findstatus Class Get all work orders by status

newNumber Class Make new work order number

persistentlnsert Instance Insert a new work order into D82

persistentupdate Instance Update an old work order in D82

persistentDelete Instance Delete an old work order from D82

persistentlnsertserv Instance Add a new service to the work order

persistentDeleteserv Instance Remove a service from the work order

Listworkorder Class List work orders on standard output

"Wow, Steve-that looks like a lot!" said Hanna concerned.
"I've  already coded up  some of the  simpler methods,"  Steve  replied,
"and I estimate that the whole job will take about twice as many lines
of code as the methods we developed to support persistent storage in
ASCII  files.  That's  not bad,  when you  consider  all the  extra things
that D82 will give us:
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I  "Support  for  multiple  workstations  performing  updates  concur-
rently

I  "Automatic rollback of programs that fail
I  "Logging of all updates
I  "Recovery of corrupt databases from the log
I  ``The ability to handle large volumes of data
I  "The ability to run the database on servers as big as an ES/9000."

"Enough, already!" Hanna interrupted him. `You don't have to sell me
on  the  advantages  of D82,  you know that  I  love  using it.  Are  you
including all the SQL we'11 have to code in your estimates?"
``For sure," responded Steve.

"OK, Steve," said Hanna. "I've got to get back to Trusty Trucks. Curt
has everything there pretty well under control, but I want to make
sure one more time that the users are ready for the system. If we need
you, 1'11 call you, but in the meantime it would be fine for you to carry
on with the D82 design. It will get us well ahead of the schedule we
agreed to with Classy Cars. There's nothing better than getting off to a
flying start."
Steve smiled his  appreciation.  "1'11 be here if you need me," he said.
"Good luck with the users!"

Implementation of D82 Support
The steps to add D82 support are:

1.  Define the D82 database.
2.  Define the tables in the database; an extract is listed in Figure 29

on page 104.

3.  Load the tables with sample data; an extract of possible SQL com-
mands is listed in Figure 31 on page 105.

These three steps are part of the installation program. Then:
4.  Write the Object REX code for D82 persistence:

•  No  changes  are  necessary to  the base  classes.  They already
have  the  coding to  invoke  the  persistent  methods  from the
FAT  implementation.  For  example,  the  j7?I.£  method  invokes
persjsfe7?£J7tserf for new application objects

•  Prepare the classes as subclasses of the base classes:

::class   Customer   public   subclass   CustomerBase

•  Write all the additional methods for D82 persistence
•  Implement the creation of memory objects at application start

for  parts  and  services,  and  load-on-demand  for  customers,
vehicles, and work orders
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lmplementation of Load at Application Start

During  initialization  of the  application,  all  parts  and  services  are
loaded into memory by using the perszsfe7?£Locbd methods,  similar to
the flat file support but with data from the D82 database.

Loading of parts at application start (abbreviated)

::class   Part
: :method  persistentLoad  class

stint   =    'select   p.partnum,   p.prl.ce,   p.stock,   p.descrl.pti.on'
'      from  cardeal.part   p  order  by   1'

exec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
exec     'DECLARE   cl    CURSOR    FOR   sl'
exec    'OPEN   cl'

0   by   1   unti.l    sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0

/*   SQL   Select   */

sqlexe-c    'FETCH   cl   INTO   :xparti.d,    :xpri.ce,    :xstock,    :xdesc2'
sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then
pdrtx   ='self~new(xpartid,   xdesc2,   xpri.ce,   xstock)        /*   part   object   */

end
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
return  ipart

lmplementation of Load-on-Demand

Customers, vehicles, and work orders are loaded on demand, based on
the  assumption that there would be too many for all of them to be
loaded into memory.
To leave intact the pointer implementation of the base classes between
customers, their vehicles and work orders, and the services of a work
order, we always load all the data associated with a customer.
Customers are loaded into memory by their number. The f£7tdIVztmber
method  implements  the  D82  load  of a  customer,  then  invokes  the
Vehjcze  and  Worfa Order  classes  to load  all the  data  associated with
that customer.

Loading of customers on demand (abbreviated)

::class   Customer
: :method   findNumber  class

use   arg   custnum                                                                              /*   1.nput   is   customer   number   */
stint   =    'select   c.custname,   c.custaddr'    ,             /*   SQL   select   statement             */

I      from   cardeal.customer   c   where   c.custnum   ='    custnum

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl   FROM   :stmt'                          /*   prepare      the   SQL                         */
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl   CURSOR   FOR   sl'                  /*   defl.ne   and   open   a   cursor   */
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   cl'
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO   :xcustn,    :xcusta`/*   fetch   the  matchi.ng   row        */
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then   do                                            /*   found   a   customer                       */

custx   =   self~new(custnum,   xcustn,   xcusta)   /*  make   an   OREXX   object        */
.Vehicle~persistentLoadBycust(custx)            /*   load   the   vehi.cles...   and*/
.Workorder~persistentLoadBycust(custx)      /*  work  orders  of  the  cust.   */
end

else   custx   =    .ni.1
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
return  custx

/*   customer  not   found
/*  close  the  cursor
/*  return  the  customer
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When accessing work orders directly by number, we retrieve the cus-
tomer number of the work order from D82, then all the data of that
customer  is  loaded  as  shown  above,  including  the  requested  work
order.

lmplementation Notes

1.  To  define  the  tables  and  indexes,  we  wrote  the  runsql .cmd  pro-
gram, which reads a file with SQL DDL statements and submits
them to the D82  command processor (DBM.CMD  for D82 version  1,
D82 . EXE for D82 version 2).

2.  For the  sample application, the D82 tables  are loaded from the
same files used for the flat file persistent storage. The installation
program, 1 oad-db2 . cmd , reads the files and loads the D82 tables.

3.  To prepare and set up the D82 system, we wrote the db2setup. cmd
that invokes  the  runsql .cmd  with the  proper DDL files  to  define
the tables and indexes, and then the 1 oad-db2 . cmd to load the sam-
ple data into the tables.

4.  We did not use D82 referential integrity to check the relationships
between primary and foreign keys in the tables.

5.  Customers  can  also  be  retrieved  by  partial  name.  D82's  LJKE
facility is used to search the database, and an array of matching
customer names, together with their number, is returned. Data is
loaded  into  memory with  the fE7tczIVztmber  method  only  when  a
customer from the resulting array is selected.

6.  All updates to the data are performed first in memory and then
immediately    thereafter    in    D82    with    the   perszsfe7t£J7tser£,
perszsfe7tfztpczcIfe, and perszsfe7?£Dezefe methods. The D82 database
is, therefore, always up to date.

Source Code for D82 class lmplementation

The source code for the D82 classes is described in Table 23 on page
256 and listed in Perszsfe7tce Z7? D82 on page 317.

The source code for the table definitions and the D82 setup and load
programs is not listed in the appendix; it is available in the car dealer
directory  on  the  CD  or  after  the  sample  applications  have  been
installed on a hard drive (see Table 35 on page 259).
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In this  chapter,  we  exploit  some  of the  more  advanced features  of
D82/2 delivered in Version 2 of the product. We make use of D82's
BLOBs to store multimedia data.

Multimedia in D82 BLOBs
"I hope things  go well today when you call  on  Classy  Cars,  Steve!"
called out Hanna. "We need you to bring back a signed contract."
"1'11 do my best," replied Steve. "Classy Cars is really keen on our car
dealer package. I'm just a bit worried about delivering the multimedia
function that we've promised to give them. Time's getting short."
``Is multimedia really necessary, Steve?" Hanna asked. "Wouldn't it be
simpler to install the application without it, and then come back to it
later if they really want it?"
"They do really want it,  Hanna,"  Steve replied.  "As I've mentioned,
they make more money from selling cars than from servicing them.
They want to boost their sales, and they believe that the multimedia
facilities I described and demoed to them will be a big help. Where
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they really hope to score is by exchanging information between differ-
ent branches about cars they have for sale. So if a customer expresses
interest in some type  of car that the branch doesn't have,  they can
quickly search the  records  of cars  for sale  at the  other branches.  If
they find the car, they can use multimedia to show it to the customer.
If the customer likes it, they will arrange to transfer the car to the
most  convenient  branch  for  the  customer.  Classy  cars  is  convinced
that their sales will skyrocket."
"That sounds very ingenious," said Hanna. "But how are they going to
capture multimedia images of the cars they have in stock? I know that
you can take color pictures and have a print shop scan it and turn it
into an image file, but that's slow and quite expensive."
Steve grinned.  "Ah!  I haven't shown you my latest toy,'' he said.  He
zipped open his bag and pulled out a black object that looked a bit like
a camera. "Here we have a camera that captures image files directly.
The lens focuses the image onto a charge-coupled device array [CCD]Instead of conventional film, and the camera copies that into its own
RAM storage in compressed format. It can hold up to 48 high-quality
images.  The camera comes with a cable to plug it into a PC's  serial
port and software to download the images."
"Wow!" said Curt. ``1 bet that costs plenty."

"About the same as a conventional camera,'' Steve replied, "And the
really good news is-you never have to buy film for it! That's a sav-
ing.,,

Curt shook his head. `You can see who's the bachelor around here," he
said.
"Marry in haste, repent at leisure," said Steve.
"Well, show us what it can do, Steve," said Hanna.

Steve  looked  around  for  a  suitable  subject  and  then  said,  "Look,
there's Boxie." The cat from the neighboring house often visited for the
saucer of milk and tidbits she knew she could wheedle from Hanna. At
the moment, Boxie was doing her best to melt into a wooden bench in
the morning sunshine. She looked up sleepily as Steve approached her
with the camera.
"Got it!" said Steve. He connected the camera to the serial port of his
Thinkpad with a thin cable and brought up the camera software. Then
he started to download the image. "This will go fast. I've only got one
image in the camera," Steve said. A series of small frames was pre-
sented on the screen.  Only one contained an image, and when Steve
double-clicked on it, up came an image of Boxie. Steve zoomed in [see
Figure 32].
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FLgure32.   Boxie the Cat
The real picture is in full color!

"Oh, that's lovely!" said Hanna. "I've often wanted a picture of Boxie,
but  I've  never  gotten  around to bringing in  my  camera.  Could you
print that, Steve?"
``Sure thing," said Steve. He selected the print menu, chose the color

printer, and clicked on the OK button. A short while later the printer
oozed out a picture. They picked it up and inspected it.
"This is pretty good, Steve," said Hanna.
`Yes, and you can do a lot with the image before you print or store it,"
Steve responded. `You can rotate it and crop it. You can edit the color
tones too, very simply. This picture has come out a bit blue. It would
be easy to warm it up by emphasizing the red tones. Anyhow, I'm tak-
ing this camera out to Classy Cars to show them how they could cap-
ture multimedia images. I'm sure they'11 be excited. Which brings me
back to the question of how we're going to build the code."
``Maybe Curt could look at that while you're busy," said Hanna. "If you
swap Thinkpads with him, he can get on with it while you're out visit-
ing Classy Cars' branches."
"Oh-aren't you still busy with Trusty Trucks, Curt?" asked Steve.
"Not unless something breaks," answered Curt. "If you'11 let me have

your multimedia Thinkpad, 1'11 give it a whirl. You keep on telling us
how easy it is to handle multimedia in REX. And the BLOB support
in D82 Version 2 should make it easy to store and fetch multimedia
data."
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"OK,"  Steve  agreed  somewhat  reluctantly.  "1'11  have  to  transfer the
files I need this week onto your Thinkpad.  1'11 upload them onto the
server." Steve sat down again, powered on,  and plugged his PC into
the LAN. Curt, likewise, started uploading files from his PC onto the
server.
"Wait a minute," said Steve. "I've built up a whole set of folders with
special icons for the Classy Cars project and I don't want to have to
rebuild them all on your PC, Curt."
"No problem, Steve," responded Curt. "Just drag them and drop them
on  the  server  directory  icon.  So  long  as  you  keep  the  <Cfrz>  key
pressed, OS/2 will copy the whole structure for you. Then you can drag
the icon off the Server and drop it onto my PC's desktop.''
"Of course!" said Steve. "Great system, OS/2."

They swapped Thinkpads and downloaded their files from the server.
Steve powered off Curt's PC, put it in his bag, and left to accompany
the Classy Cars IT Manager on a series of visits to their bigger remote
branches.
Curt opened the folders that Steve had defined for the  Classy Cars
pro].ect and tried running the multimedia demo.  He was able to dis-
play images  and play audio  and video clips.  He opened the  settings
notebooks of the various icons to find out what REXX commands they
used, and opened these commands in the editor. "This does look quite
straightforward," he said. "Now 1'11 need to dig into the D82/2 manu-
als and find out how BLOBs work."
"Let me know when you find out," said Hanna, looking up from her
work. "I'd like to understand more about BLOBs too.''

Using D82 BLOBs from Object REXX

Curt spent the  next  several hours  reading the D82/2  manuals  and
building  small  pieces  of  code  to  try  out  the  BLOB  features.  By
midafternoon he was ready to share with Hanna something of what he
had learned.
"The D82 developers have done a great job with BLOBs,'' said Curt.
"I've managed to get some things working without any trouble at all.''

Hanna closed her Thinkpad's lid and came over to see what Curt had
built.
"For starters,'' said Curt, "they have defined three different types of
BLOBs.  Well,  LOBs,  actually-large  objects,  they call them.  Binary
LOBs are just one of these three types. They have also defined Charac-
ter LOBs [CLOBs] and Double-Byte Character LOBs [DBCLOBs] too."
"If we're storing images and audio and video clips, we'1l need just plain
BLOBs, right?" asked Hanna.
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`Yes," said Curt. "We can define multiple LOBs in a single row, and
each LOB can be up to 2 GB in size."
"That's huge!" gasped Hanna. "How do you go about loading LOB data
into a D82 column?"
"Well, you can assemble the LOB data into a host variable and then

put that into a D82 column with a normal SQL insert or update state-
ment," Curt answered. "Or if the LOB data is in a disk file, you can
simply give D82 a host variable that contains the name of the file that
contains  the  LOB  data  on  disk.  That  way the  application  program
doesn't need to read the entire LOB into storage. D82 copies the LOB
data straight from its source disk file into a D82 column."
"That's a nice option," said Hanna.
`Yes," agreed Curt. "I've defined a simple D82 table and written a load

program in Object REX that loads a BLOB into it. I just pass D82
the name of the file that contains the BLOB. Look, here it is."
Curt showed Hanna the code  [see Figure 33].  "See," he explained, "I
need to tell D82 that my host variable is a locator and contains a file
name.  I  declare  it with the ZcI7?gL4qge  type  bzob fzze  options.  If I were
coding this in C, COBOL, or Fortran, I would have to build a structure
containing information about the file-its name, length, and whether I
wanted to read it or write it. The REX interface is much simpler. My
locator host variable is actually the name of a REX stem variable. I
store the name of the file in a compound variable, using the stem with
the   7tcbme   tail,   and   store   the   file   read/write   options   using   the
f£Ze_ap£Zo77s tail. This is the code I wrote to declare the file locator and
the update statement that transfers the media file into the D82 pZc-
£z4re column," said Curt.

I,

call    sqlexec    'declare   :medi.a   language   type   blob   fi.le'
medi.a.name   =    'd:\cardeal\medi.a\boxi.e.bmp'
medi.a.fi.le_opti.ons   =    'read'
stint   =    'update   myTable   set   myBL0B   =   cast(:medi.a   as   blob(4M))  I
call    sqlexec   'prepare   sl   from   :stmt'
call    sqlexec   'execute   sl'
call    sqlexec   'clear   sql   vari.able   declarati.ons`

T!igITre &3.   Using REZ0I to Update a D82 BLOB
"Look," said Curt, "to update the D82 BLOB:

E]  "I declare a file locator variable called 777eczzcz.

E]  "I put the name of a bitmap image file into the  777edzcL.7LCE77?e vari-
able, and

E]  "I put the file options into 777edzcI/£Ze_apfjo7ts."
"OK so far," responded Hanna. Curt continued, "Then,
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E  "I build an SQL statement to update 77ayBLOB-the column that
contains the BLOB-and next

E  "I prepare it,
E  "I execute it, and
E  "I clear the SQL variable declarations."

"Hold on," said Hanna. "What's the cc!sfr..777edzcl cis bzob(4fl4'JJ in line 4

for?,,
"Cosf is new in Version 2," replied Curt. "I used it here to tell D82 that
my BLOB file locator host variable 77Leczzc¥ will be used to store a BLOB
no bigger than 4 MB."
"And the czecir SOL uc!7-Zclbze czeczcIJ.cbzjo7?s in line 7?" asked Hanna.

"BLOB file locator host variables don't get released until the process
that created them terminates,"  said Curt.  "Since they're potentially
very big, it's good practice to release them as soon as possible. That's
what this new czeclr command does."
"Well that took some explaining, but you managed to get the job done
with very little code," said Hanna. "Is it just as easy to get the BLOB
back out of D82?"
"It sure is," replied Curt. "This is the code I developed to do the job"

[see Figure 34].

call    sqlexec    'declare   :medi.a   language   type   blob   fi.le'
medi.a.name   =    'medi.a.bmp'

medi.a.fi.le_opti.ons   =    'overwri.te'
stint   =    'select   myL0B   from  myTable'
call   sqlexec   'prepare   s2   from   :stint.
call   sqlexec   'declare   c2   cursor   for   s2'
call    sqlexec    .open   c2'
call    sqlexec    'f etch   c2   i.nto   :medi.a    :medialnd'
call    sqlexec    .close   c2'
call    sqlexec    'clear   sql    vari.able   declarati.ons'

I.igITre 34.   Using REXX to Fetch a D82 BLOB
"First,

E  "I declare the 772,edjcE file locator variable. Then

E  "I put the name of a bitmap image file into the  meczzcL.7?ci77te vari-
able, and next

a  "I put my oz/erzurjfe file option into  77teczjcz/£Ze_ap£Zo7ts."
"This looks familiar," responded Hanna.
`Yes, I was able to copy some of this code from the update program,"
Curt agreed.
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E  "This is the  SQL select  statement. Very simple!  I have only one
BLOB loaded, so I don't even need to specify which row. Of course,
the code I develop for Classy Cars would specify a vehicle in this
select statement. Next,

E  ``1 prepare the SQL select statement,
E  "I declare a cursor on it,
B  "I open the cursor and
E]  "I fetch the BLOB into the file.

E]  "I close the cursor and

EE  "I clear the SQL variable declarations."
"And then?" asked Hanna.
``jind then it's ready to display," answered Curt. "Like so." He opened
the OS/2 Drzz;es folder, found the image file that D82 had ].ust created,
and  copied it into the  OS2\Bl.tmap  directory.  Then he  dragged  a new
folder  from  Te77apzcIfes,  opened  its  settings,  and  changed  its  back-
ground to the bitmap that he had just copied into the OS2\Bl. tmap direc-
tory. A picture of Boxie appeared in the folder.
"That's great, Curt!" said Hanna. "And it didn't take you long at all.
What more do you have to build?"
"I  need to  change the  Classy  Cars  database  definitions,"  said  Curt.
"Apart from adding a new column to the vehicle table, I have to define
a separate D82 table space to store the multimedia data. Then, when I
define the new vehicle table, 1'11 specify that D82 should perform no
logging on the column that holds the multimedia data. Otherwise, it
would waste log space [see Figure 35]."

CREATE   REGULAR   TABLESPACE   VEHICLESPACE

MANAGED    BY    DATABASE

USING    (    FILE    'vehi.clea'    300);

CREATE    LONG   TABLESPACE   VEHICLESL0B

MANAGED    BY    DATABASE

USING    (    FILE    'vehicleb'    2000);

CREATE   TABLE   CARDEAL.VEHICLE

(SERIALNUM

CUSTNUM

MAKE

MODEL

YEAR

PICTURES

IN   VEHICLESPACE

LONG    IN   VEHICLESL0B

INTEGER

SMALLINT

CHAR(12)

CHAR(10)

SMALLINT

BLOB(4M)

--table   space   for   non   multi.medi.a
--columns   of  the   vehi.cle   table
--300   blocks   of   4K

--table   space   for   long   (BLOB)
--columns   of   the   vehi.cle   table
--2000   blocks   of   4K   =   8   MB

--Vehi.cle   table

)       --BLOB   column,    up   to   4   MB
--assi.gnment   for   normal    columns
--assi.gnment   for   long    (BLOB)    column

T!.TgITre 35.   D82 Definition for the Vehi,cle Table ujith Multimed,ia
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"Then,  of course,  I have to generalize this  code to  support multiple
media files per vehicle, and also different media types. Currently, I'm
handling only images, but audio and video will be almost identical. I
guess I should have something working by the end of the week."
"Wonderful!" said Hanna. "Steve will be back in the office on Monday
and then we can all look at it together."

Multiple Multimedia Files in BLOBs
"If you're planning to store images and audio clips jumbled together in
one  BLOB,  how  on  earth  will  you  ever  unscramble  them?"  asked
Steve.  It was Monday,  Steve's first morning back  at the  office in a
week.
``No problem!" said Curt with a smile. "D82 provides facilities to break
BLOBs into pieces  and handle one piece  at a time.  The really neat
thing about this is, D82 doesn't even have to read the whole BLOB
into its own buffers to give you access to the part you need. That's very
important. The images and audio clips may range from 100 to 500 KB
each, but if we include video clips ..."
"Are video clips for real, Steve?" interrupted Hanna.
"Sure!" replied Steve. "We can do only limited video on this Thinkpad,
but the latest home PCs from IBM include a chip that can display full-
screen, full-motion video. And, of course, the IBM Powerpc is so pow-
erful  that  it  can  deliver  full  video  without  needing  any  hardware
assist. It does the whole job in software."
"Wow!" said Hanna.

"It's true," agreed Curt, "and I've heard that the Intel Pentium Pro

processor has the same kind of capability."
`Yes," said Steve, "and it would be silly for us to ignore that kind of
capability, since it's almost here now. And our car dealer application is
going to be around for a Zo7tg fj77?e, isn't it, team?"
"Right!" chorused Hanna and Curt.
``So it won't hurt to make sure that our multimedia design can handle
video when our customers ask for it," continued Curt. "OS/2's multi-
media capabilities make it very easy to handle video. It uses the same
commands  as  audio.  And it  sure  makes  for  a powerful  demo  when
you're trying to close a sale!"
"That sounds great, Curt," said Steve, "but you haven't answered my
original question. How are you going to separate out all this multime-
dia data if you jumble it together in one big BLOB? Wouldn't it be bet-
ter to store each piece of multimedia data as a separate BLOB? You
could add three new columns to the vehicle table-one for the image,
one for the audio, and one for the video."
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``D82 would allow us to do that," replied Curt, "although some other
database  managers  wouldn't.  But  Classy  Cars  wants  to  be  able  to
store several pictures of some of their cars-front view, side view, and
so forth."
"Oh, yes," said Steve.  "Well, it's obviously a repeating group, so why
don't you normalize the  data?  Create  a new D82  table  called  Vehz-
czeA4ledjcb,  key  it  on  the  vehicle's  serial  number  and  a  multimedia
sequence  number,  give it  a BLOB  column,  and put the  multimedia
descriptive data in there. That way each vehicle could have as many or
as few associated multimedia files as you want."
Curt looked thoughtful.  "That  approach  could  also  work,  Steve," he
said, "but if you'd just listen for a moment, 1'11 tell you how I'm han-
dling it."
"OK," said Steve, resolving to be patient.
"I've written code to put all the multimedia data for a given car into
one BLOB.  I also embed control information in the BLOB.  I use the
first 3 bytes of each BLOB to store a counter that tells me how many
multimedia files it contains. It's in character format, so that allows me
up to 999 multimedia files per vehicle."
"OK so far," said Hanna, "tell us more."
"Following  the  3-byte  counter,"  Curt  continued,  "I've  got  a  30-byte
string of control information for each multimedia file in the BLOB. It
contains a 20-byte title for the multimedia data, and its length. I strip
these out using the D82 substring function and pass them to the GUI
code, which inserts the titles into a list box. This shows the user which
multimedia files are available for playing. I use the relative position of
the title within the list and the sizes of the multimedia files that come
before it to calculate its position within the BLOB. Then I use the D82
substring function to pull just the bytes we need out of the BLOB. So
when the user clicks on a particular title and asks to play it, it's very
efficient."
"Does D82 read the multimedia data into one of your program vari-
ables?" asked Hanna.
"It could," answered Curt, "but I'm exploiting D82's ability to transfer
the data directly from the BLOB to a file on disk. My program never
even sees the data. Once D82 has copied it to disk, I issue a multime-
dia pzay command, and the rest happens automatically."
"How do you load multiple multimedia files into one D82 BLOB col-
umn, Curt?" asked Steve. "Do you read each file into a separate REX
variable, concatenate them together in storage, and then insert that
data into the D82 column?"
"I thought of doing it that way," answered Curt, "but then I found an
easier way.  This is how I build the  SQL that I  need."  Curt showed
them a piece of code [Figure 36].
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hostvar   =   I:ctli.nfo'
ctl i.nfo   =   ri.ght(numpi.c,3)  I  :  I
stint   =   `update   cardeal .vehi.cle   set   pi.ctures   =   cast(?   as   blob(1K))  I
do   i.=1   to   numpi.c

pi.clength     =   stream(pi.cfi.le.i.,.c`,'query   si.ze'
ctl I. nfo   =   ctl 1. nfo I  I 1 eft (pi. ctl. tl e . i , 20)  I  ,  I ri. ght
call    sqlexec   'declare   :vpi.c'i.    'language   type
hostvar   =   hostvar',    :vpic'i.
call    value    `vpi.c'i.I.name',    pi.cfi.le.i

::lira:::t'Yii.C:::t{;l:;OBTt:::£j),),'READ'
end
ctli.nfo   =   ''BIN'''ctli.nfo"@@"
stint   =   stint    .where     seri.alnum  ='   oldseri.al
call   sqlexec   'prepare   sl   from   :stint.
call   sqlexec   'execute   sl   usi.ng'   hostvars

T!LgNIe36.   Using Object REXX to Build and Store a D82 BLOB

Curt explained his logic. "To begin,

E]  "I start the list of host variables with the control information vari-
able.

I

id
12
13
EE
EE]

16

``1 initialize this variable with the number of media files.
"I code the beginning of the SQL update statement.
"I loop as many times as there are media files to be inserted into
D82. Each time,"I get the length of the media file, and
"I concatenate the title and length to the control information.
"I declare a new D82 locator file host variable and
"I concatenate its name to the list of host variables.
"I set the locator variable's file name and
"I also set its file options.
"I  concatenate  another  place-marker  to  the  SQL  update  state-
ment.
"Once out of the loop,
"I mark the control information host variable as binary, and
"I complete the SQL update statement.
"I prepare it, and
"I execute it, using the list of host variables that I built up.

"D82 concatenates all the multimedia files together to form a single
BLOB field,  and I never even touch them in my Object REX code.
Pretty neat, hey?"
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Layout of the self-defining BLOB and SOL statement to build and store the BLOB

1        4                          25                34                       55                64          xxx                       yyy                          zzz

medi.ati.t1e,length; medi ati. tl e ,1 ength ; P1.cture

<__._-___ -----... _______-._._-____________>   <__--__--.>  < ---------- >   < ----------- >
control    l.nformati.on                                                     media                   media                        media

(nr   *   30   bytes   )                                                       file   1                fi.le   2                     fi.1e   3

SQL:              update   cardeal.vehi.cle
set  pi.ctures  =  ::::((:  ::  :i:#))))   I, I,  ::::(:  ::  :1]::((#))   I I

where   seri.alnum   =   123456

HOSTVAR:     :ctli.nfo,     :vpi.cl,     :vpi.c2,     :vpi.c3

ctli.nfo   =    "BIN'003Fact   sheet ..., 146;Si.de   vi.ew ..., 67118,Audi.o ..., 294956;@@'

vpi.cl.name   =   'd:\cardeal\medi.a\audi.text.fac'        /*   fact   sheet   text   */
vpi.cl.fi.le_options   =    'READ'

vpi.c2.name   =    'd:\cardeal\medi.a\audisi.de.bmp'         /*   pi.cture   bitmap     */
vpl.c2.fi.le_opti.ons   =    'READ'

vpi.c3.name   =    'd:\cardeal\medi.a\audi..wav'
vpi.c3.fi.le_opti.ons   =    'READ'

/*   audi.o  wave   file   */

"Wow! I never realized how powerful D82's BLOB handling capabili-
ties are," said Hanna. "And you're making full use of them, Curt."
Curt smiled. "Thanks, Hanna. Want to hear it play?"
`Yes please," said Hanna.

Curt started up  the  application using the  Dr.  Dialog interface that
Steve had developed. "I've added the logic for the button called Media,
under the vehicles list box," he said. `You select a vehicle, then click
on  the Media button.  The  application  opens  a new window,  which
shows a list of the multimedia files available for the currently selected
vehicle,  if any."  Curt  opened the Vehicle  Multimedia window  as  he
spoke [see Figure 37 on page 122].
"Then you just click on the multimedia file you want!" Curt did this. A
line of text in large bold letters  scrolled smoothly from right to left
across a yellow area in the Media window. It carried a description of a
Car.
``And since  Object REX supports  concurrent processing," continued
Curt, "I can kick off something else while the text display is still roll-
ing." He clicked on a multimedia line describing a bit map picture, and
a picture of a car appeared in another area of the window. Then Curt
selected a sound bite and they heard a recording of his voice describ-
ing the car that he had selected.
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"gure gH .  VeJvicle Multimedia Window of Dr. Dialog GUI Application
"Classy  Cars  will  be  really  impressed  when  they  see  what  you've
developed," said Hanna. "It will give them a wonderful marketing aid.
I know they were thinking of using it for their marketing staff, but it's
so impressive, I think they could also show it directly to prospective
car buyers. What do you think, Steve?"
All this time Steve had been watching Curt's demo silently. `Yes, it is
impressive," he answered Hanna.
"But?" prompted Hanna. She could see that Steve wasn't completely
happy.
"I'm worried about storing multiple multimedia files and the catalog of
multimedia  information  in  the  BLOB  itself,"  Steve  answered.  ``We
may need to add more control information later on, and this approach
is limiting."
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"There's no limit," said Curt. "I can easily increase the size of the con-
trol field if we need to."
"Well," responded Steve, "if you had created a new vehicle multimedia
table and stored one multimedia file per BLOB, we could add new col-
umns to that table any time we needed to by using the D82  ALTER
7lABLE command. We wouldn't have to unload the existing data and
reformat it, or even change existing applications. They would keep on
working, while new applications made use of the new columns."
"What new columns?" asked Curt. "Are you changing the application
specs while I'm still writing the code?"
"I was talking with the consultant that Classy Cars has engaged to
help  them  develop  an  IT  architecture,"  answered  Steve.  "He  isn't
happy with our proposal that Classy Cars install a separate database
manager in each of their branches."
"Why not?"  asked Hanna.  "We've  costed it  out,  and it's  a good,  eco-
nomic solution. D82 is inexpensive, and they won't have to get into the
complexities and costs that networking their branches into a central
database manager would entail. And Classy Cars told us right from
the  beginning that  each branch  runs  as  an  autonomous  unit.  They
don't have any need to share data."
"That Zs what they told us," agreed Steve. "Of course, their head office
does want sales and service revenue figures on a weekly basis..."
"We agreed with them that their head office would get that data by
dialing into the  distributed D82  databases  each week," interrupted
Curt.
"Right," agreed Steve.  "But the consultant has uncovered something
that Classy Cars didn't tell us. They deal with several large companies
all over the country. Currently, each branch of Classy Cars deals with
the branches of these large companies in isolation. Many of these com-
panies are unhappy with this situation. They want a single, consoli-
dated  bill  from  Classy  Cars  each  month,  and  they  want  a  single
national phone number where they can talk to one person about all
their dealings with Classy Cars. The consultant says the best way of
achieving this would be to have a single central database manager,
with all the branches hooked into it."
"That sounds like a big change, Steve," said Hanna. "I don't know if we
can support that approach. What are the implications for our design
and the code we have already written?"
"No problem!" interjected Curt. "D82/2 can support a distributed oper-
ation over a wide area SNA or TCP/IP network, and the program code
doesn't have to change a bit. All we have to do is install the D82 0S/2
client  package  on  each  remote  PC  and  point  them  to  the  central
server.
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"That's true," agreed Steve. "D82 gives us a great deal of flexibility in
that area. But I'm worried about the implications of shipping multi-
media files over the wide area network every time a dealer wants to
display a picture or play a sound clip. It would overload their network
and kill their response times."
"Well for Pete's  sake!"  said Curt, his  anger boiling up.  "It was yoztr
idea to  add multimedia to this  application.  Classy Cars never even
dreamed of doing it till you talked them into it. And now it turns out to
be  unaffordable,  and  they'll  probably  decide  to  can  the  whole  car
dealer application. When will you learn to be sensible and do what the
customer asks for, instead of getting so smart you can't deliver what
you promise?"
Steve was about to respond angrily, but Hanna stepped between the
two of them. "Hold on there, guys," she said. "Let's make sure that we
understand how big a problem this is before we start shouting at each
other." She held her ground until Curt and Steve backed off.
"It's clearly late in the day for Classy Cars to decide that they want to
run on a centralized database," she said. "They've already signed off
our design, and that specified one database per branch. If they want to
change their minds, we will have to assess the impact of that change
and tell them what it will cost, in terms of network bandwidth, extra
coding, or whatever. What would the impact be if we ran the multime-
dia off ASCII files  on the users' PCs instead of using D82  to  store
them?" she asked Steve.
"That would work fine," he said, "except there wouldn't be any easy
way to distribute new multimedia files when new models come out. If
we store all the multimedia files in D82, it's easy to make sure every
user has  the  most recent  multimedia information,  whether they're
local or remote users."
`You can't have it both ways," said Curt. `You can't plan to use D82 to
distribute  multimedia  files  and  then  complain  that  it  will  use  too
much bandwidth."
"Maybe we can," said Steve. "Supposing we use D82 to distribute the
multimedia data, but keep copies on the users' PCs and reuse them as
long as they're still current."
"How would you know if a user's copy is still current?" Curt asked.
"By putting extra columns into the vehicle table," Steve answered. "If
we put the multimedia file's time and date stamp in there, our multi-
media playing logic could fetch those  columns from D82  and check
whether the user has a current copy of the multimedia file on the PC.
If not, we ask D82 to give us a copy, play it to the user, but also keep it
for next time.  But the way you're handling the  multimedia control
information, there's no way to do that."
"I could easily extend my control information to handle file date and
time stamps," retorted Curt.
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"Sure!" said Steve sarcastically. "But what about the next change that
we need?"
"Steve, you're  coming up with  a whole lot of new requirements  and
criticizing  Curt  because  his  code  can't  handle  them,"  said  Hanna."Now, 1et's think this through together. We have already agreed with
Classy Cars that we'll implement our application as  a pilot in their
Sam Jose branch next month. That's going to be six PCs on a LAN with
a stand-alone database, right?"
`Yes," agreed Steve.

"Fine," said Hanna. "Curt's multimedia code would work perfectly in
that environment, wouldn't it?"
`Yes," said Steve again.
"The pilot is due to run for a month," continued Hanna. "That will give
Classy Cars time to think through whether they really need a central-
ized database and us time to think through the implications of making
such a change. Right?"
Steve looked relieved. `You're right, Hanna," he said. "I guess I don't
have to start panicking yet. There's still a fair amount of time before
they go live across multiple branches. And if the pilot is  successful,
their first payment is  due.  At least we'11 be  able to  eat while we're
working out what to do next."
"Now you're talking, Steve," said Hanna. "Curt has put together some
really smart code, and it seems to work well. We've still got time to put
it through acceptance testing with the users and implement it as part
of the pilot installation. That way, we'll be delivering it before the date
we committed to. I'm sure that Classy Cars will be happy."
"I sure hope so," said Curt.
"I'm due back at Classy Cars tomorrow to start working out the imple-
mentation plan once the pilot has proved successful," said Steve. "Dur-
ing the pilot, 1'11 talk to them about the approach we want to take for
distributed databases."
"Let us know what happens," said Hanna.

Implementing the D82 Multimedia Support
Here are the steps required to implement multimedia in D82/2 Ver-
sion 2:

1.  Define two D82 table spaces for the vehicle table, to separate the
normal data from the large multimedia data (BLOBs).

2.  Define the vehicle table so that the BLOB column is stored in the
special table space for such columns (Zo7tg Zn keyword).

These two steps are shown in Figure 35 on page 117.
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3.  Write  a  D82  program,  load-mm.cmd,  to  update  the  vehicle  table
with the multimedia files in the BLOB column. An extract of the
program with the SQL statements is shown in Figure 36 on page
120.

•  We  described  all  the  multimedia  files  in  a  specification  file
named MEDIA . DAT :

/*   seri.al,   ti.tle  of  fi.le
999001,   Fact-sheet
999001,    Side   vi.ew
999001,    Front   vi.ew
999001,    Back   vi.ew
999001,    Angle   vi.ew
999001,    Audi.o
999002,   Fact-sheet
999002,    Side   vi.ew
999002,    Front   vi.ew
999002,    Back   vi.ew
999002,   Audi.o

®®

end

fi. l ename          */
ford . fac
f o rd s 1. d . bmp
fordfrt . bmp
fordbc k . bmp
fordang . bmp
ford . wav
audi. . fac
a u d i. s i. d . bmp
audi frt . bmp
audi.bck.bmp
audi.  .wav
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•  The multimedia update program reads this file and updates
the vehicle table with multimedia BLOBs.

4.  Write three new methods for the vehicle class to retrieve the mul-
timedia data:

•  Retrieve and return the number of media files of a vehicle:
: :method  getmedianumber

expose   medl.anumber  medi.acontrol
i.f   symbol  (''medi.anumber'')    =    'VAR'    then   return   medi.anumber
medi.anumber   =   0
medi.acontrol    =    ''
stint   =    'select   substr(v.pi.ctures,1,3)'    ,

I      from   cardeal.vehi.cle   v     where   v.serl.alnum   ='    self~seri.al

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s2    FROM    :stmt'

if   sqlca.sqlcode  \=   0   then   return   0
vpl'cind   =   -1
call     sqlexec    'DECLARE   c2   CURSOR   FOR   s2'

call    sqlexec    .OPEN   c2'

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpi.c    :vpi.ci.nd'

call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
i.f   vpi.ci.nd   >=0   then   medi.anumber   =   vpi.c
return   medi.anumber

•  Retrieve the control information of multimedia files for a vehi-
cle:

: :method  getmediacontrol
expose  medi.anumber  medi.acontrol
if   symbol(''medianumber")    =    'LIT'    then   return    '`
if  medi.anumber   <=   0   then   return    I  I
stint   =    'select   substr(v.pi.ctures,5,30*'medi.anumber').    ,

'      from   cardeal.vehi.cle   v     where   v.seri.alnum   ='    self~seri.al

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s2    FROM    :stmt'

call     sqlexec    'DECLARE   c2   CURSOR   FOR   s2'

call    sqlexec    'OPEN   c2'
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpi.c    :vpi.ci.nd'

rcv   =   sqlca.sqlcode
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call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'

i.f   rcv   =   0   &   vpicl.nd   >=   0   then   medi.acontrol    =   vpic
return  medi.acontrol

•  Retrieve one multimedia file from the BLOB of a vehicle:
: :method  getmediainfo

expose  medi.anumber  medi.acontrol
i.f   symbol("medi.anumber")    =    'LIT'    then   return    I  I
i.f  medi.acontrol    =   I  I   then   self~getmediacontrol
arg   medi.anum
i.f   medi.anumber   =   0    I    medi.anum   >   medi.anumber    I    medi.anum   <=   0    I    ,

medi.acontrol    =    I  I    then   return    I  I
medi.ati.tle     =   substr(medi.acontrol  ,medi.anum*30-29,20)
medi.alength   =   substr(medi.acontrol  ,medi.anum*30-8,   8)
mediastart   =   7   +   30   *  medianumber
do   i.=1   to   medi.anum   -1

blg   =   substr(medi.acontrol ,1.*30-8,8)
medi.astart   =  mediastart  +  blg

end
call     sqlexec    'CLEAR   SQL   VARIABLE   DECLARATI0NS'

call     sqlexec    'DECLARE    :vpi.c3    LANGUAGE   TYPE   BLOB    FILE'

vpi.c3.fl.le_opti.ons   =    'OVERWRITE'

temp    =    val ue(  ' TMP '  ,  ,  I OS2ENVIRONMENT I  )

i.f   temp   =    I  I    then   temp   =   di.rectory()
tnam   =    't'self~seri.al  I  'medi.anum
sel ect

when   medi.ati.tle   =    'Fact-sheet'    then   vpi.c3.name   =    '  I
when   medi.ati.tle   =    'Audi.o'                  then   vpi.c3.name   =   temp'\'tnam'.WAV'
when   mediati.tle   =    'Vi.deo'                 then   vpi.c3.name   =   temp'\'tnam'.AVI'
otherwi.se                                                                          vpi.c3.name   =   temp'\'tnam'.BMP'

end
vfacts   =   vpi.c3.name
stint   =    'select   substr(v.pi.ctures,'medi.astart','medi.alength')  '    ,

`      from   cardeal.vehi.cle   v     where   v.seri.alnum  ='    self~seri.al

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s2    FROM    :stmt'
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   c2   CURSOR   FOR   s2`

call    sqlexec    'OPEN   c2'
1.f   vfacts   =    '  I    then   call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2   INTO    :vfacts'

else   call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpi.c3    :vpi.ci.nd3'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   vfacts   =    I  I

call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
call     sqlexec    'CLEAR   SQL   VARIABLE   DECLARATI0NS'

return  medi. ati. tl e I  : :  I vfacts

The fact sheet is retrieved directly into a variable, whereas pictures
(.bmp), audio (.wav), and video (.avi) are retrieved into temporary files
(in the OS/2 SET rlz14P directory), and the file name is returned to the
caller.

5.  Write the code to play audio and video multimedia files.  Sample
code to play an audio file:
::method  playaudio  class

arg   fi.lename
call    mci.Rxsendstri.ng    'open   waveaudi.o   all.as   audi.o   shareable   wait',    'Retst',    '0',    '0'
call    mci.Rxsendstring    '1oad   audi.o'    filename    'wai.t',    'Retst',    '0',     '0'
call   mci.Rxsendstring    'set   audl.o   ti.me   format   ms',    'Retst',    '0',    '0'
call    mci.Rxsendstring    'play   audi.o   wai.t',    'Retst',    '0',    '0'
call    mci.Rxsendstri.ng    'close   audi.o   wai.t',    'Retst',    '0',    '0'
call    mci.RXExit

The   code   for   video   is   similar,   with   the   zuc[z/ec!z/czjo   keyword
replaced by  dzgzfczzz/jczeo and the clztczzo keyword replaced by zJZczeo.
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6.  Pictures are displayed using PM controls provided by the visual
builders.

lmplementation Notes

1.  The  D82  table  spaces  and  the  vehicle  table  are  set  up  by  the
installation program. All tables are loaded as well, including the
multimedia  data.  We  have  provided  the  programs  runsql .cmd,
load-db2.cmd,  and  load-mm.cmd;  similar  code  is  embedded  in  the
installation program.

2.  Multimedia data cannot be loaded for D82 Version 1. The rest of
the application is fully functional, however.  It is still possible to
see multimedia in  action,  because we  added this  support to the
FAT implementation, as well (see below).

3.  We retrofitted multimedia support into the FAT implementation.
The FAT vehicle class was enhanced by the same three methods
tsetmedianumber , getmediacoutrol , getmediainfo) , EInd the reapec-
tive multimedia files are passed to the code directly from the dis-
tributed data files.
This allows the ASCII and GUI applications to be run with FAT
persistence support and multimedia data.

4.  Multimedia  data  is  available  for  customers Ivez#  cmcz  I/secz  ccbrs,
Furuhawa,Gr{born,Turton,e[ITdWahii.

Source Code for D82 Multimedia lmplementation

The  source  code  for  the  D82  Vehicle  class  is  listed  in D82  Vehzcze
CZcLss on page 319.

The  multimedia  descriptive  file  is  listed in jl4z4Z£Zmedzc[ Dofci Def;J7j-
ti,on File orL page 292.

Audio and video play methods are part of the car dealer class, which is
introduced in Oz/ercbzz  Cclr Decbzer FZze Sfrz4cfz4re  on page 150,  and the
source code is listed in CcLrdecIZ Czcbss on page 308.

The source code for the multimedia load program is not listed in the
appendix; it is available in the car dealer directory on the CD or after
the sample applications have been installed on a hard drive (see Table
35 on page 259).
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In this chapter we exploit D82 stored procedures to solve a common
security problem when using dynamic SQL.

The Security Problem
The next day, Hanna and Curt were working quietly in the office when
the phone rang. Hanna answered it.
"Hello, Hacurs Software Systems," she said. "Oh hello, Steve. We were
wondering how your morning went with Classy Cars. What? What's
the problem? They don't like our data security? No ...wait ...hold on,
Steve! I think that you're overreacting.  Come into the office straight
away and tell us what happened. I'm sure we'11 be able to sort some-
thing out."
"That sounded like trouble," observed Curt.
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"Steve's very upset," said Hanna. "He said that the IT consultant that
Classy  Cars  has  engaged has  persuaded them that there's  a major
security exposure in our system. Steve said he couldn't talk them out
of it; they're saying they can't implement the system as it is."
"We've invested a lot of effort in Classy Cars,  and so far we've had
nothing but problems with them," said Curt. "I think we should cut
our losses. There are lots of other car dealers around. We're sure to
sell our system with less time and trouble than we're having."
"We've invested too much time and effort in Classy Cars to ].ust walk
away,"  Hanna responded.  "Let's  wait  and  see what the problem is,
Curt. I've got a lot of faith in you and Steve. I'm sure you'11 be able to
handle it."
Curt didn't look convinced. They both tried to keep working at their
tasks while waiting for Steve. At last they heard the crunch of his car
tires outside the office. He came in moments later, slamming the door.
"That  confounded  consultant  is  really  making  things  hard  for  us,"
Steve said.
"What is it now, Steve?" asked Hanna.
"Well,  he's  still  going on  about the  need for  a centralized database
manager," said Steve. "And he seems to have convinced Classy Cars
that that's the way they must go. I explained to them that they have
already  signed  off  our  design  based  on  a  separate  database  per
branch, and that's the way we'1l have to install the pilot. It's too late to
change  without  impacting the  schedule.  They  agreed to  that.  We'11
investigate the impact of changing to a distributed system later on."
"What else, Steve?" asked Hanna.
"The  consultant  has  been  reviewing  our  design  in  detail,"  Steve
responded. "He's come to the conclusion that its security is weak, and
that this will be a problem, particularly for their customer data."
``Why does he say that?" asked Hanna.
"Mainly because  we're  using dynamic  SQL  in  all  our  applications,"
answered Steve. "The implication is that we will have to authorize the
end users to access the D82 tables directly.  So long as they use our
programs,  we  can  control  what  data  they  can  see.  But  they  could
equally well  use  a  package  like  Lotus  1-2-3  or  Excel  to  access  the
tables, and then we can't control what they do."
"But isn't access to D82 password-protected, Steve?" asked Hanna.
`Yes," replied Steve, "but the user is asked to perform the logon when
our code first tries to access D82.  So users have to know their own
logon ID and password. And once they've logged on to allow our appli-
cation to run, they can start up other applications and access the data-
base with them."
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"Hold on, Steve," said Curt. "What you say is true for a user working
on the database server itself. But someone using a client PC to access
a D82 server must issue a co7i7tecf command to D82, quoting a user ID
and password. That co7t7iecf command must be embedded in the appli-
cation program. And we're not planning to allow users to run applica-
tions directly on the D82 server machine."
"I wish that I'd had you with me this morning, Curt," said Steve. "But
if the D82 connect statement is in a REX program, anyone can look
at the source,  and then they'11 see the user ID and password, won't
they?,,
"That used to be true, but not any more," said Hanna. "Object REX
includes a new utility called REXXC. You can use this to read REX
source code and produce a new program that does what the original
program does, but is unreadable,  similar to compiling C  or COBOL
source, which produces unreadable object text." [See 7lfoe RERTC Ufjz-
Zfy on page 267 for more information.]
"That's great," said Steve, ``but if a REX program contains a user ID
and  password  as  plain  text  literals  and  it  gets  processed  by  the
REREC command, won't the literals still be there in the file written by
REXXC?„
"Let's find out," said Curt. He typed in a small REX command file,

processed it through REXXC, and looked at the output. "Hmm-yes,
the literals are stored as plain text in the output file."
"Hey!" said Steve. ``Maybe we can write the logon data in an encrypted
form in our programs, then include code to decrypt it before we pass it
to  D82.  The  Object REX frcI7tszcbfe  or bz£#or methods  could  do the
trick.  That way,  no one could see the logon information in our pro-
grams, because it wouldn't be there-in readable form."
"I'm impressed!" said Hanna. `You guys have thought of lots of ways to
tackle this security issue, and it didn't take you long at all."
"I'm going straight back to Classy Cars," said Steve. "I think we can
overcome their concerns about security."
"Let us know how it goes," called out Hanna as Steve strode for the
door.

Hanna and Curt settled down to their work again. It was mid-after-
noon before they heard from Steve. He strode into the office with a
troubled look on his face.
"Hi,  Steve,"  said  Curt.  "How  did  Classy  Cars  like  our  approach  to
ensuring the security of their data?"
"They were impressed," Steve answered. ``So was their IT consultant,
except on one issue. They definitely want to move toward a single, cen-
tralized database.  They accept that this wasn't in the original spec
that they signed off, so they're prepared to implement using separate
databases in each branch and then to centralize over time. I'm sure we
can work out an approach that will satisfy them."
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``What's the IT consultant's concern?" asked Curt.
"He's been helping Classy Cars plan how they will run in the future,"
Steve  answered.  "They  want  central  control  over  their  customer
accounts. It turns out that lots of their customers have run up sub-
stantial debts,  and some  simply switched their business to another
branch when the first branch refused to extend them any more credit.
Their  branches  don't  exchange  customer  information.  They  really
want to fix that. But they're pretty worried, because the accounting
data they want to store will be very sensitive. They want a guarantee
that unauthorized personnel can't read it-and, even more important,
alter it.,,
"I don't understand the problem, Steve," said Hanna. "D82 has very

good built-in facilities to restrict the people who can access a specific
table.„
`Yes," agreed Steve, "but every branch must have users authorized to
capture and view accounting data for their own branch only, but not to
update or delete it. I was trying to work out a way we could do this
with the checfa option of the D82 view facility, but their requirements
as to who can see what and who can update what may be too compli-
cated to handle this way.  The consultant says that the best way to
implement really tight security is to have the application code running
on the  server in a locked room,  and not on a hundred-plus PCs  all
around the country. He says if you can't even keep games and viruses
off users' PCs, how can you hope to keep fraudulent code off?"
"So  what's  wrong with the  security schemes we  came up with this
morning?" asked Curt.
"Well, our schemes all depend upon the remote user having an access
user ID and password," said Steve. "We can do a lot to keep those hid-
den, but if there's collusion and somehow an ID and password pass
into the wrong hands, the security of their accounts data will be lost,
and they won't even know about it."
"Is this for real?" asked Curt. ``Aren't they being a bit paranoid?"
"I'm afraid not," answered Steve. "Last year they had to write off more
than a quarter of a million dollars in bad debt. They suspect that there
may have been some collusion between some customers and some of
their  staff.  But there's  no way they  can  prove  anything.  They just
don't have the right controls in place. Our computer system could help
them, but its security will have to be watertight."
"Ouch!" said Curt. "It's a tough world out there."
"I've got an idea that some of the new D82/2 features may provide a
solution in this  area,"  said Hanna,  "but I'm not sure if we can use
them from Object REX. 1'11 take the manuals home tonight and check
it out."
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``Good hunting, Hanna," said Steve. "If you can come up with a really
watertight  solution  to  their  problems,  it  would  be  worth  a  lot  to
them-and to us!"

Coding Stored Procedures with Object REXX
The next morning, Hanna came in clutching the D82 manuals and
smiling. "I think I've got the answer, guys!" she said.
"Cut the suspense, Hanna!" said Steve. "Tell us what your approach
is, please.„
``The consultant suggested that the code dealing with the most sensi-
tive data should run on the central server only," said Hanna. "Histori-
cally,  that's  the  way  transaction  programs  have  been  handled  on
mainframes. Normally we build our REX programs to run directly on
the client PCs. Our challenge is to find a way to get some of the REX
code to run on the secure server and still to be able to access it from
the client PCs. The answer I thought of is to use D82's stored proce-
dures facility. It's often used to reduce network traffic and to improve
server performance by moving code that accesses the database heavily
onto the database machine. But it can also be used to improve secu-
rity.  It would allow us to move key code off the client's PCs  and to
access secure D82 tables by using a special 1ogon ID and password in
code that runs on the server only."
"Hanna," said Curt, "I hate to puncture a great idea, but a client pro-

gram must be connected to a D82 database before it can invoke a D82
stored procedure. Which means that it has already supplied a logon ID
and  password.  The  D82   stored  procedure  isn't  allowed  to  issue
another co7t7?ecf command,  so it has to operate under the client's ID
and password. Anything that the stored procedure can do in D82, the
client can do, too. And since the client's ID and password are embed-
ded in code on the client PC, your proposal doesn't sound any more
secure than do the approaches Classy Cars has already turned down."
Hanna just smiled.  Curt and Steve were really intrigued. What did
she have up her sleeve? She moved to the whiteboard and picked up
the pen.
"What you say is true, Curt," she said. "I thought of that, too. But I
also thought, Is there anything new in Object RE2ex that could help us
in this situation? I did some reading about D82 and Object REX last
night, and I came up with an idea. I wrote some code to check it out,
and it looks like it will work. But I had only one Thinkpad to test it on.
We'll have to try it out on a couple of PCs connected over our LAN."
"Come on, Hanna, you're driving us crazy!" exclaimed Steve. "What's

your idea?"
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"It's quite simple, really," said Hanna. And for once, she actually drew
something on the whiteboard. "This is the way that D82 stored proce-
dures are normally put together," she said [see Figure 38].

Cl l.ent                                       Network                                  ServerI

I

C 1 1' e n t D82   Cli.ent
11

D82 D82

ICode Appll.cat,'0n Stored Database

II

Enabl er Procedure Manager

FLgure 38.   D82 Stored procedure
"The  client  code  tells  D82  to  call  a  stored  procedure,"  explained
Hanna.  "The  Client Application Enabler package  [CAE/OS2]  on the
client  PC  relays  the  request  to  the  D82  database  manager  on  its
server. D82 schedules the stored procedure code, passing it the argu-
ments  on  the  original  call  command.  The  stored  procedure  runs,
accessing D82,  and passes  results back to D82,  which relays  them
back to the client code."
Hanna continued. "We can write both the client code and the stored
procedure in Object REX. But as you pointed out, Curt, the stored
procedure has to use the D82 connect that the client code has already
issued,  and,  therefore,  has  no  more  authority than  does  the  client.
Now for the magic!" Hanna changed the figure on the whiteboard [Fig-
ure 39].
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T!.Tqure s9.   D82 Stored Procedure u)ith Object REXX Shared Objects
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"The key thing here is that although the D82 stored procedure has
access to D82 by virtue of the connect that the client PC issued,  jf
does7t'£ I/se Z£," Hanna explained. "At least, not for accessing the really
sensitive data, because the client doesn't have authority to do that.
Instead, we automatically start up a disconnected process each time
the server boots up, running an Object REX server command. This
command issues its own connect to D82 using a secure ID and pass-
word,  creates  a  special  shared  Object  REX  object,  and  stores  its
name in the .e7tz;Zro7tme7tf directory object. Once it's there, any Object
REX command that runs on the server can find it and use it. In par-
ticular, D82 stored procedures written in Object REX can find it and
use it to relay requests to the Object REX server command that cre-
ated the object. The server command waits for requests, handles them,
and sends responses back to the requester-all through the shared
object and its methods."
"This is brilliant, Hanna!" said Steve. ``Show us your code."
"This is the Object REX server code," said Hanna, bringing up the
code on the screen [Figure 40 on page 136].
"Now this isn't production-strength code. There isn't any error-check-
ing in it," explained Hanna. ``1 just did enough to make sure that it
would work the way I thought it should. Let me step you through the
main points:

E  "This is the file that would run when the server boots up. It con-
tains definitions for the D82 server class and methods. I create a
single object from this class.

E]  "I  store  the  object's  name  in  the  global  .e7tz;jro77,77?e7?£  directory
object.  [See  Co77tmz47?Zcc[£jo7? A77?o7tg Czcbsses  on page 152  for more
details on the global and local directories.]

E  "I issue an OS/2 logon using a special ID and password, then con-
nect to D82. This gives me the authority to anything the special
ID can do.

E  "I go into a loop, sending the Respo7?d message to the server object.
Each time it waits for a client request, then processes it. I make
this loop quit if the client sends an exclamation mark [!] character,
just to ease debugging.

E]  "Here's where I define the D82 server class and its methods.
E  "The j7tjf class method is invoked when I create a new object. I set

the object's state attribute to Free. The other values it can have
are Regz4esf and RespoJtse. It controls access to the Object REX
D82 server object.

E  "The  Object  REX  D82   server  process  invokes  the  Respo7?d
method to wait for a client request and then process it.
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1******   se;rve!x` .arnd  ****** I
server  =   .D82server~new                                            /*  make  a   D82   server  object   */
.envi.ronment['CARDEAL.D82SERVER']    =   server
'logon   speci.al   /p=secret   /L'                                  /*   logon   as   speci.al   user          */

if   RXFuncQuery('SQLEXEC')    then

call     RXFuncAdd     'SQLEXEC',     'SQLAR',     'SQLEXEC'

call    sqlexec   ''connect   to   dealerdb"
say   "The   oREXx   server   is   active..."                /*   server   1.i.s   ready                       */
do   until    input   =    1!1

I.nput   =   server~Respond /*  process   a  cli.ent   request  */
end
say   "The   OREXX   server   i.s   endi.ng.''
.environment['CARDEAL.D82SERVER']    =    .ni.l    /*   clean-up

call   sqlexec   ''connect   reset"
exit

: :class  D82server
::method   init

expose  state
state   =   'Free'
return

: :method   Respond  unguarded
expose   state   1.nput   Output
guard   on   when   state   =    'Request'
sel ect

*/

/*   D82   SERVER   CLASS                            */

/*   i.nvoked   by  the   server          */

/*  we're  ready  for  a  client  */

/*   1.nvoked   by  the   server          */

/*  wait   for  a  cli.ent                   */

when   1.nput~translate   =    'CONNECT'    then   do
stint   =   ''select   user   from   sysi.bin.systables

"where   name   =    'SYSTABLES"

/***   CONNECT   *****/

/*  return   useri.d  */
call    sqlexec   ''prepare   sl   from   :stint"
call   sqlexec   ''declare  cl   cursor  for  sl"
call    sqlexec   ''open   cl"
call    sqlexec   ''fetch   cl   i.nto   :output"
call    sqlexec   ''close   cl''
end

when   i.nput~translate~word(1)    =    'CUST'    then   do      /***   CUST   xxx   ****/       EE
custno   =   i.nput~word(2)
stint   =   'select   *   from  cardeal.customer  where   custnum  ='   custno
call   sqlexec   "prepare   s2   from   :stint"
call   sqlexec   "declare  c2   cursor  for  s2''            /*   return   the         */
call   sqlexec   "open   c2"                                                       /*   customer   info   */
call    sqlexec   ''fetch   c2   i.nto   :custnx,    :custname,    :custaddr'`
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then

output   =   custnx':I    strip(custname)    'in'   strl.p(custaddr)
else   output   =   custno':      not   found'
call    sqlexec   ''close   c2"
end

otherwi.se  output   =   i.nput~reverse
end
state   =   'Respond'
return   input

: :method   Request
expose   state   I.nput  output
use   arg   1.nput
state   =   'Request'
guard   on   when   state   =    'Respond'
state  =   'Free'
return  output

/*  just   to   show  we're  here     */

/*   si.gnal   cli.ent   to   proceed   */      EE

/*   i.nvoked   bythecll.ent          */      EE

/*   si.gnal   server  to  proceed
/*  wai.t  for  server
/*  ready  for  next  request
/*  gi.ve   output   to   cli.ent

136
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E  "The RespoJ?d  method  is  unguarded  so  it  can  run  concurrently
with client requests, but issues a gz/c!rd command to wait for a cli-
ent,  which  will  change  the  state  to  Regztes£.  [See  Chapter 13,
Object REX and Concurrency, on paLge 217 for deta[ils on guard.I

E]  "There's only token logic in the Regztesf method. If the input trans-
action is a COIVIVECF request, I tell D82 to select the special SQL
value User, which is my D82 connection ID, and return this to the
client. That's ].ust enough logic to verify that I can access D82 data
and to make sure that I'm using the right D82 connection.

EE  "If the input is a CUSP request, I retrieve the customer from the
database and return its information. Otherwise, I simply reverse
the input, just so I can see that something happened.

E  "The Respo7?d method sets the  object's  state to Respo7id,  once it
has set up the required response in its output attribute. This sig-
nals the waiting Regztesf method to finish processing the client's
request.

EE  "The Regztesf method is invoked by the client and runs under the
client's process. It's guarded by default, so only one client at a time
can run it.

EE  "The  Regz/esf  method  sets  the  object's  input  attribute  to  the
request argument passed by the client, then changes the object's
state to Regz4esf to  signal the  server process to handle this new
request.

EE  "Then the RegLcesf method waits until the server sets the state to
Respo77cZ, by which time the required response is in the attribute
output.   [See   Chapter 13,   Ody.ec£   REX  c[7tcz   Co7icz4rre7tey,   on
page 217 for details on the gz4ord instruction.]

EE  "I  set  the  object's  state  to Free.  We're  ready for the  next  client
request.

EE  ``1 return the server's response to the client.
"And here's the D82/2 stored procedure code," said Hanna [Figure 41].

/******   gateway .c;nd  ****** /
server   =.envi.ronment['CARDEAL.D82SERVER']                                                                                               E]

sqlroda.1.sqldata   =    'anythl.ng'         /*   touch   argument   to  make   D82   happy   */

i::::::;i;:::d:t8  =  Server~request(sqlrl.da.1.sqldata)       /*  set  reply  */      I

T!.TgITre 41.   D82 Stored Procedure ij)ith Shared Objects: Gateway
`You'11  see  that  there  really  isn't  much  to  it.  It  acts  as  a  gateway
between the remote client and the Object REX server code.

E  "I pick up a pointer to the Object REX D82 server object from the
. e7Lz;Zro7ime7if directory object.
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E  "The input transaction is passed to the stored procedure in the sgz-
rodcI. I.sgzczcifcI REX variable. I pass this to the Regztesf method of
the server object and store the result that it gives back to me in
sgzrodcb.2.sgzd¢£cb.  D82  will  pass  this  back  to  the  remote  client
that called my procedure.

a  "I set the sgzcode to zero to indicate that the call worked correctly."
``The gateway is tiny, Hanna," said Curt, ``there are only four lines of
code. Is this what they call mjddzezucire?"
``1 guess so," Hanna replied.

"Where's the client code?" asked Curt.
"Here it is," said Hanna, bringing up the code [Figure 42]. "I wrote this
as a stand-alone command that I can invoke from the command line.
You'll see that there really isn't much to the client code either."

/******  client.cnd  ******/
'1ogon   humble   /p=user   /L'                                           /*   1ogon   as   normal    user             */       E]

call   sqlexec   "connect   to   dealerdb"
reply   =   "   "~left(60)                                                     /*   prime   reply   so   D82   knows   */
proc   =   ''gateway.cmd"                                                     /*   gateway  code  on   D82server*/
say   ''The   D82   cli.ent   i.s   acti.ve;    I'm  goi.ng   to   use   the   D82   server..."
do   unti.l    reply   =   "!"                                                       /*   ask   for   l.nput                               */      E]

say   '`Gi.ve  me   an   argument   (any,   connect,   cust   xxx,    !   to   end)"

parse   pull   argument
call   sqlexec   ''call    :proc   (:argument,    :reply)"      /*****   call   proc   ***/       E]
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then

say   "The   reply   is   "reply'"''
else

say   ''sqlcode   ="   sqlca.sqlcode'',   sqlerrmc   ="   sqlca.sqlerrmc
end
say   "The   D82   cli.ent   1.s   termi.nati.ng."              /*   done
call   sqlexec   "connect   reset"

*/

FLgITre 42„   D82 Stored Procedure u)ith Shared Objects: Client
``Let me step you through this code," Hanna said.

E  "I log on to OS/2 using a low-security ID and password, then con-
nect to D82 with this ID and its authority. On a separate D82 cli-
ent PC, these two statements could be combined into one.

E  "I'm going to use the SQL CALL command. I have to prepare the
field in which the reply will come by assigning a representative
value to it.

a  "My D82 stored procedure is called gateway . cmd .

E]  ``The client loops, asking the user for input until the user keys in
an exclamation mark [ ! ] .
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E  "This is the real meat of the code. The client calls the D82 stored
procedure, passing it the user's input string in argument and the
reply field for the reply. I check the SQL return code, and if it's
good I give the reply back to the user.  Otherwise,  I  display the
SQL code and error message."

To show them how it worked, Hanna opened an OS/2 command line
window and entered the  server command. The server code displayed a
message  saying it was  active  and waiting for customers.  Then  she
opened a second OS/2 command line window, and entered the cl 1. ent
command. The client code also notified them that it was active, and
asked for some input.  Hanna typed in Hel 1 o !  and back came  !ol 1 eH.
She did it again, and the same response came back instantly. Then
she typed in connect, and back came the answer SPECIAL.
"That's  the  server  process's  logon  ID,  not  the  client's,"  observed
Hanna. Then she typed CUST  106,  and the response was the name and
address of the customer Hezuefjcb. Finally, she typed  !  into the client
command line. Both the server and the client commands terminated
in their respective windows.
"Hanna,  this  is  brilliant,"  said  Curt,  "but the  client,  gateway,  and
server code are all running on the same PC. How does this scale up?"
``D82 stored procedures can be called by remote client PCs," Hanna
answered.  ``The clients can be running under a variety of operating
systems, including OS/2, DOS, Windows, and AIX. D82 supports con-
nections  over both LANs  and WANs  and can handle  SNA,  TCPITP,
NetBIOS, and IPX/SPX communications protocols. It's very flexible."
"Hanna, you're a genius!" said Steve. "This approach will allow us to
implement really tight control over Classy Cars' sensitive  data.  I'm
due to visit them later today, and I'd really like to take the code that
you've  developed  and  to  review  your  ideas  and  code  with  them.  If
they're happy with it, and I'm sure they will be, we can start imple-
menting their pilot branch while we build secure code to handle their
accounts data."
"I'm  glad  you  like  it,  Steve,"  Hanna  replied.  "This  new  version  of
REXX is so powerful, we're all going to end up looking like heroes!"
``1 love it," said Steve, "and I'm sure that Classy Cars will, too, once I
explain it to them.  Let me  copy the  code you developed,  and 1'11 go
there right away."
Later that day, Hanna and Curt were in the office, waiting to hear
from  Steve  about how his visit to  Classy Cars had gone.  They had
expected him to phone after his visit, but he hadn't. There was an edge
of nervousness in the office as Hanna and Curt tried to keep busy with
things that needed doing. But the Classy Cars deal was so important
to the future of their company that they found it hard to concentrate
on anything else. Suddenly, they heard Steve's footsteps outside the
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door, and moments later he walked in with his Thinkpad slung over
his shoulder and a large brown paper packet in his hands. As he put
the bag down, it made a clinking sound.
"How did it go?" asked Hanna. She had a suspicion that the bag con-
tained the answer to her question. Steve didn't answer immediately.
He took a bottle of sparkling wine from the bag and placed it on the
desk, followed by three glasses.
"Cut the suspense, Steve," said Curt. "Tell us what happened."
"They signed."
"Congratulations,"  said Hanna,  giving him a hug.  Curt got up  and
shook his hand vigorously,  as if he had just announced his engage-
ment.
"Thanks, Hanna. Thanks, Curt," said Steve. "This has really been a
team effort. We did it together. And Hanna, I want to thank you espe-
cially for helping us work as a team whenever Curt and I got bogged
down in silly arguments." Having said this, Steve reached once more
into the brown paper bag and, somewhat shamefacedly, pulled out a
beautiful, if slightly smashed, bunch of red roses, which he handed to
Hanna. This gift was so unexpected that she blushed.
"Thanks, Steve," said Hanna, "these are really lovely." She put them
into a vase and added water while Curt tried to get some more infor-
mation out of Steve.
"What  did  they  sign  for?"  asked  Curt.  "What  do  they  want  us  to
deliver? And when?"
"They want us to install the application we've already built and dem-
onstrated to them," Steve answered. "They want the GUI front end.
After all the trouble they put us to, they've decided to go with the Dr.
Dialog interface after all! They realize that we really can convert our
application  to  another  GUI  builder  if they  ever  need  us  to  in  the
future, and they like Dr. Dialog's price. Oh, and they want the applica-
tion to run against multiple distributed copies of D82, one per branch,
for the initial implementation. They want us to quote on extending the
application to run off a single centralized copy of D82 in about three
months' time. And, most importantly, they wrote a check to cover our
development effort to date. Here it is!"
Steve pulled out the check and showed it to the others. Hanna took it
and said, "Well done, Steve! 1'11 deposit that in our bank account later
today. Our bank manager will be very happy to see it."
"All this talking," said Curt, ``and you haven't even offered us a drink."
`You're right," Steve responded, "what am I thinking of?" He loosened
the cork, filled the three glasses, and passed them around. "I propose a
toast to Hacurs-may it prosper and grow."
"To Hacurs," said Hanna and Curt in agreement.
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Demonstration notes

I  The code for the three commands is in the Sf orproc subdirectory
of the car dealer application.

I  Before running these commands, define the two user IDs,  SPE-
Or4L as local administrator with password SECRET, and HUM-
BLE as regular user with password USER.

D  Make sure D82 is started.
I  Open two OS/2 windows and make the Storproc  subdirectory the

current directory in both windows.
I  Type server in one window, and wait for the recldy message.
I  Type cl 1. ent in the other window, and then enter any text, or the

special keywords  CONNECT  or  CUST   xxx.

I  The response of the SPEorAL user ID when entering CONNECT is
proof that the code on the server runs under the user ID of the
server.

I  Type ! to end both client and server.
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Oleject REXX
In this chapter, we discuss ways of managing an Object REX applica-
tion that is large and has different versions, all of which must be sup-
ported concurrently.  We  shall  see how to use  Object REX classes
with inheritance  and polymorphism to help  us  achieve  these  goals.
The  grouping  of related  files  into  subdirectory  structures  can  also
help.

Most REIEf programmers know that writing small,  one-off applica-
tions is fun. It's quick to do, and the users are often grateful to get a
fast response to their needs. But, of course, there is always the risk
that, after a while, the application might become very popular with
many users. Suddenly, the code must run in environments never con-
templated and, therefore, turns into a maintenance burden.
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This is the kind of problem that a software company like Hacurs loves
to have. One-off applications yield revenue once only. The real money-
spinners are those applications that can be sold to a number of differ-
ent customers. Inevitably, the operating environment will be different
in each location. There may be different database managers to inter-
face with and possibly different GUI packages, as well.
When classic REX was first designed, no one could have guessed how
widely  used  it  would  become  or  how  big  some  REXX  applications
would grow. The base language has some facilities for managing large
applications by separating called subroutines into separate files, but
Object REX brings a lot more to the table.
We've spoken about the benefits of classes, polymorphism, and inher-
itance.  We've  claimed that these make it easier to  substitute parts
without impact to the rest of the system. Now it's time to deliver. We
must show practical ways to make these promises come true. In this
chapter, we talk about the problems that confront "successful" applica-
tions and show how the features of Object REXX can be used to ease
the creation, distribution, implementation, and maintenance of such
applications.

Breaking an Application into Multiple Files
Hanna was working alone in the Hacurs offices. Curt and Steve were
out  at  Classy  Cars,  training more  staff to  use  the  pilot  car  dealer
application that was now installed and running. Hanna was working
through the various pieces of the car dealer application on the server.
Although it had been Hacurs' goal to work off a common and shared
set of class libraries,  things had gotten a little out of control while
Curt was  struggling to meet deadlines at Trusty Trucks and Steve
working to satisfy Classy Cars. The time had now come to reconcile
any differences there might be and to consolidate both versions of the
application into a single library.
Hanna knew that once a source file grows bigger than about 400 lines,
it becomes  hard to  read and understand.  It was  time to break the
source  into  a number of separate files.  Each  component file  should
deal with a separate part of the overall system, and, ideally, each part
of the system should be dealt with in only one place. The Hacurs team
had tried to follow this approach with classic REX, with limited suc-
cess. While classic REX enables the programmer to split procedures
off into separate source files, the code in a separate file can see the
data passed only as call arguments. This is good in terms of hiding
data that the called code should not see or change, but bad when the
amount of data that must be shared with the called routine is large.
The number of arguments needed on the call statement can become
unmanageable, and getting the callers and callee's parameter lists to
agree can be difficult.
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With Object REXX,  sets  of related data can and should be  grouped
together into objects. When a procedure or routine in another file is
called, only a short list of objects must be passed. When an object is
passed to a subroutine, only a reference, not the object's data, is actu-
ally passed. Hanna was trying to work out the best way of applying
Object RE2ex's new capabilities to segmenting the car dealer applica-
tion code.

Curt and Steve came tramping into the office with a take-out lunch
they had bought on the way. They offered Hanna a share.
"Thanks," said Hanna. "How did the training go?"
"No problems,'' answered Steve. "We agreed to do three more training
sessions with them,  and that should be all they need from us.  How
does the converged version of our application look?"
"Just a little chaotic," Hanna answered. ``I'm surprised at how many
differences  you and  Curt managed to  sneak into your code without
consulting anyone. I've drawn up a list of them and have shown what I
think the  converged version should look like.  I'd like you two to  go
through this list and tell me if you agree or disagree."
Steve and Curt groaned but settled down at their desks and powered
up their Thinkpads to review the list that Hanna had stored on the
server. About half an hour later, they had completed this task.
`Your suggestions all look good to me, Hanna," said Curt.
"Me, too,'' agreed Steve. "It's mainly a question of making sure that
each class  definition includes  all the methods  and features  that we
need for both Trusty Trucks and Classy Cars. I think you've got it all
sorted out."
"Thanks, guys," said Hanna. ``I've also come up with an idea of how we
can split the source code into separate files. I'd like to review that with
you.  We've  already moved  the  major  class  definitions  into  separate
files. We had to write .... regztjres  directives in our source files so that
the code in each file could see the other classes and methods that it
rLeeds:" r:See The Requires Directive orL p8Lge 76.i

Hanna  produced  a  sketch  from  her  files.  "The  Worfe Order  class
requires  the  Vefrjcze  class  because  it  references  the  vehicle's  serial
number," she said, "and the Vehzcze class requires the Cz4sfom,er class
because  it  references   its   owner's   ID.   The   Wo7.fe order  class   also
requires the Serujce class, since each work order contains one or more
services; and the Se7.LJjce class references the parts required for a par-
ticular service." [See Figure 43.]
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FLgNIe 43.   Car Dealer Data Class Relationships
``The Worfe Order class also references the Cztsfo77ter class," chimed in
Steve.
"That's right," agreed Hanna.  "1'11 show that with a dotted line. The
work order file doesn't have to contain a .... regztzres  directive because
Worfa Orczer requires Vefajcze which in turn requires Cz4sfo77ier, so the
Cztsfo773er  class  is  visible  to  Worfe Order.  Strictly  speaking,  we  don't
need the customer's ID in the work order object, since we can get it
from the vehicle object. But, in theory, a vehicle can change ownership
while  it's  undergoing  service,  and  there  could  be  arguments  about
who's liable for the costs of the service."
"In  practice,  the  dealer  owns  the  database,"  said  Steve,  "and  they
would register a change in vehicle ownership only after they had made
sure that the new owner would accept the service charges. But Trusty
Trucks was worried about this part of the data model, and our zealous
salesman bent over backward to meet their needs, as usual."
"Some of the biggest sales in the history of our industry have been
made by salesmen who showed they were keen to meet their custom-
ers' needs," responded Curt.
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Using Multiple Subdirectories
"The way it works out, a lot of the class and method definitions are (or
should be) the same across both versions of our application," she con-
tinued. ``But some of the method definitions are different, depending
on whether it's the FAT or D82 version. I wanted to get some unifor-
mity in the file-naming conventions, so I've used the same file name
for the common or base class definitions, the FAT ones, and the D82
ones.  All  Cztsfo77ter  class  definitions  are  stored  in  files  called   car-
cust . cl s , for example."
"Now hold on, Hanna," said Curt. "If the base, FAT, and D82 class clef-
inition files all have the same name, they'11 wipe each other out when
you copy them into the common directory."
"I thought of that, Curt," said Hanna, "and decided that the cleanest
approach  is  to  create  separate  subdirectories  for the  common  base
class definitions, and likewise for the FAT and D82 ones. I store the
class definitions each in its own subdirectory,  so there are no name
conflicts.  It  could  look  something  like  this,"  said  Hanna,  pulling
another sketch from her file [Figure 44].

FLgNIe 44.   Directory Structure for Car Dealer Application
"Why so many subdirectories?" asked Steve.
"I've got a list here," Hanna replied,  producing yet another piece  of

Paper:

Common
Base
FAT
D82
ERA
AUI
DrDialcD
VisprocD
VxRexxcD

files common to all configurations
base object management classes
persistent storage in disk files
persistent storage in D82 tables
initialization of objects in memory
the ASCII user interface
the Dr. Dialog GUI builder
the VisproREXX GUI builder
the Watcom VX.REX GUI builder

"What's the RAM subdirectory for?" asked Curt.
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"We  did  our  initial  development  without  any  persistent  storage-
remember?  I  think  we  can  keep  that  version  alive  with  almost  no
effort, using the same techniques that we need to separate the FAT
version from the D82 version. I plan to put that code into the RAM sub-
directory."

Controlling Which Files Are Used
"This  all looks  wonderfully neat  and tidy,  Hanna,"  said  Steve,  "but
how  on  earth  will  Object  REX know  where  to  find  the  files  that
you've hidden in those subdirectories when it runs the application? It
will  never  see  them,  unless  all  the  subdirectories  are  in  the  OS/2
PATH environment variable. And if they are, it will always pick the
files it needs from the first subdirectory that appears in the PATH
variable."
"I thought of that too, Steve," said Hanna with a smile, "and I built a
sample configuration file to try out an idea." Hanna opened an editor
window to reveal the sample code [Figure 45].

::requi.res    'D82\carcust.cls'
::requi.res    'D82\carvehi.cls'
::requi.res    'D82\carpart.cls'
::requi.res    'D82\carserv.cls'
::requi.res    'D82\carwork.cls'

::requi.res    'Base\cardeal.cls.

148

FLgNIe 45.   D82 Configuration Command File
"As you can see, I included the relative subdirectory name as part of
each .... regztzres command," said Hanna, ``and Object REXX was able to
find all of the files with no trouble, so long as the common directory
was the current directory when I invoked the configuration command
file that contains all these statements."
"That's  pretty neat,"  said  Steve,  "but what happens  if the  common
directory Zs7t'£ the current directory when you issue the configuration
command?"
"It  works  fine,  provided  that  the  common  directory  is  in  the  OS/2
PATH variable," Hanna responded.  "Which is what we would need,
even if all our files were merged into a single subdirectory."
"That sounds great," chimed in Curt, ``but you've got the relative sub-
directory hard-coded into the configuration command file. What will
you do  when you need to  include the  class  definition files  from the
FAT subdirectory instead of D82?"
"I guess we'1l have to have a different configuration file for each differ-
ent configuration of files we need to use," Hanna answered. "It's sort of
like the mcifae file you build to tell the C compiler where all the source
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files are for a particular project, except the 77tclfae file gets used at com-
pile and link times, while my configuration would be used by Object
REX at run time. In fact, I started out by thinking of all the configu-
rations  that  we  may  have  to  support,  and  that's  what  got  me  to
develop a tidy way of handling them all. This is the sketch I made,"
said Hanna,  scratching through her papers.  She produced a sketch
[see Figure 46].

User                                             AUI                 Dr.Di.al og                Vi. spro/REXX               VX. REXX

Interfaces:                                                      GUI                                  GUI                               GUI

COMMON       BUSINESS        LOGIC

Persi.stent RAM                                ASCII    fi.le                             D82/2

Storage:                              support                         support                       support

FLgITre 46.   Car Dealer Application Configurations
"I've included the storage-based version we started out with for com-

pleteness," said Hanna. "I called it the RAI4 I;ersjo7t. So, we currently
have four different front ends and three different persistent storage
systems. In theory, we could support 12 different configurations. And
if we succeed in selling our application to other customers, the list of
persistent storage systems could grow. We need a way of managing
this complexity."
"This is very ingenious," said Steve. "But wouldn't it be simpler just to

give every class definition file a different name and put them all into a
single, common subdirectory? Suppose you give all the FAT class defi-
nitions a file extension of .FAT and all the D82 definitions a file exten-
sion of .D82. That would resolve the conflict."
`Yes, that would do the trick," said Hanna. "But would it also work
when we have to merge the subdirectories that contain the Dr. Dialog,
Vispro/REX,  and Watcom VX.REX projects? We can't necessarily
control the names and extensions of all the files those packages pro-
duce. And when we come to write the car dealer installation program,
I'm sure that it would be easier if all the files we need for D82 support
are in one subdirectory,  all the files for FAT in another,  and so on.
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Then  the  installation  program  won't  need  to  know  which  files  are
required for each type of support; it will just copy complete subdirecto-
ries."
"All this comes from having an obsessively tidy mind," said Curt, `fout
I can see that it would lead to a tightly controlled system and reduce
the number of surprises when we need to implement major new ver-
sions of the application. For example, I was talking to an outfit called
Vcbzz4e Vcb7?s the other day, and they are very interested in our applica-
tion. But they already have several Oracle-based packages running,
and we would have to port our code to Oracle before they would even
look at it.  With this  approach,  we would create  a new subdirectory
called Orc[cze and develop the new code we needed in there."
"It  also  allows  us  to  put  fences  around  portions  of the  code,"  said
Hanna. "If we get contractors in to develop the Oracle code, for exam-
ple, we could direct the server to give them read/write access to the
Oracle subdirectory and read-only access to the others. That way, they
couldn't  accidentally  break  the  FAT  or  D82  code  while  they  were
building the Oracle code."
"That's a good idea," said Steve, "and maybe not just for contractors! I
accidentally saved one of my D82 class definition files on top of Curt's
FAT version the  other day,  and I had to  recover his  code  from the
backup tape. I might make fewer mistakes if my default server profile
gave  me  read-only  access  to  the  FAT  subdirectory.  I  could  always
request the server to give me read/write access if I needed it."
"Thanks for your help, guys," said Hanna. ``1 still need to think this

problem through some more. 1'11 take it home with me. Maybe we can
look at it together again tomorrow."
"That's fine by me," said Steve, and Curt grunted agreement, too.

Overall Car Dealer File Structure

The  next  morning,  Hanna  was  already  in  when  Curt  and  Steve
reached the office.
"Hi, Hanna," they called out as they entered.
"I've got a question," said Steve. "I copied the files you were working
with yesterday from the server. When I looked at the end of your con-
figuration file [see Figure 45 on page  148], I noticed a new class file
named cardeal . cl s . What is it?"
"I found that we need a place to put initialization code for all the other
classes,"  Hanna  explained.  "Every  class  needs  to  fetch  its  initial
objects, for example. There didn't seem to be a good place to put it, so I
made the car dealer class.  It will be responsible for initializing the
application and terminating it properly, as well-for example, to dis-
connect from D82."
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Hanna dug a sketch from her bag. "I was working on the overall struc-
ture of our application last night, and it looks like this," she said [see
Figure 47].

FTgure tH .   Car Dealer Application Overall Class Relationships
``This  shows  all  the  files  we  need for the  various  configurations  we
have to support," Hanna explained. "Each file is shown as a box in the
sketch.  There  were  so  many,  I've  simplified  it  by  showing  boxes
stacked  on  one  another.  There  are  Cz4sfo77te7.,  Vehjcze,  Wo7.fa Order,
SerL)ice,  and  Pczrf  classes  all  hiding  behind  the  box  I  labeled  Bcbse
cZcLsses, for example, and likewise for the boxes labeled FAT, D82, and
RAM cZcIfcl  cZc!sses.  Each  different  configuration  we  need  to  support
will have its own configuration file. I've shown them as a stack labeled
Corrf eg file ."
"This looks complicated," exclaimed Steve. "Do we really need all these
files?,'
"I  think  so,  Steve,"  answered  Hanna.  "Most  of them  already  exist
today  for  the  systems  that  we've  developed  for  Trusty  Trucks  and
Classy Cars. We just haven't put all of them together on one piece of
paper  before.  For  example,  the  car-aul. .cmd,    caraui. .cls,  and    car-
menu.cl s  files  are  all used to drive the AUI interface for the Trusty
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Trucks version of our application. And the various GUI packages that
you and Curt used to build front ends for the system are hiding under
the label  cclr-gz4Z pcbcfac!ges, like spiders under a rock. Those packages
actually generate lots of files; I simply haven't shown them."
`Yeah-I guess you're right," said Steve as he stared at the sketch.
"I've shown that there's more than one configuration file," said Hanna.
"When a user installs our application onto a PC, the install program
will list the various options available, then copy in the configuration
file   that   implements   the   options   chosen.   This   file   will   contain
.... regL4Z7-es  directives  for  either  the  FAT  or  the  D82  data  handling
classes. When we need to switch between different configurations, we
can edit our own configuration file or copy one of a set of standard con-
figurations into our working directory."
"Now that I can see it all napped out like this, I realize that we've
built quite a complex system," said Steve.
"Have we?"  asked Curt.  "Or have we built two  simple  systems  and
made life difficult for ourselves by trying to share code between them?
This looks like a lot of work to me. We aren't a research lab, we're a
small  software  development  company.  We  have  to  meet  customer
needs  fast,  or we'11 go  out of business.  We  don't have time  to mess
around with complicated schemes like this one."
Steve squared up to reply, but before he did so, Hanna intervened by
saying `You're absolutely right, Curt. We need to be able to respond to
our customers quickly. And we all know that we can't do that with our
old invoicing application. We've installed five-no,  six different ver-
sions of it for different customers. They all started out the same, but
today they're all different. Maintaining that code is chewing up a lot of
our time. Yet, all of the different versions do much the same thing. We
need to  be  smarter with the  car  dealer  application.  You're  doing a
great job finding prospects for the product. We need to make sure that
we can deliver all they need without creating a monster maintenance
problem.,,
Turning back to her sketch, Hanna said ``As I said before, most of the
files shown in this sketch already exist. We just need to tidy them up
so they can reside in the subdirectory structure we looked at yester-
day. What do you think, Curt?"

Communication Among Classes
Curt pondered for a while, then said, ``Well, for starters, we'1l have a
problem that one class will not know about other classes. How can a
method in the Cztsfo77ter class access a method in the Vehzcze class?" he
asked. "Shouldn't every application class have access to all the other
application classes, in case we decide to enhance the system?"
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Steve had a concerned look on his face, but then he lightened up and
shouted, ``We could use the Object REX local directory for this!" He
continued, "If every class puts itself into the local directory, all classes
will have access to each other."

The Local Directory
Steve brought up two editor windows with the Vehzcze and Cztsfomer
classes and changed the source code to make use of the local directory
[see Figure 48].

D82  Vehicle  Class   -source  file                    D82   Customer  Class   -source  file

I.local['Cardeal.Vehicle.class']=.Vehicle .local ['Cardeal.Customer.class']   =   .Customer

::requi.res   'base\carcust.cls'::requi.res   'base\carvehi..cls' 11
::class   Vehicle    publi.c      subclass   Vehi.cleBase 11 ::class     Customer      publi.c   subclass   CustomerBase

: :method  persistentLoadBycust  class ::method   findNumber  class

:::t8:grfi:#:r  =  custx-number

#!i!:;;;#i!!ii:i:ii!;#!i!#i::I,,
stint   =   'select   v.serialnum,   v.make,    . . . '    ,'      from   cardeal.vehi.cle   v    ...'

:!iin:ii:ii;:i;i:A!!,:„3R!oRSEBR,s2,

stint   =   'select   c.custname,   c.custaddr'    ,'      from  cardeal.customer   c'    ,
'   where   c.custnum   ='   custnum

ii}|=:g:i§::#:  c2  INTO  :xseri.al , . . . '

end

carx   =   self~new(xserial ,xmake, . .)
end::!|r:q6exec   'CLoSE   c2.

: :method   presistentlnsert
else   custx   =   .nil
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
return   custx

FLgNIe 4S.   Using the Local Directory
"That's  cool,"  said Curt,  ``1  can use the  same technique between the
A4le7tzt  and the AUJ class. When the cbztz object is created, I store it in
the local directory. This way I don't need to pass the ciztz object to the
772,e7tzt methods."

Curt thought a few seconds, then said, "Let's keep  our copies of the
code  that's  currently  running  at  Trusty  Trucks  and  Classy  Cars
untouched in their respective directories on our server. We can start
restructuring the code along these lines, but I would like to be able to
show Value Vans that we can meet their requirements as soon as pos-
sible. So we can't afford to get bogged down for weeks in a big restruc-
turing exercise that prevents us from building and running demos."
"That's  reasonable,"  said  Hanna.  "The  question  is,  how  long will  it
take us to restructure the code along these lines?"
"If we all work at it,  I think we  could have it done in two or three
days," replied Steve. "Then we'1l have to test it out, of course."
"Sounds good to me," said Hanna. "Let's do it!"
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Using the local directory

The local directory object (.Zocc[Z) is available to all Object REX pro-
grams running in one OS/2 process.
For the car dealer application we used the local directory to record:
TI Each cha[ss as .Iocal[' Cardeal.classna:me.class']
I  The  relationship  between  work  orders  and  service  items  as

.Iocal['Cardeal.WorhservRel']
I  The        ASCII        window        interface        object        (cbztj)        as

.Iocal['Cardeal.aui.object']

I  The   active   persistent   storage   as   .ZocczZ/'Cclrdec[Z.Dcbfcb.Type'J,
either FAT, D82, or RAM

I  The directory of the FAT data files as .ZoccIZ/'Cclrdecbz.Dcbfcb.djr'J

I  The        directory        of        the        multimedia        files        as
.Iocal['Cardeal.Media.dir']

The Global Directory
Object  REX  also  provides  a  global  directory  object  (.e7tz/jronme7i£)
that is available to all Object REX programs running on the same
machine.  The global directory can be used to communicate between
processes, as illustrated in Figure 40 on page 136.

Using the global directory

A small example shows that one process can set up a class and an entry in the global
directory, then a second process can use that class through the global directory and,
even when the first process ends, the global object will still be there.

eater.cnd      (OS/2  wi.ndow   1)

call    RXFuncAdd    'Syssleep','Rexxutil  ','Syssleep'
eater  =   .eat~new('Peter')
.environment~my.eater  =   eater                 /*  global   */
say   'The   eater   i.s   acti.ve'
say    '1'  'm   going   to   sleep   now...'
call   Syssleep   20                         /*   sleep   20   seconds   */
.envi.ronment~my.eater   =    .ni.1
e x l. t

::class   eat
::method   l'nl`t
expose   name
use   arg   name
::method   feed          /*   invoked   by  other  process
expose   name
use   arg   food
say   '===>Eater'    name   'got:I    food
: :method   uni.ni.t
expose   name
say   '***>   Eater'    name   'i.s   termi.nati.ng!'

feeder.cnd   (OS/2  wi.ndow  2)

eater  =   .envi.ronment~my.eater
do10

say   'Gi.ve  me   a   li.ne   for  the   eater'
say    I...   or   null    to   end:'
parse   pull    li.ne
I.f   li.ne   ==    I  I    then   exi.t
eater~feed (1 i ne)

nd
xl't

First start the ecbfer in one OS/2 window, then the feeder in another OS/2 window.
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Installation Program Considerations
Three days later the Hacurs team met to review progress.
"I've got my Watcom VX.REX front end working with the new class
structure," said Curt.
"I've got my Vispro/REX front end working with it, too," said Steve.
"And I've got the old Dr. Dialog front end working with it," said Hanna
with a smile. "Sounds like it's time for a shoot-out."
The threesome put their Thinkpads  side by side and went through
their standard demo process in parallel. Everything seemed to work
perfectly.
"Great work,  team!" said Hanna.  "The class  conversion work wasn't
hard at all. Are you running against FAT files or D82, by the way?"
"FAT files," said Curt.
"D82," said Steve simultaneously.

The two looked at each other.  "There's actually no easy way to tell,
short  of looking to  see  which configuration file  is  currently active,"
said Steve.
"I guess that proves something," said Hanna. "How easy is it to switch
from D82 to FAT?"
"We'11 have to develop an installation program," said Steve.
"No,  it's  simpler than  that,"  said  Curt.  He  clicked  on  the  directory
structure to open the D82 subdirectory, and drag-copied the configura-
tion file within it back into its parent directory. After confirming the
overwrite,  he  restarted  his  application.  It  ran  as  before,  this  time
using the D82 configuration file.
"Well that's a handy way for programmers to do it," said Steve. "But
our users will still need an installation program.  Come on, it won't
take long to build. The way Hanna parcelled everything out into sepa-
rate directories, it should be a snap."
"Count me out," said Curt. "I've got an appointment to see Value Vans,
and I don't want to be late. See you later." Curt left with a wave.
"OK," said Hanna, "1'11 work with you.  Should we use a GUI builder
tool?„
"Absolutely!" answered Steve. "We want everything about this appli-
cation  to  look  professional.  There,  I've  created  a  new  Dr.  Dialog
resource file; 1et's open it and edit it ... right, I've got an empty form.
What should I put in it?"
"The target disk and path for our installation," Hanna answered.
``OK," said Steve. "1'11 provide an entry field for that."
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"Fine," said Hanna. ``Now we need to offer the user a choice of persis-
tent storage techniques-ASCII disk files or D82 database."
"Hmm,"  said Steve,  "1'11 build a group box labeled Persjsfe7tf sforclge

apfjo7t and put some radio buttons into it with the two storage options
available.1'11 add the RAM option too-let's call it Ody.ecfs Z7t memory."
"Now we need to offer the user a choice of user interfaces-the ASCII
character,  or  the  Dr.  Dialog,  Vispro/REX,  or  Watcom  VX.REX
Guls," said Hanna.
"OK," said Steve, ``1'11 copy the storage options group box to make the
User j7tferfc!ce ap£Zo7t  box.  I need an extra radio button,  and I  must
change the text to show the interface options that we have available."
"And then we need an OK button," said Hanna, as Steve finished this
task.
"1'11 put in an OK button and a Cancel button," said Steve.  "Some
folks get a little nervous if they can't see a Cancel button. There, that
does it. Now, let's just neaten this up a bit." Steve used Dr. Dialog's
group menu buttons to standardize the alignments and sizes of the
controls he had built.
"I've  put hardly  any  logic  behind the  controls,  but  let's  see  how  it
looks," said Steve. He clicked on the Tools run icon and started the
application.
"That looks really professional, Steve," commented Hanna as the win-
dow appeared on the screen [see Figure 49].
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T!.¥gITre 49.   Simple Car Dealer Installation Program
``Now I've got to add the logic," said Steve. ``But that really shouldn't
be hard, thanks to the directory structure you set up."
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"OK, 1'111eave you to it," said Hanna, getting up.

"Just a moment, Hanna," said Steve, rising, too. "There's something I
need to tell you." Steve suddenly looked serious, and rather strained.``I've been thinking about this  for a while;  maybe it's time  I  settled
down and sorted out my life. We've been so busy getting our company
going, I haven't had time to think about myself. But now that we've
got  our  first  big  application  installed  with  two  customers  and  the
money is starting to come in ..." Steve's voice trailed off.

Hanna felt uneasiness, almost panic. Did Steve want to leave? Their
little company had only just started to find its feet, and every member
of the team was vital to its continued existence.  If Steve left at this
stage, Hacurs company would Lever survive. And what did he mean
by "settle down and sort out his life?" Was there a woman in his life?
Where had he found time? They had all been so busy getting the com-
pany going. Hanna's heart started to pound.
"So...what I mean is," Steve struggled on. "Do you want to see the ball

game on Saturday?"
A flood of relief swept through Hanna. She laughed involuntarily, and
Steve was startled. He might have taken offense, but Hanna's broad
smile and shining eyes reassured him that she would very much like
to see the ball game on Saturday.

Implementation of Configuration Files
All configuration files are named carmodel . cfg. There is one for FAT
persistence,  one for D82 persistence,  and one for objects in memory
(RAM). Each file is in the subdirectory of its respective implementa-
tion.

Object REX executes any REX code placed at the beginning of a file
required by other programs that use the .... regztjres directive. This fea-
ture allowed us to place entries in the local directory, load REX func-
tion packages, and then connect to D82.
Figure 50 shows the configuration file for FAT; Figure 51 shows the
configuration file for D82.
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Parse   source   .    .   me   .
mai. ndi. r   =   me~l eft (me~l astpos ( I \ I ) -1)

.Iocal['Cardeal.Data.type.]    =    `FAT'

/*  mai.n   cardeal   di.rectory  */

/*Datain   Files        */
.Iocal['Cardeal.Data.di.r']      =   mai.ndi.r'\FAT\Data'/*   Data   di.rectory     */
.Iocal['Cardeal.Medi.a.di.r`]    =   mai.ndi.r'\Medi.a'         /*   Medi.a   di.rectory   */

: : requi res
: : requi. res
: : requi. res
: : requi res
: : requi. res
: : requi. res

I base\cardeal . cl s
I fat\carcust . cl s '
' fat\carvehi . cl s I
I fat\carpart . cl s I
I fat\carserv . cl s '
I fat\carwork . cl s  I

T!.TgITre 50.   Configuration File for FAIT Persistence

l.f   RXFuncQuery('SQLDBS')    then
call     RXFuncAdd     'SQLDBS',     ]SQLAR',     'SQLDBS'

l.f   RXFuncQuery('SQLEXEC')    then
call     RXFuncAdd     'SQLEXEC',     'SQLAR',     `SQLEXEC[

call     sqlexec    ''CONNECT   RESET"
call     sqlexec    ''CONNECT   T0   DEALERDB"
if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   do;    say    'Cannot   connect   to   DEALERDB'

exi.t   16;      end

1 ocal
l ocal
l ocal

I Cardeal  . Data . ty
I Cardeal  . Data . d
' Cardeal  . Medi. a

::requi.res   'base\cardeal.cls'
::requi.res    .db2\carcust.cls'
::requi.res    'db2\carvehi..cls'
::requires   'db2\carpart.cls'
::requires   'db2\carserv.cls'
::requi.res    'db2\carwork.cls'

T!.Tgure 51.   Configuration File for D82 Persistence
Placing the SQL COIVNECT call into the configuration file com-
pletely relieves the ASCII interface and the Guls from dealing
with D82.

using the Configuration File
There are two ways of using the configuration file:

I  Put  a  .... regz/jres  directive  at  the  end  of the  source  program  to
embed the configuration file:

: :requi.res   carmodel  .cfg

D  Alternatively,  ccizz  the  configuration file  at the  start  of the  pro-
gram:

call    carmodel.cfg
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The configuration file must either be located in the current directory
or be found through the OS/2 PATH variable. In our application, we
copy one of the three configuration files into the main car dealer direc-
tory to make it czcfjL7e. Object REX finds the currently active configu-
ration file-D82, FAT, or RAM. The application has no knowledge of
which persistent storage method was selected. This technique is valid
for both the OS/2 window application (AUI)  and the three GUI ver-
si:ous. See Hou) to Include Directives in GUI Builders on pELge 92 for
detailed instructions.

Configuration File for List Routines
We use an additional configuration file, carl 1. st . cfg , to select the cor-
rect routines  to  list  customers  and work orders  for the ASCII user
interface according to file or D82 persistence.
This configuration file is copied from FAT or D82 subdirectories to the
AUI subdirectory automatically, according to the configuration set for
persistence.

Implementation of the Car Dealer Class

The Cclr Dec!Zer class is responsible for initialization and termination
of the environment. It is also a good place to hold the methods for mul-
timedia-that is, pzaycbz4cZZo and pzayuzczeo.

An extract of the class is shown in Figure 52.

.Iocal['Cardeal.Cardeal.class']    =   .Cardeal

::class   Cardeal   public

::method   initialize  class
self~mci.Rxlnit                                                                                          /*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   multi.media
.Iocal['Cardeal.Part.class']~1.nl.tl.all.ze                     /*   let   each   class
. i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Servi. celtem. cl ass ' ] ~i nl. ti al i. ze   /*   i. ni. tl. al 1. ze   i. tsel f
.local  ['Cardeal.Customer.class']~initi.all.ze           /*   and   load   objects
. I ocal  [ ' Cardeal  . Veh i cl e . cl ass ' ] ~i. ni. t i. al 1. ze
. i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Workorder . cl ass I ] ~i. ni ti. al i. ze
return  0

::method  terminate  class
i.f   .Iocal['Cardeal.Data.type']    =    'D82'    then           /*   di.sconnect   from   D82        */

call     sqlexec    ''CONNECT   RESET"

::method  playaudio  class

::method  playvideo  class
®,®

::method  mciRxlnit  class  private
...    load   multi.medi.a   functi.on   package

F.igure 52„   Th,e Car Deal,er Cl,ass
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using the Car Dealer class
Each  version  of the  car  dealer  application  has  to  make  one  call,
.Ccbrdeciz~j7tjfjcIzjze,  at the beginning of the program to initialize the
application,  and one  call,  .Ccirdeczz~£ermj7tcIfe,  at the  end of the  pro-
gram to terminate the application.

Source Code for Configuration Management

The source code for the configuration files is listed in Co7?figztrofjoJl for
FZze Sforoge on page 310 for persistence in files and in Co7tf}gz4rofjoJt
for D82 storage on page 317 for persistence in D82.
The source code for the Cclr Decizer class is described in Table 21  on
page 255 and listed in Cclrdecbz Czciss on page 308.
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and

Workplace Snell
In this chapter, we extend the car dealer application, using some of
the facilities that Object REX provides for interacting with  SOM.
SOM is a standard component of OS/2, AIX, MVS, and OS/400 that
enables objects to interact with other objects by exchanging messages
with them, even when the other objects are parts of different applica-
tions, written in different languages and running on different, distrib-
uted computers.  It provides  a very powerful but easy-to-use way of
developing client/server applications.
SOM conforms to the CORBA standard, by far the most advanced and
widely implemented standard for interobject communication available
today. Objects that can communicate with SOM can also interact with
objects running under any other CORBA-compliant broker.
In this chapter, we also make use of Object REXX's SOM facilities to
access the OS/2 WPS.
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Using SON in the Car Dealer Application
Curt came clattering into the office, wielding a huge umbrella that
was  shedding water copiously.  "Wow!  It's raining cats  and dogs out
there," he said, laying down the umbrella and brushing water from his
jacket. "Hi, Hanna," he added, "Where's Steve?"
"Hi Curt," Hanna responded. `You're right about the rain. I've been
watching people struggle past my windo_w. Just about 20 minutes ago
the gutters were so full, they ran over onto the sidewalks. Steve's still
busy with Classy Cars. They're working out an implementation sched-
ule for centralizing their data onto a single,  secure server. How did
your call on Value Vans go, by the way?"
`Very well," said Curt. "They loved the demonstration, and we went
through  all  their  requirements  this  morning.  Our  application  can
meet almost all of them as it stands."
``That sounds encouraging!" said Hanna. "What sort of things do they
need beyond what we can currently do?"
"They want to do a lot more in the  area of accounts analysis," said
Curt. "I told them that if they store their data in D82, they'11 be able
to access it using any of a number of shrink-wrap PC packages with
analysis facilities. Since D82 provides support for the ODBC API and
since most PC data analysis packages can make use of it, we have lots
of choice in this area. They make extensive use of Lotus 1-2-3 already,
so I thought we could help them access their data in D82 from Lotus
1-2-3. If we set up the ODBC interfaces for them and code a few sam-
ple spreadsheets and macros, we can get them off to a flying start."
"Good  thinking,  Curt,"  said  Hanna.  "Maybe  we  should  code  some
examples and store them on our Thinkpads. That way, we could show
our prospects how our approach would work."
`You're right, of course," Curt agreed. "1'11 try my hand at doing that.
Oh,  and  there  was  one  other  thing that Value Vans  asked  about.
They're in the process of installing a client/server stores management
system.  It'11 help  them manage  stock levels  and  procurement.  This
system will manage the parts they use when they service vehicles, so
they want us to interface our car dealer application to it. We'11 have to
get all our parts information from this system."
``Hmm-I wonder how easy that will be," said Hanna. "Will the stores
system be running on the same processor as our application?"
"The client code will run on the same PCs as do our application's cli-
ents,"  Curt replied.  "But their server code needs to run on an AIX
machine.''
"Oops!" said Hanna, ``Our server code was specifically designed to run
under OS/2, so we won't be able to run it on the stores server. What
database  manager  does  the  stores  system  use?  Maybe  we  can  use
remote data access to get hold of the parts."
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"The stores system uses flat files," Curt replied.  "But don't worry.  I
found out that this system is being developed in C++, and the clients
will make use of SOM to communicate with the server. Since Object
REX allows access to SOM objects, I'm sure we can adapt our system
to work against their parts."
"I like your confident approach,  Curt," said Hanna.  "I'm sure that's
why you've been so successful in selling our products. But we'll have to
research this  situation  quite  carefully.  At this  stage,  Object REX
allows us to access SOM objects built in other languages, but we can't
create SOM objects in Object REX."
"Well, I happen to know that both AIX and OS/2 support SOM objects
and that they can communicate with one  another," said Curt.  "The
stores  system implements parts,  along with other stock items,  as a
SOM object, so we should be able to get hold of it from Object REX."
"That's true, Curt," Hanna agreed, `fout we need to know more about
the way they've implemented their stock item. Does it contain all the
information our application needs, for example? Tell you what, if you
can get the IDL-that's Interface Definition Language-that defines
their stock item and its behavior, then we can work out how difficult it
would be to use it. This may not be quite so easy as the other installa-
tions we've done."
"OK," Curt agreed, "1'11 get a copy of the IDL for their stock items. Is
there anything else we need?"
"Well," Hanna replied, "we will need to get access to their stores server
from  our  development machines  here  so  we  can make  use  of their
stock-item SOM object."
"1'11 check it out," said Curt, "I'm sure there won't be a problem."

Hacurs Builds a SON Object

The next morning, when Curt came in, both Hanna and Steve were in
the office.
"Hi guys," Curt called out, "I've got the IDL for the stock-item SOM
object.  It's  only a small file;  I'm sure this is going to be easy." Curt
unpacked his Thinkpad and plugged it in.  While it powered up, he
continued.  "I  asked  about getting access to their stores  server,  and
there's no problem. We can use a SLIP connection to a dial port on
their server. We can use the TCPHP that ships as a standard compo-
nent of the Warp Bonuspack or Warp Connect."
"Well,  there's  a bit more to it than that,"  said Hanna.  "Thanks for
bringing in the IDL,  Curt, but I'm quite worried about this project.
None of us has used SOM or distributed  SOM  [DSOM]  before,  and
we're bound to hit some problems. And learning how to use DSOM
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with a SLIP connection to a remote server that we can't see-it's going
to be very difficult to know what's going wrong where, when things
don't work."
"Come on, Hanna!" said Curt in exasperation. "We're all ace program-
mers, aren't we? DSOM is supposed to make it very easy to implement
distributed objects. Sure, we'1l have to learn things as we go along, but
we've done that before."
`Yes," Steve agreed, "but we'11 be going through the DSOM leaning
curve on your customer's server. They'11 be able to see every mistake
we  make.  We  could blow  our  credibility before  we're  able  to  finish
implementing the system and show them how well it works."
``Oh-well, maybe we can get their stores system to run on our OS/2
server here,"  suggested  Curt.  "Then we  can  cut  our teeth  on  SOM
while no one's looking over our shoulder."
Hanna and Steve looked at each other. ``That's a good idea, Curt, but I
doubt if their stores system will run under OS/2. Since they've coded it
in C++,  they've probably made  direct calls to AIX for the resources
they need. And the AIX Apls are different from the OS/2 ones."
"But this is C++ code, Hanna," said Curt. "C++ comes with a very com-

prehensive  class  library.  I'm  sure  that  it  provides  all  the  resource
management  their  programs  need,  so  they  won't  have  to  use  AIX
Apls. And the C++ class library is compatible between AIX and OS/2.
That means their code should be portable, too."
"Maybe so," said Steve, "but I wouldn't count on it. There are a lot of
unreconstructed C programmers out there. And, anyhow," he contin-
ued, ``would they be prepared to give us their source code? They proba-
bly regard us as competitors."
"Well, there's no point in us sitting around here trying to second-guess
what they have done and what they will do," said Curt. "I've met with
the suppliers of the stores system, and I've got their phone number.1'11
call them and ask if we can have their source code for the stock item
and whether we can port it to OS/2."
While Curt made the call, Steve had a look at the stock-item IDL file.
Curt's conversation was rather short, and he was scowling when he
put the phone down.
"The project leader thinks they have made some use of AIX Apls," he
said. "And he says it isn't possible to separate out just the stock-item
SOM object and run it on its own. It interacts with all the other SOM
objects in their system."
"Well,  is  he  prepared  to  give  us  the  source  for the  whole  system?"
asked Hanna.
"Not at this stage," Curt answered. "Seems like their system is only
90% complete, and they aren't prepared to start handing it out yet."
``Uh, oh!" said Hanna.
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"What's with the `Uh, oh,' Hanna?" asked Steve. "Do you mean 00?"
"Uh-uh!"  said  Hanna,  shaking her head in  disagreement.  "Not this
time. This is the other `Uh, oh' that's been around the IT industry a lot
longer-the  one no  one likes to talk about. You used the `90%  com-
plete' phrase.  In the  company we  used to work for,  that meant the
project was in trouble. Tell me Curt, when is the stock system due to
be installed?"
"Four weeks from now," Curt replied.
"And when would they install our car dealer system, if they went for
it?" asked Hanna.
"Only afterward,"  Curt replied.  "They don't want to install two  sys-
tems at the same time-it would be too disruptive."
"That makes sense," said Hanna. "But what will happen if the stores
system goes in late?"
"Then our implementation would slip, too," Curt answered.
"If the stores system does go in late, would they consider implement-
ing our car dealer system as is, and changing it later to work with the
stores system when it gets implemented?" asked Steve.
"Now,  hold  on!"  said  Curt.  `Value  Vans  has  had  a  lot  of its  people
working on the stores system for the last three months. I've been talk-
ing to them for only about one month. If I suggest to them that they're
going to be late and that we'1l be ready before they are, they'11 throw
me out of their offices."
"I guess you're right," said Hanna, "but I think we need to keep a fall-
back implementation plan up our sleeves, just in case the stores sys-
tem  isn't  there  when  we  need  it.  We're  getting  good  revenue  from
Trusty Trucks and Classy Cars, but if we get stuck with a two-month
or longer holdup at Value Vans, through no fault of our own ..."
There was  a glum silence while the Hacurs team contemplated this
possibility.  Then  Steve  piped up,  "I've  got  an idea.  I've  had  a  quick
look at the IDL for the stock item, and it looks pretty simple. Even if
the  suppliers  don't  give  us  the  source,  I  reckon  that  I  could  knock
together a SOM object in C++ that implements the behavior we need
pretty quickly."
"Really, Steve?" asked Hanna. "Let's have a look at the IDL." They all
turned to look.
"We don't need many instance methods for the part object," said Steve.
``That's true," agreed Curt, "and the ones we do need are pretty sim-

ple.„
"But what  about the  persistent  storage  methods?"  asked  Hanna.  "I
don't  see  any  in  the  IDL.  Maybe  they're  hidden  inside  the  crecIfe,
z4pdcIfe, and dezefe instance methods?"
"I guess they must be," Steve agreed.
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"Well how would you handle it?" Hanna asked. "Do you want to code

persistence  methods  in  C++?  And which  would  you  code-the  FAT
ones or the D82 ones?"
Steve shook his head. ``1 don't want to code either of those in C++," he
answered.  "Hmm.  Maybe  we  can  subclass  the  SOM  objects  class  in
Object REX and add our existing persistent storage methods to the
new  subclass.  Then  the  rest  of our  car  dealer  system  can  use  the
Object REX subclass for parts, and I won't have to code the persis-
tence methods in C++."
"Have you got time to build it, Steve?" asked Hanna.
`Yes,"  Steve  answered.  "The  plans  I  worked  out  with  Classy  Cars
leave me  a few days free now.  I can build the  C++ code, but you or
Curt will have to write the Object REX code."
A slow smile crept across Hanna's face. ``Don't you love it when a plan
comes together?" she said.  "I think we can make this work.  If Steve
builds an OS/2 version of the stock-item SOM object, we can do our car
dealer customization and testing in our own office and implement at
Value Vans only when our code is solid. If the stores system goes in on
time, we use it.  Our code will be enabled to work with a stock-item
SOM object already, so it shouldn't take long to sort out the connec-
tion. And if the stores system is late, we use our own stock-item SOM
object  as  a  stopgap  measure,  and  we're  still  able  to  implement  on
schedule. Either way, we come out smelling like roses."
Steve  had  risen to  go  to  his  desk.  As  he  passed behind Hanna,  he
sniffed loudly and appreciatively at her hair. "Hmm, I love that rose
scent!" he said.

Hanna  crumpled  up  a  piece  of paper  and  threw  it  at  him,  but  he
clucked out of the way and went to his desk to start building the stock-
item SOM object.

How the SON Object Was lmplemented
Two days later, Steve announced that his stock-item SOM object was
ready for testing. Hanna and Curt pulled their chairs around his desk
to see.
"Let's have a look at the IDL you built for your stock item first," said
Hanna.
Steve brought up his IDL in an editor window. "I called it Pcirf rather
than Sfocfa Jfe777, but that's no problem, it's easy to change," Steve said."Now don't get picky about this, it's throwaway code, remember. It's
here to help us do our own development and testing, and maybe as a
stopgap solution if the stores system is late, but after that we don't
need it. So I made things as easy as possible for myself."
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Hanna and Curt said nothing, but exchanged smiles. Steve was a per-
fectionist and embarrassed to show them code that was anything less
than a masterpiece.
"We  can't  define  both  class  and instance  methods  in  a  single  SOM
class," Steve continued, "so I've defined two separate but related SOM
classes. I built a SOM Object called Pcirf for the instance methods, and
a SOM Class called PcLrfjl4lefcl for the class methods. I told SOM to give
Pcfrf the  class  methods from Pcirffl4lefcI.  Let's look at Pcbrf first."  [See
Figure 53.]

#i. ncl ude   <somobj . i. dl >
#i. ncl ude   <somcl s . i. dl >
#i.nclude   "partmeta.i.dl "

interface  Part   :   SOM0bject
(

attri.bute     short       pid;
attri.bute     short       ppri.ce;
attrl.bute     short       pstock;
attri.bute     string     pdesc;
short        number()
short
short
str1'n9
str1'n9
vol'd            dl.splay()

number

prl'ce
stock
descri.pt1.on

get   descripti.on
make   a   detai.l    li.ne
di.splay   to   standard   out

#i. fdef         SOMIDL
l.ffil ementrii.on   {

releaseorder:   _get_pi.d,   _set_pi.d,   _get_ppri.ce,   _set_ppri.ce,
_get_pstock,   _set_pstock,   _get_pdesc,   _set_pdesc,
number,   pri.ce,   stock,   descripti.on,   detai.l,   di.splay;

metaclass   =   PartMeta;
majorversi.on   =   0;
mi.norversi.on   =   o;
dllname                =   ``part.dll`.;
//#   Method   Modi.fi.ers
somlni.t:   overri.de;
somunini.t:   overri.de;

in
#endi.f   /*         SOMIDL         */

in

F.lgITre 53.   IDL for the SOM Object Part
"Let me walk you through this," said Steve. "From the top,

E]  "I start with some standard includes for the SOM header files.
E]  "I include the PcL7-£jl4lefc} IDL as well. We'11 look at that later.

E]  "This is where the interface definition starts. I tell SOM that Pc!rf
inherits from Sofl40Z)y.ec£, the root of all SOM classes.

E]  "The attribute tags identify instance variables and also automati-
cally  create gef  and  sef  methods  for  each.  Since  it's  C++,  these
methods start with an underscore character.  So the methods for
pprice  are fetiprice  and _set|3price, for exa[rmphe. Vie woIT't be
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using these methods because their names are different from those
we've already coded in Object REX. Notice that I had to put an
extra p in front of each instance variable. SOM doesn't allow me to
have an attribute name that is the same as a method name.

E]  "This is where I define the methods we use in our Object REX
code.

E  "This is where the Pcir£'s implementation definition starts. I have
to specify the order in which its methods are released.

E  "Here's where I tell SOM that PcLr£J14lefcl is Pcir£'s meta class. PcI7.£
gets Pclrfjl4lefcb's methods as its class methods.

E  "My compiled and linked code is stored in part . dl 1.

E  "I  tell  SOM  that  we  need  to  override  the  SOM  j7tzf  and  zt7tj7tjf
methods so we can keep track of our objects in persistent storage."

Steve continued, ``Now let's look at the Pclr£A4lefc} IDL." [Figure 54].

#i. ncl ude   <somobj . i. dl >
#1. ncl ude   <somcl s . i dl >

I.nterface   Part;
interface  PartMeta   :   SOMclass
(

//  forward  declare

attri.bute                sequence<Part>       pextent
voi.d                               add(i.n   part   partx);
voi.d                               remove(i.n   part   partx);
sequence<Part>     extent();
Part
stri ng

//  extent  of  I.nstances
//  add  part  to  extent
//   remove  part   from   ...
//  retri.eve  extent

findNumber(in   short   pnum);        //   fi.nd   part   by   number
headi.ng();                                                     //   1i.st   headi.ng

#i. fdef         SOMIDL
l.fflementrii.on   {

releaseorder:   _get_pextent,   _set_pextent,
add,   remove,   extent,   fi.ndNumber,   headi.ng;

majorversion   =   0;
mi.norversi.on   =   0;
dllname                 =    "part.dll'';

//#   Method   Modi.fi.ers
somlnit:   overri.de;
somuni.nl.t:    overri.de;

);

#endif   /*         SOMIDL        */

(;

FLgITre 54.   IDL for the SOM Class PartMeta
"From the top,

E  "I start with the same standard SOM includes.
E]  "Pcir£A4lefc! refers to Pclr£, so I need a forward declaration.

E]  "Here's the interface definition. I tell SOM that Pcbrffl4lefcb inherits
from SOMCZc!ss,  so  its  methods  will be  class  methods.  Pczrf has
only one class attribute, and that's the extent. I implement that as
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a  sequence  of Pc[rfs  in my  SOM  code.  Then  I  identify the  class
methods  our  Object REX code  needs:  c!czd,  re77?ozJe,  exfeJt£, fi7id-
Number , End heading .

E  "Here's the implementation definition, where I specify the order in
which its methods are released.

E]  ``1 tell SOM that we need to override the SOM j7izf and z47tj7tjf class
methods."

"So that's the IDL you had to write," said Curt thoughtfully. "There
isn't a lot of it, but-rather you than me!"
"Rather the  compiler than me,  next time,"  said  Steve with a smile.
"The VisuaIAge C++ product compiler can generate IDL automatically
from the class and method definitions you write in the C++ code."
"This is great, Steve," said Hanna. ``What do we need to code in Object
REX to make use of this?"
Steve looked sheepish. "Hey, I couldn't give you this code without test-
ing it, could I?" he asked. "So I just wrote a little Object REX code to
make sure it works OK. Here it is," he said, opening a new editor win-
dow [Figure 55].

: :class   SOMpart         EXTERNAL   `SOM   Part'

::class   PartBase  public   subclass  SOMpart

::method   i.niti.all.ze   class
self~persi.stentLoad

::method   l`nl't
use   arg   parti.d,   descripti.on,   pri.ce,   stock
self~  set_pi.d(parti.d)
self~-set_ppri.ce(pri.ce)
self~-set_pstock(stock)
self~-set_pdesc(descri.pti.on)
sel fil ass~add (sel f)
i.f  arg()   =   5  then   self~persl.stentlnsert

: :method   i.ncreasestock
parse   arg   stockchange
self~  set_pstock(self~stock  +   stockchange)
returF  sel f~persi.stentupdate

®,,

FigITre S5.   Object REIot PartBase Cl,ass for SOM
An extract of the beginning of the file is shown.

"I  took  the  base  class  definition  for  Pclrf  and  modified  it  to  work
against my SOM Pclrf object," Steve continued. "I won't go through all
the detailed changes, but I want to point out a few things:
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E]  "This  is  how  we  import  the  SOM  Pcbrf  class  and  its  associated
meta  class,  Pcirffl4lefcI.  Object  REX  reads  the  SOM  interface
repository  and  builds  an  Object  REX  class  called  SOA4:Par£,
which gets all the instance methods of the Pc!r£ SOM object and all
the class methods of the PcI7.£A4lefcE SOM Class.

E]  "I could have defined Pcbr£Base on the first line, but we need to add
some extra class and instance methods that we have already coded
in Object REX.  So instead I  defined Pcbr£Bcrse  as  a subclass  of
Sojl4Pc!r£. It inherits all of soMpar£'s class and instance methods.

E  "The class and instance method definitions that we need to add
follow immediately after Step 2, as usual. I copied them from the
original Pclr£Bcrse and modified them as needed to invoke the SOM
sef methods.

E  "For example, I coded the j7izf and Zncrecisesfocfa methods."
"This looks really simple, Steve," said Hanna. "I was afraid we'd get
bogged down in a long coding exercise."
"Object  REX's  support  for  SOM  makes  it  simple,"  Steve  replied.
``Mind you, I haven't put in all the changes that will be required to the
base class to  support the Part SOM object.  I thought you and Curt
might like to  do that.  It's mainly a case  of using the _set and nget
methods that SOM generated to set and get the part's attributes."
"This is great, Steve," said Curt. `You've got us off to a flying start. It
shouldn't be too hard to finish the job."

lmplementation Steps

A number of steps  are needed to make the SOM Object Pc!rf opera-
tional from IDL. The Cset++ compiler and the SOM Toolkit are pre-
requisites. [See Figure 56 on page 171.]

E  Check the SET SOMIR  statement in CONFIG.SYS. Iiny SOM com-
piles use the last SOM interface repository in that concatenation.
It  may  be  desirable  to  define  a  separate  SOM.IR  file  in  the  car
dealer directory.

E]  Run the SOM compiler against part . I. dl and partmeta . I. dl :
/*   confi.g.sys   overwri.tes   */

SET   SMADDSTAR=1                                                   /*   pot.nter   notati.on                 */
SET   SMEMIT=xh;xi.h;xc;clef                         /*   c++   and   clef   emi.tters      */

SC.EXE   -u   part.I.dl                                          /*   compile   the   IDL   fi.les   */
SC.EXE   -u   partmeta.i.dl

This generates .xh, .xih, .cpp, and .clef files.
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F.Tgure S6.   Implementation Steps for SOM Object Part

E  Replace the _sefpdesc  method in  part.xl.h.  The  SOM-generated
code does not handle strings properly.

SOM   Scope   void      SOMLINK  _set_pdesc(Part   *somself,    Envi.ronment   *ev,
string   pdesc){

PartData   *somThi.s   =   PartGetData(somself) ;
PartMethodDebug ( '' Part " , "_set_pdesc '' ) ;
SOM_Ignorewarni ng (ev) ;

/*   somThi.s->pdesc   =   pdesc;   *****************   elimi.nated   ******/
/****************************************   repl acement   *****/
I.f   (somThis->pdesc)

SOMFree (somThi. s->pdesc)  ;
somThi.s->pdesc   =    (stri.ng)    SOMMalloc(strlen(pdesc)   +   1);
strcpy(somThis->pdesc,   pdesc) ;

)

E  Add method code to part . cpp for the 7tztmber, price, sfocfa, descrzp-
tion , d,etail , display , somlnit , EInd somuninit rr+ethods.

E]  Add method code to partmeta . cpp  for the cLczd, re777oue, e#£e7t£, f£7td-
Number , heading , somlnit , find somunini,t Tnchhods .

E  Combine  part.clef  and partmeta.clef  into one  parttot.clef  by con-
catenating the export entries.

E  Compile part . cpp and partmeta . cpp , and link them into part . dl 1 :
ICC   -I.    -1%SOMBASE%\include      -Q+   -W3   -Gd--Ge--c      part.cpp
ICC   -I.    -1%SOMBASE%\i.nclude      -Q+   -W3   -Gd--Ge--c      partmeta.cpp
ILINK   /packd   /packc   /exepack   /align:16   /noi.    /nol    /De   /PM:VIO   /Free format

part.obj   partmeta.obj   /OUT:part.dll    somtk.Ii.b   os2386.Ii.b   parttot.clef

E  Copy part . dl 1  into a LJBPATH directory.

E]  Implement the Object REX Pc!r£Bc!se class, as shown in Figure
55 on page 169.
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Running the Application with the SOM Part
The prerequisites for running the car dealer application with the SOM
Pclrf class are:

I  Copy the part . dl 1  file into a LJBPArH directory.
I  Make sure that the SOM. IR file of the car dealer directory is in the

concatenation in SET SOMIR in CON FI G . SYS .

I  Replace  carpart.cl s  in the  Base  subdirectory with the  SOM ver-
sion of the Porf class (part . som).

Implementation Notes

1.  We added our own get methods to the SOM IDL to make it consis-
tent with our Object REX class. These methods are duplicates of
the SOM-generated €ef methods.

2.  We implemented persistence outside the SOM class to enable per-
sistence in files or D82.

3.  We used a SOM sequence attribute in partmeta. i.dl  to keep track
of up to 30 part objects (in partmeta . cpp).

Source Code for SON Implementation

The  source  code  for  the  SOM  implementation  is  not  listed  in  the
appendix; it is available in the car dealer directory on the CD or after
the sample applications have been installed on a hard drive (see Table
30 on page 258).
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Object REXX and the OS/2 Workplace Shell
One  morning,  about  a week later,  Hanna was  already in the  office
when  Curt  and  Steve  came  in.  She  looked  up  from  her  work  and
greeted them. "How's Classy Cars doing, Steve?" she asked.
`Very well," Steve replied, "and I've got a lot of the development done
in  preparation  for  their  centralization  in  a  month's  time.  How  are
things progressing at Value Vans, Curt?
"They're getting more and more worried about getting their stores sys-
tern in on schedule," Curt answered. "On the other hand, they're really
delighted with the demo I gave them of our car dealer application run-
ming against a SOM Parts object.  I've started talking to them about
contingency plans to get our car dealer system in on schedule if stores
happens to be late, and they're listening."
"That sounds great, Curt," said Hanna.
"cnd what have you been doing back in the office while we've been
slaving away with our customers, Hanna?" asked Curt.
"I've  been  looking  at  Object  REX's  new  WPS  facilities,"  Hanna
answered.  "I've finished all the coding you two  asked me to do," she
continued  a little  defensively,  "so  I  felt I  could invest  some  time in
doing a little research."
"Hmm-research, hey?" said Curt with a solemn look. "I wonder if we
could apply to the government for a research grant..."
"Oh don't be  silly!"  said Hanna,  slightly flustered.  "Anyhow,  look at
what I've got going here. It might come in handy one day."
Steve and Curt drew their chairs up to her desk.
``Classic RE2ex has always had functions that allow REX commands
to access and manipulate the WPS," said Hanna. "Object REX has
the same functions," she continued, "but also offers the programmer
more direct and powerful means of doing this job. The OS/2 WPS is an
00  system  in  its  own  right,  and  it's  SOM-enabled.  Object  REX's
SOM  support can  access  and manipulate WPS  objects  directly.  Any
WPS class may be imported into Object REX in exactly the same way
as  any other  SOM  class."  [These  new facilities  are  described in the
publications listed in RezcIfecz Pz4bzjccEfjo7?s on page xxvii, and there are
some good examples of their use in the Object REX samples subdi-
rectory.]
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Car Dealer Data in the Workplace Shell
"I cannibalized a copy of the car-aul. . cmd to build this little demo," said
Hanna.
"The  new  command  is  called  carshow.cmd.  It  invokes  the  initialize

method  of the  CcbrDecIzer  class  to  get  all  of our  car  dealer  objects
loaded into storage, then displays them and their relationships in a
WPS folder. I put my command in a subdirectory called WPS, so if I
just type in wps\carshow at the command line-there we go."
Hanna's new command created a new icon called Ccir DecIzer Shozu on
the desktop and opened it to reveal a folder with a Customer View
icon and several template icons inside it [see Figure 57].

T!.igme S] .   Car Deal,er Show WPS Fol,der

Hanna's PC cranked away for a little while longer.
"What's happening, Hanna?" asked Steve.
"It's  populating  the  Cztsfomer  Vz.ezu  folder,  but  1'11  show  you  in  a

minute," Hanna replied. "Let's just have a look at the rest of the folder
that my command  opened.  There  are  templates  for new customers,
vehicles,  work  orders  and  service  items.  Now  let's  look  at  the  Czts-
£o77ter Vzezu." Hanna selected the  Cz4sfomer Vzezu  folder.  It was  popu-
lated with an icon for each of the customers in the sample database,
each tagged with the customer's number and name [see Figure 58].
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Customer  View

lot  F=ising  Star

102  Akropolis,  Ida

B02  Turton,  Trevor

gag  New and  used  cars

t504  Furukawa,  Norio

101  Senator,  Dale

F.TgNIe 58.   Car Dealer Customer View Folder
"Hey, that's cute!" said Steve.

"It gets cuter," said Hanna. She clicked on the plus sign in front of Rjs-
j7tg Sfcbr,  and the folder expanded to  show  an icon for Rising Star's
car-an Acz/rarLege7?d.  [See  Figure  59  for  this  and  the  subsequent
expansion steps.]

T!.Tgune 59.   Car Dealer Customer View Fold,er, Expanded
"Neat," said Curt.
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"It gets neater," said Hanna. She clicked on the plus sign in front of
the  Car  icon,  and  a  Workorder  icon  appeared  below  it.   She
expanded the work order, and two Service Item icons appeared. She
clicked on a service item, and three Part icons filled in below it.
"Wow!" said Steve and Curt.

Hanna then collapsed the complete RZsZ7tg Sfc!r branch by clicking on
the minus sign before the customer's icon. Next, she expanded a few
other customer icons. "As you can see, the whole sample database has
been expanded into this folder in the form of icons," Hanna said. ``This
representation could be used to give a customer-centered view of the
data to the car dealer staff that deals with customers. The program
goes on and builds similar representations that are rooted on vehicles,
work orders, service items, or even parts." [See Figure 60.]

*.:.=``::._.`¥----.l`in`.:=:..::::;L

Figure 60.    CcEr Decizer vIez#s

"That's a pretty compact way of putting a lot of data up on the screen,"
Curt mused. "The user can drill down into any area of interest.''
``What about the first folder you opened,  Hanna-the  one with the
templates in it?" Steve asked.
Hanna smiled. ``So far, all I've shown you is a way to present informa-
tion to the user," she said. "I was wondering if this approach could be
extended to allow the user to manipulate data. So I defined these tern-
plates. Let me show you what I can do with them."
Hanna  dragged the Ivezu  I;ehjczes  template  and  dropped it  onto the
Acropolis, Ida customer icon. A new car joined the other two below.
Hanna then  dragged the Ivezu zuorfeorczers  template,  dropped it  onto
the vehicle, then dropped a Ivezu serzJjces template onto the work order
[see Figure 61].
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F.TgNIe 61.   Customer Vi,eu) Folder Populated by Drag cund Drop
"What I was playing with here is a way of allowing the user to update
the system using mainly drag and drop," said Hanna. "It's a very sim-
ple and intuitive interface."
"This all looks amazing, Hanna," said Steve, ``but how do you specify
the details of the customers, cars, and services that you drop? So far,
you've left them all with default values."
"At this stage, I can't handle updates, only data presentation," Hanna
answered. "I can import all the SOM classes that define the WPS into
my application, and invoke their methods to create new WPS objects
and manipulate them. But I don't get any notification from WPS when
the user manipulates the icons I create."
``Is there any way of getting that feedback?" Curt asked.
``Not as  Object REXX stands today,"  Hanna  answered.  "I  can't  sub-
class the WPS classes that I import. If this were possible, I could write
methods for my subclasses that would trap the WPS messages associ-
ated with opening, dragging, and dropping WPS objects. So, if the user
dropped a Ivezu ccbr onto a customer, I could open up a GUI panel to
allow the user to capture the new vehicle's details. I would, of course,
forward the drop message to my superclass, which would invoke stan-
dard WPS processing."
"What happens if you do stupid drags and drops?" Steve asked. ``Say,
for example, you pick up an existing customer in your database view
and drop it onto an existing service item?"
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"The WPS will do exactly as I tell it to do," Hanna answered. "If I could
subclass the WPS class and write my own drag and drop methods for
the objects that I put up on the screen, I could decide which drop tar-
gets were meaningful and outlaw all the rest. The user would get the
normal no-entry sign unless the icon were hovering over a legal drop
target.„

Implementation Notes

1.  The WPSINsr command must have been run in the Object REXX
directory.

2.  First  steps  in  the  program  are  to  initialize  the  Cclrdeczz  class,
import the zupAbsfrclcf class, and call the zupconsf command pro-
vided by Object REXX.

. C a r d e a 1 ~ 1. n i. t i. a 1 i. z e
wpAbstract   =   .wps~i.mport('WPAbstract')
call   wpconst     /*   defi.ne  Workplace   Shell   constants   */

3.  The program basically reads through all of the objects and creates
a folder for each one encountered. The basic Object REXX code to
create the Cztsfo77ter Vzezu folder is very simple:

dealer   =   addFolder('Car   Dealer   Show',   deali.con,    .wpdesktop)
custvi.ew   =   addFolder(`Customer   Vi.ew',   datai.con,   dealer)
do   custn   over   .Customer~fi.ndName(`')      /*   get   all    customers     */

customer   =   .Customer~fi.ndNumber(custn~left(3))
custFolder   =   addFolder(customer~makestri.ng~substr(11),    ,

custi.con,   custvi.ew)
do   car  over  customer~getvehi.cles

carFolder   =   addFolder(car~makemodel ,   carl.con,   custFolder)
®®,

...   work   orders,   servi.ce   i.terns,   parts   ...
®,

end
end

addFolder:   procedure
use   arg   name,   i.conFile,   parent
folder  =   .wpfolder~new(name~makestri.ng,    ",   parent,1)
fol der~wpsetup ( I NODELETE=NO ; I CONFI LE= ` 1. con Fi. l e)
fol der~wpsetDefaul tvi. ew( .wpconst [OPEN   TREE] )
return  folder

Source Code
The source code for the WPS demonstration is not listed in the appen-
dix; it is available in the car dealer directory on the CD or after the
sample applications have been installed on a hard drive (see Table 32
on page 258).
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Applications Assembled from Components
Steve and Curt looked at Hanna's little demo thoughtfully. With only
about 200 lines of code, Hanna had put a whole new slant on the car
dealer application.
"I  wonder if this is  the  way we'11 be  developing  applications  in the
future?" Steve mused. "It strikes me that a lot of the objects our pro-
grams  deal with could be  presented in this  way.  It would give the
users a simple and uniform way of seeing and changing the relation-
ships between different objects. By the way, why did you use the WPS
to display application data?"
"Ah-I guess I could quote Sir Edmund Hillary," said Hanna. "When
asked why he had climbed Mount Everest, he said, `Because it's there!'
I wanted to add some new function to the car dealer installation pro-
gram we developed," Hanna answered, "so I started finding out what I
could do with WPS from Object REXX. I shouldn't be pumping appli-
cation data into the user's desktop. Ideally, I should build a GUI appli-
cation that opens its own window, and then populate that with the car
dealer data. The problem is, Object REX doesn't have a built-in GUI
builder, and I'm not sure which of the GUI builders could handle tree-
structured views of icons in a container. The WPS can do those things,
so I used it."
`Yeah, it's a real pity about the lack of a built-in Object REX GUI
builder." Curt agreed.
"I used to think so too, but I'm not so sure anymore," said Steve. "I
started reading a really great book last night. It's called The Esse7ifjczz
Distributed 06jects Svirvival Guid,e." r:See referenee i:n Related Publi-
cczfzo7ts on page 2exvii.]
``Oh no, not another book!" Curt interjected.
``Relax,  Curt,"  said  Steve.  "This  one is by Bob  Orfali  and Dan Har-
key-jouTrmow , the g;`rys who wrote Client I Server Progrcunming with,
OS 12 2.1."
``Oh  yeah-well  that  one's  OK;  it's  got  lots  of sample  code,"  Curt
admitted.
"So you don't mind books, so long as they have lots of pictures," Steve
sniped.
"1'11 say it's OK!" said Hanna. "That book has been our bible for coding
OS/2 client/server applications over the last two years."
"Right," said Steve. "Well, in this new book about distributed objects,
they paint a very different picture of how applications will be built in
the future. They point out that with the availability of products like
SOM, which allow separately built objects to talk to each other, it's
possible to build complete applications just by collecting a whole lot of
smart objects and wiring them together, in the same way that hard-
ware  designers  can  buy  standard  electronics  components  and  wire
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them together to build appliances. They call these smart objects co77i-
po7te7}ts,  and they predict that in the near future,  most application
developers will be building smart components that can be reused in
many different applications."
"What does `wiring objects together' mean, Steve?" asked Hanna.
``Well with SOM,  any object written in any language can send mes-
sages  to  any  other  object  written  in  any  other  language,"  Steve
explained.  ``And  SOM  provides  bridges  between  computers,  so  the
objects  can talk to each other,  even if they're running on machines
with different operating systems in different locations. Iind it goes fur-
ther  than  that.  SOM  is just  IBM's  implementation  of the  CORBA
standard. Lots of other vendors have built their own implementations
of this standard, so SOM objects can talk to objects built using other
vendors' software. It's the closest thing to universal middleware that
there's ever been."
"Wonderful," said Curt,  "but what's the connection with GUI build-
ers?„
"Well-suppose we were in the business of developing world-class GUI
builders for programmers," said Steve. ``Our biggest problem would be
deciding  which  development  language  to  support.  There  are  GUI
builders for C, C++, Smalltalk, Basic, Pascal, COBOL, PLA ,... "
"OK, OK, there are lots of languages," Curt interrupted, "so we'd have
lots of choices. What's the problem?"
"If we wanted to build the best GUI builder in the world and sell it to
everyone, which language would we support?" Steve asked. "The mar-
ket is hopelessly divided among all the languages that programmers
use today. Pick any one language and you automatically exclude 80%
of the potential market. Pick the top five languages and you might get
60% market coverage, but at the cost of supporting five versions  of
your GUI builder. And that's really expensive."
`Yeah," said Curt, "but that's just the way things are. There's no way
around it."
``Until today," Steve countered. "Suppose we built a GUI builder that
is language-neutral.  The programmers would use it to build all the
panels and controls they need. But then, instead of writing code Z7?side
the GUI builder, they hit the Generate button, and the GUI builder
turns their design into a SOM object that programs written in cl7ay lan-
guage can drive, providing they have SOM support."
``1 get it," said Hanna. "So the GUI object that you build isn't tied to
only one language. It would be just like the OS/2 WPS. You can drive
it with scripts written in any language or even a mixture of different
languages, if that's what's needed."
"Exactly!" beamed Steve.
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"That's  pretty  flexible,"  said  Curt,  "but  it  wouldn't  sell.  The  real
advantage of using a language-specific GUI builder like Dr. Dialog is
that when a programmer builds a GUI control and he or she wants to
link some code with it, all that has to be done is to double-click on the
control and a REX language editor window will open up. That makes
it really easy to tie the code to the control that needs it. Your approach
would take us back to the bad old days when all the code was dumped
into one big bucket, and the programmer had to search through it to
find which piece of logic related to which control."
"Not necessarily," was Steve's reply. "Suppose we had an application
development framework. . ."
``W.hat's a framework?" asked Curt.
`You should read the book-it's all in there," Steve answered. "But for
simplicity, 1et's say a framework is a big component that has slots into
which you can plug smaller components. An application development
framework wouldn't have any built-in GUI builder or language editor
or compiler or linker. It might just have a toolbar, and it would allow
you to  pick the  components you want,  like  GUI builders,  and  drop
them into its toolbar. When you want to build a GUI panel, the frame-
work will launch the GUI builder you chose. And once you've edited a
GUI control and you double-click on it, the GUI builder will send a
message back to the framework, together with context information, to
say what you clicked on. Then the framework will send the message
on to the language editor that you chose, and it will open an edit win-
dow and show you the code that's currently linked to the control you
clicked, if any, or else an empty panel.  So far as the programmer is
concerned, it all looks like one integrated application, but the integra-
tion takes place only on the glass. Behind the glass, you've got a bunch
of separate objects exchanging SOM messages with each other."
A look of excitement had come to Hanna's face. "And the people who
build those smart objects no longer have to do the whole development
job," she said. "They can concentrate on building an object that does
just one thing and does it really well."
"That's  right,"  Steve  agreed.  "Programmers  will  be  able  to  shop
around for the components that best meet their particular needs, then
plug and play the mix of components they've chosen. They'11 all work
together within a common framework."
``Where  does  Object REX feature  in this  picture,  if at  all?"  asked
Curt.
"Anywhere!" said Steve. "Nobody will know or care what language the
components are written in. Any language that can talk SOM is a first-
class citizen in the new world of component architecture. One of the
biggest strengths of REX has always been its ability to act as glue.
You can use it almost anywhere, anytime, to get different things work-
ing together. You don't need a compiler or an elaborate programmer's
workbench. I think that Object REX is going to turn in a star perfor-
mance in pulling other components together to get the job done fast."
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"So maybe we backed the right horse when we pinned our company's
future on Object REX," said Hanna. "Steve, this is awesome!  Is all
this in the book you spoke about? The one about distributed objects?"
"Part One  of the book talks  about this kind of approach in general
terms,"  said  Steve.  "It doesn't deal with  application development  or
any other application  area in particular.  The subsequent parts talk
about the standards and products that will be used to make it happen.
Things like SOM and OpenDoc and CORBA and OLE and COM."
"So did you work out this wonderful approach to application building

just from the principles they describe?" asked Hanna. "That's pretty
smart!„
``Oh, well, they did all the hard work and spelled out the basic ideas,"
said  Steve,  trying  unsuccessfully  to  look  modestly  heroic.  "I  just
extended those ideas to cover the area of most interest to us-applica-
tion development."
"Hmph!" said Hanna,  a small smile curving her lips.  "Next you'1l be

quoting Isaac Newton and saying, `If I have been able to see a little
further than other men, it is only because I stood on the shoulders of
giants,.„
"Not quite his  style,"  said Curt with a chuckle.  "He's more likely to
say, `If I have been able to see a little further than other men, it is only
because I stood on the toes of pygmies'!"

Curt  and  Hanna  doubled  up  in  laughter.  Steve  was  torn  between
laughter and pique, but Hanna reached an arm around his shoulder
and drew him close into the circle of mirth. All his resentment melted
away, and he joined in the laughter, which continued for some time.
Their company had faced many dangers in its short life, being often
close  to  failure.  Their  decision  to  use  first  REX  and  now  Object
REX was really starting to pay off. They could feel the old tensions
fading away, and a new sense of security replacing them. There also
seemed to be the promise of exciting new things to come. At least for
now, life was good.
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The World Wide Web (Web) on the Internet is fast becoming the plat-
form of choice for advertising applications. Therefore, in this chapter,
let's rewrite the car dealer application to run on a Web server and use
any Web browser as the GUI.
With minimal  effort,  we  can port the  car  dealer application to run
under the control of a Web server, using D82 as the database. We can
redesign the user interface, using the Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML). The car dealer application creates most of the HTML docu-
ments from the data stored in D82, using Common Gateway Interface
(CGI) programs written in Object REX.
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Hacurs Connects to the Internet
It was after the long Labor Day weekend when Steve walked into the
office with an unhappy expression on his face, seemingly carrying the
weight of the world on his shoulders.
"What's going on with you?" asked Hanna, concerned.
"Now that  we've  implemented  the  application  for both  Classy  Cars
and Value Vans, we are simply not busy enough" Steve replied. "We
need to advertise our skills and our beautiful application, so that we
get more companies interested in our services. I just have not figured
out a good way of doing it."

Curt, who had listened half-heartedly to the conversation,  suddenly
got up from his chair and shouted "The Internet!"
"The Internet?" asked Steve.
`Yes, the Internet," reiterated Curt. "I visited the Computer Software
Exposition  at the  Convention  Center  over the  weekend,  and  lots  of
companies  advertised  their  services  and  applications  using  one  of
those Web browsers connecting to their main home site."
Hanna was silent for a moment, reflecting on what she had just heard.
Then she said, "I think that's a great idea, Curt. I have read so many
articles lately about the Internet and the World Wide Web; we need to
get our act together and become part of this exciting new technology."
"What does it all take, Curt?" Steve asked, a little shyly. He felt badly
that he did not really know much about the Web.
"Let's sit down and make a list," suggested Hanna. "Curt, you lead the
discussion; of the three of us, you know most about the Web."

Hacurs Makes a plan for the Web

Curt got up from his chair, grabbed a marker pen, and marched to the
flipchart  stand.  "Let's  see,"  he began.  "There  are  several things  we
have to do.

[1]  "First,  we  must  physically  connect  our  server  to  the  Internet.
That's usually done through a high-speed leased phone line pro-
vided by the phone company. Then we need a modem at our end of
line. We connect TCPHP to the modem and line, using the Serial
Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) or Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)."
"Our line traffic will not be very big, I guess?" asked Hanna.
"True," replied Curt. "We can get by with a medium-speed phone
line for quite a while."
"Luckily,  we've  already  con figured  our  LAN  with  TCPITP,"  said
Steve. "It should be a breeze to connect our desktop machines and
the Thinkpads to the Internet through our LAN server."
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"There you go, Steve," laughed Curt.

[2]  "Second,  we  have  to  install  an  Internet  server  program  on  our
LAN server. Many server products are on the market, but for our
OS/2 system I think the best server is the IBM Internet Connec-
tion Server for OS/2.  I saw a demonstration at the exposition in
the IBM booth. IBM currently has a promotion, and it takes only a
few minutes to download the server for free from an IBM site."
"Is that server hard to install?" asked Steve.
"It looks very easy," replied Curt. "There is only one configuration
file to be updated with our installation-specific information,  and
the product even provides a Web browser dialog to do most of the
tailoring.„
"I  guess  we  have  to  install  one  of those  Web  browsers"  added
Hanna.

[3]  `You're right, Hanna" responded Curt. "That is the third point: a
Web browser on every machine. And for our OS/2 machines, the
best browser is the IBM WebExplorer."
"I have read so much about that other browser, but I don't recall
its name," said Hanna. ``Aren't the other browsers better?"
"Not for OS/2!" Curt shouted a little angrily. "The other browsers
run mostly under Windows. They can be run in an WINOS2 ses-
sion, but then they run in 16-bit mode, whereas the WebExplorer
is a 32-bit application for OS/2."
"Great," intervened Steve. "We'11 stick with OS/2; it's been a won-
derful product for our needs. What else do we need, Curt?"
"What  does  a  user  see  when  he  connects  to  our  server?"  asked
Hanna.

[4]  "That's  item  number four:  a home  page,"  Curt  said.  "The  home
page is the first thing you see when you point your browser to a
Web  server.  Our home  page  must make  a  statement  about  our
company that entices people to want more information about us. It
has to be attractive and lure users into our net-the car dealer
application."
"1'11 help you design the home page," said Hanna. "We can use our
logo, add some information about ourselves, and then go directly
into advertising the car dealer application."
"That sounds wonderful, Hanna," Curt agreed.
"By the way, how is a home page designed?" asked Steve.

Curt  explained:  "All  Web  pages  are  written  as  a  file  with  the
Hypertext Markup Language, or HTML for short.  It's a tag lan-
guage, similar to some word processors. There are many tools on
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the market to design Web pages interactively in WYSIWYG mode,
then generate the HTML file. Our home page is probably simple
enough to just code directly in HTML."
"Don't we have to create the Web pages for the car dealer applica-
tion from the data stored in D82?" asked Steve. He was now very
interested in understanding and learning more about Web tech-
nology.

[5]  `Yes," said Curt. ``And this leads directly to the fifth item-the car
dealer application. We have to design the flow of how a user can
look at the car dealer data. Then we design each of the pages indi-
vidually and write an Object REXX program to generate the page."
``How are these programs invoked?" asked Steve.
``Most Web  servers  support  the  Common  Gateway  Interface,  or
CGI for short," replied Curt. ``In the configuration file, you specify
which requests should be handled by a program, as opposed to just
returning a predefined HTML file.  The  program can create the
HTML file on disk and tell the server about it or, for better perfor-
mance, it can pass the lines of the generated HTML page directly
to the server. Most servers pick up the output by rerouting stan-
dard output, so we just use the Object REX say instruction to
prepare the pages."
"That sounds easy enough for me," Steve added. ``1'11 work on that
because I understand the D82 database the most. The hard part
will be to learn the syntax of HTML. I had better go to the book-
store to buy a manual."
"I bet you will find a great way to generate those pages from D82,"
Hanna joked. "Maybe, you'1l even define an Object REXX class to
handle the HTML easily!"
"Hmm, not a bad idea from a young kid like you!" Steve replied,
and he started to leave.

[6]  "Don't run away yet!" said Curt, holding Steve back by the arm."We have to decide on an Internet name for our server and register
it with the gods of the Internet."
"What does an Internet name look like?" Hanna asked.
"Well,  it's  something like  `www.ibm.com,'  so  I  suggest we  name
our  Internet  server  `www.hacurs.com,'  and  our  machines  could
then have the names `steve@hacurs.com' and so forth."
"I  like  it!"  Steve  exclaimed,  and  Hanna  agreed,  as  well,  after
deeply pondering her new name.

``OK Curt, you and I can install the Internet server and WebExplorer
this  afternoon,"  she  said.  "We  can work with them on our existing
LAN without the leased line for now. Then we'll meet tomorrow morn-
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ing to work on the home page. Steve, you can go to the bookstore and
get us some manuals about HTML and the CGI way of invoking pro-
grams. I think we're on a roll!"
Hanna was happy to see that Steve was excited about the World Wide
Web. He had been morose for quite some time, but now his face was lit
up, and he was ready to tackle any problems that might arise. Indeed,
everything looked bright again.

Hacurs Designs a Home Page
The  next morning,  Hanna  and  Curt worked together to  design the
home page. Both were eager to get it done quickly.
"We don't have to design the z4Z£Zmo€e home page," Hanna reasoned.
"It should be simple, not too long, and provide the essential informa-
tion about our company. What information do we need on it?"
"Let's make a list," suggested Curt.

They brainstormed for 15 minutes and came up with the following top-
ics.

I  Company logo
I  People (Hanna, Curt, Steve), with some personal details
I  Services offered
I  Introduction to the car dealer application

``The company logo we can enter as is, because Web browsers handle
all kind of graphic files,"  Curt explained.  "For the people,  we use  a
table with our names and personal details. Then we list our services in
boldface,  and for the car dealer we could use some of the cute little
icons we developed for the WPS application.  One of these icons will
start the application."
"We could make the table a little more interesting by adding a picture
of our car to each row. I mean, we do have that neat camera to take
electronic pictures!" Hanna suggested.
"That's a good start; 1et's go to work," said Curt, who was getting eager
as _well, and the HTML manuals Steve bought from the bookstore were
all ready to get dirty.

The Home Page
Within a few hours, Hanna and Curt managed to get the home page
coded in HTML. The table of the people was a little tricky, but after
some trials the home page [Figures 62 and 63] saw the light of the day
on Curt's Thinkpad.
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T!.TgNIe 62,.   Hacurs Home Page: Top Half

Notes:
To connect to the home page of the Hacurs company with a Web
browser, you would enter:

http : //www . hacurs . com/
Or

http : //www . hacurs . com/Hacurs . htm

We  used  the  TCPITP  HOS7ls  file  to  make  a  shorthand  entry,
hclcztrs, to point to the OS/2 machine with the Internet Connection
Server.

129.33.160.207      www.hacurs.com      hacurs
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FfrgNIe 63.   Hacurs Home Page: Bottom Half

Those readers who want to know what the Hacurs' home page looks
like in HTML can see the actual coding in Figure 64. The home page is
usually stored in the HTML directory of the Web server.

I

<!    WWW\Hacurs.htm                       CarDealer   -Web   -Hacurs   Home   Page      ITSO-SJC   ->
I

<html>   <head>   <ti.tle>   HACURS   Home   Page   </ti.tle>   </head>
<body>
<i.mg   all.gn=top   src=''hacurs.gi.f''>
<hr=
<h3>   The   People   </h3>
<dl'r>

T!LgNIe 64. (Part 1 of 2) Hacurs Home Page HTML Code
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<table   border=2   cellpaddi.ng=0>
<tr>
<th>   </th>  <th>   Name   </th>  <th>   Personal   Detai.ls   </th>  <th>   Car  </th>
<tr=
<td   all.gn=center>
<td   al,'gn=left     >

<td   al i.gn=center>

A  </b>   </td>   <td   all.gn=left     >  <b>   Hanna   </b>  </td>
Graduate   of   MIT              <br>   REXX   1.s   her   love
Object   REXX   i.s   her   future
align=ml.ddle   src="carhanna.gi.f">   </td>

</td>

<tr=
<td   all.gn=center>   <b>   CUR  </b>   </td>  <td   all.gn=left     >   <b>   Curt   </b>  </td>
<td   all.gn=left     >   <br>   Graduate   of   MIT             <br>   C++  was   his   love

<br>   SOM   and   CORBA   i.s   the   future </td>
<td   all.gn=center>   <img   all.gn=mi.ddle   src=''carcurt.gi.f">   </td>
=tr>
<td   all.gn=center>  <b>   S   </b>  </td>  <td   all.gn=left     >  <b>  Steve   </b>     </td>
<td   all.gn=left     >   <br>   Graduate   of  MIT             <br>   Any   language   anywhere

<br>   Object   REXX   i.s   the   best
<td   all.gn=center>   <i.mg   all.gn=middle   src="carsteve.gi.f">   </td>
=tr>
</tabl e>

</dl'r>
<P>
<hr>   <h3>   We   program   for  you   -any   applicati.on   -i.n   Object   REXX   </h3>

<h3>   Ask   for   our   servi.ces   -call    today:      (408)   xxx-xxxx          </h3>
<hr>
<hl>  The   Latest  Adventure  </hl>
<di.r>     <p>   Customers        <img   align=mi.ddle   src=''customer.gi.f''>

Vehi.cles            <i.mg   align=mi.ddle   src=`'vehicle.gi.f">

Work   Orders   <i.mg   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="workordr.gi.f''>
Services           <i.mg   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="servl.ce.gi.f">
Parts                   <img   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="parts.gi.f''>
Pi ctures <P>

</td>

</di r>
<h3>   The   CAR   DEALER   Application   </h3>

<ul>
<li.>   Play  wi.th   i.t   ri.ght   here
<li.>   <i.mg   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="myorexx.gi.f">   See   Object   REXX   I.n   action
<li.>   <i.mg   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="db2.gi.f''>              All    data   in   D82/2   Versi.on   2    ...
<li.>   <i.mg   all.gn=middle   src="medi.a.gl.f''>         <em>   wi.th   PICTURES   and   SOUNDS   </em>

=/ul >
<di r>

<table   border=4   cellpadding=0>   <br>
<a   href="/cardeal/cardeal .htm">

<i.mg   all.gn=mi.ddle   src="cardeal  .gi.f">
<strong>   Cli.ck   here   to   enter   the   world   of   REXX   the   Car   Dealer  </strong>   <

/a>
</tabl e>

</di r>
<hr>   <b>   HACURS   </b>

<address>   swi.ss@hacurs.com        <br>   (408)   xxx-xxxx   </address>
<P>
<b>   Ulri.ch    (Ueli.)    Wahli    -IBM   ITS0   San   Jose   </b>

<address>   wahli.@vnet.i.in.com   </address>
<hr=
</body></html >
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Note: Web browsers compress multiple blanks to single blanks, and
lines are concatenated unless a tag forces a new line.
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Web Car Dealer Application

In the meantime, Steve had designed the car dealer application for the
Internet. On a few sheets of paper, he sketched out the different for-
mats  for  presenting the  car  dealer  data in Web browser pages.  He
called Curt and Hanna over to his desk and showed them his initial
design [see Figure 65].

Car      DealeHome

I I

App11'cat1'0n Customer Service   Ite Part Work   Order

Descri.pti.on L l. s t L l' s t L l. s t L l' s t

I

I

CustomerDeta1.1 Work   OrderDetal'1s

I

I

Vehl cl eMu1ti.inedi. a Work   Order81'11

I       I

F.TgITre 65.   Initial Design for the Car Dealer Application on the Web

Steve explained: "I start with a home page, from where we can invoke
the different paths. The path most used will be the customer list. We
provide a customer search facility by partial name, as we did in the
GUI applications." [See Figure 13 on page 83.]
"Customer search presents a list of matching customers, from where
we can invoke the details of one customer. The details will include all
the cars of the customer, the work orders for each car, including the
list of services and parts of the work order," Steve continued.
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"Then you can invoke the bill for a selected work order," said Hanna.
"That's  right,"  Steve  responded.  "And  for  our  multimedia Ivez#  cb7tcz
z/secz cc!rs customer, we can display the pictures or play the sounds and
videos.  I  represented  that with  the  three  stacked boxes.  The  other
paths are to list all service items, parts, or work orders, and I think we
should also have a short application description."
"Why do you show three  stacked boxes for  Worfa  Order LZs£?"  asked
Curt.
"Ah, yes, I forgot to mention that," said Steve. "I designed it so that we
can  list  incomplete  work  orders,  complete  work  orders,  or  all  work
orders.  Remember, we have that search facility implemented in the
Worfa Orczer  class.  When  a  work  order  is  selected,  I  will  show  the
details, including the service items with parts, and the customer and
vehicle. From there, the user can get the customer details or the bill."
"That all looks very good," said Curt. "When can we see it running?" he
asked, smirking.
"I will start coding a simple page first, such as the Pcir£ LZs£.  Once I

get familiar with the CGI technique of invoking an Object REX pro-
gram, it should be a breeze to get the other pages done. Remember,
the object model is working and stable. Retrieving the data from D82
is  simple;  we  already  have  all  the  methods.  It  is just  a  matter  of
accepting  the  parameters  from  the  Web  browser  and  creating  the
HTML output."
"Show us your first page tomorrow-I have lots of confidence in you,"
said  Hanna,  smiling  and  she  left.  Steve just  stood there,  but what
Hanna had said filled him with pride. He would have something run-
ning by the morning.

Web Common Gateway Interface
Steve  studied the  documentation  of the  Internet  Connection  Server
carefully.  He  found that the  way to  invoke  a  CGI  program was  by
entering the Web browser request as:
http://hacurs/cgi.-bi.n/progname?parms

This would invoke the program prog7tcb77te in the CGI -BIN  subdirectory
of the server (d : \WWW\CGI -81 N ). The program could be either a .EXE or
.CMD file.  The parameters would not be passed directly to the pro-
gram. They would be stored as OS/2 environment variables, together
with other useful information about the request [Figure 66].
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REMOTE   ADDR                      TCP/Ip   address   of   the   requester   (xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx)
SCRIPT   NAME                      Request   stri.ng   before   the   ?    (/cgi.-bi.n/progname)

QUERY   STRING                   Parameters   followi.ng   the   ?   1.n   the   request    (parms)
(blanks   are   replaced   by   +   si.gns)®®,

T!TgITre 66.   CGI Environmertt vari,ables (Eutract)

Steve proceeded to write the first program to list all parts in the data-
base. All he had to do was to initialize the application, output the top
part of the HTML file, iterate through all the parts and output each
part in HTML, conclude the HTML file, and close the application. He
decided to use an HTML table to display the part list [Figure 67].

/*   WWW\partalll.cmd                 CarDealer   -Web   -Part   li.st   1                    ITSO-SJC   */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

. C a r d e a 1 ~ I. n i. t i. a 1 i. z e

partclass   =   .1ocal['Cardeal.Part.class']
say   'Content-Type:   text/html  I
Say
say    '<html>'
say    '<head><ti.tle>Object   REXX   Car   Dealer  Appli.cation</tl.tle></head>'
say    '<body>`
say    '<H2>Part   Li.st</H2>'
say   '<table   border=2   cellpaddi.ng=0>'
say   '<tr>'
say   '<th>Number</th>  <th>Descripti.on</th>  <th>Pri.ce</th>  <th>Stock</th>'
say   '<tr>'
do  part  over  partclass~extent

say   '<td>'   part~number   '</td>'
say   '<td>'   part~descri.pti.on   '</td>'
say   '<td   all.gn=ri.ght>'   part~pri.ce   '</td>'
say   '<td   all.gn=ri.ght>'   part~stock   '</td>'
say   '<tr>'

end
say   '</table>'
say    `</body>'
say   '</html>'
. Cardeal ~termi nate
return

::requi.res   carmodel.cfg                        /*   1.nclude   the   confl.gurati.on   fi.le

"gITre 6H .   CGI Program to List AIL Parts

Steve ran the  program and was  pleased with the output.  He called
Hanna and Curt and showed them how simple the program was.
"This  looks  really  easy!"  Curt  said  in  astonishment.  ``But  what  are
those first two say instructions?" he asked.
Steve explained: "A CGI program must first tell the server what kind
of output  is  produced.  The  string  Co7tfe7t£-Type.. fe#£/hfmz  tells  the
server that a regular HTML file will be generated, and the second say
instruction must be blank."
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``1 thought you were going to write an HTML class to simplify the cod-
ing of the generated HTML lines," Hanna interjected.
"That's true," said Steve. "But first I wanted to have a simple working
example. Now I can design the HTML class to provide the functions
that are used most."
``Show us the output in the browser," demanded Curt, who was excited
and wanted to see the program in action.
"Here we go," said Steve as he started the WebExplorer and entered
http://hacurs/cgl. -bl.n/partal 11.  It took  a  while,  but  eventually the
screen filled with the Part List [Figure 68].

F.TgITre 6S.   Car Dealer Part List in Web Browser

HTML class

194

After a nice lunch at the nearby Mexican cantina, Steve proceeded to
rewrite the code using a new HTML class. He thought of the functions
that are used most often and designed those as methods of the class.
He also decided that each car dealer output page should have a refer-
ence to the car dealer home page and a common signature area at the
bottom. The redesigned code looked definitively more object-oriented
[Figure 69].
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*   WWW\partall2.cmd                CarDealer   -Web   -Part   li.st   2                  ITSO-SJC   */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

. C a r d e a 1 ~ i. n i. t i. a 1 I. z e

partclass   =   .Iocal['Cardeal.Part.class']
html    =    .HTML~new
html~ti.tle(.Object   REXX   Car   Dealer  Appli.cati.on')
html~carhome                                       /*  reference  to  car  dealer  home  page  */
html ~h2 ( I Part   Li. st I )
html~tabl e ( I border=2   cel 1 paddl. ng=0 I )
html~tr
html ~~th ( I Number I ) ~th ( I Descri. pti. on I ) ~~th ( I Pri. ce I ) ~~th ( I Stoc k I )
html ~tr
do  part  over  partclass~extent

html~~td(part~number)~~td(part~descri.pti.on)
html ~td (part~pri. ce , I al i. gn=ri. ght I )~~td (part~stock , . al i. gn=ri. ght I )
html~tr

end
html ~etabl e
html~p~carhome
html~sl'gn
html~send
.Cardea1~termi.nate
return

: : requi. res   html  . frm
: : requi. res   carmodel . cfg

/*  reference  to  car  dealer  home  page  */
/*  common   si.gnature  at   bottom                   */
/*  output   all   the  accumulated   li.nes     */

F.TgITre 69.   Object-Oriented CGI Program to List A:ll Parts

The  HTML  class  allocates  an  array of lines.  Each method basically
adds  a  line  to  the  array in  the  proper  HTML  format.  Some  of the
methods  produce  matching  start-and-end  tags,  with  the  argument
passed as the text between the tags. For example:

html~h2(`Part   Li.st')      ==>     <H2>Part   Li.st</H2>

Other HTML tags are produced by individual start-and-end methods:
html~table('border=2   cellpadding=0')      ==>     <table   border=2   cellpaddi.ng=0>
html~etable                                                                    ==>     </etable>

The £Z£Ze method produces all of the required HTML tags at the start
of the document:

html~ti.tle('xxxxxx')      ==>     <html>   <head>   <ti.tle>xxxxxx   </head>   <body>

The cclrhome method produces the reference to the car dealer home
page,  the  szg7L  method  produces  the  common  ending,  and  the  se7?d
method outputs the whole array as REX say instructions.
Not every HTML tag has a matching method. Tags without a method
can be generated with generic methods, where the name of the tag is
passed, as well. [See Figure 70 for an extract of the HTML class.]
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/*   WWW\html.frm                            CarDealer   -Web   -HTML   Framework            ITSO-SJC   */

::class   HTML  public   subclass  array

::method   init
expose  array_1.ndex  type
array_I.ndex   =   1
type  =   'text/html I
forward   class   (super)

: :method  put
expose   array_i. ndex
parse  arg  text
self~put:super(text,   array_I.ndex)
array_I.ndex   =   array_i.ndex  +   1

::method  title

/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   an   html   object
/*   I.ndex   into  the  array,   docu  type
/*  start  at  the  first  i.tern
/*  default  document  type
/*   do   superclass   i.nitiall.zati.on
/*  Start  the  html   array  off
/*  over  rl.de  of  the  put  method
/*  get  the  current   index

/*  tl'tle  tag
parse  arg  text
sel f~put ( ' <html ><head><ti. tl e> ' text I </ti tl e></head><body> I )

::method   hl
parse  arg  text
sel f~put ( I <H1> ' text I </H1> I )

: :method  tag             1
parse  arg  name,   text
sel f~put ( ' < I name ' > I text)

: :method  text
parse  arg  text
sel f~put (text)

: :method  p

parse  arg  text
sel f~put ( ' <p> I text)

: :method   ul
sel f~put ( I <ul > ' )

::method   li

parse  arg  text
sel f~put ( I <l i > I text)

: :method  table
parse   arg   opti.ons
self~put('<table'   opti.ons'>')

: :method  td

/*   header   1   tag

/*  generate  any  tag

/*  add  raw  text  to  the  stream

/*  paragraph  tag

/*  ul   tag

/*   11'    tag

/*  table  tag

/*  td  tag
parse  arg  text,   opti.ons
i.f  text   =    I  I   then   self~put('<td'   opti.ons'>')
else                                   self~put('<td'   optl.ons'>'text'</td>')

: :method   sign                                                                /*   si.gnature/end
self~hr~b('Hacurs   -Car  Dealer  Appli.cati.on')
self~br('Ulri.ch    (Ueli.)    Wahli.    -IBM   ITS0   San   Jose')
sel f~address ( I wahl i. @vnet . 1. in . com I )
sel f~~hr~etag ( I body I )~etag ( I html I )

::method   send

196

/*   send   the   HTML   from  the   array
expose  type
crlf   =    'Odoa'x
say   'Content-Type:I   type
say    I  I

say    '<!doctype   html    publi.c   "html2.0''>'
do   li.ne  over  self                                               /*   loop  over  the  array

say   11.ne                                                                     /*   send   out   the   next   li.ne
end

T!TgITre 70.   HTML Class for CGI Progrcuns (Eutract)
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Customer Search Form
The next morning, Steve showed the HTML class to Hanna and Curt."This will make future coding much easier," he explained.
"That's true," said Hanna. "But how are you going to implement the
customer search facility? Can you put a push button into an HTML
page?"
"I already investigated that last night," Steve said. "HTML provides
the form facility with entry fields, radio buttons, and check boxes, and
a Submit button to pass the values of the form to the next CGI pro-
gram.  The  extract  of the  customer home  page  for  customer  search
looks like this." [Figure 71.]

T!Tgure71.   Customer search Form
"Explain this one to me, please," said Curt.
"Sure, I can do that," Steve answered. "Just look at the HTML code
that creates this form." [Figure 72.]

<html>  <head>  <ti.tle>  Customer  Search   Test   </ti.tle>  </head>  <body>
<form  method="GET"   acti.on="/cgi.-bi.n/CustLi.st''>
<p>   Fi.rst   get   a   li.st   of  customers   ...
<p>   If  you   have   been   here   before,   enter  the   customer  name  or

an   abbrevi.ated   name   (such   as   one   letter),
otherwi.se  just   submi.t   the   form  for  a   ll.st  of  all   customers.

<p>  <pre>Name   search        <i.nput   name="name"   type="text"   si.ze="20''>          <input   type="submit">
</pre>

</form>
</body>  </html=

T!.TgITre72,.   HTML for Customer Search Form
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"The for77t tag defines the method of passing data and the program,
Czts£LZsf ,  that  is  invoked.  The  GET  method  passes  all  data  in  the
request  string,  whereas  the  POST  method  tells  the  program  to
retrieve the data from the browser once it has been invoked. I speci-
fied the GET method because the amount of data is small.
"The input tags  specify the different fields  and buttons  of the form.
Here I used only one input field 7tc!77?e  of 20 bytes,  and one  Submit
button.  The  <pre>  tag specifies  that this  line is  preformatted,  with
blanks between the text label, the input field, and the Submit button.
Normally, Web browsers reduce  all blanks to a single blank,"  Steve
concluded.
"What does the program get passed when I click on the Submit but-
ton?" asked Hanna.
``The browser builds a query string from all of the fields of the form.
Each field is  passed in the format ffezd7tc}me=z/cIZz4e,  separated by an
ampersand. In our simple form with one field,
http://hacurs/cgi.-bi.n/CustLi.st?name=D

"would be the request string if you enter D in the search field. If the
form  had  a  name  and  an  address  field,  the  request  string  would
include both fields, separated by an ampersand."
"Come see me after lunch,  and 1'11 show you the customer search in
action," said Steve, who was confident that it would be fairly easy to
write the second program, using the form and his new HTML class.
After  lunch,  Steve  showed  the  customer  list  output  to  Hanna  and
Curt. He had designed a table to hold the customer data. He made the
customer names active so that clicking on a name would invoke the
next program, CL4s£Defc!jz, to generate the customer detail page.  [See
Figure 73.]
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F.Tgurel3.   Customer List in Web Browser
"Wow, you really did a lot of work!" exclaimed Hanna, who was very

pleased with the progress Steve had made. The other pages would be
fairly easy to add. The work on the object model and the configuration
paid off with every new application based on that model.
"Have  you  tried  to  run  the  application  with  persistent  storage  in
files?" asked Curt.
"No problem," replied Steve. "I am doing most of the test with the file
system  because  it  is  faster  than  the  D82-based  application.  I just
switch  the  configuration  file  [carmodel .cfg] ,  using  our  car-run  pro-
gram.  But when we  make the Web  application  available  to  outside
users, it is better for advertising if it runs on D82."
Steve had another ace up his sleeve. He clicked on a customer name in
the  list,  and the  details  of the  customer  showed up  in the WebEx-
plorer. [See Figure 74.]
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FLgure74.   Customer Details i,n Web Brou]ser
"What else is there to do?" asked Curt. ``Just a few more programs gen-
erating the other Web pages."
"I think there are a few more items on my list," Steve replied.

Program Organization and Performance
"The car dealer is just the first application we put on the Internet. In
the future, we might add other applications.  I have to organize my
files better, so that future applications do not interfere with the car
dealer," Steve continued.
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"Steve, that's good thinking ahead," said Hanna. "The Internet could
be useful for many things we do over the next few months. We had bet-
ter start organizing all the programs and HTML files we produce for
the car dealer application."
"There is  another thing that bugs me," Steve added.  "In every CGI

program, I have to initialize the application and terminate it after-
ward.  That  adds  a lot  of overhead  and makes  the  application look
slow. I must find a way of keeping the object classes in memory so that
each CGI program can immediately access them. I have an idea, but I
have to run a few tests to make sure that the design holds."

Customizing the File Organization on the Web Server
Steve decided to put all the car dealer HTML files and programs into a
separate  subdirectory.  At  first,  he  considered  using  a  subdirectory
within the Internet Connection Server directory structure but, after
studying the documentation on server administration, he decided to
use a subdirectory within the existing car dealer directory:

d : \CARDEAL\WWW

He then tailored the  server administration file to point to the new
directory. The httpd . cnf administration file is stored in the ETC direc-
tory of TCPITp.
Note: Issue the SET EFC command to find the ETC directory. It is usu-
ally called either  d : \MPTN\ETC  or d : \TCPI P\ETC .

Figure 75 on page 202 shows an extract of the tailored administration
file.
"Why are you making these changes, Steve?" asked Hanna, glancing
over  Steve's  shoulder.  She  had just  returned  with  coffee  from  the
machine and wondered why Steve was so engrossed in his work.
It was as if Steve had just awakened. He had not realized that Hanna
was standing right behind him. He started to apologize for not notic-
ing her, but then he just shrugged and explained:

E]  ``The first Wezco77te  line directs the  server to  display the Hacurs
home page:

http://www.hacurs.com                                                                ==>      d:\WWW\HTML\Hacurs.htm
http://www.hacurs.com/Hacurs.htm                              ==>     same

E  "The  second  Wezcome  line  directs  the  server  to  display the  car
dealer home page if the car dealer directory is selected:

http://www.hacurs.com/cardeal                                         ==>     d:\CARDEAL\WWW\cardeal.htm
http://www.hacurs.com/cardeal/cardeal.htm       ==>     same

[Note: Point E] directs any requests beginning with /cc!rdecbz to the
d : \CARDEAL\WWW  subdirectory.]
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Sample   confi.gurati.on   fi.le   for  Web   Server   for  OS/2

#   added   for   car  dealer  appli.cati.on   (next   2   li.nes)
Welcome           Hacurs.htm
Wel come           cardeal.htm
Wel come            Wel come.html
Wel come           wel come. html
Wel come            i.ndex.html
Wel come           Frntpage.html
®,®,,,

i.;dd;d   for  car  dealer  appli.cati.on   (next   4   li.nes)
Exec            /cgi. -bi. n/cardeal /*                           D:\CARDEAL\WWW\CGIREXX.CMD

Pass           /cardeal /medi.a/*                              D:\CARDEAL\Medi. a\*
Pass            /cardeal /*                                                 D: \CARDEAL\WWW\*
Pass           /tmp/*                                                        E:\TMP\*

Exec             /admi.n-bi.n/*      E:\WWW\ADMIN\*

Exec            /cgi.-bi.n/*      E:\WWW\CGI-BIN\*
Pass            /Docs/*         E:\WWW\DOCS\*
Pass           /httpd-I.nternal-i.cons/*      E:\WWW\ICONS\*
Pass            /l.cons/*      E:\WWW\ICONS\*
Pass             /Admi.n/*          E:\WWW\ADMIN\*

Pass             /*          E:\WWW\HTML\*

"grme 7S.   Tailored Web Server Admini,stration File
Extract of the HTTPD.CNF file in the ETC directory.

E  "The  E#ec  line  invokes  the  CGIREXX.CMD  program  for  every  CGI
request starting with /cgj-bin /cordecEZ:

/cgi.-bi.n/cardeal/progname?parms
"I plan to write one interface program that handles the environ-
ment variables and some housekeeping before invoking the indi-
vidual function programs.
"I  guess  that  putting  common  code  into  one  CGI  program  will
make the individual programs a little simpler," remarked Hanna.
Steve nodded and continued:

E  "The first Pcbss line directs the server to the Medl. a subdirectory for
any /ccbrdec}Z/77teczzc! requests. We will need that to display the car
pictures if we run with file persistence.

E]  "The second Pciss line directs any car dealer request to the WWW sub-
directory.

E  "The last Pc!ss line directs any requests for /£7xp to the temporary
directory [as set in SET Fn4P in the CONFIG . SYS file]. That's where
the pictures are extracted to when we run with D82."
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``1  am impressed!"  gasped Hanna.  `You have thought  of everything.
This keeps all the car dealer files nicely separated from the normal
Web server files.
Have you thought about performance yet?" she added. ``How can you
keep all of the class objects in memory?"

Optimizing Performance
``Here's my idea," Steve answered. "For every client program request,
the  server  starts  a  thread.  That's  where  I  initialize  the  car  dealer
application, generate the HTML file,  and terminate the application.
What I would like to do is initialize the application outside of the Web
server, then just use the classes in memory from the Web programs."
"I see your problem," said Hanna. "Our application stores information
in   the   local   environment   [see   Co77t777zt7tzccz£Zo7t  Amo7tg   Czclsses   on
page 152], and every class stores itself, too. These local variables are
not available in another process."
"What I have to do is write a small program that starts the application
and stores the necessary information in the global environment [see
7lfoe GZobcIZ Dzrecfory on page 154]. Then I have direct access to all of
the class information from my CGI programs," Steve pondered.
"Good idea," said Hanna. "And since you have already decided to have
one main CGI program, CGJZ3EX, you can pick up the global infor-
mation in that program and convert it to the local variables needed by
the car dealer application."
"I can also check whether the application is running and produce  a
nice error message if it is not," added Steve.
"There you go, but it's not an error message, it's  another Web page
saying,  `Sorry,  the  application is  not ninning at this  time.' That is
much nicer than an unfriendly error message," said Hanna. "1'11 pre-
pare that page for you, busy guy.1'11 name it cc}rdec!ZIV.h£77t."

Car Dealer Start Program for the Web
Steve quickly wrote the program to  start the  car dealer application
[see Figure 76 on page 204]. He would enhance it later to provide more
function and make it usable from a Web browser, as well.
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/*            carstart.cmd               CarDealer   -Web   -Start   Appll.catl.on
parse   upper   source   env   .   me   .
mai. ndi. r   =   me~l eft (me~1 astpos ( I \WWW\ I ) -1)
curdi.r  =   directory()
x   =   di.rectory(mai.ndi.r)
call   carmodel.cfg
. C a r d e a 1 ~ 1. n 1. t 1. a 1 1. z e

envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[
envi.ronment[

/*   confi.gurati.on   fi.1e   */

Cardeal.Data.type']                      =   .Ioca
Cardeal.Data.di.r']                         =   .Ioca
Cardeal.Medi.a.di.r']                        =    .1oca
Cardeal.Customer.class']         =   .Ioca
Cardeal.Vehicle.class`]            =.Ioca
Cardeal.Workorder.class']      =   .1oca
Cardeal.Serviceltem.class']=   .1oca
Cardeal.Part.class']                   =   .Ioca
Cardeal.WorkservRel  ']                 =    .Ioca

Say
say    'Wai.ti.ng   for  you   to ....  I
say   'Press   enter  to   stop   Car  Dealer  Appli.cati.on'
pull    ans
.Cardeal~termi.nate
.envi.ronment['Cardeal.Data.type']    =   .ni.1
/*  other  vari.ables   si.mi.lar  */
x   =   di.rectory(curdi.r)
return

Cardeal . Data . type ' ]
Cardeal  . Data . di. r ' ]
Cardeal.Medi.a.di.r']
Cardeal
Cardeal
Cardeal
Cardeal
Cardeal
Cardeal

Customer. cl ass ' ]
Vehi.c1e.c1ass']

Workorder . cl ass I ]
Serv i. ce I tern . cl as s I ]
Part . cl ass I ]
WorkservRel  ']

F.TgITlel6.   Car Dealer Start Program for th,e Web
This is an abbreviated version of the program. The real program
(carstart . cmd ) uses a class with sfclr£, djspzay, and sfap methods.

Car Dealer Common Interface Program
Next, Steve attacked the common interface program, CGJREX. He
had to implement a number of common functions:
I  Pick up the  environment variables holding the request and the

parameters from the Web server.
I  Check whether the car dealer application is running. Return the

Web  page  Hanna  designed if the  application was  not available;
otherwise, prepare the . Zocc!Z variables.

I  Invoke the individual program to handle the request. He decided
to  pass  the  same  Web  server  environment variables  to  all  pro-
grams, even if they were not needed.

The task was not too difficult, and soon Steve tested the new interface
program shown in Figure 77.
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/*   WWW\cgi.rexx.cmd                   CarDealer   -Web   -CGI   Rexx   Interface                         */

parse   source   env   .   me   .
envi.r   =     'OS2ENVIRONMENT'

sourcedi. r   =   me~l eft (me~1 astpos ( ' \ I ) -1)
scri.pt   =   value
who            =   value
ll'st        =   value

parse  var   scri.
i 1. st=transl ate

SCRIPT    NAME`  ,  ,envir)

REMOTE-ADDR I  ,  , envi. r)

QUERY   STRING I  ,  ,envi. r)

/*   Web   server  variables     */

/cgi-bi.n/I   type                        /*  extract   request   type

ddi.r        =   sourcedi.r

+'||'090aod'x)      /*   Whi.tespace,   etc.

/*   CARDEAL\WWW   di.rectory

x   =   di.rectory(ddi.r)
sqlca.sqlcode   =   0
. i ocal  [ ' Cardeal  . Data . type I ]
.1 ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Data . di r I ]
. I ocal  [ ` Cardeal  . Medi. a . di. r ' ]
. I ocal  [ ' Cardeal  . Customer. cl ass ' ]
. i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Vehi cl e . cl ass ' ]
. I ocal  [ I Cardeal  .Workorder. cl ass ' ]
. i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Servi celtem. cl ass I ]
.1 ocal  [ ' Cardeal  . Part . cl ass I ]
. i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . WorkservRel  I ]

/*   I.ni.t   D82   return   code     */
envi. ronment [ I Cardeal  . Data . type I ]
envi ronment [ ' Cardeal  . Data . di r ' ]
envi. ronment [ ' Cardeal  . Medi a . di. r I ]
envi. ronment [ I Cardeal  . Customer . cl ass I ]
envi ronment [ I Cardeal  . Vehi. cl e . cl ass I ]
envi. ronment [ I Cardeal  . Workorder . cl ass ' ]
envi. ronment [ ' Cardeal  . Servi celtem. cl ass ' ]
envi ronment [ I Cardeal  . Part . cl ass I ]
envi. ronment [ I Cardeal  .WorkservRel  I ]

Tf  :;i:al:i::;::e::!#:t#§:]:;:E::::I  then  ;: ::::e::  :: ::::base      :;

end
sel ect

when    .environment['Cardeal.Data.type']    =    .ni.l    then
call    returnfi.le   ddir'\cardealN.htm`    /*   CAR   DEALER   NOT   RUNNING   */

when   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then
call    returnfi.le   ddir'\cardealN.htm'    /*   D82   DB   CONNECT   FAILED      */

when  :#:=::::::::.(:a::::I,\c::::ai.htmi     /*  cardeal   home  page             */

when   type='cardeal/CustLi.st'    then
call    custlist   file,   type,   li.st,   who

when   type='cardeal/CustDetai.l  I    then
call    custdeta   fi.le,   type,   li.st,   who

/*   others   si.mi.lar   ......   */

o t h e rw i. s e
call   error          /*   not   shown,   returns   an   HTML   error  page   */

end
return
/* -----------------   return   a  precoded   HTML  file  --------------------- */
RETURNFI LE :

parse   arg   resultfi.le
say    'Locati.on:I    ,

I /cardeal  I transl ate (substr (resul tfi. l e ,1 ength (ddi. r) +1) ,  ' / '  ,  . \ I )

say    I  I

return

T!.Tgure 77 .   Car Dealer Common Interface Program
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Multimedia on the Web
Working late that day, Steve implemented a few more of the individ-
ual CGI programs. The next morning, he called Hanna and Curt over
to his desk and showed them the latest additions.
``Look,"  he  said.  "When  you  display  the  multimedia  customer  [Ivez¢
c[7td L4sed cc!rs], you get the list of pictures, audio sounds, and videos."
[See Figure 78.]

"grme78.   New and Used, Car List i,n W.eb Brou)ser

"Can you click on one of these to see the picture?" asked Curt.
`Yes, these are active links, and when you click on one of them, you get
a new page that includes the picture of the car. Most Web browsers
handle many picture formats, including BMP, GIF, and JPEG.
"When I click on the Volvo, the picture is displayed." [See Figure 79.]
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FLqure79.  Vehicle Picture in Web Browser
"I  am  surprised  at  how  fast  the  pictures  appear,"  said  Curt,  after
Steve clicked on a few more picture lines.
"Remember, we are on a local network," replied Steve. "For users on
the real Internet, the pictures will appear more slowly because our
BMPs  are  not  compressed.  Pictures  in  GIF  or  JPEG  format  are
smaller than BMP, but the GUI builders do not display those formats
in the GUI applications.
Try out one of the audio sounds now," he commanded Curt.
Curt clicked on an audio sound, and soon a familiar voice advertised
the features of the Volvo wagon. Clicking on the simple demonstration
video played the movie nicely in the multimedia TV window.
"Does  every  Web  browser  support  audio  and  video  files?"  asked
Hanna.
"Most browsers  can be  con figured to  invoke  the  operating  system's
multimedia function," Curt answered, before Steve even had a chance
to explain how he managed to play the multimedia files on his Think-
Pad.                              `
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Interacting with Web Users
One morning, Hanna arrived at the office with a new idea. She imme-
diately called Curt and Steve over to explain her idea.
"I had a dream last night," she said. "We must involve the Web user in
the application. What I want is thus: The user enters his or her name
and address and information about a car. We enter this new customer
and vehicle data into the database and then we let the user create a
work order,  select the services to be performed,  and, finally, look at
the bill for the job."
"That's an amazing idea," Curt shouted. "The user will come back to
our home page several times to check whether the information is still
there. That will prove how reliable the D82 database is.''
"What  about  security?"  asked  Steve.  "The  user  could  pretend  to  be
somebody else when visiting our home page and create many new cus-
tomers and add work orders to any of our demonstration customers.
We need some control, so that each Web user can add only one car and
not modify any of our own customers in the database."
"That's a real concern, Steve, you are right," said Hanna. "Maybe we
can use the  address  field of the  customer and store the Web user's
TCpflp address as a reference. Remember, the Web server passes the
address in an environment variable to the CGI program," she added.
"That's a neat solution," said Steve. "Nobody will be able to touch our
existing customers.  But we have to extend the D82  object model to
include a method to search the customer table by address. That would
enable  us  to  check  whether  a  customer  already  exists  for  a  given
TCPITP address."
"And since we generate the resulting HTML file by the CGI program,
we can include the active link to create a work order only for the cus-
tomer entry of the current Web user." Curt was thinking quickly, as
well.
"There  is just  one  problem,"  he  added.  "Clever Web  users  can  fake
TCpflp addresses  and change  customer records  of other Web users.
It's  only  a  small  problem,  however,  because  our  existing  customer
records cannot be touched."
"I think that's good enough for a start," said Hanna. "Our prospects
are hardly of the hacker kind. Let's go to work. I will design the layout
of the interactive form so that a Web user can add a customer and a
vehicle. It will be a static HTML file, and I can do that!"
"Curt, you work on the program to create a new work order. You have
to  know  how  to  code  a  CGI  program;  we  cannot  depend  on  Steve
alone," she said, turning to Steve and smiling.
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"And you, Steve, modify the existing customer display program to add
an active link to create a new work order if the customer matches the
TCPHP address. cud while we are at it, we can also allow Web users
to delete the work order and the customer if they so choose." she con-
cluded.
Harma  felt  good,  she  was  in  charge.  It  had  been  faer  dream,  and
nobody could take away her idea.

Adding a Web Customer
Hanna quickly designed the form for a new customer and car.  She
deliberately added a field for the TCpflp address, which could then be
compared with the address passed by the Web server, thus eliminat-
ing a few cases of users trying to fool the system. [See Figure 80.]

T!kyreso.   HTML Form fbr a New Customer and, Car
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In the meantime, Steve added a /£JtdAddress method to the Cz/sfo77?er
class for both file and D82 persistence. The new code could be tested
with the file system first before running on the D82 database. Imple-
menting the method for both types of persistence also kept the object
model in sync.

Steve then modified the customer detail page to show an active link to
delete  the  customer  and  create  a  new  work  order  if  the  address
matched the TCpflp address passed by the Web server. The additional
code was simple:
parse   arg   fi.le,   type,   li.st,   who
parse   var   li.st    'cust='    custnum   '?I

;i;tomer   =   custclass~fi.ndNumber(custnum)

if  customer~address   =  who   then
html~br~href('CDDelete?cust='customer~number,    '==>   Cli.ck   here   to   delete   the   customer')

i.f  customer~address   =  who   then
html~~l 1.~href( 'Newwork?cust='custnum'&car='car~seri.al ,    ,

'==>   Cli.ck   here   for   new  workorder')

He could always replace the active text link with a nice, small picture
icon later. For now, it was important to get his code working before
Curt  was  ready  with  the  cL4sfo773er  dezefe  and  the  crecbfe  72,ezu  zuorfe
orczer routines.

Curt implemented the delete routine with a little pain. It was his first
attempt  at  CGI  programming,  and  it  took  a  few  trials  to  get  the
parameters right, delete the information in the object model, and gen-I  I      --___-  --erate a suitable HTML reply.                                                                  -
He then tackled the new work order program. Creating a work order
was   simple,  it  just  needed  a  customer  and  a  vehicle;   all  other
attributes were generated by the model. The hard part was designing
the addition of service items to the work order. He decided to use an
HTML form, display all the service items as check boxes, and let the
user select any number of them before sending the form by using the
Submit button. [See Figure 81.]
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T!.TgNIeg1.   HTML Form for a Neu) Work Order
There is a Submit button at the bottom of the form.

Curt decided that after processing the form the resulting Web page
would be the existing customer detail display that Steve had done pre-
viously. [See Figure 74 on page 200.]
The design of the car dealer application on the Web was now complete.
[Figure 82 shows the final application flow diagram.]
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Car     DealeHome

I I 1[

Appl i cati 0 Customer New Service   Ite Part Work   Order
Descriptl'O List Customer L l` s t List L 1' S t

ha rm

I    I                            I

CustomerDetal.1 Work   OrderDetai1s

I

New Vehi cl e Work   Order
Work  Orde Multi.medi.a Bill

I

I     I

FTgNIe 82.  Final Design for Car Dealer Application on th,e Web

Car Dealer Home Page
Hanna thought about a few other pages that would enhance the func-
tion of the application, but time was running out. The leased phone
line was installed, and they had to get the application out to the mar-
ket.
There would be another day to make further changes. The Web was an
active place, and enhancements could be added any time. Their object
model and Steve's CGI program design would make it easy to main-
tain the attractiveness of the application and its currentness in the
face of the ever-changing Web technology.
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Hanna completed the car dealer home page with the new function of
user interaction and tested it herself. Then she called Steve and Curt
over and proudly presented the Hacurs car dealer home page [see Fig-
ure 83].

T!TgITre 83.   W.eb Car Dealer Application Home Page
"I think that's a start," said Curt, and Steve added, `You cleverly used
our icons as active links to the different programs. Let's put it out on
the external Internet Connection Server."
"Let the world enjoy Object REX and the car dealer on the Web!"
Hanna exclaimed, as she pushed the button to activate the external
connection to their server.
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lmplementation Notes
Further tests  showed  that  the  car  dealer  application  could  also  be
started from the Web browser by invoking the cclrsforf program. The
CGJREX interface program was enhanced with these functions:
cardeavstart?db2      Run  the  start  program  for  D82  persistence

without  waiting  for  an  answer.  Display  the
status in the Web browser.

cardeal/start?file       Run  the  start  program  for  file  persistence
without  waiting  for  an  answer.  Display  the
status in the Web browser.

cardeal/status             Display  the  status  of the  application  in  the
browser.

cardeaL/stop                 Stop  the  car  dealer  application.  Display  the
status in the Web browser.

These  functions  were  implemented  as  methods  of  a  class  in  the
ccb7.sfo7-£  program.  The  start method for D82  persistence  performs  a
logon, starts D82, starts the application, and displays the status.

Source Code
The source code for the car dealer on the World Wide Web is not listed
in the appendix; it is available in the car dealer directory on the CD or
after the sample applications have been installed on a hard drive (see
Table 33 on page 259).
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In  this  chapter,  we  experiment  with  the  concurrency  facilities  of
Object REXX. Object REXX provides both inter- and intraobject con-
currency.
Interobject concurrency enables us to run a method against each of
several different objects concurrently. Intraobject concurrency enables
us to run multiple methods concurrently against a single object.
There is a detailed description of Object REX concurrency in Oar.ec£
RIE2QI Roference fbr OS 12 .

ObjectlBased Concurrency
Every Object REXX object contains its own encapsulated method vari-
ables. It is given the processing power needed to run its methods and
to exchange messages with other objects. Each object is a totally self-
contained entity, and any number of objects can be active at the same
time. This is defined as jJiterobjecf co7tcz4rreJtcy. There is no danger of
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multiple updates to the same object variable because each object vari-
able is owned by only one object, and each object runs only one method
at a time.
Object REX also supports another type of concurrency, where more
than one method can run against the same object at the same time.
This is defined as j7tfrcloz7y.ecf co72,cztr7.ency.  Careful planning and syn-
chronization are needed to ensure that the variables shared between
methods are updated by only one method at a time. Object REX pro-
wides facilities to manage these aspects.

The Object REXX Concurrency Facilities

The facilities provided by Object REX to manage concurrency are:
early  reply,  message  objects,  unguarded  methods,  EIITd  the  guard
instruction.

Early Reply
A method can send an early reply to its caller using the repzy state-
ment,  then  continue  running.  The  calling  routine  will  be  able  to
resume  its  own work while  the  called method  continues  to  execute
(Figure 84).

Workorder  Method   exampleBi.ll Pri.nter  Method   pri.nt

::method   print

;*p:::#1.:tTLi!::Sof  | I.nes  */
use   arg   pri.ntLi.nes
nrLi.nes   =   pri.ntLi.nes~i.terns
®®®

7:pl:w'!fl.:tltg:t;l.,TLi,es   Ill.nes'
sel f~start
d°°sne:I+nperT.°nvtearLT.Pn:I.(notntT.inT.ense)

end
return

F.igrme 84.   Concurrency with Early Reply

Message Objects
Message  objects  enable an Object REX program to sfcErf a method
executing in parallel with itself.  The caller continues executing and
can later ask the intermediate message object for the results of the
call (see Figure 85).
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Workorder  Method   exampleBi.ll                                     Pri.nter  Method   pri.nt

:  :method   exampl eBi.11

/*   accumulate   the   bi.11    */ : :method   pri.nt
bl'll    =    .Il'st~new

expose   pri.ntLi.nesdo  i:TY+.::::ti:i. i?jetservl' ces                  msgobi
/*  accept  a   list  of  li.nes   */

end1 use   arg   pri.ntLi.nes

;::::::::::::`i::r::#:j'T

nrLi.nes   =   pri.ntLines~i.terns®,®

/*   Now   pri.nt   the   bi.ll   */
sel f~start
do   oneli.ne   over   pri.ntLi.nes

self~pri.ntaLi.ne(oneli.ne)
end
returnI

F.igure 85.   Concurrency with, Message Objects

Note: When the caller asks the message object for the results, Object
REX makes it wait if the invoked method has not yet completed.

unguarded Methods
A method can be declared zt7tgztclrdecz:

: :method   getnumber   unguarded

An  unguarded  method  will  run  even  if another  method  is  already
active for the same object. This enables intraobject concurrency. It is
usually quite safe to make read-only methods unguarded because they
do not modify the shared variable pool.  It is, however,  possible that
some of the variables in the pool will be inconsistent with others in the
same pool. Suppose, for example, that an object's methods maintain a
list of numbers and the sum of all the numbers in this list within the
object's variable pool. If an unguarded method reads the numbers in
this list and compares their sum to the sum maintained by the other
methods, the sums may differ if another method happens to be updat-
ing the list at the time it is read.
Unguarded methods are needed in recursive situations. For example,
the  j7tjf method for  a vehicle invokes  the c[ddvehjcze  method of the
customer, which, in turn, invokes the ge£OzuJ?er method of the vehicle
to check whether the vehicle is already owned. The ge£Ozu7ter method
must be declared as unguarded so that it can run in parallel with the
Z7tjf method that is already active for the vehicle in question.
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The Guard Instruction
The gz4clrd  instruction  acquires  or  releases  exclusive  control  of an
object's  variable  pool.  This  allows  a  method  to  alternate  between
exclusive  access  to  all  variables  and  parallel  execution  with  other
methods (Figure 86).

/*  method  code  */
®,,

guard  on

®,

x=x+1
®®,

guard  off
®,,

guard   on   when   z  >  0

®®

/*   acqui.re  exclusi.ve   control   */
/*  wait   if  another  method   has   exclusi.ve  control   */

/*  process   vari.ables   */

/*   release  exclusi.ve  control,   allow  others   */

/*   acqui.re  exclusi.ve   control   when
vari.able  z   i.s  greater  than  zero  */

/*   ===>  wai.t   unti.l   z   changes   to   posi.tive   */

FLgure 86.   Concurrency u]ith Guard

For exaL:rn:pies of the use of guard on when see Coding Stored Proce-
dures  with  Object  REXX  on  palge L38  Elnd  Philosoph,er's  Forks  on
page 223.

Examples of Early Reply with Unguarded and Guarded Methods

The  example that follows  shows what happens  when early reply is
used  to  achieve  intraobject  concurrency.  We  start  with  completely
unguarded methods, which utilize full intraobject concurrency (Figure
87 on page 221).

The program contains a main routine that creates an object and sends
a repeo£J  message to it.  The  expected result (a  string) is  displayed
with scny. The main routine sleeps for one second, and then displays
the variable cL)cEr.

If we look at the object class excmpze and the three methods repeci£J,
repecb£2,  and repec[£3, we see they are all unguarded. Thus, all three
can run concurrently on the same object. The object's variables reps
and czJcbr are concurrently available to all three methods.
The  first  method,  repeci£Z,  initializes  the  variable  subpool  with  the
arguments from the main routine.  It immediately calls the rapeci£2
method for the same object and waits.
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/*   xmpreply.cmd                           Early   reply   example   -OS/2   wi.ndow                                */

repeti.ti.ons   =   3                                                                                 /*  may   change                  */
call    RXFuncAdd    'Syssleep',    'Rexxuti.l',    'Syssleep'
1var   =     I  (Mai.n)  I

cvar   =    'Mai.n'

cobj   =   .example~new
say  lvar  cobj~repeatl(repetitions,   cvar)
call    Syssleep   1
say   lvar   'Var   ='    cvar
return

::class   example

: :method  repeatl  unguarded
expose   reps   cvar
use  arg   reps,   cvar
lvar   =     I(R1)I

say  lvar  self~repeat2
reply   'Reply   from'    lvar
do   reps

say   lvar   I-Var   ='    cvar
cvar   =    'R1'

end

: :method  repeat2  unguarded
expose   reps   cvar
lvar   =    I(R2)I

say  lvar  self~repeat3
reply   'Reply   from'    lvar
do   reps

say   lvar   I-Var   ='    cvar
cvar   =    'R2'

end

: :method  repeat3  unguarded
expose   reps   cvar
lvar   =    I(R3)I

reply   'Reply   from'    lvar
do   reps

say   lvar   I-Var   ='    cvar
cvar   =    'R3'

end

/*   1.ni.t   vari.ables        */

/*  allocate  object     */
/*   -i.nvoke   repeatl   */

/*   repeatl  method       */

/*   -i.nvoke   repeat2   */
l*   -early  y.ap^y          *1
/*   -|oap                           *1

/*  repeat2  method       */

/*   -I.nvoke   repeat3   */
r   -ea:I+y  raphy         *1
/*   -|oap                         */

/*   repeat3  method       */

/*   -eawhy   r`aphy          */
l*   -|oap                          *1

FLgITre 8M .   Example of Early Reply with Unguarded and Guarded
Methods

The rapecE£2 method calls the repeo£3 method for the same object and
waits. We now have four invocations stacked on the activity chain (the
main routine, rapecb£Z, rapecb£2, and rapec!£3). When the repec!£3 method
issues  a repzy co77tmcE7tcz,  a new activity chain (thread) is  started for
the repecb£3 method,  and control goes back to the next instruction in
method, repecb£2 (the one following the invocation of method rapecE£3).
Similarly, rapecr£2 uses an early reply to repecI£Z, and repecI£J uses an
early reply to the main routine.
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Running the program produces the kind of output shown in Figure 88.
In the left column (first run) we leave all methods unguarded; in the
middle   column,   all   methods   are   guarded   (remove   the   keyword
z47igztcbrded from the  source code);  and in the right column, we use  a
mix of guarded and unguarded methods.

Methods :                                UNGUARDED                                                                       GUARDED                                                                           MIXED

repeatl :                         unguarded                                                      guarded                                                            unguarded
repeat2 :                        unguarded                                                      guarded                                                                guarded
repeat3 :                        unguarded                                                      guarded                                                                 guarded

Output :Notes: in

#L##i:oj#1, i          ii!.             i.       i

R1       -Var   =   Main Mai.n      Reply   from      R1
R1       -   Var   =   R1 R2      -   Var   =   R2

Main)    Reply   from   (R1) R1       -   Var   =    R1 R1       -   Var   =   R2
R3      -   Var   =    R3 R3      -   Var   =    R1 R2      -   Var   =   R2
R1       -   Var   =    R3 R3      -   Var   =    R3 R1       -    Var   =    R1
R2      -   Var   =   R2 R3      -   Var   =   R3 R3      -   Var   =   R2
R1       -   Var   =   R1 R2      -   Var   =   R3 R1       -    Var   =    R1
R2      -   Var   =   R2 R2      -   Var   =   R2 R3      -   Var   =    R3
R1       -   Var   =    R1 R2      -   Var   =   R2 R3      -   Var   =   R3
Main)    Var   =   Main Main)    Var   =   Main Mai.n)    Var   =   Main

(1) (2) (3)

T!.TgITre g8.   Scunple Output of Early Reply u)i,th Unguarded, and
Guarded Methods

Notes:

1.  Unguarded:  The  sequence  in  which  this  output  appears  will
change each time the program is run. The three methods run in
parallel and compete for processor time. Which method runs when
is up to the OS/2 scheduler.

2.  Guarded:  Once  a method gets  control,  it will run to  completion.
Only after this can another one continue. Method rapec[£Z gets con-
trol first from the reply of rapecI£2, and finishes its work.

3.  Mixed: Because method repecE£Z is unguarded, it can run in paral-
1el with rapecb£2,  whereas  rapecI£3  must wait until rapecL£2  is  fin-
ished.

Other combinations of guarded and unguarded methods can be tried.
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Philosopher's Forks
Let's join  our  Hacurs  team  again  to  see  a visual  demonstration  of
Object REX's concurrency capabilities.
On the  Monday morning after  a rainy weekend in  October,  Hanna
came into the office beaming.
"Hi, Hanna, why the big smile?" called out Steve. "Are you up to some-
thing?„
"I spent the weekend playing with Object REX's concurrency facili-
ties.  Let me  show you what I  built.  Do you know the  philosopher's
forks problem?" she asked.
"Hmm,"  said  Curt,  "isn't that the  one with five philosophers sitting
around a table trying to grab forks and eat in turn?"
`Yes, that's the one," replied Hanna with a smile.

The philosopher's forks

I  Five philosophers  sit around a table.  Each one goes through a
cycle of sleeping and eating.

I  There is a fork between each two philosophers, so there are five
forks on the table, as well.

I  To eat, a philosopher has to grab the forks on both sides. If a fork
has already been taken by the philosopher on the other side of
the fork, the philosopher must wait until that fork is free.

I  The philosophers reach for forks in no particular order, but once
they reach  out for  a fork and have  to wait,  they don't  change
their mind, even if the other fork is available.

I  When they have finished eating, the philosophers put down both
forks and go back to sleep.

I  The times that they sleep and eat vary randomly around given
values.

Philosopher's Forks in an OS/2 Window
"I wasted my weekend watching the fifth game of the World Series,"
said Steve.  "It didn't produce a winner, and I missed the final game
because I had to go to a cousin's wedding. So how did you implement
the philosopher's forks, Hanna?" he asked.
"I   developed  a  main  program  to   control  the   operation  and  two
classes-one  for  philosophers  and  one  for  forks,"  said  Hanna.  She
opened her Thinkpad and fired it up. Steve and Curt gathered around
her desk.
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"The main program sets the parameters, creates the forks and philoso-

phers,   then   runs   all   philosophers   concurrently,   using   the   sfcErf
method,"  Hanna  explained  [see  Figure  89].  "Then  it just  waits  for
everything to finish."

arg   parms
i.f   parms   =    I  '    then   parms   =    '8   6   any   2'

parse   var  parms   psleep   peat   si.de   repeats
T.eat   =   peat
T.sleep   =   psleep
T.veat   =   trunc(peat   /   2)
T.vsleep   =   trunc(psleep
1.f                  si.de   =    'L'    then

else   i.f   si.de   =    'R'    then

pl   =   .phil~new(1
p2   =    .phil~new(2
p3   =    .phi.1~new(3

p4   =    .phi.l~new(4
p5   =    .phi.l~new(5

/*  parameters   default   values:
/*   -sleep   =  8   sec,   eat   =   6
/*   -grab   forks   from  ANY   si.de
/*   -run   2   cycles

/*   random  vari.ati.ons
/*   -for  eat   and   sleep   times

e  =   100     /*left*/     /*   fork  side   can   be   Left,
e   =   0          /*rl.ght*/   /*   -Ri.ght,   or  Any   (random)

else   side   =   50        /*random*/

ml  =  pl~start("run`',T.,side,repeats)
m2

m3

m4

m5

p2~start ( " run '' , T . , s 1. de , repeats )
p3~start ( " run '` , T . , s i. de , repeats )
p4~start ( " run " , T . , s l. de , repeats )
p5~start ( '' run .I , T . , s i. de , repeats )

ml~resul t
m2~resul t
m3~resul t
m4~res u l t
m5~resul t
return  0
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/*  allocate  5   forks

/*   allocate   5   phi.1osophers

/*   tell   them  whi.ch   forks
/*   they  must   use

/*   start   the   5   phi.1osophers        */
/*  concurrently                                  */

/*  wai.t   for  the   5  message            */
/*  objects   to  complete                   */

T!.igITre g9.   Philosopher's Forks: Main Program
"I'm surprised at how straightforward it looks, Hanna," said Steve.
"The philosopher class is also quite simple," said Hanna [see Figure 90
on page 225].
"The jnjf method stores references to the fork objects and prepares an
output string for indentation. The rz/7} method loops through sleeping
and eating, picking up the forks, and laying them down again."
"It may look simple to you, Hanna," said Curt, "but that's because you
wrote it. Still, it is pretty short. Where's the magic?"
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::class  phil
::method   I.ni.t

expose  num  rfork   lfork  out
use  arg   num,   rfork,   lfork
out   =    I     '~copi.es(15*num-14)

::method  run
expose  num  rfork  lfork  out
use  arg  T.,   si.de,   repeats
x   =      random(1,100,ti.me('S')*num)
say   out    'Philosopher-'num
do   I.=1   to   repeats

/*   I.ni.ti.alizati.on                                  */
/*  store  fork  objects                    */

/*  prepare  output   l.ndentati.on  */

/*  run  through  the  cycle              */

/*   announce  who  you   are

sti.me   =   random(T.sleep-T.vsleep,T.sleep+T.vsleep)
Say  out    'Sleep-'sti.me
rc=Syssleep(sti.me)
say   out    'Wai.t'
1.f   random(1,100)   <   si.de   then   do

1 fork~pi. ckup ( 1, ' 1 eft I  , num)
rfork~pl. ckup (2 , ' ri ght ' , num)
end

else   do
rfork~pl. ckup ( 1, I ri ght I , num)
1 fork~pi ckup (2 ,  I 1 eft I , num)

/*   announce  you   are   sleepi.ng
/*   sleep   some   random  seconds
/*  announce  wai.t   for  forks
/*  whl.ch   fork   fl.rst   ?
/*     -pi.ck  up   left   fork
/*         then         rl' ght

/*     -pick  up   ri.ght   fork
/*         then         1 eft

end
etime   =   random(T.eat-T.veat,T.eat+T.veat)
say  out   'Eat-'eti.me
rc=Syssleep(eti.me)
1 fork~l aydown (num)
rfork~l aydown (mum)

end
say   out    'Done'
return   1

/*  announce  you   are  eating          */
/*  eat   some  random  seconds          */
/*   lay  down   both   forks                   */

/*   announce  you   are  done              */

FTgune 90.   Phtlosopher's Forks: Ph,ilosoph,er Class
"My secrets are hidden in the fork class," said Hanna. ``That's where
the concurrency and synchronization are managed, but Object REX
makes it pretty easy to do." [See Figure 91.]

::class  fork
::method   1.ni.t

expose   used
used  =  0

: :method   pi.ckup
expose  used
guard  on  when  used  =  0
used  =   1

: :method   laydown   unguarded
expose   used
used  =  0

/*   I.ni.ti.alizati.on                                 */

/*   1.nitialize   "used"   flag             */

/*   pi.ck  up  the  fork                           */

/*   WAIT   unti.l    "used"   flag   =   0   */
/*   set   "used"   flag   "occupi.ed"   */

/*  pay  down  the  fork                        */

/*   set   "used"   flag  to   "free"     */

I.ig|i:re 91.   Philosoph,er's Forks: Fork Class
"Ah," said Steve, ``now it starts to get interesting. Walk us through
this code, Hanna."
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"The fork's ztsecz variable is the key," Hanna explained.  ``It's initially
set to zero, indicating that the fork is free. The pzcfaz4p method changes
it to 1, but it contains a gztclrd instruction that forces it to wait until
the fork is free, which happens in the Zayczozu7t method."
"Sounds good," said Curt, "but let's see it in action!"

Hanna  started  the  program,  and  soon  the  window  was  filled  with
announcements of the philosophers' activities [see Figure 92].

Ph i l osopher-1
Sl eep-5

Phi.1osopher-2
Sl eep-10

Wait

Eat-8
************
************
************
************
************        Wal' t

sleep-5                            I
Eat-8
************
************

Wal. t                               ************
Sl eep-4

Phi 1 osopher-3
Sl eep-9

Phi.1osopher-4
Sl eep-9

W a l' t

Eat-6
Wal' t                               ************

************
************
************

Sl eep-12

Eat-4
************
************

************        Wai t                              ************
************
************
************
************
************

Done
Eat-5
************
************

Done
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Phi.1osopher-5
Sl eep-5

W a l' t

Eat-7
************
************
************

Sl eep-6

Sl eep-4
Wait
Eat-7
************        Wai t

wal' t                              ************               I
************
************

Done

Eat-3
Done

Eat-4
************
************
************

Done

T!.TgNIe 92.   Phtlosopher's Forks: Sample Output
The output has been enhanced with blocks of asterisks (*) to indi-
cate eating and vertical lines to indicate waiting. No more than
two philosophers can eat at the same time because of the shared
forks.

"Cool!" said Steve.  "I wonder if we could use a GUI builder to make
this look a bit more snazzy."
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"Sounds like  a great idea,  Steve,"  said Hanna.  "Why don't you try?
You've got Classy Cars running so smoothly, you probably don't have
anything better to do this week."
``Me  and my big mouth!"  said  Steve  with  a rueful  smile.  "I  guess  I
walked straight into that one. You knew that I would, didn't you? You
were just waiting for me to make that suggestion," he accused Hanna.
Her smile broadened, but she said nothing.

Visualizing Philosopher's Forks with a GUI

The next day, Steve came to the office late but looking rather smug.
He called Hanna and Curt over to his desk to show off the colorful GUI
version  of  the  philosopher's  forks.  He  started  his  Thinkpad  and
clicked on an icon to launch the application. A window opened and dis-
played Steve's inventive representation of the classical philosopher's
forks problem [see Figure 93].

F.TgITre 93.   Phtlosopher's Forks: GUI Layout
"I  implemented  philosophers  and  forks  as  push  buttons,  and  even
drew little buttons between the philosophers and the forks to indicate
their arms grabbing the forks," said Steve.
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"That looks great, but what happens when you run it?" asked Hanna.

Steve clicked on the Start button, and suddenly the colors and text on
the  push  buttons  started  changing.  Hanna  and  Curt  watched  the
unfolding story in admiration [see Figure 94].

T!TgITre 94.   Philosopher's Forks: GUI Run
"The philosophers are black while sleeping," Steve explained.
``They turn white while waiting for a fork," said Hanna.
"And they turn red while eating," remarked Curt. "The food must be
very spicy!„
"The forks also change colors," added Steve. "They turn green or blue,
depending on whether they are used as a left or a right fork. They turn
grey when they're not in use."
As the philosophers completed their specified number of sleeping and
eating cycles, they disappeared from the screen one by one. When all
had finished, the screen was reset with all the philosophers and forks
back in their initial colors.
"Marvelous," exclaimed Hanna, "that looks much better than my OS/2
window version."
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"Can it run any faster?" asked Curt.
"No problem," replied Steve, "1'11 set the sleep and eat times to  1 sec-
ond each and set it going again."
Steve did so. Now the buttons changed color much faster than before,
and the three cycles completed in less than 15 seconds.
"Now let's really soup this up," said Steve. He set the times to 0 sec-
onds and started again. Colors and text flashed rapidly across the but-
tons, and in just about 5 seconds it was all over.
Steve then set the number of cycles to 30 and started the application.
Nothing happened.  Steve turned white, as white as the five philoso-
phers who were all waiting for a fork.
"What's happening?" asked Curt.
"It's a deadlock!" exclaimed Hanna. "Look, all the forks are green. All
the philosophers happened to grab their left forks at the same time,
and now they're all waiting for their right forks. How do you get out of
this mess, Steve?"
Steve closed the window while he searched for a solution. "1'11 have to
add an interrupt button to take away the forks from the philosophers
and end the deadlock," he said.
"That should do the trick," said Hanna, "and it will also allow you to
interrupt the program while it's running."
"That won't take long to do," said Steve.

The three members of the Hacurs team enjoyed a hot, spicy lunch at a
little Mexican restaurant near their office. Shortly after returning to
his  desk,  Steve  called  Hanna  and  Curt  over  and  showed  them the
upgraded application.
"How do you interrupt the application?" asked Hanna.

Steve just smiled and clicked on the Start button. It disappeared, and
a  red  Interrupt  button  appeared  in  its  place  as  the  application
started running.
"Sneaky!" said Hanna.
"When I  click on the Interrupt button,  the philosophers  quit their
cycle at the end of their current sleep or eat phase, and that makes the
application stop," Steve explained, demonstrating this function as he
spoke.
"Let's see if you can break a deadlock," said Curt. "Can you force one?"
"Sure," Steve responded.  "1'11 set the For fas field to I  [left].  This will
make all philosophers grab the left fork, and we'11 get a deadlock."
Steve followed this procedure and was able to create a deadlock, then
break it by using the Interrupt button.
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The philosopher's forks in pictures

After we finished writing this book, we created a funny version of the
application, using bitmaps, pictures, and sound. The funny applica-
tion is shipped with the other samples.
The funny application is stored in subdirectory  PHI LFORK\Zdl. al Fun . It
uses Dr. Dialog as the GUI, but instead of colored push buttons, bit-
maps of faces, hands,  and forks are shown. When the philosophers
are  eating,  they  become  real  people,  and  the  cake  in  the  middle
slowly disappears. In addition, one philosopher talks.

GUI Design of the Philosopher's Forks with Dr. Dialog
"Were you able to reuse the logic I developed for the OS/2 window?"
asked Hanna.
"Oh yes, almost all of it," replied Steve. "I needed new code to change
the color and text of all the buttons. I wanted to put as little code in
the  GUI builder as  possible,  so I put your main logic into  a Sfclrfer
class and all the GUI methods into a GUT class. I put the class defini-
tions into an external file, using the same approach we took for the car
dealer application."

Steve continued, "The GUI builder contains only three little pieces of
code:

[1]  ``Initialization when the window is opened,
[2]  "Clicking on the Start button, and
[3]  "Clicking on the Interrupt button."
Steve opened the GUI builder and showed the code to Hanna and Curt
[see Figure 95].

Window   open:

Start  button:

address    "NULL"

parms   =    `8   6   Any   3'

parse   var  parms   sleep  eat   si.de   repeats
teat . text (eat)
tsl eep . text (sl eep)
trepeat . text (repeats )
tfork.text(si.de)

• g u 1' ~ 1` n i t i a 1 1' z e

startit  =   .starter~new

eat  =  teat.text()

/*   default   values                      */

/*  set  entry  fi.elds                 */

/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   Gul   class         */
/*  prepare  starter  object  */

/*  get   entry  fi.elds                 */
sleep   =   tsleep.text()
si.de   =   translate(left(tfork.text(),1))
repeats  =  trepeat.text()

/*  run  the  starter  object  */
smsg  =  startit~start(']runphils",eat,sleep,side,repeats)

Interrupt  button:    startit~interrupt                                                       /*   i.nterrupt  method                */

T!.TgNIe 95.   Phtlosopher's Forks GUI: GUI Bui,lder Logic
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"The Sfclrfer class comes from your old main program, Hanna," Steve
continued. "I added an j7tferrz4pf method to lay down all forks. I set a
switch in the .Zoccbz  environment,  and interrogate this  switch in the
j7}£errz/pf method of the philosophers." [See Figure 96.]

::class   starter

::method   I.ni.t

expose   fl   f2   f3   f4   f5   pl   p2   p3   p4   p5
call    RXFuncAdd    'Syssleep',    'Rexxuti.l',     'Syssleep'
fl   =   .fork~new(1)
f2   =   .fork~new(2)
f3   =   .fork~new(3)
f4   =   .fork~new(4)
f5   =   .fork~new(5)

pl   =    .phil~new(1,f5,fl)
p2   =    .phi.l~new(2,fl,f2)
p3   =    .phi.l~new(3,f2,f3)
p4   =    .phil~new(4,f3,f4)
p5   =    .phi.l~new(5,f4,f5)

::method   runphils
expose   pl   p2   p3   p4   p5
use   arg   T.eat,   T.sleep,   si.de,   repeats
.gui~hidestart
T.veat   =   trunc(T.eat   /   2)
T.vsleep   =   trunc(T.sleep   /   2)
1.f                side   =    'L'    then   si.de   =   100      /*left*/
else   I.f   si.de   =    'R'    then   si.de   =   0           /*ri.ght*/

else   si.de   =   50        /*random*/
.local  [INT.FLAG]    =   0

do   1'=1   to   5

. gui ~col orFork (i , ' free I , ' free ' )
end
ml   =   pl~start("run",T.,si.de,repeats)
m2   =   p2~start("run",T.,si.de,repeats)
m3   =   p3~start("run",T.,si.de,repeats)
m4   =   p4~start("run",T.,si.de,repeats)
m5   =   p5~start("run",T.,side,repeats)
ml~resul t
m2~resul t
m3~result
m4~res u l t
m5~result
do   1.=1   to   5

.gui~col orphi 1  (i , ' bl ack' ,  I phi I  I , ` Phi l -I i , ' show' )

. gui~col orFork(i , ' fork . , ' Fork-' i )
end
.gui~showstart
return  0

: :method  interrupt  unguarded
expose   f 1   f2   f3   f4   f5
.Iocal[INT.FLAG]    =   1
f l~l aydown
f2~l aydown
f3~1 aydown
f4~1 aydown
f5~1 aydown

/*   create   phi.1osophers   and   forks   */

/*   start   the  5   phi.losophers   */

/*  hide  the   start  button  */

/*  initialize  i.nterrupt  flag  */

/*  start  them  here  */

/*  wai.t   for   fini.sh   */

/*   show  start   button   */

/*   interrupt   button   cli.cked  */

/*  set  the  interrupt  flag  */
/*   lay   down   all    forks   */

T!.TgITre 96.   Phtlosopher's Forks GUI: Starter Class
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"I took your Phzzosapher class and added calls to the GUT class to man-
age the color and text of all the buttons," said Steve. "I also added an
Z7?£errz4pf  method  that  is  invoked  after both  eating  and  sleeping,  to
check whether the user has clicked on the Interrupt button." [Figure
97.]

::class   phi.l

::method   l'nl't
expose   num   rfork   lfork
use   arg   num,   rfork,   lfork

::method   run
expose   num   rfork   lfork
use   arg   T.,   side,   repeats
x   =      random(1,100,ti.me('S')*num)
do   i=1   to   repeats

sti.me   =   random(T.sleep-T.vsleep,T.sleep+T.vsleep)
. gui~col orphi I (nun, 'yel I owl , I sl eep ' , ' Sl eep-' stime)
rc=Syssleep(sti.me)
if  self~interrupt  then  return  0
. gui~col orphi I (nun, ' bl ack' , 'wai t ` , ' Wai t ' )
i.f   random(1,100)   <   si.de   then   do

1 fork~pi. ckup ( 1,  I l eft '  , num)
rfork~pi ckup (2 , ' ri. ght ' , num)

end
else   do

rfork~pi. ckup ( 1,  I ri. ght I  , num)
1 f o r k~p 1' c

if  self~interrupt  then  return  0
eti.me   =   random(T.eat-T.veat,T.eat+T.veat)
. gui~col orphi I (nun, 'yel I owl , I eat ' , ' Eat-' etime)
rc=Syssleep(eti.me)
l fork~l aydown (num)
rfork~1 aydown (num)
if  self~interrupt  then  return  0

end
. gui~col orphi I (nun, ' bl ack' , ' phi I  ' , I Phi I -` nun, I hi de ' )
return   1

: :method  interrupt
expose   num   rfork   lfork
if   .Iocal[INT.FLAG]   =   0   then   return   0           /***   check   the   i.nterrupt   flag   ***/
l fork~l aydown (num)
rfork~l aydown (num)
. gui.~col orphi l  (num,  'yel l ow I  ,  I sl eep '  ,  I Interrupt I )
return   1

FLgNIe 97 .   Phtlosopher's Forks GUI.. Philosopher Class
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"I took your Forfa class and added a small amount of code to invoke the
GUT class for color and text changes," Steve continued [Figure 98.]

::class   fork

::method   l'nl't
expose   num   used
use   arg   num
used   =   0

:  :method   pi.ckup
expose   num   used
use   arg   seq,1eftri.ght,   pnum
. gui~col orLi nk(nun, I wai t ' , pnum)

guard   on   when   used   =   0
used   =   1
. gui ~col orFork (nun , I eftri ght , seq ' -' I eftri ght)
. gui ~col orLi nk(nun , I eftri ght , pnum)

: :method   laydown   unguarded
expose   num   used
use   arg   pnum
. gui ~col orFork(mum, ' free ' , ' free I )
I.f   pnum   \=    '  I    then    .gui~colorLink(nun,`free',pnum)
used   =   0

F.TgNIe 98.   Philosopher's Forks GUI: Fork Class
"The  GUI  class  handles  all  the  changes  in  color  and text,  and  also
hides  and  shows  the  Start  and  Interrupt  buttons  when  needed."
[Figure 99 on page 234.]
"That's  a  smart  design,  Steve,"  said  Hanna.  "By  separating all  the
GUI logic from the model, you've made it very easy to implement the
application   with  Vispro/REX   or  Watcom  VX.REX.   The   only
changes would be in the GUI class and the three interactions in the
GUI builder."
"Hey that sounds like a great idea!" exclaimed Steve. "Why don't you
try it out, Hanna? As you say, it should be really easy. And you don't
have anything better to do this week, do you?"
Hanna tried to give Steve a hard glare, but her lips kept quivering
into a smile. He was only returning the favor she had done him the
day before.
"Well-I'm prepared to tackle Vispro/REX if Curt will  do Watcom
VX.REX," said Hanna. She and Steve turned to look expectantly at
Curt.
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::class   gul.

::method   I.ni.tialize  class
expose   color.
color.black      =    '#0   0   0`
color.yellow   =    '#255   255   0'
color.sleep     =    '#0   0   0'
color.wai.t        =    '#255   255   255
color.eat           =    '#255   0   0'
color.free        =    '#200   200   200
color.left        =    '#0   255   0`
color.right      =    '#0   0   255'
color.phi.I          =    '#0255255'
color.fork        =    `#255   255   0'

-Black 9
-Yellow   f

-Whl`te
-Red
-   Gray
-   Green
-Blue
-Turqol'se
-Yellow

::method   colorphi.1   class
expose   color.
use   arg   num,   fcol,   bcol,   text,   hi.d
address    ''NULL"

i. nterpret   "phi. l ''num" . col or( I + .  , val ue ( I col or.  I fcol ) )
i. nterpret   "phi. l `'num'' . col or( I -I  , val ue ( I col or.  I bcol ) )
i.nterpret   .'phi.l ''num".text(text)"
I.f   hi.d   =    'hi.de'    then   i.nterpret   "phi.l"num".hi.de()"
i.f   hi.d   =    'show'    then   i.nterpret    ''phi.l''num.I.show()''

::method  colorFork  class
expose   color.
use   arg   num,   col,   text
address    .'NULL.I

I. nterpret   "fork`'num" . col or( I -I  , val ue ( I col or.  I col ) ) ''
i.nterpret   ''fork`'num''.text(text).I

::method   colorLink  class
expose   color.
use   arg   num,    col,   pnum
address    `'NULL.I

i.f   pnum   =   num

then   PBi.d   =   word('pfll   pf22   pf33   pf44   pf55',num)
else   PBi.d   =   word('pf21   pf32   pf43   pf54   pfl5',num)

i. nterpret   pBi. d '' . col or ( ' -I  , val ue ( ' col or.  I col ) ) ``

: :method  showstart  class
address    ''NULL.I    i.nterrupt.hi.de()
address   "NULL''   start.show()

::method  hidestart  class
address   "NULL"   start.hi.de()
address   ''NULL''    i.nterrupt.show()

F.\gure99.   Philosopher's Forks GUI.. GUI Class for Dr. Dialog
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"Hey, why drag me into this fight?" he asked. `You two are doing so
well on your own." But their gazes did not waver from his face, and
after a while he said, "Look, I can't promise anything. Unlike you two
loafers, I've got to chase around the marketplace and find new busi-
ness opportunities. But 1'11 have a look at it. Just tell me what server
subdirectory you've put this stuff into."
This offer was met by cheers from Hanna and Steve, and the team set-
tled down to work.

GUI Design of the Philosopher's Forks with Vispro/REXX

The next morning, Curt came in very late, looking tired. Hanna was
able to show Steve and Curt the philosopher's forks application run-
ming with a VisproAIEXX GUI.  It looked identical to the Dr.  Dialog
version and appeared to behave exactly the same.
"I have to invoke the GUI Z7ij£Zc[Zjze method with the current zuZ7tczozu

variable," Hanna explained. "I need the window identification in the
class to set color and text. And that's all there is to it. As you can see,
it  follows  pretty  much  the  same  pattern  as  your  Dr.  Dialog  logic,
Steve." [Figure 100.]
"It looks great, Hanna," Steve replied. He turned to Curt. "So, Mr. Ace
Salesman, did you bring in any new business last night, or did you get
a chance to look at the Watcom VX. REX version of this application?"
"As it happened, my daughter woke us at three A.M. last night, and I
couldn't get back to sleep," said Curt. "I had a stab at porting the code
to Watcom VX.REX, and this is how it turned out."

::class   gui.

::method   initi.all.ze   class
expose   color.   window
use   arg   wi.ndow
color.black      =    'BLACK`

color.yellow   =    'YELLOW'

color.sleep     =   0
color.wal.t         =   255*65536+255*256+255
color.eat           =   255*65536
color.free        =   200*65536+200*256+200
color.left        =   255*256
color.rl.ght      =   255
color.phl.l         =   255*256+255
color.fork        =   255*65536+255*256

/*   -Black   foreground
/*   -Yellow   foreground
/*#0        0        0        -Black
/*   #255   255   255   -White
/*#2550        0             Red
/*   #200   200   200
/*   #0       2550

Gray
Green

/*#0        0        255   -Blue
/*#0        255   255   -Turqoi.se
/*#2552550        -Yellow

T!igITre TOO. (Part 1 of 2) Philosopher's Forks GUI: GUI Cl,ass for
Vispro / REXX
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::method   colorphi.l    class
expose   color.   wi.ndow
use   arg   num,   fcol,   bcol,   text,   hid
Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,'PHIL

Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,'PHIL

num,  '  FORECOLOR '  , val ue ( I col or.  ' fcol )

num,  I BACKCOLORRGB I  , val ue (  ' col or.  ' bcol )

Call    Vpsetltemvalue   wi.ndow,  'PHIL'  I  |num,text
i.f   hi.d   =    'hi.de'    then   Call    Vpltem   wl.ndow,'PHIL

i.f   hi.d   =    'show'    then   Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,'PHIL
num,  I  HIDE I

num,  '  SHOW '

::method   colorFork   class
expose   color.   wi.ndow
use   arg   num,   col,   text
Cal  1     Vpltem   wi. ndow,  I  FORK'  I  I num,  ' BACKCOLORRGB I  ,val ue( I col or.  I col )

Call    Vpsetltemvalue   wi.ndow,  I  FORK'  I  |num,text

::method   colorLi.nk   class
expose   color.   wi.ndow
use   arg   num,    col,   pnum
1.f   pnum   =    num

then    PBi.d   =   word('PF11    PF22    PF33    PF44   PF55',num)

else   PBi.d    =   word('PF21    PF32    PF43    PF54   PF15',num)

Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,    PBi.d,     'BACKCOLORRGB',    value('color.'col)

::method   showstart   class
expose   wi.ndow
Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,     'INTERRUPT',     'HIDE'

Call    Vpltem   wi.ndow,     'START',     'SHOW'

::method   hidestart   class
expose   wi.ndow
Call    Vpltem   window,     'START',     'HIDE'

Call     Vpltem   wi.ndow,     'INTERRUPT',     'SHOW'

T!Lgrme "J. (Part 2 of 2) Philosopher's Forks GUI: GUI Class for
Vispro / REXX

GUI Design of the Philosopher's Forks with Watcom VX.REXX

Curt flipped open his Thinkpad and snapped it out of its hibernation.
He clicked on an icon, and the now-familiar image of the philosopher's
forks GUI implementation opened on the screen. Curt took the appli-
cation through its paces,  and the philosophers  dined and slept once
again.  Hanna  and  Steve  placed  their  Thinkpads  alongside  Curt's.
There were no visible differences between the three implementations
of the application.
"Well done, Curt!" said Hanna. "Show us how you coded it."

Curt  started  up  Watcom  VX.REX  and  opened  the  philosopher's
forks  project.  "The  basic  logic  turned  out  pretty  much  the  same  as
yours, Steve," he said [see Figure 101].
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::class   gui

::method   i.ni.tiali.ze   class
expose   color.   gui.name.
use   arg   guiname.
color.black      =   "(0,0,0)"
color.yellow   =   "(255,255,0)"
color.sleep      =   ,,(0'0,0)„
color.wai.t         =    ''(255,255,255)
color.eat           =   "(255,0,0)"
color.free        =   "(200,200,200)
color.left        =   "(0,255,0)"
color.right      =    '[(0,0,255)"
color.phil          =    ''(0,255,255)"
color.fork        =   "(255,255,0)"

81 ack

W h 1' t e

Red

Gray
Green
Blue

Turqoi se
Yel 1 ow

::method   colorphil    class
expose   color.    gui.name.
use   arg   num,   fcol,   bcol,   text,   hid
Call    VRset   value('guiname.PB   PHIL'num),    ''Forecolor'',    value('color.'fcol)

"Backcolor",    value(.color.'bcol),    ,
''Capt,'On",   text

if   hid   =    'hide'    then   Call    VRset   value('guiname.PB   PHIL'num)

I.f   hi.d   =    'show'    then   Call    VRset   value('gui.name.PB-PHIL'num)

::method   colorFork   class
expose   color.   guiname.
use   arg   num,   col,   text
Call    VRset   value('gui.name.PB   FORK'num),    "Backcolor",    value(.color.'col),

"Captl`On",    text

::method   colorLink   class
expose   color.   guiname.
use   arg   num,    col,    pnum
if   pnum   =   num

then    PBid   =   word('PB    11    PB   22    PB   33    PB   44   PB_55',nun)

else   PBi.d   =   word(tpB-21   PB-32   PB-43   PB-54   PB_15',nun)
Call    VRset   value('gui.naFe.'PBTd),    "BackcoTor'',    value('color.'col)

::method   showstart   class
expose   gui.name.
Call    VRset    value('gui.name.'PB    INTERRUPT),     ']Vi.si.ble",    0

Call    VRset   value('gui.name.'PB-START),    ''Vi.si.ble",1

::method   hi.destart   class
expose   gui.name.
Call    VRset   value('guiname.'PB   START),    ''Vi.si.ble'',    0

Call    VRset   value('gui.name.'PB-INTERRUPT),    "Visi.ble'',1

return

I.igITre T01.   Philosopher's Forks GUI: GUI Class for Watcom
VI.REXX
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"But  then  I  hit  a  snag,"  Curt  continued.  "Every  object  in  Watcom
VX.REX has  a  ncb77ae  property,  which  is  assigned  a  unique  value
when it's created. These object names are global within a file but are
hidden between files, so it's impossible to use them between different
Object REX concurrent activities. But in addition to the name prop-
erty, every object has a unique internal name assigned when it's cre-
ated. This isn't available at design time because the internal name of
an object is assigned only at run time. But the internal name can be
obtained through the sezf property of the object. To be able to pick up
the internal names and use them, I had to store all the GUI names
into a stem 6z4j7tcme. ), which I passed to the GUI I.7tz.£jcEZzze method":

gui._names   =   . array~of ( PB_11, PB_21, PB_22 , PB_32 , PB_33 , PB_43 , PB_44 , PB_54 , PB_55 , PB_15 ,
PB   Phill,PB   Phil2,PB   Phi.13,PB   Phi.14,PB   Phi.15,PB    Interrupt,    ,

PB=Forkl,PB=Fork2,PB=Fork3,PB=Fork4,PB-Fork5,PB-Start)
do   i.name   over  gui._names

gui.name.i.name   =   VRGet(i.name,''Self")
end
.gui.~i.ni.tiali.ze(gul.name.)

"Great job, Curt," said Steve. "If you'd been a bit quicker to volunteer,

you might have had an easier job on your hands. But this implementa-
tion looks pretty neat to me."
"It looks  like  we've  all  come up  with the  goods,"  said Hanna.  "As  a
reward, why don't we treat ourselves to a good lunch?"
"That's a great idea!" said Steve and Curt. They turned on the voice
mail system, closed the office, and set out for their favorite restaurant.
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ing Oleject
and the

Sannple
Applications
In this chapter, we discuss the installation of Object REX and how to
install and run the sample applications of this redbook.

Content of the CD
The CD distributed with this redbook contains:

D  Object REXX, for installation on your machine
I  The sample applications, ready to run from the CD
I  The sample applications, for installation on your machine
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Installation of Object REXX
Object REX must be installed on your machine to  run any of the
sample applications. Run the JIVsrALZ, program in the CD directory
OBJREXX and follow the instructions of the installation program.

Make Object REX the default REXX by rebooting the machine, then
proceed with the sample applications.
Object REX provides the SwfrcHRX command to switch between
classic REX and Object REX. Reboot is necessary after each switch.

Running the Sample Applications from the CD
The  CD  directories  CARDEAL  and  PHILFORK  contain  an  executable  ver-
sion of the sample applications.
Use the CAR-RUIV command in the  CARDEAL  directory to start any of
the car dealer applications, or run the PHJLFORK programs in any of
the subdirectories of PHI LFORK.

Alternatively,  start the RED-RUIV program in the  CARDEAL  directory,
then play with the  sample  applications  as  described in Rz47t7%.7tg fhe
Sample ALpplications on page giv58 .

Note: You can run the car dealer application only with FAT persis-
tence  and  without  the  SOM Pclrf  class.  We  strongly  recommend  to
install the sample applications on your machine and experiment with
the D82 version of the car dealer application.

Installing the Sample Applications
The  sample  applications  are  delivered  on  the  CD  in  the  CAR-INST
directory as five .ZIP files and an installation program:
I  CARDEAL.ZIP - car dealer base application
I  CARMED1.ZIP -multimedia data (factsheets, video)
I  CARMED2.ZIP -multimedia data (bitmaps)
I  CARMED3.ZIP -multimedia data (audio)
I  PHILFORK.ZIP - philosopher's forks application
I  INSTALL.CMD -installation command-start here
I  RED_INST.EXE - installation program
I  UNZIP32.EXE -unzip program
I  READ.ME -latest information and pointers to the Internet
I  VROBJ.DLL - needed to run VX.REXX applications
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Prerequisites for the Sample Applications

The sample program requires the following:
I  The system must run under OS/2 Warp.
I  Object REX must be installed and run as the default REX.
I  D82/2 Version 2 must be installed to use the BLOBs for multime-

dia data.
D  D82/2 Version 1 must be minimally installed to run the applica-

tion with D82.
I  OS/2  Multimedia support must be installed for audio  and video

play; without it, only the color pictures of the cars can be seen.
I  Dr. Dialog must be installed to modify or test the Dr. Dialog appli-

cations; it is not needed for execution only.
I  VisproAIEXX Version 2.1 or 3.0 must be installed to modify or test

the Vispro/REX applications; it is not needed for execution only.
D  Watcom VX.RE2ex Version 2.1 must be installed to modify or test

the   Watcom   VX.REX   applications;   for   execution   only   the
vrobj . dl 1  file from the installation directory is needed.

D  SOM Toolkit 2.1 must be installed to run the SOM compiler for
the part class in SOM; it is not needed for execution only.

I  Cset++  or VisuaIAge  C++  is  required to  compile  the  SOM  Part
class; it is not needed for execution only.

Installation Program

Start the installation using the JNS7lALL command.
The installation program preforms a number of pre-installation tasks
on your system:
I  Log on to the system, by default as user z4serzd
I  Interrogate the OS2 . INI  file for a previous installation of the sam-

ple application
I  Check Object REXX WPS registration, run WPSJNsr if needed
I  Check whether the redbook WPS folder already exists
I  Check whether D82/2 is installed on your system and which Ver-

sion it is (only Version 2 can store BLOBs)

I  Start D82/2 and check whether the DEALERDB database exists
Finally, the installation menu is displayed with check marks for items
that have not yet been done (see Figure 102).
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FLgITre 102,.   Instal,lction Program: User Interface

The installation program delivered with the code consists of two dis-
tinct steps:

1.  Installation of the code, including update of the environment and
preparation of a folder

2.  Setup of D82 for persistent storage
Choose the target directories for the two applications. Use the check
buttons  to  run  only  selected  portions  of the  install  program.  When
ready, click on the Run Step 1 push button.
The   target   directories   are   recorded   in   OS2.INI    as   application
OREREED and redisplayed automatically when the install program
is  restarted.  A  command file,  sysl.nl. .cmd,  is  provided  in  the  Instal 1
subdirectory to display and delete this information.
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Installation of the Code

Step 1 of the installation consists of:
I  Installation of the car dealer application
I  Installation of the philosopher's forks application
I  Updating of confi. g . sys

I  Creation of a folder with icons for all applications

Installing the Car Dealer and Philosopher's Forks Applications
The code is delivered as .ZIP files, which are unzipped into the target
directories  in  the  first  two  steps.  A progress  panel  is  shown  while
unzipping the code (Figure 103).
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"gITre T03.   Installation Program: Progress W'indou]

A similar progress window is displayed when installing the philoso-
pher's forks application.

update of Con fig.Sys
Confi. g . sys  will be updated by the installation program, affecting two
lines:

I  SET PATH has the CARDEAL directory added. This is necessary so
that Object REX finds the code when testing from a GUI builder.

I  SET SOMJR  has  the  SOM. IR  file  of the  CARDEAL  directory  added.
This  is  necessary when  running the  application  with  the  SOM
Pcbrf class.
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Rebooting is necessary only before running the car dealer application
from a directory other than the CARDEAL directory-for example, when
testing with a GUI builder.
The changes to conf l. g . sys are shown in Figure 104.

FTgITre L04.   Installation Program: Conftg.Sys Update

Click  on  the  Prepare  Update  push button  and the  changed  con-
f l. g . sys  will be displayed in a window. The actual update on the hard
disk must be confirmed.

Create the ObjectRexx Redbook Folder
The last step of Phase 1 creates a nice OZ>y.ec*Re## Reczboofa folder with
icons for all applications and setup programs. While the folder is being
created, a progress window is shown (Figure 105).
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Creating a Desktop  FOLder.„
Folder created:  ObjectFtexx Ftedhook
Program created: ObjectRexx Redhook^Installation
Program created: OhjectFlexx Ftedbook^Application Hun Menu
Program created: Car Dealer^Setup Storage  and St]M
Program  created: Car  Dealer  Command^l]un  ASCII  or  GUI
Program created: Car Dealer^Pun  AScll
Program created: Car Dealer^Run  DrDialog
Program created: Car Dealer^Run  Vi§Pro/Ftexx
Program created: Car Dealer^Plun  Vx-F}exx
Program created: Car Dealer^F}un  Workplace  Shell
Folder  created:  Car  Dealer D82 Setup^Folder
Program created: Car Dealer^Table Setup fr Load
Program created: Car Dealer^Table Load
Program  created:  Car  DeaLer^MULti-Media  Load
Folder created: Philospher`s Forks^Folder
Program  created: Philosopher's  Fork§^DrDialog
Program created: Philosopher`s  Forks^Vispropexx
Program  created:  Philo5opher`s  Fork5^VxFtexx

Philosopher's  Forks^Funnu-Faces

FLqure Tf)5.   Installati,on Program: Folder Creati,on

Figure 106 shows the Oar.ec£Re#x Redboofe folder as installed, and Fig-
ure 107 shows the Philosopher's Forks folder when opened.
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FLgITre Tf J6.   ObjectRexx Red,book Folder
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T!.igrme Tf fl.   Philosopher's Forks Folder

Table 18 shows icons that are available in the two folders.

Table 18.   (Part 1 of3) Icons of the ObjectRexx Redbook Folder
Icon Description

E ObjectRexx Redbook Installation program. Use this icon to redo cer-
tain steps of the installation, such as recreating the folder and rede-

ObjectF\ex<PedbookInstallation fining and reloading the D82 tables.

EiObjectBe"BedbookAppli[ationPunMenu
ObjectRexx Redbook Application Run Menu (see Figure 110 on page
253). This icon permits access to all the sample programs.

RECarDealerD82SetupFolder
Car Dealer D82 Setup Folder with icons to rerun table definition
and load programs. The D82 implementation programs can run out-
side the installation program using the icons in this folder.

*ffiirEL!

Car Dealer Setup Storage and SOM. Use this icon to set up persis-
tent storage for the car dealer application and to choose whether the

iasaia+AisefftsCarDealer Part class should run from Object REX or SOM. The option
Setup Storage and SOM remains in effect until changed.

I,.,.I,i.I Car Dealer Run ASCII Window Program (car-aui. . cmd ). Start the
t`i€i,RES*sO,CarDealerPunAScll ASCII version in an OS/2 window.

I.:.;!-ii Car Dealer Run ASCII or GUI (car-run . cmd ). Start any of the car
-Z88rmCarDealBrCommanc]BunAScllorGUI dealer programs in ASCII or GUI.
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Table 18.   (Part 2 of 3) Icons of the ObjectRexx Redbook Folder
Icon Description

±CarDealerBunDrDialog Run Car Dealer Dr. Dialog GUI program.

4>CarDealerF}unvisprc]/F`exx Run Car Dealer VisproffiE2ex GUI program.

ECarDealerF}unVx-Fiexx Run Car Dealer Watcom VX.REX GUI program.

EECarDealerBunWorkplac:eShell Run Car Dealer Workplace Shell Demonstration (carshow . cmd ). Start
the WPS program that visualizes all car dealer data as WPS folders.
This program runs for quite a long time.

E]DrDialcD
Dr. Dialog Development Folder Shadow (Car Dealer). Access the Dr.
Dialog development environment.

EEV'i3Pt.OCD
VisproAIEXX Development Folder Shadow (Car Dealer). Access the
Vispro/REX development environment.

E]VxFie"CD
Watcom VX.RE2ex Development Folder (Car Dealer). Access the
Watcom VX.REX development environment.

EPhilospher'sFc)rksFolder
Philosopher's Forks Folder. This folder gives access to the philoso-
pher's forks GUI applications.

=Philc)sopher'sForksDrDialog Run Philosopher's Forks Dr. Dialog.

4}Philosopher'sForksVisprc]Fiexx Run Philosopher's Forks Vispro/RE2ex.

BPhilosopher'sForksVxFiexx Run Philosopher's Forks Watcom VX.REX.
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Table 18.   (Part 3 of3) Icons of the ObjectRexx Redbook Folder
Icon Description

SPhilosopher'sForksFunny-Faces Run Philosopher's Forks Funny-Face application.

E]DrDialpF
Dr. Dialog Development Folder Shadow (philosopher's forks). Access
the Dr. Dialog development environment.

ffiVispropF
Vispro/REX Development Folder Shadow (philosopher's forks).
Access the Vispro/REX development environment.

E]`\/xFte"PF
Watcom VX.REX Development Folder Shadow (philosopher's
forks). Access the Watcom VX.REX development environment.

E3ZdialFun Development Folder Shadow for the funny-face application.

Note: The shadows of the GUI development folders give direct access
to   the   appropriate   development   environment   if  that   product   is
installed.

D82 Setup

Step 2 of the application prepares an existing D82/2 system for the car
dealer application.  This setup is optional; the car dealer application
can run purely with file persistent storage. This step can be run imme-
diately after Step 1, or at any time later. At initialization of the instal-
1ation program, D82/2 is started and checked for its Version (1 or 2).
Click on the Run Step 2 push button to:
I  Define the D82 database
I  Define the tables in the database
I  Load the tables with sample data

Define the D82 Database
The D82 database has the name DEALERDB. The disk drive for the
database can be selected in the entry field. Be patient while D82 per-
forms this lengthy step; a progress panel is not displayed.
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Define the D82 Tables
The data is stored in seven tables, one for each of the five classes and
two for the in:in relationships between the classes.
If D82/2 Version 2 is installed, the vehicle table contains the extra
BLOB column for multimedia data, and two table spaces are defined
to separate the basic vehicle data from the BLOB data.
With D82/2 Version 1, only basic data can be stored in D82. The mul-
timedia application is still available, running from the file system.
The DDL statements are shown in a progress window while they are
executed (see Figure 108).
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T!.TgNIe "8.   Installation Progrcrm: D82 Table Definition

This step can be rerun at any time to redefine the tables-for example,
when upgrading D82 to Version 2.
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Load the D82 Tables
The tables are loaded using a load program that reads the sample data
provided in the SampData directory. For D82/2 Version 2, multimedia
data is loaded in addition into the BLOB column. A progress window
is shown while loading the tables (see Figure 109).
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T!.ygNIe Tf J®.   Installation Program.. D82 Table Load

This step can be rerun at any time to reinitialize the tables with the
original data.
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Running the Sample Applications
A menu program to run the sample applications is distributed with
the  code  (icon  ObjectRexx  Redbook  Application  Run  Menu).
When the program is started, the window shown in Figure 110 is dis-
played.

FLgITre L]0.   Running the Sample Applications

From this menu,  all four versions of the car dealer application, the
sample Workplace  Shell folder demonstration program,  and all five
versions of the philosopher's forks can be run.
For  the  car  dealer  application,  select  the  persistent  storage  and,
optionally, the SOM Porf class.
For the philosopher's forks, select the initial values of the sleep and
eat times, forks sequence, and number of cycles, then invoke any one
of the programs with those values.
Have fun exploring the variations of the two applications.
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Running the Car Dealer Application on the World Wide Web

To run the car dealer application on the Web:
I  Install  the  IBM  Internet  Connection  Server  on  a machine  with

access to the CARDEAL directory.

I  Tailor the configuration file (httpd . cnf ) as described in Cztsfo77}Zz-
ing the File Organization on the Web Server on paLge 20L. The con-
figuration  must point to  the  CARDEAL\WWW  subdirectory for
HTML files and CGI programs.

I  Start the car dealer application on the server in a window:
d:\CARDEAL\WWW\carstart   db2   wai.t

Or
d:\CARDEAL\WWW\carstart   fi.le   wai.t

I  Use a Web browser, for example the IBM WebExplorer, and point
to the server:

http : //hostname/cardeal /hacurs . htm

I  Use the hot links to invoke difference pieces of the application.
I  When done, stop the car dealer application (press <E7tfer> in the

window where you started it) and the server.

Installed Sample Applications
The distributed code is installed in two main directories, one for the
car dealer application, and one for the philosopher's forks. By default,
these directories  are named  CARDEAL  and  PHILFORK, but any name  can
be given.

Car Dealer Directory

Within the CARDEAL directory the code is structured into many sub-
directories, as shown in Tables 19-35.

Table 19. (Part 1 of2) Files of the CARDEAL Directory.  Master
directory of car dealer application.

Filename Description
red-run.exe Runtime menu for applications

car-run.cmd Program to run car dealer with FAT, D82, or RAM

rxfctsql.cmd Program to load REX-D82 functions

carerror.cmd Program to check for proper directory

carmodel.cfg Active configuration (copy of FAT, D82, or RAM)

son.ir SOM interface repository for the car dealer application
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Table 19.   (Part 2 of2) Files of the CARDEAL Directory.  Master
directory of car dealer application.

Filename Description
install.cmd Install program to recreate database or folder

red-inst.exe GUI installation program (called by 1. nstal 1. cmd)

Table 20.  Files of the sampdata subdirectory.  Master     files     with
sample data.  Used as initial state for FAT persistent storage
and to load the sample data into D82 tables.

Filename Description
customer.dat Master file with sample customer data

vehicle.dat Master file with sample vehicle data

workord.dat Master file with sample work order data

service.dat Master file with sample service item data

part.dat Master file with sample part data

Table 21.  Files of the Base Subdirectory.  Base   class   definitions   for
objects in storage.

Filename Description
carcust.cls Base class definition for customers

carvehi.cls Base class definition for vehicles

carwork.cls Base class definition for work orders

carserv.cls Base class definition for service items

carpart.cls Base class definition for parts, a copy of part . orl.  or part . som

part.ori Base class definition for parts in Object REXX

part.som Base class definition for parts in SOM

cardeal.cls Car dealer class for initialization and termination

persist.cls Class for definition of persistent methods

Table 22. (Part 1 of2) Files of the FAT Subdirectory.  Class   defini-
tions for persistent objects in files.

Filename Description
carcust.cls FAT class definition for customers

carvehi.cls FAT class definition for vehicles

carwork.cls FAT class definition for work orders

carserv.cls FAT class definition for service items

carpart.cls FAT class definition for parts

carmodel.cfg Configuration file for persistence in files

carlist.cfg Configuration file for carlist.rtn (file persistence)
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Table 22.   (Part 2 of2) Files of the FAT Subdirectory.  Class   defini-
tions for persistent objects in files.

Filename Description
carlist.rtn Additional routines for list on standard output

Data Subdirectory with persistent file storage. Initially, this is a copy of
the SampData subdirectory (see Table 20). Running the car dealer
application updates the files in this directory. The original state
can be restored by copying the files from the SampData directory.

Table 23.  Files of the D82 Subdirectory.  Class definitions for persis-
tent objects in D82. Initially, D82 is loaded with data from the
SampData subdirectory.

Filename Description
carcust.cls D82 class definition for customers

carvehi.cls D82 class definition for vehicles

carwork.cls D82 class definition for work orders

carserv.cls D82 class definition for service items

carpart.cls D82 class definition for parts

carmodel.cfg Configuration file for persistence in D82

carlist.cfg Configuration file for carlist.rtn (D82 persistence)

carlist.rtn Additional routines for list on standard output (D82)

Table 24.  Files of the RAM Subdirectory.  Class definitions for objects
in RAM. Sample data is loaded into memory using REX state-
ments.

Filename Description
carcust.cls RAA4 class definition for customers

carvehi.cls RAA4 class definition for vehicles

carwork.cls RAM class definition for work orders

carserv.cls RAJVI class definition for service items

carpart.cls RAM class definition for parts

carmodel.cfg Configuration file for persistence in RAM

carlist.cfg Configuration file for carl i st . rtn (RAM, same as FAT)

Table 25.   (Part 1 of2) Files of the AUI Subdirectory.  Class    defini-
tions for ASCII interface and menus, and basic list routines for
displaying the class contents on standard output.

Filename Description
caraui.cls AUI class with methods for window interactions

carmenu.cls Menu class for menu display and run

menu.dat Menu definition file
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Table 25.   (Part 2 of2) Files of the AUI Subdirectory.  Class    defini-
tions for ASCII interface and menus, and basic list routines for
displaying the class contents on standard output.

Filename Description
carlist.cfg Configuration file for list on standard output; copy of same-named

file from either FAT or D82

carlist.rtn Basic list routines

car-aui.cnd Program to run car dealer in ASCII window

Table 26.  Files of the Media subdirectory.  Media     files      (pictures,
audio, video).

Filename Description
media.dat List of all multimedia files by vehicle
*.fac Fact sheets
*.bmp Pictures
*.wav Audio files
*.avi Video files

Table 27.  Files of the DrDialcD Subdirectory.  GUI   definitions   and
generated executable for Dr. Dialog.

Filename Description
car-gui.res GUI definition file for Dr.Dialog

car-gui.rex External routines for GUI (....regztjres carmodel . cfg)

car-gui.rxx Generated REX code of GUI (for listing)

car-gui.exe Generated executable from Dr. Dialog GUI

Table 28.  Files of the VisprocD Subdirectory.  GUI   definitions   and
generated executable for Vispro/REX.

Filename Description
car-gui.exe Generated executable from Vispro/REX GUI

Main Main GUI window subdirectory

Carxkxxx One subdirectory for each subwindow of main

Subprocs Subdirectory for external procedures; with configuration file zcar-
gul.  . cvp  (....regz4Zres  carmodel  . cfg)

Table 29.   (Part 1 of2) Files of the VxRexxcD Subdirectory.  GUI
definitions and generated executable for Watcom VX.REX.

Filename Description
car-gui.exe Generated executable from Watcom VX.RE2ex GUI

car-gui.cvx External procedure (....regztjres  carmodel . cfg)
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Table 29.   (Part 2 of2) Files of the VxRexxcD Subdirectory.  GUI
definitions and generated executable for Watcom VX.REX.

Filename Description
Project.VRP Project definition file (all windows)

Windowl.* Generated REXX code (.VRM,.VRW,.VRX,.VRY)

Table 30.  Files of the SOM Subdirectory.  Interface    definition    lan-
guage files to implement the part class in SOM  and all files
generated by the SOM and C++ compilers.

Filename Description

part.idl Interface definition file for part

part.xh Generated header file

part.xih Generated header file (updated with special code)

setpdesc.xih File with instructions on updating part . xl. h

part.cpp Generated source file (updated with own methods)

part.clef Generated DEF file for linkage editor

partmeta.idl Interface definition file for partmeta (class methods)

partmeta.xK Similar to part (.xh, .xih, .cpp, .clef)

parttot.clef Constructed DEF file from other DEF files

somcomp.cnd Command file to invoke SOM compiler

complink.cmd Command file to compile and link using C++

part.dll Resulting DLL for LIBPATH

Table 31.  Files of the Storproc Subdirectory.  Sample   commands   to
use stored procedures in a client/server environment for D82
security purposes.

Filename Description
server.cnd Command file to start server for stored procedures

gateway.cnd Command file for gateway between client and stored procedures

client.cnd Command file for client (user of stored procedure)

read.me A description and instructions

Table 32.  Files of the WPS Subdirectory.  Sample commands to visu-
alize car dealer data in WPS folders.

Filename Description
carshow.cnd Program to load sample data into WPS folders

foldfind.cmd Subroutine to search for a folder

genfold.cmd Program to recreate Object RE2ex Redbook WPS folder

icons Subdirectory with all kind of icons
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Table 33.  Files of the WWW Subdirectory.  Car Dealer on the World
Wide Web (Internet)

Filename Description
Hacurs.htm Hacurs home page

cardeal.htm Car dealer main page

cardealN.htm Car dealer application not running page

caryours.htm Add your own car page

cardesc.htm Short application description page

html.frm HTML class definition

carstart.cmd Start car dealer application (global environment)

cgirex.cmd Common Gateway Interface REX program

partall*.cmd Part list test programs 1 and 2
*.cmd Individual CGI programs

hacurs.gif Hacurs logo

car*.gif Car pictures (Hanna, Curt, Steve)
*.gif Small icon pictures for active links

http.cnf Tailored Web server administration file (sample)

Table 34.  Files of the Xamples Subdirectory.  Additional small exam-
ples of the redbook.

Filename Description
eater.cnd Command file for eater of global object demo

feeder.cnd Command file for feeder of global object demo

rexcx.cnd Command file to invoke the REXC utility

browscls.cmd Experimental Object RE2ex class browser in an OS/2 window

browser.cmd Experimental Object REX GUI class browser start command

browser.* Experimental Object REX GUI class browser Dr. Dialog files

Table 35. (Part 1 of 2) Files of the Install Subdirectory.  Installa-
tion program source and executable, and D82 setup programs.

Filename Description
red-inst.res Dr. Dialog GUI definition file for installation program

red-run.res Dr. Dialog GUI definition file to run sample programs

db2setup.cmd Program to set up and load ofD82 tables for car dealer application

load-db2.cmd Load program for D82 tables, uses SampData directory

load-mm.cnd Load program for multimedia data, uses media.dat (see Table 26)

runsql.cmd Program to run SQL DDL through D82 command line processor

db2xmit.cmd Program to submit DDL to D82 from the online install program
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Table 35. (Part 2 of 2) Files of the Install Subdirectory.  Installa-
tion program source and executable, and D82 setup programs.

Filename Description
sysini.cmd Program to display and reset OS2 . INI information

createdb.ddl DDL to create database DEALERDB

createtb.ddl DDL to create tables for D82 Version 2

createtl.ddl DDL to create tables for D82 Version 1

createix.ddl DDL to create indexes on tables

droptb.ddl DDL to drop tables for D82 Version 2

droptl.ddl DDL to drop tables for D82 Version 1

Philosopher's Forks Directory

Within the PZ#LFORK directory, the code is structured into only a
few subdirectories, as shown in Table 36.

Table 36.  Files of the PHILFORK Directory.  Philosopher's        Forks
window and GUI programs, source, and executables.

Filename Description
xmpreply.cnd Sample program with early reply and unguarded methods

phil fork.cnd Philosopher's Forks in an OS/2 window

DrDialpF Subdirectory for Dr. Dialog application

VispropF Subdirectory for Vispro/REX application

VxRexxpF Subdirectory for Watcom VX.REX application

ZdialFun Subdirectory for funny-faces application

Source Code for Running Sample Applications

The source code of the car dealer run program is listed in Rz/7}7}j7ig fhe
Car Dealer Application on pEIge 82;] .

Removing the Sample Applications from Your System

To remove the sample applications from your system:
I  Delete the OZ7y.ecf REXReczboofa folder
I  Run the Sysz7ij  program (in the  CARDEAL\Instal 1   subdirectory)  to

remove the sample application from OS2 . I N I
I   Delete the CARDEAL and PHILFORK directories
I  Remove the CARDEAL directory from conf l. g . sys
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Migration
Object REX is  a  superset  of the  previous  OS/2  REX.  Therefore,
most programs will run unchanged using Object REX.  Some small
incompatibilities  that may arise  when migrating existing programs
are discussed at the end of this chapter, in A4jgrafjo7? Co7tsjczercbfjo7?s
on page 286.

Many enhancements have been built into Object REX. The sample
applications presented in this book demonstrate in detail the 00 sup-
port. In this chapter, we summarize the 00 support and discuss the
other enhancements in detail.
Object REX provides the following enhancements:
I  A full set of 00 facilities

>  Classes and methods with inheritance and polymorphism
> A new operator, ~, to invoke methods
>  Direct access to SOM objects and the WPS
>  Concurrency-the ability to run code easily in parallel
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>  New special variables (sezf, sztper)
>  Special and built-in objects

I  A set of directives that permit
>  Definition of classes and methods ( .... cZc!ss and ...77?efhod)
>  Embedding of source files ( .... regztjres)
>  Creation   of  improved   subroutines   with   private   variables

(::routine)
I  The REXC  utility,  which  can  be  used  to  distribute  programs

without source
I  New and enhanced instructions
I  New and enhanced built-in functions
I  New condition traps
I  New REXX utilities

Syntax diagrams are used extensively to describe the detailed param-
eters of the new and enhanced instructions. The structure of the syn-
tax  diagrams   is   explained  in  Appendix  8,  Def£J7jfjoJt  for  Sy7?£c!#
Diagram Structure, on page 329 .

Objectloriented Facilities
The set of object-oriented facilities is so large that we cannot describe
them all in detail here.  Our intention is to  add a few concepts  and
facilities not described in the earlier chapters of this book. We encour-
age study of the chapters on 00 facilities in the Ody.ec£ REX Refer-
ence for OS / 2 .

New Special Variables

There are two new special variables:
self

Super
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The  object  of  the  currently  running  method.  Used  to
invoke other methods on the same object (se Zrdzsp Zc7y) or
to pass as a parameter to a method of another object (. Cus-
tomer~addvehicze (sezf) ).

The  superclass  (parent  in  inheritance  hierarchy)  of the
current object. Used to invoke a method in the superclass,
in many cases the method of the same name. For example,
in the Z7tjf method of a class it is common to invoke the Z7tjf
method of the parent (se zrzn i t .. super ).
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Special and Built-In Objects

Object REX provides a set of objects that are always available:
.environment

The global environment object.  It contains  all predefined
class  objects  (.OZ)y.ec£,  .Sfrz7tg ,... )  and  some  other  objects
(.£rz/e, .fczzse, .7tzz). It can be used for communication among
multiple processes (see T7Le GZobcEZ Dzrecfory on page 154).

.nil

.local

The IVJL object, an object that does not contain any data. It
can be used to test for nonexistent data-for example, in
an array:

i.f  myarray[i.]    =    .ni.l    then    ...

The    local    environment    object.    It    contains    default
input/output   streams   (.Z7apz4£,   .oztfpzt£,   .error)   and  some
SOM-related  objects  (.so777,  .so77?cZczss ,... ).  It  can  be  used
for communicating among parts of the application within
orLe process (see The Local Directory on paLge ±53).

.methods  A  directory  of methods  defined  in  the  current  program
using ...77?efhod directives without an associated class.

.rs                The return code from any executed command, with values
of -1 (failure),  1 (error), 0 (OK).

Directives
Object REX provides four directives, two to define classes and meth-
ods, one to define external routines, and one to implement dependen-
cies between source files.

Directives  are  nonexecutable  and  must be  placed  at the  end  of the
source  file.  They  are  processed  first  to  set  up  a  program's  classes,
methods, and routines.

class Directive
The .... czciss directive defines a new class. Several options are available:

public

subclass
inherit
mixinclass
metaclass
external

Makes the class available in all programs that have a
.... 7-egztzres directive for this program

Inherits from a parent class
Inherits from other mixin classes
Defines a mixin class for inheritance
Defines a meta class for additional class methods
Retrieves class from SOM interface repository
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LEXTERNALtL,                „        E:::M]         Somczossnowe_„L      ISUBCLASS-Object

LL Ir       L   METACLASS   t['       mefoczossJI

MIXINCLASS  -mczoss(I) L  PUBLICL-    rLLJ
SUBCLASS

sczass

I     L[NHER[T_ZcZosses       I        ;                                                                               rT

Notes:
1 These options can be specified in any order.
2 If INHERIT is specified, it must be the last option.

Method Directive

The  .... 77?efhocz  directive  defines  a method.  Multiple method directives
are usually placed directly after the class directive. All options except
profecfed  are  described  in  this  redbook.  The  protected  option  deals
with the Security Manager, an Object REX feature that has not been
used in this redbook.

~   ..METHOD  -       thd                                                                                                                                   i•.                         me     a"Crme        L    CLAss   i              LATTR|BUTEiL      LPR|VATEJL                     r

L     T  GUARDEDT                                                                                                                  LjI      LUNGUARDEDJ         LPR0TECTEDJJ               ;                                                                                         rl

Notes:
1 These options can be specified in any order.
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Routine Directive

The  .... rozt£Z7te  directive  defines  a  callable  subroutine.  Such  routines
behave like external routines but are in the search order before exter-
nal  routines  (after  internal  ones).  The  only  option  is pztbzjc,  which
makes the routine available to all programs with a .... regz4jres directive
for this program.

LJ,
+I   ::ROUTINE-routzne"Owe        L   puBL]c]        '                                                                                                                  rT

Requires Directive

The  .... regz4Zres  directive  specifies  that  a  program  requires  access  to
another source program. In many cases, the other program contains
class definitions needed for execution.  The .... regztjres  directive allows
the building of libraries of reusable code and the implementation of
configuration management of REX programs (see Chapter 10, Co7t-
ftguriation   Manageinent   with   Ob_j_ect_  RE_XX,   .on   peLge l48).   rThe
.... regL4Zres directives must precede all other directives.

LJ
++    : :REQUIRES                   progrownowe                     ;                                                                                                            ri

The REXXC Utility
The REjzxc utility can be used to transform a source program into an
executable image that can be distributed without the source code:

REXXC   i.nputfi.le   outputfi.1e

When there are multiple programs that call each other, it is necessary
to keep the same file names after transformation. There are basically
two approaches:
I  Use the same names for the output files but place them in a differ-

ent matching directory structure.
D  Transform the  source  into  an  output  file  and,  when  successful,

save the source under a different name and rename the output to
the name of the original source. (With HPFS drives, the source can
be saved as JZ Zenowe . exf . rxc , for example, as implemented in the
J3EXXCX command in the Xampl es  subdirectory of the car dealer
application.)
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New and Enhanced Instructions
The new instructions added to Object REX are:
I  ERTOSE
E  FORWARD
I  GUARD
I  RAISE
I  REPLY
EUSE

The parameters for four old instructions have been enhanced:

The new and changed instructions are discussed in alphabetical order.

CALL (Enhanced)

r'1"?7:rJJ        L  expresszo„J

11Iilll
ERROR

FAI LURE

HALT

NOTREADY

USER-  usercondition

L  NAME-frapnoweJERROR

FAI LURE

HALT

NOTREADY

USER-  userconditton
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The first new feature on the CALL instruction is that (L7c!r) can now be
used instead of 7}cz777e to specify the routine to be called. The variable is
evaluated first,  and the resulting value is used as the target of the
CALL instruction.  Observe that this value is not changed to upper-
case,  so  it  must  exactly  match  the  label  to  be  called.  In  this  small
example, there are three different ways of calling internal and exter-
nal routines:

/*   TstcALL.CMD   -Test   of   ''CALL    (var)''    I.nstructi.on   */
Call    label    calldata                   /*   label    I.s   a   symbol    (constant)   */
label    =    'label'
Do2

Call    (label)    calldata      /*   label    i.s   a   vari.able   */
label    =    'newlabel'              /*   -that   changes   */
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End

Call    "label"   calldata             /*   label    i.s   a   string   */
e x l. t

1 abel  :

Say   "The   first   call   was   made   to   label    -label:"
return

„ 1 abel  ''  :

Say    'The   second   call    was   made   to   label    -"label":.
return

"newl abel " :

Say    'The   thi.rd   call    was   made   to   label    -"newlabel":I
return

The last call to  "1 abel "  bypasses  any search for an internal routine
and calls an external command file named LABEL . CMD :

/*   LABEL.CMD   -test   with   external    routi.ne   */
Say   'The   fourth   call   was   made   to   external   routi.ne   -

LABEL . CMD I

return

Running the  TstcALL.CMD  gave the  expected result.  The little cZo loop
(Do   2) caused the same call statement to call two different routines.
The variable Zc}bez was evaluated correctly.

[C : \] TstcALL
The   fi.rst   call   was   made   to   label    ->   label:
The   second   call   was   made   to   label    ->   "label":
The   thi.rd   call   was   made   to   label    ->   "newlabel":
The   fourth   call    was   made   to   external    routi.ne   ->   LABEL.CMD

Also, the CALL instruction has two new conditions, AIvy and USER,
added. They are explained in SJGNAL  (EJ7hcl7tcedJ  on page 274,  and
we will come back to these in connection with the rest of the new con-
dition traps in Ivezu Co77dz£Zo7t Traps on page 280.

DO (Enhanced)

The DO instruction has a new repetitor function added that will make
it possible to loop through all values of a stem object or any other col-
1ection that provides  a 777cLfeecLrray  method.  The  repetitor is  coded  as
co77£roz2 OVER cozzecfzo7t in the syntax diagram below.

The DO #zjcLr OVER Sfe77i#.  sets the variable xz/c!r to each one of the
member names of the Sfe77tx.  stem object. This is very useful because
we no longer have to know the names of the tails in a stem variable.
The DO ..  OVER gives all the tails, but in any order, so please do not
rely on the order.
DO OVEZ3 works very well with the collection classes of Object REX,
such as lists, arrays, sets, tables, bags, and relations. The car dealer
application uses it extensively.
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EXPOSE (New)

The EXPOSE instruction is new for Object REXX. Before, we had the
EXPOSE option on the PROCEDURE ins+ruction. rThe PROCEDURE
instruction protected the variables of the calling routine. If the routine
needed access to some of those variables, we used the EXPOSE option
to make them available. The new EXPOSE instruction has a very sim-
ilar function for the variables  of an  object.  It is  used to  expose  the
instance or class variables of a method from the object's variable pool.
The EXPOSE instruction can be used only in a method and, if used, it
must be the first instruction after the ...77tefhod directive.

-EXPoSE    JT   ,onmoemT+  ;                                                                  +

FOF}WARD (New)

This new instruction is used to forward a message that caused the cur-
rently active method to start running. Parts of the forwarded message
can be changed by the different options on the FORWARD instruction.
Target   object,   arguments,   and   even   the   message   name   can  be
changed.

One use ofFORWARD is to pass on a message to the superclass if the
current method is  overriding a method of that class but still wants
that method to run. The COIVHIVRE option decides whether a return
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should be  made  to  the  forwarding method.  It  also  decides  how  any
result should be handled. The FORWARD instruction causes no con-
currency-the forwarding method waits for the return (if COIVHIVUE
is specified) or exits directly after forwarding the message.

I
I+   FORWARD       L  CONTINUE     iI

ARGUMENTS   JL exproARRAyiL(I;I  ) LMESSAGE-exprmJ            rLJ_

r   LCLASS  JLexprsJ     LTolexprtJ                                                                                      r`

Notes:
1 These options can be specified in any order.

GUAF}D (New)

The GLIARD instruction is used to control access to an object's vari-
able pool. The normal state for an object is that it is guarded from con-
current use by different methods. Sometimes we want to let multiple
methods  share the use of one  object's variable pool.  This is  done by
using  ei:+her  methodname~setunguard,ed  or    _::metho_d  method,narr!.e
zt7tgz4clrdecz. The GUARD instruction can now be used to temporarily
lock out concurrent use of the object's variable pool. The option zuhe7t
expressjo7t can make it conditional.

EXEmphes  o£  GUARD  8Lre  used  in  Coding  Stored  Proce_d_pres  yitfe
OZ7jec£ REJEf on page 133  and in the fork class  in the  philosopher's
forks (see Figure 91 on page 225).

PAF3SE (Enhanced)

The  PARSE  instruction  has  two  small  enhancements.  The  z4pper
option is now complemented with a Zozuer option; thus, any character
string to  be  parsed  is  first  translated  to  lowercase.  The  other new
optionutcLsezess-causes  any  matching  done  during  parsing  to  be
independent of case; a letter in uppercase is thus equal to the same
letter in lowercase.
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•`,

'    L  fempzote   ZNotes:1UPPERandCASE

uppER    `1' L  cASELEss   JL
ARC LLILLJ

LOWER  `1'•sT;ESSorLO PULL

VALUE         Lexpressjo„     J         WITH

I, name

RI0N

-ERandCASELESScanbespecifiedineitherorder.

Examples:

parse   value    `AbcdEfGhljKIM'    wi.th   pl    'FgH'    p2
===>   pl    =     'AbcdEfGhljKIM`,    p2    =    [`

parse   caseless   value    'AbcdEfGhljKIM'    wi.th   pl    'FgH'    p2
===>   pl    =     'AbcdE[,    p2    =     ]IjKIM'

FZAISE (New)

Traps  are  normally  created  totally  involuntarily.  RAISE  is  a  new
instruction  that  enables  the  programmer  to  create  traps  in  a  con-
trolled way.

~  RAISE        ::::itJ::rorcode                     Lloptl.Onal    ;                                                             '

FAI LURE -fai.1 ure code-
SYNTAX  -number

U S E R - u s e r c o n d i. t i. o n

PROPAGATE

Options:

I

II
ADDITIONAL  - expraARRAy-(I;I ) L  DESCRIPTION-exprJ                                                                                  II

L  expreJ
_rNotes:1Themust
.,Lm IyorderexceptthatifEXITisspecifiedwithoutexpreorRETURNwithoutexprr,it

L  exp,rJptionscanbespecifiedinanappearlast.
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One nice use of the RAISE instruction is to have a routine for catching
condition traps for methods without having to add a lot of code to each
method.
The following is an example of rcizse prapcigcife:

/*   TstRai.se.Cmd   -Test   the   new   RAISE   instructi.on   */
si.gnal    on   any
tin   =   .myTest~new
say   tm~myMethod
exit

any:
si.gnal   off  any
I.f    .Iocal[''M.SIGL"]    <>    .nil    then   do

si.gl     =    .Iocal["M.SIGL[!]

.Iocal[''M.SIGL[']     =    .nil

end
i. f   var( I rc ' )

then   say    [REXX    [[condl.ti.on("C")']    error'    rc    'i.n   line'    si.gl':I     ,
" ERRORTEXT"  (rc)

else   say    'REXX    ['condl.tl.on("C'')']    error   i.n   line'    sigl
say    'The   Source    Li.ne    l.s:I"SOURCELINE"(si.gl)

exit
: :class   myTest
:  :method   i.ni.t

return
:  :method   myMethod

sl.gnal    on   any
a  =   `yvyzl
c   =   a+2
return

/*   Thi.s   line   causes   SYNTAX   error   */

any:
.Iocal[''M.SIGL"]    =    si.gl

rai.se   propagate
===>   Result:

REXX    [SYNTAX]    error   41   l.n   line   25:    Bad   arithmetic   conversi.on
TheSourceLineis:         c=a+2

REPLY (New)

REPLY is used to  send an early reply from a method to the  caller,
removing the method from the current activity stack and letting it run
concurrently with the caller. This is one of the ways to cause concur--;;iri;  und;e;I   Ordiect  FF:lps. .Se.e  Example~S_^of_`Early   PeplynnwntTtp,
-ti-iriiearded, and, Guar4ed Metf aoqs on p.age Z20 .` OtoseIve. t+at PEPIX_

can be used only within methods,  and it  can be  executed  only once
within a method.
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SIGNAL (Enhanced)

SJGNAI, is used to cause an c!b7iormc!Z change in the flow of control or,
if OIV or  OFF is  specified,  it  controls  the  trapping of specific  condi-
tions. In Object REX, some new conditions have been added:
I j4Ivy-traps  any condition not  specifically enabled by the  other

condition settings
I LOsrDJGJ7ls--detects when a number in an arithmetic operation

has more digits than the current setting of IVun4ERJC DJGJrs
I  IVojl4:ErHOD-detects when an object receives an unknown mes-

sage and there is no z47tfe7aozu7t method to receive it

I IVosrRJIVG-detects  when  a  string value  is  required  from  an
object and it is not supplied

C]  USER z4serco7tczzfjo7}-allows the setup of user conditions invoka-
ble by the RAISE instruction that specifies the same z4serco7tczz£Zon
name.

For more information on conditions and SJGNAL, see CAIL /SJGNAL
(Enhanced) on paLge 280.
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USE (New)

USE ARC retrieves the argument objects provided to a program, rou-
tine, function, or method. The objects are assigned into variables.

r'-+FUSE-ARC         Lmme|                                                                                                   rT

The difference between USE ARC and PARSE ARC is that PARSE
ARC (and ARC)  accesses  and parses  the  string values  of the  argu-
ments, but USE ARC allows nonstring arguments and does a one-to-
one assignment of arguments to REX variables. This is the way we
pass objects (not only strings) between routines.

New and Enhanced Builtlln Functions
Object REXX has three new built-in functions  and some changes to
nine old ones.

ARC (Enhanced)

-
+LARG(    Ln     L,opt,on]    I    )                                                                                         r`

ARC has two new options. The first is cLrrcry, which returns the argu-
ments in the form of an array object. The array index corresponds with
the argument position. If the option 7t is used, the index starts at the
specified position. If any argument is omitted, the corresponding index
is  absent.  The  second  new  option  is  7?ormcbz,  which  returns  the  7?£h
argument, if it exists, or the null string otherwise.

CHANGESTR (New)

++  CHANIGES" (needze,haystcick,newneedze) ~.--±

CIIANGESTR re+urrLs aL copy of haystack , in which newneedle replaces
all occurrences of 7teedze.
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CONDITION (Enhanced)

I+     coND[T[°N(   Loptzon   I     )                                                                                               }{

COIVDJFJOIV has  two  new  options.  The  ciczczjfjo7}cIZ  option  makes  it
possible  to  get  some  additional  object  information  on  certain  condi-
I_ipF±_(N_PMETHOD,   NOSTRING,   NOTREADY,   SYNTAX,   arid
USER). The second new option, oZ)y.ec£, returns an object containing all
the information about the current trapped condition. This can be used
to   create   a   generalized   trap-and-debug  routine,   as   described   in
CALL / SIGNAL (Enhanced) on peLge 2,80 .

COUNTSTR (New)

»..-      COUNTSTR (needze,hc7j7sfocA )                                                                                                             hJ

COUIvrsFR returns a count of the nonoverlapping occurrences of 7tee-
dze in haysfc[cfa. Here is one example:

countstr('11','101111101110')         -->   3        /*   observe   -no   overlap   */

DATATYPE (Enhanced)

I+     DATATYPE   (Sfrzng    L   ,type  I    )                                                                                        }{

DA7:A7YPE has two new types. The first one is zjcE7.jczbze. As an exam-
ple, I)A7lA7YPErnyz, 'z;'J would return 1 if eyz could be on the left-hand
side of an assignment without causing a SyIV7TAX condition.
The  second new type is  9 Djgzfs.  The  description  specifies  that this
type   returns   1   if  DA7lA7TypErsfrj7tg,'z¢'J   would   return   1   when
ryuMERIC DIGITS is sat to 9. rThus Lf NUMERIC DIGITS is Latrger
than 9, type 9 returns 0 for any whole number larger than 9 digits.
Here is an example:

numeri.c   di.gi.ts    12
datatype(`1234567890,'W')         -->   1
datatype('1234567890,'9')         -->   0
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DATE (Enhanced)

»DATE(L                                                                                      I     )                                     >1
opfzo"       L,sfrzn9       L,opfzon2J    I

I)ATE is now enhanced so that it is possible to work with a date other
than the current one.  The sfrz7tg allows input of a date to translate
from one form to another. If the input string is not in the default for-
mat (dd mon yyyy), apfjoJ?2 can be used to specify the format to Object
REXX. For example, if you want to know how many days it is to your
next birthday, enter the following statement in a REXTf3y window
(96/m77t /dd is your birthday):

say   date('B],'96/mm/dd','0])    -date('B')     'days]

Two of the old options have different names. Bc!sedc!fe is now only bcise
and sorfed is changed to sfcI7tdc!rd.

STREAM (Enhanced)

In Object REXX, input and output can be handled two ways. The old
wayistousethebuELinfunchin55(STREAM_,_LINES,_L_I_N_E|pr_,_LIN-
BOUT, CHARIN, e[nd CHAROUT), which s+Ill work. STREA$4 has a
lot of new command strings that we will look at, but we will not go
through them all in detail. The new way is to use the new stream class
(.Sfreo77t) in Object REX,  in which all of the built-in functions  are
available through methods.
Whichever we choose, we must remember not to mix the two ways for
the same stream object. When we use the built-in I/0 functions, the
language processor creates a stream object and maintains it for us. If
we  use  the  7tezu  method  to  create  a  stream  object,  the  object  is
returned to and maintained by our own program.
Because of this, when Object REX stream methods and stream built-
in functions refer to the same file from the same program, there are
two  separate  stream objects with different read and write pointers.
This will cause unpredictable results if the  stream is written to by
using both methods and built-in functions.
So what are the changes to S7lREAA4 that both methods and functions
can use:
1.  OPEN has  some new options.  First,  Object REX now supports

separate pointers for read and write.  The  default is to open for
both read and write. That can also be specified by option bofh, in
case we want to point it out or add one of the new position options,
appe7tcz or repzcbce.  The position options  are also valid if we open
for WRITE .
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Option 77obzt/Ter turns off buffering of the stream.  This forces all
data written to the stream to be physically written immediately to
the media.
Bznc!ry  makes  it  possible  to  handle  data  without  regard to  any
line-end  characters,  and  recze7?gfh  makes  it  possible  to  define  a
fixed record length so that line operations can be used.

2.  FLUSH is a new command that forces any data currently buffered
for writing to be written to this stream.

3.   SEEK now has a synonym called POSJTJOIV. Since we now have
two pointers, we have to choose between the recfd pointer (default)
and the Lurzfe pointer. Chczr (default) specifies that we are seeking
in terms of character position, and ZZ77e in terms of lines.

4.   QUEZ3y is enhanced by four new options:
•  Hcb7tdze-returns the handle associated with the open stream.
•  See fa/posj£Zo7t-returns  the  current read  or write  position  of

the file, as qualified by recbcz, zurzfe, chcEr,  and Zj7te.

•  Streamtype-refurns the type of streaLrm (persistent, transient,
or unknown) .

•   TZ77tesfcb777p-returns the date and time stamps of a stream in
+he forrn yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss .

TIME (Enhanced)

+LTIME(    L                                                                                       I     )                                                        >1
opfzo"     L  ,strzn9     L  ,opfzon2J    I

TJfl4E is now enhanced so that it is possible to work with a time other
than the current one.  The sfrj7tg allows input of a date to translate
from one form to another. If the input string is not in the default for-
mat  (fah..77t77t..ss),  ap£Zo7t2  can be  used to  specify the format to  Object
REX.

VAF} (New)

~     VAR(name)

VAR is a new built-in function. It returns  1 if 7}cE777e is the name of a
variable (that is, a symbol that has been assigned a value), or 0 other-
wise.
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New Condition Traps
New condition traps are implemented in both the CALL and SJGNAL
instructions.

CALL/SIGNAL (Enhanced)

I:i::ATT:L|:i;i;-:if;;:„::::;::;::"JJLNAME-£rapnoweJ
I;>1

The new conditions are explained in SJGNAL rEndcI7tceczJ on page 274.
Note  that the RAISE co7tczz£Zo7}  does  not trap  on the  level issued.  It
shows up as a trap on the calling statement in the parent routine.
The code examples below show the use of a generalized trap routine. A
main program requires the class definition and a generalized trap rou-
tine.  It  creates  an  object  and  runs  a  method  that  causes  a  syntax
error.
The main program:

/*   TstRai.se.Cmd   -Test   the   new   RAISE   i.nstructi.on   */
si.gnal    on   any
tin  =   .myTest~new
say   tm~myMethodA
e x l' t
any:    i.nterpret    .local  [''M.TRAPDSP'']

::requi.res    'TstRai.se.CaM'              /*   myTest   class   and   methods
::requi.res    `TrapDi.sp.Cmd'              /*   generali.zed   trap   routi.ne

The program containing the Object REX class and methods:
/*   TstRai.se.CaM   -Class   &   Method   di.recti.ves   for   TstRai.se.Cmd   */
::class   myTest   publi.c
:  :method   l`nl't

return
:  :method   myMethodA

si.gnal    on   any
x   =   self~myMethodB
return  x
any:    i.nterpret    .local  [''M.TRAPRTN'']

:  :method   myMethodB
Si.gnal    on   any
a   =    'xyz'
c   =   a+2
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/*   thi.s   li.ne   wi.ll    cause   SYNTAX   error   */
return  c
any:    i.nterpret    .local  ["M.TRAPRTN'']
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The generalized trap routine:
/*   TrapDi.sp.Cmd   -Error   condi.ti.on   trap   and   di.splay   routi.nes   */
.Iocal["M.TRAPRTN"]    =     [trace    Ilo";     I

'if    .Iocal[''M.SIGL'J]    =    .ni.l    then'do;     I,

I            .Iocal["M.SIGL"]     =si.gl;     ',

I           .Iocal[''M.C0BJ'']    =   condi.ti.on("0");     I,

I           PARSE   SOURCE   wi.th    .    sourcei.d;     I,

I            .Iocal[''M.C0BJ''][''M.MODULE"]     =    sourcei.d;     I,

I            .Iocal[]'M.C0BJ"][''M.LINE'']     =    sourceli.ne(si.gl);     I,

lend;      I,

'rai.se   propagate;    I

.Iocal["M.TRAPDSP'']     =    'trace    Ilo";     I,
'signal    off   any;    I,
'i.f    .Iocal["M.SIGL'']    <>    .ni.

I           si.gl     =    .Iocal["M.SIGL"]

I            .Iocal[''M.SIGL"]     =     .ni.l

I           C0bj    =    .Iocal["M.C0BJ]']

lend;      1'

lelse   do;     I,

I          C0bj    =   condi.ti.on(o);     I,

I            C0bj[]'M.MODULE'']     =    C0bj[''PROGRAM['];      I,

I          C0bj["M.LINE"]    =    sourceli.ne(si.gl);     ',

lend;      I,

'i.f   var(''rc'');     I
I          then   say    ''REix    [''C0bj[['CONDITI0N"][']    error"    rc    I,

I                                           Ill.n    li.ne"    sigl":"     ''ERRORTEXT''(rc);     I,

I          else   say    "REXX    [''C0bj[''CONDITI0N"]"]    error   I.n    li.ne"    si.gl;

'say    "The   Source   Module    I.s:     "C0bj["M.MODULE"];     I,

`say    "Source    li.ne    I.s:"    C0bj[''M.LINE"];     I,

'exl't;     I

Sample execution:
[C:\]TstRai.se
REXX    [SYNTAX]    error   41    i.n   li.ne   16:    Bad   ari.thmeti.c   conversi.on
The   Source   Module   i.s:    C:\TstRai.se.CaM

Source   11.ne   i.s:            c   =   a+2            /*   thl.s   line   wi.ll    cause   SYNTAX   error   */
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New F}EXX Utilities

A set of new REX utilities has been added in Object REX. These are
described in detail in the Object REX manuals; therefore, we include
only a short description here.

Utilities for WPS

Sysopenobject
Opens a view of an existing WPS object and returns the
Winopenobject return codes;  1 (true) if the object was
opened, or 0 (false) otherwise.

Syscopyobject
Copies an existing WPS object to the specified destination
folder and returns  the Wincopyobject return codes:  1
(true) if the object was copied, or 0 (false) otherwise.

SysMoveobject
Moves an existing WPS object to the specified destination
folder and returns the WinMoveobject return codes:  1
(true) if the object was moved, or 0 (false) otherwise.

Syssaveobject
Saves  an  existing WPS  object.  The  WPS  operates  asyn-
chronously.  When  one  process  updates  an  object,  other
processes   may  not   see  these  updates   until  the  WPS
updates the object. You can use the Syssaveobject func-
tion  synchronously to  ensure  that the WPS  updates  the
object before continuing with other processing.  Syssave-
Object returns the Winsaveobject return codes: 1 (true)
if the object was saved, or 0 (false) otherwise.

Syscreateshadow
Shadows an existing WPS object to the specified destina-
tion  folder  and  returns  the  Wincreateshadow  return
codes:  1 (true) if the object was shadowed, or 0 (false) oth-
erwise.

Utilities or Semaphores

SyscreateHventsem
Creates  or  opens  an  OS/2  event  semaphore.  Returns  an
event semaphore handle that can be used with the Dos-
OpenEventsem,        DoscloseEventsem,        DosRe-
setEventsem,               DosPostHventsem,               and
DoswaitEventsem functions. Returns a null string if the
semaphore cannot be created or opened.
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SysopenEventsem
Opens  an  OS/2  event  semaphore  and  returns  the  Dos-
OpenEventsem return codes.

SyspostEventsem
Posts  an  OS/2  event  semaphore  and  returns  the  Dos-
PostEventseln return codes.

SyswaitEventsem
Waits   on  an  OS/2   event  semaphore   and  returns  the
DoswaitHventsem return codes.

SysResetEventsem
Resets an OS/2 event semaphore and returns the DosRe-
setEventseln return codes.

SyscloseEventsem
Closes an OS/2 event semaphore and returns the Dosclo-
seEventseln return codes.

SyscreateMutexsem
Creates  or  opens  an  OS/2  mutex  semaphore.  Returns  a
mutex semaphore handle that can be used with the Dos-
OpenMutexsem,  DoscloseMutexsem,  DosRequest-
Mutexsem,    and    DosReleaseMutexsem    functions.
Returns a null string if the semaphore cannot be created
or opened.

SysopenMutexsem
Opens  an  OS/2  mutex  semaphore  and returns  the  Dos-
OpenMutexsem return codes.

SysRequestMutexsem
Requests an OS/2 mutex semaphore and returns the Dos-
RequestMutexsem return codes.

SysReleaseMutexsem
Releases an OS/2 mutex semaphore and returns the Dos-
ReleaseMutexseln return codes.

SyscloseMutexsem
Closes   an   OS/2   mutex   semaphore   and   returns   the
DoscloseMutexsem return codes.

Utilities for PEXX Macros

SysAddRexxMacro
Adds a routine to the REX macrospace and returns the
RexxAddMacro return codes.

SysQueryRexxMacro
Queries  the  existence  of a macrospace function.  Returns
either the placement order of the macrospace function or a
null string if the function does not exist in the macrospace.
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SysReorderRexxMacro
Changes the search-order position of a loaded macrospace
function.  The  new  search-order  position  could  be  either
before  or  after  any  registered  functions   and  external
REX    files.    SysReorderRexxMacro    returns    the
RexxReorderMacro return codes.

SysDropRexxMacro
Removes   a   routine   from   the   REX  macrospace   and
returns the RexxDropMacro return codes.

SysclearRexxMacrospace
Removes  all loaded routines from the REX macrospace
and returns the RexxclearMacro return codes.

SysLoadRexxMacrospace
Loads all functions from a file created with the Syssav-
eRexxMacrospace utility. If any of the functions already
exists  in  the  macrospace,  the  entire  load  request  is  dis-
carded and the macrospace remains unchanged. SysLoa-
dRexxMacrospace    returns    the    RexxLoadMacro
return codes.

SyssaveRexxMacrospace
Saves  all  REX macrospace  functions  to  a file.  Observe
that saved macrospaces can be loaded only with the same
interpreter level that created the image.  SyssaveRexx-
Macrospace returns the RexxsaveMacro return codes.

Utilities for Files

SysAddFileHandle
Adds to the number of file handles available to the current
process and returns the number of file handles now avail-
able.

SyssetFileHandle
Sets the maximum number of file handles available to the
current  process  and  returns  the  DossetMaxFH  return
codes.

Utilities for Code Pages

SysQueryprocesscodepage
Queries the current code page for the process. Returns the
current code page that the process is using.
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Syssetprocesscodepage
Changes  the   current  code  page  for  the  process.   This
change does not affect the display or keyboard code page.
Syssetprocesscodepage    returns    the    Dossetpro-
cesscp return codes.

Utilities for OS/2 Systems

SysBootDrive
Returns the drive used to boot OS/2, for example, C : .

SysElapsedTime
Returns a time in the format: sssssssss.ztz/z/ztz/zt. The mum-
ber  has  no  leading  zeros  or blanks.  The  fractional  part
always has six digits. This function uses the OS/2 high-fre-
quency timer services. It has higher timer resolution than
does the REX built-in rtfl4E() function.

SysFilesystemType
Returns  the  name  of the  file  system  for  a  drive  (FAT,
HPFS, LAN ,... ). If the drive is not accessible, a null string
is returned.

SysGetcollate
Retrieves the country-specific collating table. Returns the
256-byte collating-sequence table for the indicated country
and code-page combination.

SysLoadFuncs
Loads all Rexxutil functions (or other packages). After a
REX program calls SysLoadFuncs, the Rexxutil func-
tions are available in all OS/2 sessions:

call    RXFuncAdd    'SysLoadFuncs`,     'Rexxuti.l  I,     'SysLoadFuncs'

call    SysLoadFuncs

SysMapcase
Performs  a  national  language  uppercase  mapping  to  a
string. Returns the original string, case-napped according
to the country and code-page combination.

SysNationalLanguagecompare
Compares two character strings,  using a country-specific
collating table. The strings are compared for the length of
the  shorter  string.  Returns  the  comparison  result  as  0
(equal),  1 (first string longer or collating higher), -1 (first
string shorter or collating lower).

SysprocessType
Returns the type of process in which the REX program is
running. The return values are 0 (full screen), 1 (requires
real  mode),  2  (VIO  windowable),  3  (Presentation  Man-
ager), 4 (detached process).
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SysQueryEAlist
Retrieves the complete list of extended attribute names for
a file or directory. Returns the names in a stem variable
collection where the sfe77t.O entry contains the number of
names.

Syssetpriority
Changes  the  priority of the  current  process  and returns
the Dossetpriority return codes.

SysshutDownsystem
Shuts  down the  OS/2  system.  Returns  1  for a successful
shutdown or 0 for an unsuccessful shutdown.

Syswildcard
Produces  an  OS/2  edited  file  name  using  a  source  file
name and a wildcard editing pattern. Returns the result of
editing the  source with the wildcard.  The  editing is per-
formed using the DosEditName function.

Migration Considerations
Migration considerations are described in detail in Oty.ec£ REXRefer-
eJtce for OS /2. Here we provide a short extract:
Stems        Stems  behave  a  little  differently  in  Object  REX.  The

symbol  functions  return  VAR  (not LJ7T)  because  a  stem
object is automatically created the first time used, and a
IVOVALUE   condition   is   never   raised.   Stems   can   be
assigned to each other (c[. = z. ), and they point to the same
object.

In many cases, it may be desirable to use some of the new
collections  provided  by  Object  REX,  instead  of a  stem
variable.

Parse version
Return 7t.7t7t, the current version.

Streams    Avoid  mixing  methods   (cIsfreczm~ZZJtez7t)   and  functions
(Zj7tez7trosfreczmJ)  because  they  work  on  different  objects
rapresending the  sEIIne  File.  LINEIN,  CHARIN,  LINES,
and CHARS return the null string for a nonexisting file,
but they also create an empty file on the disk.

Earlier error detection
Before  the  program  is  started,  Object  REX  performs
some  syntax checking and the  program might never get
control. For example, missing EIVD statements and miss-
ing parameters are detected before starting the program.
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This appendix describes the location of all the source code of the sam-
ple applications and contains an extract of the source code of the car
dealer application.

The following sections of the car dealer source code are listed in this
appendix:
I  Sample data
I  Classes and methods
I  Running the car dealer programs

Note: Only an extract of the programs is listed here. All the programs
are available on the CD, and on your hard drive once the sample appli-
cations have been installed.
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Directory Structure
The sample applications are stored in two main directories, one for the
car dealer application, and one for the philosopher's forks application.

Car Dealer Application

The car dealer application is available in the CARDEAL directory on the
CD  and  in  a  directory  of your  choice  when  installed  on  your  hard
drive. The subdirectories and a description of their content are listed
in Table 37.

Table 37.  Subdirectories of the Car Dealer Application
Subdirectory Description Details
(main) Master directory of car dealer application Table 19 on page 254

SampData Master files with sample data Table 20 on page 255

Base Base class definitions for objects in storage Table 21 on page 255

FAT Class definitions for persistent objects in files Table 22 on page 255

D82 Class definitions for persistence in D82 Table 23 on page 256

RAM Class definitions for objects in RAM Table 24 on page 256

AUI Class definitions for ASCII interface Table 25 on page 256

Media Multimedia files Table 26 on page 257

DrDialcD GUI definitions and executable for Dr. Dialog Table 27 on page 257

VisprocD GUI definitions and executable for Table 28 on page 257
VisproffiEX

VxRexcD GUI definitions and executable for Watcom Table 29 on page 257
VA.REX

SOM Implementation of Part class in SOM Table 30 on page 258

Storproc Sample commands for stored procedures in a Table 31 on page 258
D82 client/server environment

WPS Sample commands to visualize car dealer Table 32 on page 258
using OS/2 WPS

VVW Car dealer on the World Wide Web Table 33 on page 259

Xamples Additional small examples Table 34 on page 259

Install Installation programs and D82 setup Table 35 on page 259
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Philosopher's Forks

The  philosopher's fork  application is  available in the  PHILFORK  direc-
tory on the CD and in a directory of your choice when installed on your
hard drive. The subdirectories and a description of their content are
listed in Table 38.

Table 38.  Subdirectories of the Philosopher's Forks Application
Filename Description
(main) Master directory ofphilosopher's forks (see Table 36 on page 260)

DrDialpF Subdirectory for Dr. Dialog application

VispropF Subdirectory for Vispro/REX application

VxRexxpF Subdirectory for Watcom VX.REX application

ZdialFun Subdirectory for funny-faces application

Car Dealer Source Code

Sample Data

Note: The not signs (i) represent tab characters in the sample data
listings below.

Sample Customer Data

SampData\customer.dat        CarDealer   -Customer   data   file            ITSO-SJC

/^numDer   name
/*--------------------
101isenator,   Dale
102iAkropoli.s,    Ida
103iDolcevi.ta,    Fell.ci.a
104iDupont,   Jean
105iDeutsch,    Hans
106iHelvetia,   Toni.
107iRi.si.ng   Star

address

iWashi.ngton
lAthens
lRome
lpari s
lstuttgart
1 Z u r 1' c h
iHol 1 ywood

108izabrowski.  ,    Russki.e   iMoscow
109ivalenci.a,   Marl.a   de   TBarcelona
601iwahll.,    Uell.                        ilTS0   San   Jose
602iTurton,   Trevor             iJohannesburg
603iGri.born,    Eddl.e              istockholm
604iFurukawa,   Norio           iTokyo
/*-----------------------------------`
999iNew   and   used   cars      TFor   sale

FLgure Lil.   Sample Customer Data (sampd,ata\customer.dat)
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Sample Vehicle Data

/*   SampData\vehicle.dat     CarDealer   -Vehi.cle   data   fl.le               ITSO-SJC   */
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*serl.al   make              model                year   customer                                                              */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
123456iFord                 iT                      il931il01
297465ivol kswagen   icamper           il971il02
111111iporsche          iTarga             il989il02
222222iLamborghi.ni.icountach     il992il03
398674icadil lac       iAl lante        il991il03
334455ichevrolet     ilmpala          il985il04
456456iToyota            icamry            il988il05
543543ipontiac          iFi.rebi.rd     il979il06
911911ichrysler       iLe   Baron     il982il06
298653iMercury          isabl e            il987il06
176549iolsmobi.le     iAurora          il993il07
199999iAcura               iLegend          il990il07
777777iMercedes        i380S               il990il08
666888iLi. ncol n          iTowncar        il986il09
601001iAudi.                   i5000-Wagonil984i601
602002iBMW                     i735S                 il991i602
603003isaab                 i9000               il992i603
604004iNi. ssan             iAl ti.rna           il994i604
/ * --------------------------------------------------- now / used  ca;rs ---- * /
999001iFord                 iwi.ndstar     il995i999
999002iAudi                  ivB  Quattroil990i999
999003ivolvo               i860  Wagon   il995i999
999004iHonda               ici vi. c             il994i999
999005iMixedstuff  iFun                  il995i999
/* --------------------------------------------------- not  a  car! ------- */
999666iThi. nkpad          i701                il995i999
999999ioRexxRedbookiTeam             il995i999

F.TgITre IT2.   Sample vehicle Data (sampdata\vehicle.dot)

Sample Work Order Data

/*   SampData\workord.dat     CarDealer   -Workorder  data   fi.le              ITSO-SJC   */

/*number  date  cost   complete   custmr   seri.al   serv.items                                               */

1io9/06/95i-1ioil01il23456il
2io9/07/95i-1ioil03i398674il0i9i4
3io9/08/95i-1ioi l06i911911i7i6
4io9/09/95i-1ioil08i777777ill
5io8/01/95il00ilil07il99999i2i3

"gNIe L13.   Sample W.orb Order Data (sampdcta\u)orhord.dot)
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Sample Service Item Data

/*   SampData\servi.ce.dat     CarDealer   -Servi.celtem   data   fi.le       ITSO-SJC   */

/*number  descripti.on          labor  part   quant   part   quant                                            */

1  iBrake  job                           ill0i21ili22i2i23i2i24i2
2  icheck  flui.ds                     i25  il0i5illili31il
3  iT1.re   rotate/balance       i20
4  iTi.res   new  Sedan                io     i51i4
5  iTl.res   new  Sport               ilo  i52i4
6  istarter                              i75  i71il
7  iAlternator                         i90  i72il
8  iHeati.ng   system
9  iElectri.cal
10iExhaust   system
lliFenders

il45i61ili62ili81ili82il
i85  i45i3i91il
185   1111
145   14112

F.lqure L14.   Sample Service Item Data (sampdcta\service.dot)

Sample Part Data

/*   SampData\part.dat                     CarDealer   -Part   data   fi.le                 ITSO-SJC   */

/*number  descrl.ption  cost    stock

1iMuffl er
10ioil    10-40   quart
llioi.l   filter
21iBrake   cyli.nder
22iBrake   flui.d
23iBrake   drum
24iBrake   di.sk
31isteeri.ng   flui.d
41iFender
45iLi.ght   bulb
51iTi.re   185-70
52iTi.re   205-60
61lBel t
62iRadi.ator
71istarter
72iAl ternator
81iwater   pump
82iHeati.ng   control
91icrui.se   control

FTgITre L15.   Scunple part Data (sampdata\part.dot)
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Multimedia Setup

Multimedia Data Definition File

Medi.a\medi.a.dat                CarDealer   -Multi.medi.a   defi.ni.ti.on            ITSO-SJC   */
------------------- _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ -. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - J

serial,   title   of   fi.le         ,   fl.1ename                                                                                  *;

999001,   Fact-sheet
999001,   Si.de   pl.cture
999001,   Front   pi.cture
999001,   Back   pi.cture
999001,   Angle   pi.cture
999001,    Audi.o
999002,   Fact-sheet
999002,   Si.de   pi.cture
999002,   Front   pi.cture
999002,   Back   pi.cture
999002,   Audi.o
999003,   Fact-sheet
999003,   Sl.de   pi.cture
999003,   Front   pi.cture
999003,   Back   picture
999003,    Audl.o
999004,   Fact-sheet
999004,   Si.de   pi.cture
999004,   Front   pi.cture
999004,   Back   pi.cture
999004,   Audl.o
999005,   Fact-sheet
999005,   Tow   truck
999005,   Truck
999005,    Pi.ckup
999005,    Fi.re   engi.ne
999005,   Motor   cycle
999005,    Audl.o
999666,   Fact-sheet
999666,    Thl.nkpad   701
999666,    Vi.deo
999999,   Fact-sheet
999999,   Team   Photo
999999,    Ueli    Wahli.
999999,   Trevor  Turton
999999,    Eddi.e   Griborn
999999,    Nori.o   Furukawa
999999,    Audi.o
999999,    Vi.deo
601001,    Fact-sheet
601001,   Ueli.  's   Portrai.t
601001,    Ueli.'s   car
601001,    Li.cense   plates
601001,   Cactus   garden
601001,    Family   cat
601001,   Cat   1.n   trouble
601001.    Audi.o

ford . fac
f o rd s 1. d . bmp
fordfrt . bmp
fordbc k . bmp
fordang . bmp
ford . wav
audi. . fac
audi.si.d.bmp
aud 1. frt . bmp
audi bc k . bmp
a u d I.  . w a v
vol vo . fac
vol vos i. d . bmp
vol vofrt . bmp
vol vobck . bmp
vol vo . wav
honda . fac
hondas i d . bmp
hondafrt . bmp
hondabck . bmp
honda.wav
mi. xed . fac
towtruc k . bmp
truck . bmp
pi.ckup.bmp
f 1. reeng . bmp
motocycl  . bmp
mi. xed . wav
I. bm701 I.  . fac
i. bm701 i.  . bmp
i. b in 7 0 1 i  . a v i.
orexxred . fac
orexteam . bmp
uel 1.  . bmp
trevor.bmp
edd 1. e . bmp
n 0 r 1' 0 . bmp
orexxred . wav
macaw.avi.
wahl i  . fac
uel  1. 2 . bmp
aud,'  . bmp
1 i. censes . bmp
cactus . bmp
boxi e . bmp
cat . bmp
wahl I.  .wav

602002,   Trevor's   Portrai.t ,   trevor2.bmp
603003,    Eddi.e's   PortT;ai.t    ,    eddi.e2.bmp
604004,   Norl.o's   Portrai.t    ,   nori.o2.bmp
end

FLgITre L16.   Multimedia Data Definition File (media\media.dot)
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Base classes

Base Customer class

/*   Base\carcust.cls        CarDealer   -Customer   class   (base)             ITSO-SJC   */

::class   CustomerBase   publi.c

/* -----  class  methods  -----------------.------------------------------ */

::method   i.nl.ti.all.ze   class
expose  extent
extent   =   .set~new
se1f~persi.stentLoad

::method   add   class
expose  extent
use   arg   custx
if  custx~class   =   self  then   do

do   custo  over  extent
if   custo~number  =   custx~number  then   return

end
extent~put (custx)

end

::method   remove   class
expose  extent
use   arg   custx
if  custx~class   =   self  then

extent~remove(custx)

::method   findNumber   class
expose  extent
parse   arg   custnum
do   custx  over  extent

i.f  custx~number   =   custnum  then   return   custx
end
return   .ni.l

::method   fi.ndName   class
arg   custsearch
custnames   =    .1ist~new
do  custx  over  self~extent

/*  preprare  class                          */

/*-keeptrackof  Gust.         .*/
/*   -and   load   i.nto  memory        */

/*   add   new   customer                      */

/*   -check   i.f  already  there  */

/*  -add  to  extent                          */

/*   remove   customer  from                */
/ *                     ex+ent                          k /

/*   find   customer   by   number  */

/*  -search  extent                       */
/*   -return  when   found              */

/*   fi.nd   customer   by   name        */

/*   -prepare  result   li.st          */
/*  -check  extent                          */

i.f   abbrev(translate(custx~name) ,custsearch)   then   do
custstri.ng   =   custx~number~ri.ght(3)  I  I    ,

I -I custx~name I -I custx~address

custnames~insert(custstri.ng)
end

end
return   custnames~makearray

/*   -add   a  match                              */

/*  -return  result  array         */

T!.Tgure lil . (Part 1 of 4)  Base Customer Class (base\carcust.cls)
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::method   fi.ndAddress   class
arg   custsearch
do   custx  over  self~extent

1.f   custx~address   =   custsearch   then
return   custx~number

end
return    I  I

::method   extent   class
expose  extent
return   extent~makearray

::method   headl.ng   class
return    'Number      Name

/*   fi.nd   customer   by   address*/

/*   -check  extent                         */

/*   -   return   customer  number*/

/*   -return   not   found                */

/*  return  extent  of  cust.     */

/*   -as  en  urr`ay                           */

/*   return   a   headi.ng                     */
Address '

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   ------------------------------------------ */

::method   1.ni.t                                                                                                       /*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   new   customer   */
expose   customerNumber   name   address   cars   orders
self~ini.t:super                                                                                /*   -call   parent
use   arg   customerNumber,   name,   address
cars   =.set~new                                                                             /*   -prepare   cars/orders
orders   =   .set~new
1.f   arg()   <   3    I   arg()   >   4   then   return   self~setni.l
i.f   \datatype(customerNumber, 'W')   then   return   self~setni.1
I.f   customerNumber<100    I    customerNumber>999   then   return   self~setni.l
self~class~add(self)                                                                   /*   -add   to   extent
i.f  arg()   =   4  then   self~persi.stentlnsert                       /*   -a   real   new  customer

::method   setnil    pri.vate
expose   customerNumber   name   address   cars   orders
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
cars   =    .nl'1
orders   =   .ni.l
customerNumber   =   0
name   =    '-none-I
address   =    I-none-I
return   .ni.l

: :method   delete
expose  cars   orders
do   carx  over  cars

carx~del ete
end
do  workx   over  orders

workx~del ete
end
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
sel f~persi. stentDel ete
s e 1 f~s e t n I. 1

: :method   number   unguarded
expose   customerNumber
return   customerNumber

: :method   name   attrl.bute

::method   address   attri.bute

::method   update
expose   name   address
1.f   arg()    =   2   then   do

use   arg   name,   address

/*   set   customer  data   nil

/*   -   remove   from  extent

/*   delete   a   customer

/*   -delete  all   cars

/*   -delete   all   workorders   */

/*   -remove   from  extent          */
/*   -delete  permanent   stor  */

/*

/*   customer's   name

/*   customer's   address

/*   update   customer  data

294
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se1f~persi.stentUpdate
end

:  :method   addvehi.cle
expose   cars
use   arg   newcar

:¥:i::;:::1::#j;:#:::  =  .nil  then  do

i.f   owner   =    .nl.l    then
newcar~setowner (sel f)

end
else   do

/*  -update  persi.stent   stor  */

/*   add   a   vehi.cle

/*   -check   i.ts   owner

/*   -add   i.f   no   owner

/*   -   set   new  owner

/*  -error  i.f  other  owner
say   'Cannot   add   carl    newcar~makemodel    'to   customer'    self~name
say   '      1.t   belongs   to'    newcar~getowner~name

end

:  :method   removevehi.cle
expose  cars
use   arg   oldcar
ol dcar~del eteowner
cars~remove (ol dcar)

:  :method   checkvehi.cle
expose   cars
use   arg   somecar
if   cars~hasi.ndex(somecar)   then   return   1
else   return   0

:  :method   getvehi.cles
expose   cars
return   cars~makearray

:  :method   fi.ndvehi.cle
expose   cars
use   arg   serial
do   carx  over  cars

I.f  carx~seri.al   =   seri.al   then   return   carx
end
return   .ni.l

: :method   addorder
expose  orders
use   arg   newwork
orders~put(newwork)

: :method   removeorder
expose  orders
use   arg   oldwork
orders~remove (ol dwork)

: :method   getorders
expose  orders
return  orders~makearray

:  :method   detai.l
expose   customerNumber   name   address
return   customerNumber~ri.ght(5)    I

/*   remove   vehicle   from  cust   */

/*   -delete  owner
/*   -   remove   from  cars

/*   check   1.f   car   I.n   set

/*   -yes   l't   is

/*  return  array  of  cars

/*   fi.nd   car  by   seri.al

/*   -check   all   cars

*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

/*   add  order  to  customer          */

/*   -add  order  to   set                 */

/*   remove   order  from  cust.      */

/*   -   remove  order  from  set     */

/*  return   all   orders                   */

/*   -as   an  arT`ay                               *1

/*   return   a   detail   li.ne             */

I    name~1eft(20)    I       I    address~left(20)

:  :method   makestri.ng
expose   customerNumber   name
return    'Customer:  I    customerNumber   name

:  :method   di.splay

/*  default   stri.ng   output           */

/*   display   customer  data             */

T!.rgITre LI] . (Part 3 of 4)  Base Customer Class (base\carcust.cls)
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expose   customerNumber  name   address   cars   orders
say    I-'~copi.es(78)
say   self~class~headi.ng
say  self~detai.l
i.f   cars~i.terns   >  0   then

do   carx  over  cars
say    I      Vehicle:I    carx~detai.l

end
i.f  orders~i.terns   >  0   then   do

do  orderx  over  orders
say   I   Workorder:  I   orderx~detai.l

end
end

I.lgme LI] . (Part 4 of 4)  Base Customer Class (base\carcust.cls)

Base Vehicle class

(*_E:::I::r¥:±ii:I:__C_a_r_D_e_a_l_e_r__-__V_e_h_I._cl e   cl ass   (base)   |Tso.sjc   */*/

::class   VehicleBase   publi.c

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------ */

: :mseeihf#etns].I.tstaeTntzLeoacdT ass                                         (:  Prieg:JeT.f|3Sfemory              ://

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------- */

::method   l`nit

:#?a:ni€?!a|!:mber  make  model   year  owner/*   I.nT.tT.all.Ze   new  vehicle     */

1\
nlf   owhe+

Owner~a
f  arg()

Tieai;i)s!r! >m8k:he#°§:if~¥:#i]Owner

Fj]ersT.Stent[nsert   ;:  I  Ta#9effrr:g]c#:tog:F       :t

: :in:eftph8:d:esieet{n±T;1:#tT;V€a[teeTake  model   year  owner/*   Set   vehT.CTe   data   nl.l            */

owner~removeveh i. cl e (sel f)
serialNumber   =   0
make   =    I-none-I
model    =    I-none-
year  =   0
owner   =    .nl.l

: :method   delete

I:!:::iitentDelete

296

/*   -   remove   from  customer     */

/*   delete   a   vehi.cle
ose   seri.alNumber  make  model   year   owner-I

::method   seri.al

:#3i:  ::f:i:]N#:f

*/

/*  -from  permanent  stor        */

/*   return   seri.al   number          */

Figure LIB. (Part 1 of 2)  Base Vehicl,e Class (base\carvehi.cls)
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/*   vehicle's   make

/*   vehi.cle's   model

/*   vehi.cle's  year

/*   update   vehicle   data

/*   -in   permanent   storage     */

/*   return  make   and  model        */

/*   -as   strl'ng                               */

/*   return   owner   (customer)   */

/*   set   a   new  owner   (cust)     */

/*   -if   1.ts   the  proper  one  */

/*   delete   the  owner   (cust)   */

/*   return   a  detai.l   line          */

;':Eii;   ;ari;lNrimb6r~ri.ght(8)    I   -I   make~left(12)    I       I   model~1eft(10)    ,
I        I    year

/*  default   string  output     */

/*   display  vehi.cle   data          */

: :method   make   attri.bute

::method  model   attribute

: :method  year  attribute

: :method   update
expose  make  model   year
i.f   arg()   =   3   then   do

use   arg  make,   model ,   year
se1f~persi.stentUpdate

end

: :method   makemodel    unguarded
expose   make   model
return   make~stri. p I -I model ~stri. p

: :method   getowner   unguarded
expose   owner
return   owner

: :method   setowner
expose   owner
use   arg   newowner
if   owner   =    .ni.l    then

i.f   newowner~checkvehi.cle(self)   then
use   arg   owner

: :method   deleteowner
expose   owner
owner   =    .nl'l

:  :method   detai.l
expose   seri.alNumber  make   model   year

:  :method   makestri.ng
expose   seri.alNumber  make   model
return    'Vehi.cle:  I    seri.alNumber  make   model

: :method   di. spl ay
expose   seri.alNumber  make  model   year   owner
if   owner   =    .ni.1    then   ownerst   =    I-no   owner-I

else   ownerst   =   owner~number
say   seri.alNumber~ri.ght(8)    I       I   make~left(12)    I       I   model~left(10)    ,

I        I    year    I        I    ownerst

Figure 118. rpcJr£ 2 of 2J

Base Work Order Class

Base Vehicle Cl,ass (base\carvehi.cls)

*

/*   Base\carwork.cls              CarDealer   -Workorder   class    (base)      ITSO-SJC   */
*

FTgITre LID. (Part 1 of 6)  Base Work Order Class (base\caru)orb.cls)
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::class   WorkorderBase   publi.c

/* ------- class  methods ------
::method   i.ni.ti.all.ze   class

expose   extent   WorkservRel
extent   =   .Ii.st~new
1.f.I.:::i][[;:::::iT.fu::{§::;#:|j]==.i:i.:ti::£ne/w*  -Prepare  relatl.On  to       */

WorkservRel    =   .1ocal['Cardeal.WorkservRel  ']    /*   -servi.ce   i.terns                            */
se1f~persi.stentLoad

: :method   getworkservRel    class
expose   WorkservRel
return   WorkservRel

::method   add   class
expose  extent
use   arg   workx
i.f  workx~class   =   self   then   do

do  worko   over  extent

end

/*   prepare  the  class                     *,

/*  -  extent  of  work  orders     */

/*   -load   into  memory                  :(

/*   return   the  relatl.on              */

/*     add  workorder  to  extent   */

/*     -check   1.f  already  there*/
i.f  worko~number   =   workx~number   then   return   worko~geti.ndex

return   extent~i.nsert(workx,    .nil)
end

::method   remove   class
expose  extent
use   arg   I.ndx,   workx
i.f  extent~at(i.ndx)   =   workx   then

extent~remove ( i. ndx)

::method   fi.ndNumber   class
expose  extent
use   arg   worknum
do  workx  over  extent

i.f  workx~number   =   worknum   then   return   workx
end
return   .ni.l

::method   findstatus   class
expose  extent
use  arg  xstatus
workl 1. st
xstatl   =
xstat2   =

11. s t~new

i.f  xstatus   =   0   then   xstat2=0
1.f  xstatus   =   1   then   xstatl=1

298

/*       -1.nsertnewatstart      */

/*     remove  order  from  extent*/

/*   -ckeck   and   remove                    */

/*   fi.nd  workorder  by  number     */

/*   -check   the  extent                  */

/*   fi.nd  workorder  by  status   */

/*  -prepare  result                      */

):  :  :  :':  ::::T8I:te               :/

d°#;§::::::3:%#:::t:::;  xstatus  <=  xstat'2:t=hegn:d°:;:C?T!h:r::::uS      **//

1.f  xstatus   =   0   then   statusx   =    'Incomplete'
else   statusx   =    'Complete'

workstri.ng   =   workx~number~left(3)    I  I   workx~date   ,

Y::#:::;:i?:i:!la:::::;f;lit(11)  ,I-'workx~getvehi.cle~model~strl.p)~left(20)    ,

workx~getcustomer~name
workli.st~i.nsert(workstri.ng,.ni.l)

end
end
return   workl 1. st~makearray

/*  -add  to  result                        */

/*  -return  result  as  array  */

I.rgrme LID. (Part 2 of 6)  Base Work Ord,er Class (base\carworh.cls)
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: :method   newNumber   class
expose  extent
i.f  extent~i.terns   =   0   then   return   1
newnum   =   0
do  workx  over  extent

/*   return   a   new  number               */

/*   -find   maxl.mum   number        */
newnum   =   max(newnum,   workx~number)

end
/*   -return   next   hi.gher          */

/*  return  extent  as  array    */

return   newnum  +   1

::method   extent   class
expose  extent
return  extent~makearray

/* ----- I.nstance  methods--I
::method   l'nl't /*   ini.ti.alize   new  workorder*/

expose  orderNumber   cost   date   status   customer   car  li.sti.ndex
se1f~i.ni.t:super
status   =   0
cost   =   -1
orderNumber   =   0
l.f   arg()   =   3   then   do

/*   -i.ncomplete
/*   -   unknown   cost

/*   -new  work  order                    */

#8e:ft3m§::e=  §:#£Ti:;s£::wNumber   /*  -fi.nd  new  number         */
1istl.ndex   =   self~class~add(self)/*   -add   to   extent                      */
customer~addorder(self)                      /*   -add   to   customer                 */
self~persl.stentlnsert                         /*  -add  to  persi.stent  stor*/
end

else   I.f  arg()   =   6   then   do                      /*   -load   from  persi.stent     */
use   arg   orderNumber,   date,   cost,   status,   customer,   car
li.sti.ndex  =   self~class~add(self)/*   -add   to   extent
customer~addorder(self)                       /*   -add   to   customer
end

else   self~setni.1

::method   setnl.l   private                                 /*   set  workorder  data   nil      */
expose   orderNumber  cost   date   status   customer   car   li.sti.ndex
customer~removeorder(self)
self~class~remove(li.stindex,self)    /*   -remove   from  extent          */
status   =  0
cost   =   -1
orderNumber   =   0
date   =    loo/00/001
customer   =    .ni.l
car   =   .nil
listindex   =   0
return   .ni.l

::method   delete

sel f~cl ass~remove (1 i sti. ndex , sel f)
sel f~persi stentDel ete
sel f~setni 1

: :method   number   unguarded
expose   orderNumber
return   orderNumber

::method   cost   unguarded
expose   cost
return  cost

: :method   date   unguarded
expose  date
return  date

/*  delete  a  work  order
expose  orderNumber  cost   date   status   customer  car  li.stindex

*/

/*  -remove  from  extent          */
/*  -delete  persi.stent  stor*/

/*   return  workorder  number  */

/*  return  cost  of  workorder*/

/*  return  date  of  workorder*/

FLgNIe L]9. (Part 3 of 6)  Base Work Order Class (base\caru)orb.cls)
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: :method   setstatus /*   change  the   status                 */
expose   status
use   arg   newstatus
I.f   newstatus   =   0   I   newstatus   =   1   then   do      /*   -change   peri.stent   stor   */

i.f  status   \=   newstatus   then   self~persistentupdate
status   =   newstatus

end

: :method   getstatus   unguarded
expose   status
return  status

: :method   getstatust   unguarded
expose   status
i.f   status   =   0   then   return    .i.ncomplete'
else                                      return    'complete'

::method   geti.ndex   unguarded   pri.vate
expose   listindex
return   li.sti.ndex

: :method   getcustomer   unguarded
expose   customer
return   customer

::method   getvehicle   unguarded
expose   car
return  car

: :method   getservi.ces

/*  return  the  status                */

/*  return  status  as  text       */

/*   return   i.ndex   i.n   extent     */

/*   return   the   customer            */

/*   return   the  vehi.cle              */

/*   return   all   servi.ces            */
return   sel f~cl ass~getworkservRel ~al 1 at (sel f)

::method   addservi.celtem                                                      /*   add   servi.ce   to  workorder*/
use   arg   i.temx
workserv   =   self~class~getworkservRel                 /*   -get   the   relati.on               */
i.f  workserv~hasi.tern(i.temx,self)   then   return    /*   -cannot   add   same   1.tern  */
workserv[self]   =   1.temx                                                    /*   -record   in   relati.on          */
i.f   arg()   =   2   then   return   self~persi.stentlnsertserv(i.temx~number)

: :method   removeservi.celtem
use   arg   i.temx
workserv   =   self~class~getworkservRel
workserv~removei tern ( 1. temx , sel f)

/*  remve  a  service                k/

/*   -remove   i.n   relati.on          */
1.f   arg()   =   2   then   return   self~persi.stentDeleteserv(i.temx~number)

: :method   getTotalcost
expose   cost
totalcost   =  0
do   servx   over   self~getservi.ces

/*   compute  total   cost              */

/*   -sum   up   all    servi.ces        */
totalcost  =  totalcost  +  servx~laborcost  +  servx~getpartscost

end
i.f  cost   \=   totalcost   then   do

cost   =   totalcost
sel f~pers i. stentupdate

end
return  totalcost

: :method   checkAndDecreasestock
expose   status
i.f   status   =   1   then   return   0
enough   =   1
do   servx  over   self~getservi.ces

partsx  =   servx~getparts
do  partx  over  partsx
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/*  -update  cost  attribute  */

/*   check   i.f  enough   parts        */

/*   -not   for  complete  ones   */

/*   -check   all    servi.ces          */

/*   -and   parts   i.n   servi.ce     */

T!.Tgune LID. (Part 4 of 6)  Base Work Order Class (base\caru)orb.cls)
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quan   =   servx~getquantity(partx)
partno   =   partx~number
i.f   symbol(''stock."partno)    =    'LIT'    then

stock.partno   =   partx~stock
stock.partno   =   stock.partno   -quan
i.f   stock.partno  <  0   then   do

enough   =   0
say   I  'servx
say   I    -->   Not   enough   stock   for'   partx

end
end

end
i.f   enough   then   do

do   servx  over  self~getservi.ces
partsx  =   servx~getparts
do  partx  over  partsx

quan   =   Servx~getquanti.ty(partx)
x   =   partx~decreasestock(quan)

end
end
status   =   1
x   =   self~getTotalcost

end
return   enough

:  :method   generateBi.11
expose   orderNumber  date   customer  car
separ   =    I-'~copi.es(78)
bl'll    =    .Il'st~new
b 1` 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t
b 1' 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t
b 1' 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t
bi 11 ~i nsert
bl' 11 ~i nsert
b 1' 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t

/*   -   get   part   number
/*   -   record   stock

/*   -   check   temporary   stock  */

/*   -all   stocks   are  oK             */
/*   -go  over  all   servi.ces     */

/*   -and   all   parts                      */

/*  -  decrease  stock  of  part*/

/*   -   and   compute   total   cost*/

/*   prepare   the   bi.1l                     */

/*   -result   li.nes                         */
'Bi.ll    for   work   order.    orderNumber   left(I     I,30)    'Date:I    date)

separ)
I    Customer:  I    customer~name)
I     Vehi.cle:  I    car~makemodel)

separ)
Descri.ptionParts

'Partcost     Laborcost')
bi.ll~i.nsert(separ)
do   servx  over  self~getservi.ces

U n l' t

/*   -over  all   servi.ces
bi.1l~i.nsert(servx~descri.ptl.on~l eft(54)   servx~getpartscost~ri.ght(8)

servx~l aborcost~ri ght ( 10) )
artsx  =   servx~getparts
o  partx  over  partsx                                                           /*   -and   parts   1.n   servi.ce     */

quan   =   servx~getquanti.ty(partx)
costx   =   quan   *   partx~pri.ce
bill~i.nsert(I    `~left(18)   quan~ri.ght(3)   partx~descri.pti.on~left(16)    ,

'S'partx~pri.ce~ri.ght(4)    '='    costx~ri.ght(5))

nsert (separ)
b 1' 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t
b 1' 1 1 ~ 1' n s e r t

'Total   cost   of  work  order'~left(65)   self~getTotalcost~ri.ght(8))
separ)

return   bi.ll~makearray

: :method   detai.l /*   return   a   detai.l   li.ne           */
expose  orderNumber  cost   date   status
return   orderNumber~rl.ght(3)    I        Date:.   date~left(8)

cost~ri.ght(5)    I      Status:    I   self~getstatust

: :method   detai.lcust
expose   customer  car
return    'Customer:  I   customer~name~left(20)

'Vehicle:  I    car~makemodel~left(20)

Cost:I     ,

/*   return   cust/vehi.cle             */

T!LgITre LID. (Part 5 of 6)  Base Work Order Class (base\carworh.cls)
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::method  makestri.ng                                            /*   return   default   stri.ng         */
expose  orderNumber  cost   date   status   customer  car
return   'Workorder: '   orderNumber  date   self~getstatust   ,

I  ( I customer~name~l eft ( 10)  I / I car~makemodel ~1 eft ( 10)  I )  I

::method   makeline                                                  /*   return   a   short   li.ne              */
expose  orderNumber  cost   date   status   customer  car
return   orderNumber~left(3)    "   date   cost~ri.ght(6)    ,

sel f~getstatust~left(11)   car~makemodel   customer~name

::method   di.splay                                                    /*   display  work   order   data   */
expose  orderNumber  cost   date   status   customer  car
separ   =    I-'~copies(78)
say  workx~detai.l
say  workx~detai 1 cust
fl'rst   =   1
do   servx   over  self~getservi.ces

i.f   fi.rst   then   say   I      Servi.ces:'    servx~number~ri.ght(3)   servx~descripti.on
else                          Say   '                              I    servx~number~right(3)    servx~descri.pti.on
fl'rst   =   0
li.nes   =   li.nes   +   1

end

FLgITre LID. (Part 6 of 6)  Base Work Order Cl,ass (base\carworh.cls)

Base Service Item class

/*   Base\carserv.cls              CarDealer   -Serviceltem   class(base)    ITSO-SJC   */
/*---------------------------------------------------I-----------------*/

::class   Servi.celtemBase   publi.c

/* -----   class  methods   -----------------------------------.------------- */

::method   i.ni.tiali.ze   class                                                               /*   prepare   the   class
se   extent   WorkservRel
nt   =   .Ii.st~new                                                                        /*   -extent   as   a   li.st
local['Cardeal.WorkservRelj]    =   .ni.l    then        /*   -prepare   relati.on

WorkservRel    =   .Iocal['Cardeal.WorkservRel  ']           /*   -to   work   orders
Cardeal  .WorkservRel  ']    =    .Relati.on~new

se1f~persi.stentLoad

::method   getworkservRel    class
expose   WorkservRel
return   WorkservRel

::method   add   class
expose  extent
use  arg   servx
i.f   servx~class   =   self  then

return  extent~insert(servx)

::method   remove   class
expose  extent

#:::::#:i!L§i:I:;) servx  then

/*   -load   into  memory

/*   return   the  relati.on */

/*  add   service  toextent        */

/*   -   add  to  extent
*/

/*   remove   servi.ce  from  ext.*/

/*   -   remove  ffrom  extent */

F.TgNIe T2;0. (PcLrt 1 of 3)  Base Service Item Cl,ass (base\carserv.cls)
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:  :method   fi.ndNumber   class
expose   extent
parse   arg   servnum
I.f   extent~i.terns   >   0   then

do   servx  over  extent

/*   fi.nd   servi.ce   by   number     */

/*   -check  the  extent               */

i.f   servx~number   =   servnum  then   return   servx
end

return   .nil

::method   extent   class                                     /*   return   extent   as   array     */
expose   extent
return   extent~makearray

::method   headi.ng   class                                       /*   return   a   headi.ng   li.ne         */
return    'Item     Laborcost     Descri.ption     Quantl.ty     Part'

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   ----------------....-------------------- */

::method   i.nit                                                                /*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   new   servi.ce      */
expose   I.temNumber   descri.pti.on   laborcost   parts   quanti.ty.1isti.ndex
sel f~i ni t : super
use   arg   i.temNumber,   descri.ptl.on,    laborcost
parts   =   .set~new                                          /*   -set  of  parts                        */

3   then   self~setnil
/*   -wl'th   quantl'ty                       */

ndex   =   self~class~add(self)   /*   -add   to   extent   li.st  */

::method   setni.l    pri.vate                                  /*   set   servi.ce   data   ni.l            */
expose   1.temNumber   descri.pti.on   laborcost   parts   li.sti.ndex
self~class~remove(li.sti.ndex,self)    /*   -remove   from  extent           */
i.temNumber   =   0
descri.ption   =    I-none-'
laborcost   =   0
parts   =    .nl'1
quantl'ty.   =
ll'stl'ndex   =   0
return   .ni.l

::method   delete /*   delete   a   servi.ce   1.tern        */
expose   li.sti.ndex
self~class~remove(1i.sti.ndex,self)    /*   -remove   from  extent           */
/*   self~persi.stentDelete  */
s e 1 f ~ s e t n I. 1

:  :method   number   unguarded
expose   i.temNumber
return   l.temNumber

::method   laborcost   unguarded
expose   laborcost
return   laborcost

:  :method   descri.ptl.on   unguarded
expose   descri.pti.on
return   descri.ptl.on

: :method   usespart

:¥p::;(}a{±S2q#::I.:¥turn

;::t:::uEi;:#xjuan
quanti.ty.partx   =   quan

/*   return   servi.ce   number        */

/*   return   labor  cost

/*   return   descri.pti.on

/*   record   used   part

/*   -add   to   parts   li.st
/*   -wl'th   quant,'ty

*/

*/

FLgure L2;0. (Part 2 of 3)  Base Service Item Class (base\carserv.cls)
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: :method   getparts
expose  parts
return   parts~makearray

: :method   getQuantl.ty
expose   quanti.ty.
use  arg   partx
return  quanti.ty.partx

: :method   getpartscost
expose   parts   quanti.ty.
partcost   =   0
do  partx  over  parts

partcost  =  partcost
end
return  partcost

/*  return  all   parts

/*  -   as   an   array

/*  return  quantl.ty

/*   -of   apart                            */

/*  calculate  cost  of  parts   */

/*  -over  all   parts
+  partx~price  *  quanti.ty.partx

: :method   getworkorders                                                          /*   return  workorder s                 */
return   self~class~getworkservRel~alll.ndex(self)/*   usi.ng   thi.s   service        */

::method   detai.l                                                                               /*   return   detai.l    li.ne                */
expose   i.temNumber   description   laborcost
return   l.temNumber~ri.ght(3)    laborcost~ri.ght(11)    I  I    descri.pti.on~left(20)

::method  makestri.ng                                                                   /*   return   default   stri.ng        */
expose   i.temNumber   descri.pti.on   laborcost
return    'Servi.celtem:I    i.temNumber    I(S'laborcost')I    descri.ptl.on

::method   di.splay                                                                             /*   di.splay   servi.ce   data           */
expose   i.temNumber   descri.pti.on   laborcost   parts   quantity.
say    I-'~copi.es(78)
say   self~class~heading
say   self~detai.l
do  partx  over  parts

S ay    'p a'r~t]xe~fntu(m3b°e)r~qruT.agnhttT. (t3y). Ppaarrttxx~~rdT.egshctr(I.6p)t I. 'o n'    '

end
do  workx  over  self~getworkorders

say    I-I    workx
end

FLgITre L2;0. (Part 3 of 3)  Base Service Item Class (base\carserv.cls)

Base Part class

T!.igITre lil. (Part 1 of 3)  Base Part Cl,ass (base\part.ori)
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::method   i.ni.ti.all.ze   class
expose   extent
extent   =   .set~new
se1f~persi.stentLoad

::method   add   class
expose   extent
use  arg   partx
i.f  partx~class   =   self  then

extent~put(partx)

::method   remove   class
expose   extent
use  arg   partx
1.f  partx~class   =   self   then

extent~remove(partx)

::method   fi.ndNumber   class
expose   extent
parse   arg   partnum
do  partx  over  extent

i.f   partx~number   =   partnum   then
end
return   .ni.l

::method   extent   class
expose  extent
return   extent~makearray

::method   headi.ng   class

/*  prepare  the  class

/*  -  extent  of  parts
/*   -load   l.nto  memory

/*   add   new  part   to   extent     */

/*   -add  to  extent                     */

/*   remove   part   from  extent   */

/*   -r.e!mve                                        */

/*   fi.nd   part   by   number             */

/*   -check  the  extent               */
return  partx

/*  return  extent  as  array    */

/*   return   a   headi.ng   li.ne         */
return    'Parti.d     Descri.pti.on    Pri.ce    Stock'

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   i.ni.t                                                                 /*   1.ni.ti.all.ze   a   new   part          */
expose   parti.d   descri.ption   pri.ce   stock
se1f~i.ni.t:super
use   arg   parti.d,   descri.pti.on,   pri.ce,   stock
if  arg()   \=   41201   arg()   \=   5   then   self~set
else   self~class~add(self)                       /*   -add   to   extent                       */
1.f  arg()   =   5   then   self~persi.stentlnsert  /*   -add   to   persi.stent  */

::method   setni.l   pri.vate                                  /*   set   part   data   ni.l                   */
expose   parti.d   descri.pti.on   pri.ce   stock
self~class~remove(self)                            /*   -remove   from  extent           */

artl'd   =   0
cri.pti.on   =    I-none-I

return    .ni.l

: :method   delete
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
/*  self~persi.stentDelete  */
s e 1 f ~ s e t n I. 1

: :method   number   unguarded
expose   parti.d
return   parti.d

:  :method   pri.ce   unguarded
expose   pri.ce
return   pri.ce

/*  delete  a  part                          */
/*   -remove  from  extent           */
/*   -not   implemented                   */

/*   return   parts   number             */

/*   return   pri.ce  of  part          */

FigITre L2,1. (Part 2 of 3)  Base Part Class (base\part.ori)
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: :method   descri.ptl.on   unguarded
expose   descripti.on
return   descri.pti.on

::method   stock   unguarded
expose   stock
return  stock

: :method   I.ncreasestock
expose   stock
parse  arg   stockchange
stock   =   stock  +   stockchange
return  self~persistentupdate

: :method   decreasestock
expose   stock
parse  arg   stockchange
i.f   stockchange  >   stock  then   return   -1
stock   =   stock   -   stockchange
return  self~persistentupdate

: :method   detail

/*   return  descrl.pti.on               */

/*  return  stock  of  part          */

/*   1.ncrease  stock  of  part     */

/*   -add   change                              */
/*  -store  persl.stently          */

/*  decrease  stock  of  part     */

/*   -check   if   possi.ble
/*   -   subtract   change
/*  -store  persi.stently

/*   return   a  detai.l   line
expose   partid   descrl.pti.on   pri.ce   stock
return   parti.d~ri.ght(5)    I       I   descri.pti.on~left(15)

price~right(8)    I       I      stock~ri.ght(5)

: :method   makestri.ng
expose   parti.d   descri.ption
return   'Part:I   parti.d   descri.ption

: :method   di. spl ay
expose   parti.d   descri.pti.on   pri.ce   stock

/*  return  default  stri.ng        */

/*  display  part  data                 */

say   partid~ri.ght(5)    I       I   description~left(15)

price~ri.ght(8)    I       '      stock~rl.ght(5)

FigITre L21. (Part 3 of 3)  Base Part Cl,ass (base\part.ori)
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Base Part class as Subclass of a SOM class

Base\part.som      CarDealer   -Part   class    (base/SOM)
(SOM   part   class,   becomes   carpart.cls)

.Iocal['Cardeal.Part.som']    =    `Yes'

::Class    SOMpart           EXTERNAL    'SOM   Part'

ITSO-SJC

/*   mark   as   part   i.n   SOM      */

::Class   PartBase   publi.c   subclass   SOMpart

/* -----   add   OREXX   class   methods   to   the   SOM0bject   Part   ---------------- */

: :mseeihf°~dpeT|nsT.I.tsT[aeTnT#oacdT ass                                                       ):   Eri8::eT. :I:S:emory         =)

/* -----   i.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

: :method
use  arg
_ _ i £~self
self
self~  s

arti.d,   descri.pti.on,   pri.ce,   stock
d(partl'd)

k(
self~  se

pstoc
Prl Ce
stock

:Is:rE!!f5:,:sg~::a(!e):)
then   self~setni.1

i.f  arg()   =   5   then   self~persi.stentlnsert

::mseeihf°~dcTsaestsn~T.rTempo:tv(aste:f)

self~  set_pi.d(0)
sel
sel
sel
return

set_ppri ce

:i::i::::( -none-I )

: :method   free
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
sel f~somFree

: :method   delete
sel f~cl ass~remove (sel f)
s e I f ~ s e t n I. 1
sel f~pers i. stentDel ete

: :method   i.ncreasestock

::#:ff:::Ti;i#!!!::i:8:{e+  Stockchange)

: :method   decreasestock
parse   arg   stockchange
i.f  stockchange  >   self~stock  then   return   -1

;::::ffs::T¥::::§T(i::::i:8:{e-  Stockchange)

: :method   makestri.ng
return   'Part: I   self~detal.l~substr(3,22)

/*   i.niti.all.ze   new   part      */

/*  -set  all   attri.butes   */

/*  -add  to  extent                */
/*   -real   persi.stent   new  */

/*   set   part   data   ni.l            */
/*   -   remove  from  extent    */

/*   free   SOM  storage                */
/*   -   remove   from  extent      */

/*  delete  a  part
/*   -   remove  from  extent

/*   -persi.stent  delete        */

/*   1.ncrease   stock  of  part*/

/*   -add   the  change               */
/*  -store  persi.stently      */

/*  decrease  stock  of  part*/

/*   -check   if   enough
/*   -   subtract   the  change
/*  -store  presi.stently

/*   return  default   stri.ng   */

T!.Tgure T2;2,.   Base Part Class as Subclass of a SOM Class
(base\part.som)
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Persistent class

/*   Base\persist.cls             CarDealer  -Persi.stent   class                 ITSO-SJC   */
1*-----+--------------------------------------------------------------*1

::class   Persi.stent   publi.c   mi.xi.nclass   Object

/* -----  class  methods   ---------------------------..-.-------------------- */

: :mreetthu°rdn  poersl.StentL0ad   class                  /*  default   load   i.nto  memory                 */

::method  persl.stentstore  class               /*  default   store  back                               */
return  0

/* -----   1.nstance  methods   ----------------.-..-.--------------------------- */

: :mreetthu°rdn  pseeisf'LScieansts[~npseer:tT. stentstore   /*  defaul t  new  object                               */

: :method   persi.stentDelete
return  self~class~persistentstore

: :method   persistentupdate
return  self~class~persl.stentstore

::mr:tthu°rdnpseeisfT;Scieansts[~npseerrsi.Ss€:Vntstore

: :method   persi.stentDeleteserv
return  sel f~class~persl.stentstore

/*  default  delete  object

/*  default  update  object

/*  new  work-serv   relation

/*  delete  work-serv  relat.

"gITre L2;3.   Persistent Class (base\persist.cls)

Cardeal class

/*   Base\cardeal.cls                   CarDealer  -Cardeal   class                   ITSO-SJC   */

.Iocal['Cardeal.Cardeal.class']    =   .Cardeal

::class   Cardeal    publi.c

/* -----  class  methods  ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   ini.ti.all.ze  class                                                /*  prepare  the  class                */
if   RXFuncQuery('SysLoadFuncs')   then   do           /*   -load   rexx   utiliti.es      */

call    RXFuncAdd    'SysLoadFuncs',    'Rexxuti.1  I,    'SysLoadFuncs'
call    SysLoadFuncs

end

T!.igNIe T24. (Part 1 of 2)  Cardeal Class (base\cardeal.cls)
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x   =   RXFuncDrop('mci.Rxlni.t')       /*   drop   mciRx   */
s e 1 f~mc i. Rx I n I. t

l ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Part . cl ass I ] ~i. ni.
l ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Servi celtem. cl
l ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Customer. cl ass
l ocal  [ ` Cardeal  . Vehi. cl e . cl ass ' ]
l ocal  [ I Cardeal  .Workorder. cl as

return  0

tl. al

/*   -drop   multi.medi.a   funct.*/
/*   -i.ni.t   multi.media   funct.*/
/*   -initi.all.ze   all    classes*/

::method   termi.nate   class                                                                     /*   appli.cati.on   termi.nate        */
i.f   .Iocal['Cardeal.Data.type']    =    'D82'    then   do   /*   -check   i.f   D82

call    sqlexec    "CONNECT   RESET"                                                       /*   -di.sconnect
temp    =    val  ue(  I TMP I  ,  ,  I OS2ENVIRONMENT `  )

i.f   temp   =    '  '    then   temp   =   directory()
call    SysFi.leTree   temp"\t*.*``,    tempfi.les,    .FO'
do   1.=1   to   temp files.0                                                                /*   -erase   temp   fi.les

parse   upper   val ue   substr(tempfi.1 es . i  ,1 astpos ( I \ I  , tempfi 1 es . i. )+1)
wi.th   fn    '.I    fx

1. f   pos (  I  .  '  fx I  .  I  ,  I  .BMP.WAV.AVI  .  I  )>0    then    ''@erase"    tempfi.1 es . 1.

end
end
i.f   .Iocal['Cardeal.Part.som']       =    'Yes'    then   do   /*   -check   i.f   SOM   part

do   partl   over   .local  ['Cardeal  .Part.class']~extent
partl~free

end
. I ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Part . cl ass ' ] ~somuni ni. t

end
do   localx   over   .Iocal~makearray

I. f   1 ocal x~l eft (8)
end

/*   -uni.ni.ti.all.ze   SOM

/*   -delete   all   local
Cardeal.I    then    .1ocal~remove(localx)

::method   playaudi.o   class
arg   fi.lename   Multi.Medi.a
if   fi.lename   =    I  I     I    Multi.Medl.a   =   0   then   return
call   mci.Rxsendstri.ng

call   mci.Rxsendstri.ng
call   mci.Rxsendstring
call   mci.Rxsendstring
call   mciRxsendstring
call    mci.RXExit

'open   waveaudi.o   all.as   audio
I  Retst  I,  I 01,  I 0 I

'load   audi.o'    fi.lename    'wai.t
'set   audio   time   format   ms' ,
'play   audi.o   wait',    'Retst',
'close   audio   wait'.    'Retst'

::method   playvi.deo   class
arg   fi.lename   MultiMedi.a
i.f   fi.1ename   =    I  I     I    Multi.Media   =   0   then   return

/*   play   an   audi.o   fi.1e

shareable  wai.t',    ,

IRetstl,     '01,     '01

lRetstl,101,101

101,         '01

101.101

/*   play   a   vi.deo   fi.le

call    mci.Rxsendstri.ng    `open   di.gl.talvi.deo   all.as   vi.deo   shareable   wai.t',
I  Retst  I  .101.101

call   mci.Rxsendstring
call   mci.Rxsendstring
call   mci.Rxsendstring
call   mci.Rxsendstri.ng
call    mci.RXExit

load   vi.deo'    fi.1ename    'wai.t
set   vl.deo   ti.me   format   ms' ,
play   vi.deo   wai.t',    'Retst',
close   vi.deo   wai.t'.    'Retst'

::method   mciRxlni.t   class   pri.vate
expose   done   Multi.Medi.a
i.f   symbol('done')    =    'VAR'    then   return   Multi.Medi.a
/*   Load   the   DLL,    i.ni.ti.all.ze   MCI    REXX   support   */
l.f   RXFuncQuery('mci.Rxlni.t')    then   do

MultiMedi.a    =     (RXFUNCADD(  'mci.Rxlni.t  I  ,  'MCIAPI  I  ,  I

i.f   Multi.Medi.a   then    Ini.tRC   =   mci.Rxlni.t()
end

else   Multi.Medi.a   =    1
done   =   1
return   Multi.Medi.a

'      'Retst',101'     10]
lRetstl,101,101

'01,        '01

10',       '01

/*   i.ni.ti.all.ze   multi.medi.a          */

/*   -load   rex   functi.ons           */
mc i Rx I n l' t I ) -0)

F.Tgure T2,4. (Part 2 of 2)  Cardeal Cl,ass (base\cardeal.cls)
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Persistence in Files

Configuration for File Storage

FAT\carmodel.cfg              CarDealer   -Model    confi.g.    (FAT)                      ITSO-SJC   */
---------------------------------------------------------------------- * /

Parse   source   .    .   me   .
mai.ndi.r   =   me~1eft(me~1astpos('\')-1)                      /*   mai.n   cardeal    di.rectory   */
i.f   stream(mai.ndi.r'\base\cardeal.cls',c,'query   exi.sts`)   =    I  '    then

call   carerror  mai.ndi.r

.1ocal['Cardeal.Data.type']    =    'FAT'

.Iocal['Cardeal.Data.di.r']      =   mai.ndi.r'\FAT\Data'

. i ocal  [ ' Cardeal  . Medi. a . di r I ]    =   mai. ndi. r ' \Medi. a I

::requi.res    'base\cardeal.cls'

::requi.res   `fat\carcust.cls'
::requl.res    'fat\carvehi..cls'
::requi.res   'fat\carpart.cls'
::requi.res   'fat\carserv.cls'
::requi.res   'fat\carwork.cls'

/*   Data   I.n   Fi.les           */
/*  Data  directory       */

/*     Media   di.rectory   */

F.rgurre T2,5.   Conf tgurction for File Storage (fat\carmodel.cfg)
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File Customer class

/*   FAT\carcust.cls             CarDealer   -Customer   class    (FAT)             ITSO-SJC   */'l*----i------------------------.....--.--------------------i----------------*/

.Iocal['Cardeal.Customer.class']    =    .Customer

::requi.res    `base\carcust.cls'
::requires    'base\persi.st.cls'

::class   Customer   public   subclass   CustomerBase   inheri.t   Persl.stent

/* -----  class  methods  ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class                                    /*   load   customers   from  file*/
expose   fi.le
fi.le   =   .local  ['Cardeal  .Data.dir']  '\customer.dat'

=t6eg;  IT.i:ii:Ciin::i::1:jad'                 /*.  read  the  file                     */
call
dol.

:P:Ti€###:#T(:f;::#:(:r:####:re::;TXp::::r:::)X)address
end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    `close'
return   1.

/*   store   customers   i.n   fl.le   */

call    stream   fl.le,    'c',    .open   wri.te   replace`
/"  -run  over  extent

: :method   persistentstore  class
expose   fi.1e

do  custx  over  self~extent
x   =   1i.neout(file,custx~fi.1eFormat)

end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return  0

/* -----   l.nstance  methods   -------------------.-------------------------- */

returnStrl.p(self~number)I91x||ieft(set/~*napmree,P2aor)e,9rFxC°[t,f°rfi1e*/
: :method   fi 1 eFormat

l eft (sel f~address , 20)

F.Tgure T2,6.   File Customer Class (fat\carcust.cls)
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File Vehicle Class

/*   FAT\carvehi..cls              CarDealer   -Vehi.cle   class    (FAT)                         ITSO-SJC   */
/* ----------------------------------------------- `----I --------- +-+:-+: ---- :* /

.1ocal['Cardeal.Vehicle.class']    =    .Vehi.cle

::requi.res    'base\carvehi..cls'
::requi.res    'base\persi.st.cls'

::class   Vehi.cle   public   subclass   Vehi.cleBase   I.nheri.t   Persi.stent

/* -----  class  methods   --------------------------------------------------- */

: :meextpho°sde  pf:iseT.StentL0ad   class                                              /*   load   vehi.cles   from   fi.|e   */

fi.le   =    .local  ['Cardeal  .Data.di.r']  '\vehl.cle.dat'
custclass   =   .local  ['Cardeal  .Customer.class']

:::ir::5;!#|ii:;:l:i:;:i::l:;ad'                   /*-readthefi|e                */

wl.th   seri.alNumber    '9'X   make    '9'X   model     '9'X   year    '9'X   owner
1.f   left(seri.alNumber,2)   =    I/*'    then   i.terate
SeTf~necwu(ssttcrTT.aps(sS~efrT.1.nadTNNuummbbeerr)o.wnsetrr)I.)P(make)9Strip(model),Strl.P(year),,

end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return   1.

: :method   persi.stentstore   class
expose   fi.le

do   carx   over   custx~getvehi.cles
x   =   li.neout(fi.1e,carx~fileFormat)

end
end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return  0

/*   store   vehi.cle   i.n   fi.1e

call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'open   wri.te   replace'    /*   -run   over   customers
do   custx   over   .local  ['Cardeal .Customer.class']~extent

/*   -and   thei.r   vehi.cles

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

: :method   fileFormat
return  i:#i{:#j:S8:i.:l!;?;¥X I

stri.p(self~getowner~numb

i. f   symbol  ( I medi. anumber I )
medi.anumber   =   0
medi.acontrol    =    '  I
pi.cfi.le   =   .array~new

ill,:#.(:?::TT!'j*:;p:r;e)p;agr;ex,r,e,c,o:

: :method   getmedi.anumber
expose   medl.anumber  medi.acontrol    pi.cfi.le

l ocal  [ I Cardin e d i. a f i. 1
do    1'=1

l l' n e
l'f   le

1   whi.le   lines

::::#e!l'?

cord   for  fi.le  */

/*   return   number  of  medi.a     */

VAR.    then   return   medi.anumber

1. Medi. a . di. r I ]  I \medi a . dat I
di.afi.le)>0                     /*   -read   medi.a   controlfi.le*/

en   i.terate

?Sr§:i¥£:e|i:i  =e:irT.p(;:riii}eti6;  ::Te       /*  -check  for  seri.al               */
medi.anumber   =   medi.anumber   +   1
pi.cfl.1e[medi.anumber]    =   stri.p
mediacontrol    =   medi.acontrol  I

end
end

bui.ld   control    i.nfo           */
e)'20),,fl.Ie            ;,

F.Tg"re TZ] . (Part 1 of 2)  Fi,le Vehi,cl,e Class (fat\carvehi.cls)
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x   =   stream(medi. afi 1 e,  ' c I  ,  I cl ose I )

return  medi.anumber

: :method   getmedi.acontrol
expose  medi.anumber  medi.acontrol

/*   return  medi.a   controli.nfo*/

if   symbol("medianumber'')   =    'LIT'    then   return    "
return  mediacontrol

: :method   getmedi.ainfo
expose  medi.anumber  medi.acontrol    pi.cfi.le

/*   return   a  medi.a   fi.le               */

1.f   symbol(''medi.anumber'')    =    'LIT'    then   return    I  I
arg   medi.anum
i.f   medi.anumber   =   0    I    mediacontrol    =    I  I     I    ,

medi.anum   >   medi.anumber    I    medianum  <=   0   then   return    I  I
mediati.tle     =   substr(medi.acontrol  ,medi.anum*30-29,20)
vfacts   =    . i ocal  [ I Cardeal  . Medi. a . di. r ' ]  I \ I pi. cfi.1 e [medi. anum]
i.f  medi.ati.tle   =   'Fact-sheet'   then   do

factdata   =   11.nei.n(vfacts)
x   =   stream(vfacts, 'c' , 'close')
vfacts  =  factdata

end
return   medi. ati. tl e I  : :  I vfacts

T!.igITre T2] . (Part 2 of 2)  File Veh,idle Class (fat\carvehi.cls)
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File Work Order class

/*   FAT\carwork.cls            CarDealer   -Workorder   class    (FAT)           ITSO-SJC   */

.local  ['Cardeal.Workorder.class']    =   .Workorder

::requi.res    'base\carwork.cls'
::requi.res    'base\persi.st.cls'

::class   Workorder   publi.c   subclass   WorkorderBase   i.nheri.t   Persi.stent

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class                                       /*   load  work   orders   fi.le      */
expose   fi.le
fl.le   =   .local  ['Cardeal  .Data.di.r']  '\workord.dat'
custclass   =   .local  ['Cardeal  .Customer.class']
servclass   =   .local  ['Cardeal  .Servi.celtem.class']
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'open   read'
do   i.    =   0   by   1   whi.le   li.nes(fi.le)                              /*   -read   the   fi.le

parse   value   li.nein(fi.le)   wi.th   orderno    '9'x   date   '9'x   cost

*/

'9'x   status    '9'x   owner   '9'x   car    '9'x   i.terns

i.f   left(orderno,2)   =   I/*'   then   I.terate
custx   =   custclass~fi.ndNumber(owner)              /*   -create   new  work  order  */
wo   =   self~new(stri.p(orderno),   strl.p(date),   stri.p(cost),    ,

stri.p(status),   custx,   custx~fi.ndvehi.cle(car))
do  while   1.terns   \=   "                                                  /*   -add   services   to   order  */

parse   var   i.terns   i.temx    '9'x   i.terns
wo~addservi.celtem(servclass~fi.ndNumber(i.temx))

end
end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return   1.

: :method   persl.stentstore   class
expose   fi.le

/*   store  workorders   i.n   fi.le*/

call    stream   file,    'c',    .open   wri.te   replace'
do  ordrx  over  self~extent

x   =   li.neout(fi.le,ordrx~fi.leFormat)
end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    `close'
return  0

/*  -   run  over  extent */

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   fi.1eFormat                                                             /*   prepare   record   for  file  */
out   =   stri.p(self~number)`9`x   ||    stri.p(self~date)'9'x   ||    ,

stri.p(self~cost)`9'x   ||    stri.p(self~getstatus)'9'x   ||    ,
stri. p (sel f~getcustomer~number)  ' 9 ' x

workserv   =   self~class~getworkservRel
do   servx  over  workserv~allat(self)

out   =   out'9'x    I  I    servx~number
end
return  out

stri.p(self~getvehi.cle~seri.al)

T!LgITre T2;S.   File Work Order Class (fat\cariJ)orb.cls)
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File Service Item class

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*   FAT\carserv.cls              CarDealer   -Serviceltem   class   (FAT)    ITSO-SJC   */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

.local  ['Cardeal.Servi.celtem.class']    =    .Servi.celtem

::requires    'base\carserv.cls'
::requi.res    'base\persi.st.cls'

::class   Servi.celtem   publl.c   subclass   Servl.celtemBase   i.nherl.t   Persistent

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persistentLoad   class                                      /*   load   service   from  file     */
expose   file
fi.le   =    .local  [`Cardeal  .Data.di.r']  '\service.dat'
partclass   =   .1ocal['Cardeal.Part.class']
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'open   read'

do   I.    =   0   by   1   while   li.nes(file) /*  -read  the  file                    */
parse   value   li.nein(file)   with   ,

itemNumber   '9'x   descri.pti.on    '9'x   laborcost    '9'x   parts
I.f   left(I.temNumber,2)   =    I/*'    then   i.terate
si   =   self~new(stri.p(I.temNumber),   strip(descripti.on),   strip(laborcost))
do  whi.le  parts   \=   "                                         /*   -add   parts   to   servl.ce     */

parse   var  parts   partnum   `9'x   quant   '9'x   parts
si.~usespart(partclass~fi.ndNumber(partnum) ,   stri.p(quant))

end
end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return   i

: :method   persi.stentstore   class
/*   no   change   i.n   data   ever  */
return  0

/*   store   services   I.n   fi.le     */

/* -----   instance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   fi.leFormat                                                            /*   prepare   record   for  fi.le  */

/*   never  used   since   servl.ce   l.tens   are   not   updated   */
Out   =   SsttrrjT.Pp((SseeT]ff~~nTuambboerrc)o's9t')X    11    left(Sel f~descrl.pti.on,20)  '9`x    I  I    ,

dopoaurttx=oo,:et:;9P,;xf].g:±gt::Tt¥£::#:::;2t,pa[[xj,2,

end
return  out

FLgNIe T2;9.   File Seruice Item Cl,ass (fat\carserv.cls)
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File Part class

/*   FAT\carpart.cls              CarDealer   -Part   class   (FAT)                      ITSO-SJC   */
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------:*1

.Iocal['Cardeal.Part.class']    =   .Part

::requires   'base\carpart.cls'
::requi.res   'base\persist.cls.

::class   Part   publi.c   subclass   PartBase   I.nherit   Persi.stent

/* -----  class  methods  ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class
expose   fi.le
fi.1e   =   .local  ['Cardeal .Data.di.r']  '\part.dat
call    stream   fi.1e,    'c',    `open   read'
do   I.    =   0   by   1   whi.le   li.nes(fi.le)

parse   value   li.nei.n(fi.le)   wi.th   ,

/*   load   parts   from  fi.le    */

/*   I   read  the   fi.1e                */

parti.d    '9'x   descri.ptl.on    '9'x   pri.ce   '9'x   stock
i.f   left(parti.d,2)   =   I/*'   then   1.terate
self~new(stri.p(parti.d),   stri.p(descri.pti.on),   stri.p(pri.ce),   stri.p(stock))

end
call    stream   fi.le,    'c',    'close'
return   1.

::method   persi.stentstore   class
expose   fi.1e
call   stream   file,    'c',    'open  wri.te   replace'
do  partx  over  self~extent

x   =   1i.neout(fi.le,partx~fi.1eFormat)
end
call    stream   fi.1e,    'c',    'close'
return  0

return   strip(self~number) '9'x
stri. p (sel f~pri ce)  I 9 I x

/*   store  parts   1.n   fi.le      */

/*  -run  over  extent          */

/* -----   i.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   fi.1eFormat                                                            /*   prepare   record   for  fi.1e  */
left(self~descri.pti.on,15)'9'x    I  I    ,
stri.p(self~stock)

I.igme L30.  Fi,le Part Class (fat\carpart.cls)
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Persistence in D82

Configuration for D82 Storage

/*   D82\carmodel.cfg       CarDealer   -Model    confi.g.    (D82)                   ITSO-SJC   */'/*----`-----------+----------------------------------------------------*1

:::::I.:°:r::~i.e+tT:eiiastpos(l\l)_1)               /*  mai.n   cardeal   directory  */
if   stream(maindir'\base\cardeal.cls',c,'query   exi.sts')   =    I  I    then

call   carerror  mai.ndir

call   rxfctsql
call     sqlexec    "CONNECT   RESET"

call     sqlexec    ''CONNECT   T0   DEALERDB"

if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   do

.Iocal['Cardeal.Data.type']    =

.Iocal['Cardeal.Data.dir']       =

.local  ['Cardeal  .Medi.a.di.r']    =

::requires    'base\cardeal.cls'

::requi.res    'db2\carcust.cls'
::requires    'db2\carvehi.cls.
::requires    'db2\carpart.cls'
::requi.res    'db2\carserv.cls'
::requi.res    'db2\carwork.cls'

/*   Rexx   D82   functions              */

/*   connect   to  database          */
say    'Cannot   connect   to   DEALERDB'

exit   16;      end

I  D82  I

I -none-I
I -none-I

T!.lgrre L31.   Conf tguration for D82 Storage

D82 Customer class

(db2\carmodel.cfg)

/*   D82\carcust.cls            CarDealer   -Customer   class    (D82)                ITSO-SJC   */'/*_-_-.__`_-+-'-==--------'---------_-----_-_--:-------------------+---------------------*1

.1ocal['Cardeal.Customer.class']    =    .Customer

::requires    'base\carcust.cls'

::class   Customer   publi.c   subclass   CustomerBase

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class
return  0

::method   findNumber   class
use   arg   custnum

/*null,    loadbydemand         */

/*   load   customer   by   number   */

F±qure L32. (Part 1 of 3)
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D82 Customer Class (db2\carcust.cls)
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vehi.class   =    .Iocal['Cardeal.Vehi.cle.class']
workclass   =   .local  ['Cardeal.Workorder.class']

::S::s:xS:|f:::i:d::::e:;::::r!:::;num)            /*  -check  if  1.n  memory         */
stint   =   'select   c.custname,   c.custaddr'    ,

I      from   cardeal.customer   c'    ,
I    where   c.custnum   ='    custnum

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl    CURSOR    FOR   sl'

call    sqlexec    'OPEN   cl'
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO    :xcustn,    :xcusta'
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then   do

custx   =   self~new(custnum,   xcustn,   xcusta)
vehi.class~persistentLoadBycust(custx)        /*   -load   vehi.cles   of  cust.*/
workclass~persi.stentLoadBycust(custx)        /*   -load  workorders                  */
end

else   custx   =   .ni.l
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
return  custx

::method   fi.ndName   class
use  arg   custsearch
custnames   =   .Ii.st~new

/*   fi.nd   customer  by   name        */

/*  -prepare  result   ll.St        */
stint   =   "select   c.custnum,   c.custname,   c.custaddr"    ,

"      from  cardeal.customer   c"   ,
"   where   c.custname   li.ke   ?     order   by   2"

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl   CURSOR   FOR   sl'

xsearch   =   I""custsearch"%'"
call    sqlexec    "OPEN   cl   USING    :xsearch"
do   I.cust=O   by   1   unti.1    rcc   \=   0                                    /*   -search   table   wi.th   LIKE*/

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO   :xcustno,    :xcustn,    :xcusta'
rcc   =   sqlca.sqlcode
1.f   rcc   =   0   then   do

custstri.ng   =   xcustno~rl.ght(3)  I-'xcustn'-'xcusta
custnames~i.nsert(custstri.ng)

end
end
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
return   custnames~makearray

::method   fi.ndAddress   class

/*  -return  result  array       */

/*  find  customer  by  address*/
use   arg   custsearch
stint   =   '`select   c.custnum,   c.custname,   c.custaddr"    ,

"      from  cardeal.customer   c"   ,
"   where   c.custaddr   =   ?"

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl   CURSOR   FOR   sl'

xsearch   =   I""custsearch'""
call    sqlexec   "OPEN   cl   USING    :xsearch"

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO   :xcustno,    :xcustn,    :xcusta'
rcc   =   sqlca.sqlcode

call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
l.f  rcc   =   0   then   return   xcustno
else   return   I  .
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/*   return   customer  number     */

T!igure L32. (Part 2 of 3)  D82 Customer Class (db2\carcust.cZs)
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/* -----   l.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method  persistentlnsert                                                         /*   store  new  customer  */
insertstmt   =   "i.nsert   i.nto   cardeal.customer"   ,

"   val ues ("sel f~number[' ,  I "sel f~name" I  ,  I "sel f~address" ' ) "

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE   IMMEDIATE    :insertstmt'

i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   do
say   'cust   I.nsert'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
s e 1 f ~ s e t n i. 1
end

else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

return   sqlca.sqlcode

/*   update  a  customer     */

"     set   custname  =   I"self~name",   custaddr  ='"self~address'"I
"   where   custnum   ="   self~number

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE   IMMEDIATE    :updatetstmt!

i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'customer   update'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'
return   sqlca.sqlcode

::method   persistentDelete                                                         /*   delete   a   customer     */
delstmt   =   'delete   from   cardeal.customer  where   custnum  ='    self~number
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :delstmt'

if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'cust   delete'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    .COMMIT'

return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persi.stentupdate
updatetstmt   =   "update   cardeal .customer"

Figure 132. rpcir£ 3 of 3J

D82 Vehicle class

D82 Customer Class (db2\carcust.cls)

/*   D82\carvehl..cls             CarDealer   -Vehi.cle   class    (D82)                 ITSO-SJC   */'/*-----_-`--+:----::------+------:i::==:::---i:-----------------i-----------------*/

.Iocal['Cardeal.Vehicle.class']    =    .Vehi.cle

::requires    'base\carvehi..cls'

::class   Vehicle   public   subclass   VehicleBase

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class                                      /*   null,   load   by   demand           */
return  0

::method   persi.stentLoadBycust   class                      /*   load   vehicle   of   customer*/
use  arg   custx
customerNumber   =   custx~number

T!igme L33. (Part 1 of 3)  D82 Vehi,cle Cl,ass (db2\carvehi.cls)
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stint  =   ,I Se#5F  ¥;:6::]a]?#Tjciv6mJke#F°#:js¥ri%fa=rl'   6ustomerNumber

§§iiT§§i:§i;e\§i!!:!!'::  ::::°R:i:ill::;     x/m*ak-e,runxfovdeerT ,Veh*yc:aers,          */

T:vr:vs:18aiig]code

end
carx   =   self~new(xseri.al,   xmake,   xmodel,   xyear,   custx)

call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
return  0

/* -----   1.nstance  methods
: :method   persi.stentlnsert

custnum   =   self~getowner~number
/*   store   new   vehi.cle

1.nsertstmt   =   '`i.nsert   1.nto   cardeal.vehi.cle"    ,
"    (seri.alnum,    custnum,   make,   model,   year)"    ,
"   val ues ( "sel f~seri. al " , "custnum" ,  I "sel f~make"

" I "sel f~model " I  , " sel f~year") "
/*   say   'created.    self   'i.n   D82'   */
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :I.nsertstmt'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   do

say   'vehi.cle   i.nsert'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlca.sqlerrmc
s e 1 f~s e t n i. 1

end
call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

: :method   persi.stentupdate
updatetstmt   =   "update   cardeal .vehi.cle"

"      set   make   ='"self~make
''year  ="   selfyear

/*   update  vehi.cle   data

model    = I "sel f~model " I  , "

"   where   seri.alnum   ="   self~seri.al

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :updatetstmt'
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'customer   update`    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'
return   sqlca.sqlcode

::method   persi.stentDelete                                              /*   delete   a   vehi.cle
delstmt   =    'delete   from   cardeal.vehi.cle  where   seri.alnum   ='    self~seri.al
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :delstmt'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say    'vehi.cle   delete'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'
return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :me¥pho°sde  gmeetdTeadnTrfenbuemrb::dT. acontroT                            ):   TUT:e:h:fBT8§T. a   fT. 1 es

1.f   symbol  (''medi.anumber'')    =    'VAR'    then   return   medi.anumber
medi.anumber   =   0

320

*/

*/

*/

:#a:°T::?:c=  :ibstr(v.pT.ctures,1,3),   ,    /*  -Prepare  Control   l.nfo     */
I      from   cardeal.vehi.cle   v     where   v.seri.alnum   ='    self~seri.al

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s2    FROM    :stmt'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   return   0
vpi.ci.nd   =   -1
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   c2   CURSOR   FOR   s2'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   c2'

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpi.c    :vpi.ci.nd'
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
i.f   vpi.ci.nd   >=0   then   medi.anumber   =   vpi.c
return   medi.anumber

FLgure L33. (Part 2 of 3)  D82 Vehicle Class (d,b2\carvehi.als)
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/*   return  medi.a   controli.nfo*/

stint   =   'select   substr(v.pictures,5,30*'medianumber')'    ,
'      from  cardeal.vehicle   v     where   v.serialnum  ='   self~serial

: :method   getmediacontrol
expose  medianumber  medi.acontrol
1.f   symbol("medianumber")   =    'LIT'    then   return
i.f  medianumber  <=   0   then   return

call
call
call

Ca

PREPARE   s2    FROM    :stmt'

DECLARE    c2    CURSOR    FOR   s2'

OPEN    c2'

exec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpic    :vpicind'
sql ca . sql code

call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
1.f   rcv   =   0   &   vpicind   >=   0   then   mediacontrol    =   vpi.c
return  medi.acontrol

: :method   getmediainfo
expose  medianumber  mediacontrol

/*   return  onemedia  fi.le        */

parse   source  env   .
if   env   =    'OS/2'    then   env   =    'OS2ENVIRONMENT'

else   env    =    'ENVIRONMENT'

if   symbol(''medianumber")   =    'LIT'    then   return
if  mediacontrol   =   I  '   then   self~getmediacontrol
arg   medianum
1.f  medi.anumber   =   0    I    medi.anum   >   medi.anumber    I    medianum  <=   0    I    ,

mediacontrol   =   I  I   then   return
medi.atitle     =   substr(mediacontrol ,medianum*30-29,20)
medialength   =   substr(mediacontrol ,medianum*30-8,   8)
mediastart   =   7   +   30   *  medi.anumber
do   i=1   to   medianum   -1

blg   =   substr(medi.acontrol ,I.*30-8,8)
mediastart   =  mediastart  +  blg

end
call     sqlexec    'CLEAR   SQL   VARIABLE   DECLARATI0NS'

call    sqlexec    'DECLARE    :vpic3    LANGUAGE   TYPE   BLOB    FILE'

vpic3.file_options   =    `OVERWRITE'
temp   =   value('TMP'„env);    1.f  temp   =    I  I    then   temp   =   di.rectory()
tnam   =    't'self~serial  I  'medianum
sel ect

when   medi.atitle   =    'Fact-sheet'    then   vpi.c3.name   =    '  '
when   medi.atitle   =    'Audio'       then   vpic3.name   =   temp'\'tnam'.WAV'
when   mediatitle   =    'Video'       then   vpic3.name   =   temp'\'tnam'.AVI'
otherwi.se                                                                 vpi.c3.name   =   temp`\'tnam'.BMP'

end
vfacts   =   vpic3.name
Stmt=',SeTfercotmscuabrsdtera(TV..vpeT.hcT.tcuTreesv''mwehdejraestva.rste'r'i'amiendujmaT=eingstehi'f)Jse'rT.ai

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s2   FROM    :stmt'
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   c2   CURSOR   FOR   s2'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   c2'

if   vfacts   =    I  '   then   call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2   INTO   :vfacts'
else   call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c2    INTO    :vpic3    :vpicind3'

if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   vfacts   =   I  '
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c2'
call    sqlexec    'CLEAR   SQL   VARIABLE   DECLARATI0NS'

return  medi ati tl e ' : : ' vfacts

Figure 133. rpclr£ 3 of 3J
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D82 Work Order class

/*   D82\carwork.cls         CarDealer   -Workorder   class   (D-B-2-) ------IT3b--3t-C
/*--------------+----:I:I:I:I:---.-`::::::::-::::::--\:::i-----+-:.-`J--_®_u_\_

.local  ['Cardeal.Workorder.class']    =    .Workorder

::requires    'base\carwork.cls'

::class   Workorder   publi.c   subclass   WorkorderBase

/* -----   class  methods

::mreetthu°rdnPoerS1.StentLoadc1ass

::method   fi.ndNumber   class
worknum

i!:#:;:i:f##;#::::;#;:!!::rijl
stint   =    'select   w.custnum.    .

LOSE    c3'

:::t:Tg

;!i;;i
custx

/*   null,   load   by   demand            */

/*   fi.nd  workorder  by   number*/

=   ::::fnT.]fm:g3f¥  fT.rst  *,*/

from   cardeal.workorder  w     where   w.ordernum   =`   worknum
ec    'PREPARE   s3    FROM    :stmt'
ec     'DECLARE    c3    CURSOR    FOR    s3'
ec    'OPEN    c3'
ec    'FETCH   c3    INTO    :xcustnum'

:6Sq::8§E   c3'
then   do

custclass~fi.ndNumber(xcustnum)
\                          .1         .   ,

1.f   custx   \=    .ni.l    then              --` ------..-... `
do  workx  over  self~extent

i.f  workx~number   =   worknum   then   return   workx
end

end
return   .ni.1

#[°?d:8:I:n::t:i;:;;:;i;:r:¥mina%e?rs#Te,,y;c:os:tT,::we:s:t:a:t°u:s:,:,:I,:yT:::tus**//
'      from   cardeal.workorder  w,   cardeal.customer   c,   cardeal.vehi.cle   v'
I    where   w.custnum   =   c.custnum   and   w.seri.alnum   =   v.seri.alnum'    ,
I      and   w.status    1.n    (?,    ?)I     ,

hostv:r°=df?xg¥d:o,    :xdate,    :xcost,    :xstatus,    :xcustn,    :xmake,    :xmodel'

;§!it:8i:i:€    :BEE[AR[   S3   5BR¥oRSEBE's3I
xstat2   =   1
1.f  xstatus   =   0   then   xstat2=O
i.f  xstatus   =   1   then   xstatl=1

5:;i#;##!i!t:il:;fo(::i::,arxstat2,

f  xstatus   =  0  then   statusx
else   statusx

:::i::::::(nx:mea:k:e:~:S:t:ri:P:':-:'{x:in:o.d:eT'|T~;sdtartTep)X~Ci°esftt~(r2To3htx(c6u)stsntatusx~left(11)
I

end
end
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c3'
return  workl i. st~makearray

68:8Tgl:te

FLgNIe T34. (Part 1 of 3)  D82 Work Order Class (db2\caru]orh.als)
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::method   newNumber   class                                                   /*   create   new   order   number   */
stint   =   'select   max(ordernum)   from   cardeal  .workorder'
call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s3    FROM    :stmt'
call     sqlexec    'DECLARE   c3    CURSOR    FOR   s3'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   c3'
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c3    INTO    :xmax'
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c3'
return   xmax  +   1

/*   load  workorders   of  cust.*/

servclass   =    .local  ['Cardeal  .Servi.celtem.class']
customerNumber   =   custx~number
stint   =    'select   w.ordernum,   w.cost,   w.orderdate,   w.status,   w.seri.alnum'    ,

I      from   cardeal.workorder  w     where   w.custnum   ='    customerNumber

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s4   FROM    :stint.
call     sqlexec    'DECLARE   c4   CURSOR    FOR   s4'

::l|n:?:e#\gpE§C4'                                            /*  _   runoverorders               */
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c4   INTO   :xorder,    :xcost,    :xdate,    :xstatus,    :xseri.all
rcw   =   sqlca.sqlcode
i.f   rcw   =   0   then   do

:::;a:::#:#::::h:::::a]  then  do     ):  fo:T#:r#a::I::g  car        :)

orderx   =   self~new(xorder,   xdate,   xcost,   xstatus,   custx,   carx)
servi.terns   =   servclass~extent
stmt2   =    'select   r.itemnum'    ,

I      from   cardeal.workserv   r     where   r.ordernum   ='   xorder

call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   s5    FROM    :stmt2'
call     sqlexec    'DECLARE   c5    CURSOR   FOR   s5'

::l|n:?]e:::   \gpE§  C5'                          /*   _   and   add   rels   to   serv,   */
call    sqlexec    'FETCH   c5    INTO    :xi.tem'
rcs   =   sqlca.sqlcode
i.f   rcs   =   0   then

do   servx   over   servi.terns
if   servx~number   =   xi.tern   then

orderx~addservi.celtem(servx)
end

end
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c5'

end
end   /*cavs* 1

end      /*row=O*/
end
call    sqlexec    'CLOSE   c4'
return  0

/* -----   I.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   persistentlnsert                                             /*   store   new  work  order           */
custnum   =   sel f~getcustomer~number
carserial   =   self~getvehicle~serial
i.nsertstmt   =   "1.nsert   into   cardeal.workorder"    ,"   values("self~number'',''custnum",''carseri.al'',"    ,

sel f~cost" , I '' sel f~date" , '' sel f~getstatus '] ) "
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :I.nsertstmt'
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   do

say    'workorder   insert'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
sel f~setni.1
end

else   call    sqlexec    `COMMIT'
return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persistentLoadBycust   class
use  arg   custx

T!.igure L34. (Part 2 of 3)  D82 Work Ord,er Class (db2\carworh.cls)
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: :method   persistentDelete

say   'order-serv   delete'    sqlca:sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

/*  delete  work  order            */

delstmt   =   'delete   from   cardeal.workorder  where   ordernum   ='   self~number
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :delstmt'

1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'order  delete'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlca.sqlerrmc
delstmt   =    'delete   from   cardeal.workserv   where   ordernum  ='    self~number
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :delstmt'

i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   &   sclca.sqlcode   \=   100   then

return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persi.stentlnsertserv
use   arg   1.temnum
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then
i.nsertstmt   =    'i.nsert   I.nto   cardeal  .workserv   values('self~number' ,  I-i.temnum')  I
call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :i.nsertstmt'

rci.    =   sqlca.sqlcode
1.f   rci.    \=   0   then   say   'workserv   i.nsert'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persi.stentDeleteserv
use   arg   I.temnum

/*   add   servi.ce   i.tern             */
say   'workserv   delete'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlca.sqlerrmc

/*   delete   servi.ce   1.tern         */

deletestmt   =   'delete   from  cardeal.workserv'    ,
I    where   ordernum   ='    self~number    land   1.temnum   ='    1.temnum

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE   IMMEDIATE    :deletestmt'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'workserv   delete'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlerrmc
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'
return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persi.stentupdate /*   update  work  order  data*/
updatestmt   =   'update   cardeal.workorder'    ,

I      set   cost   ='   self~cost',   status   ='   self~getstatus   ,
I   where   ordernum   ='    self~number

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :updatestmt'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'workorder   update'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg

::::r:a::i:::::::o::OMMIT,

F.TgNIe T34. (Part 3 of 3)  D82 Work Order Class (d,b2\carujork.als)
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D82 Service Item class

/*   D82\carserv.cls                 CarDealer   -Servl.celtem   class    (D82)    ITSO-SJC   */-/*----:---------------------------------------------------------------*/

.local  ['Cardeal.Servi.celtem.class']    =   .Servi.celtem

::requi.res   'base\carserv.cls'

::class   Servi.celtem  public   subclass   Servi.celtemBase

/* -----  class  methods  ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persistentLoad   class                                                 /*   load   all    servi.ce   I.terns        */
partclass   =   .Iocal['Cardeal.Part.class']
stint   =   'select   s.itemnum,   s.labor,   s.descri.ption'    ,

I      from   cardeal.service   s'    ,
'   order   by   1'

hostvar   =    I:xitem,    :xlabor,    :xdescl'
call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   servl.ce   items   prepare:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl    CURSOR   FOR   sl'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   cl'
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   servi.ce   i.terns   open:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
do   I.serv   =   0   by   1   unti.l    sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0          /*   -run   over   service   table   */

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO'    hostvar
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   &   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   100   then

say   'sqlerror   servi.ce   items   fetch:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   if   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then   do

/*   say   'creati.ng   servi.ce   i.tem'   xitem  */
servx   =   self~fi.ndNumber(xitem)
I.f   servx   =   .ni.l    then

servx   =   self~new(xi.tern,   xdescl,   xlabor)

sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl
ca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   service   items   close:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
/*   say   'Loaded'   self~getextent~i.terns   'service   items'   */

/*   -add   servi.ce-part   rels     */
stint   =   'select   r.itemnum,   r.quantl.ty,   r.partnum'    ,'   from  cardeal .servpart  r'

hostvar   =    I:xi.tern,    :xquan,    :xparti.d'
call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt'
if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   servi.ce-parts   prepare:I   sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl   CURSOR   FOR   sl'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   cl'
i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   service-parts   open:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
do   iservprt   =   0   by   1   until   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   /*   -run   over  servpart   tab.*/

call    sqlexec    'FETCH   cl   INTO'    hostvar
I.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   &   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   100   then

say   'sqlerror   servi.ce-parts   fetch:I   sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   if   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then   do

/*   say   `creati.ng   service-part'   xitem  xpartid  */
partx   =   partcl ass~fi.ndNumber(xparti.d)

FLgune L35. (Part 1 of 2)  D82 Servi,ce Item Class (db2\carserv.als)
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i.f   partx   =   .ni.l    then
say    'Servi.ce   1.tem'    xi.tern   'uses   non-exi.sti.ng   part'    xpartid

servx   =   self~findNumber(xi.tern)
if   servx   =   .ni.l    then

say    'Servl.ce   i.tem'    xi.tern   'not   l.n   servi.ce   table'
else

servx~usespart(partx,   xquan)

sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'
lca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sq|error   serv|'ce-parts   close:I   sq|ca.sq|code   sq|7sg
/*   say   'Loaded'   partclass~getextent~i.terns   'parts'
/*   say   'Loaded'    l.servprt    'servi.ce/part   relati.onshi.ps'   */
/*   say   'All    sample   data   read'                                                                  */
return   1.serv

Figure 135. rpcJr£ 2 of 2J
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D82\carpart.cls                 CarDealer   -Part   class   (D82) ITSO-SJC   */

.Iocal['Cardeal.Part.class']    =   .Part

::requi.res    'base\carpart.cls'

::class   Part   publi.c   subclass   PartBase

/* -----  class  methods   ------------------------------------------------ */

::method   persi.stentLoad   class                                     /*   load   all   parts   from  D82   */
stint   =    'select   p.partnum,   p.pri.ce,   p.stock,   p.descri.ption'    ,

I      from   cardeal.part   p'    ,
I    order   by   1'

hostvar   =    I:xparti.d,    :xpri.ce,    :xstock,    :xdesc2'
call    sqlexec    'PREPARE   sl    FROM    :stmt`
l.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   parts   prepare:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
call    sqlexec    'DECLARE   cl    CURSOR    FOR   sl'
call    sqlexec    'OPEN   cl`
1.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then

say   'sqlerror   parts   open:'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
d°ciiir:qie!e:yi:E¥#T.:LS!|:8;SE:::::r\=  0  /*  -run  over  all   parts      */

I.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   &   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   100   then
say   'sqlerror   parts   fetch:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg

else   i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   =   0   then   do
partx   =   self~fi.ndNumber(xparti.d)
1.f   partx   =    .ni.l    then

partx   =   self~new(xparti.d,   xdesc2,   xpri.ce,   xstock)

sqlexec    'CLOSE   cl'

qlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then
say   `sqlerror   parts   close:I    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg

return   i.part

Figure L36. (Part 1 of 2)  D82 Part Class (db2\carpart.cls)
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/* -----   I.nstance  methods   --------------------------------------------- */

::method   persi.stentupdate                                                                 /*   update   a   part         */
use   arg   quant
updatestmt   =   'update   cardeal.part   set   stock   ='   self~stock   ,

I   where   partnum   ='    self~number

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :updatestmt'

if   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'part-update'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

return   sqlca.sqlcode

: :method   persistentlnsert
i.nsertstmt   =   ''insert   i.nto   cardeal.part

/*   store  new  part      */

"   values("self~number'',"self~pri.ce",''self~stock'',]'    :
" I " sel f~descri pti. on" I ) "

call    sqlexec    'EXECUTE    IMMEDIATE    :I.nsertstmt'

i.f   sqlca.sqlcode   \=   0   then   say   'part-i.nsert'    sqlca.sqlcode   sqlmsg
else   call    sqlexec    'COMMIT'

return   sqlca.sqlcode

F.rgme L36. (Part 2 of 2)  D82 Part Class (db2\carpart.cls)

Running the Car Dealer Application

Program to Run the Car Dealer Application

/*   car-run.cmd                             CarDealer   -Run   car   Dealer                           ITSO-SJC   */
/*                                                                   (Aul   or   GUI,    Fi.le   or   D82,    opti.onal    SOM)                  */

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*1

parse   source   .    .   me   .
sourcedi r   =   me~1 eft (me~l astpos ( ' \ I ) -1)
curdi.r  =  di.rectory()                      /*  save  current   directory                     */
new   =   di.rectory(sourcedir)         /*  make   CARDEAL   current   directory   */
env    =    'OS2ENVIRONMENT'

arg   pl   p2   p3    '(I    qui.et
1.f   left(strip(qui.et),1)    =    'Q'    then   talk   =   0
else   talk   =   1

T!.Tgune TS] . (Part 1 of 2)  Command to Run the Car Dealer  (\car-
run.cmd)
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Punning the Car Dealer Application

l`f    pl    =     I  I

say   'Sy
'[0
'[A

say'
say'
say'
say'
say'
return

end

pl    =    I?I    then   do
CAR-RUN         [F     I     D     I     R]

p    I    x],

rst      parm:       F   =   Fi.le,    D   =   D82/2,    R   =   RAM    (memory)    only

second   parm:      0   =   OREXX   Part   class(default),    S   =   SOM   Part   class'
third      parm:       A   =   Asci.i    wi.ndow,    G   =   DrRexx,    P   =   VisproRexx,    X   =   Vx-Rexx'

parameters    :      in   any   sequence,   blank   separated'
setup    F|D|M   i.s    saved,    O|S    1.s    saved'

opt   =   left(stri.p(pl),1)    left(strip(p2),1)    left(stri.p(p3),1)

/*   setup  data   storage  */

sel ect
when   pos('F',opt)>O   then   do;    "@copy   FAT\carmodel.cfg           >null"

I.f   talk   then   say   'Setup   for   FAT   data';   end
when   pos('D',opt)>O   then   do;    "@copy   D82\carmodel.cfg            >null"

i.f   talk   then   say   'Setup   for   D82   data';   end
when   pos('R',opt)>O   then   do;    "@copy   RAM\carmodel.cfg            >null"

i.f   talk   then   say   'Setup   for  Memory   data';   end
otherwi.se   nop

end

/*   setup   i.f   SOM   is   used   or   not   */

sel ect
when   pos('0',opt)>O   then   do;    "@copy   Base\part.ori    Base\carpart.cls   >null"

I.f   talk   then   say   'Setup   for   ORexx   part   class';   end
when   pos('S',opt)>O   then   do;    ''@copy   Base\part.som   Base\carpart.cls   >null"

i.f   talk   then   say    'Setup   for   SOM   part   class!;   end
otherwi.se   nop

end

/*   Run   program   i.n   AUI   or   GUI   mode   */

sel ect
when   pos('A',opt)>O   then              call    ''AUI\car-aui"
when   pos('G!  ,opt)>O   then               ''DrDialcD\car-gui..exe"

when   pos('P`  ,opt)>O   then               "Vi.sprocD\car-gui..exe"
when   pos('X',opt)>O   then   do

vxdi.r   =   di.rectory(sourcedi.r'\VxRexxcD')

p   =   value('PATH"„env)
if   pos(sourcedi.r';',p)    =   0   then   p   =   value('PATH',p';'sourcedi.r';',env)
"car-gui .exe"

end
otherwi.se

i.f   talk   then   say    'You   can   now   run   any   Car   Dealer   appli.cati.on    (ASCII   or   GUI)  I
end

curdir  =  di.rectory(curdl.r)        /*   restore  current   di.rectory              */
return

I.TgITre L3] . (Part 2 of 2)  Command to Run the Car Dealer  (\car-
run.cmd)
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Structure
Throughout this book, syntax is described using the structure defined
below:

I  Syntax diagrams are read from left to right, top to bottom, follow-
ing the path of the line.
The  +-    symbol indicates the beginning of a statement.
The  -    symbol indicates that the statement syntax is con-
tinued on the next line.
The  -symbol indicates that a statement is continued from
the previous line.
The  -------   symbol indicates the end of a statement.
Diagrams  of syntactical  units  other  than  complete  statements
startwiththe  =      ----   symbolandendwiththe   -symbol.
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I  Required items appear on the horizontal line (the main path).

+L   STATEMENT-required  item

I  Optional items appear below the main path.

~  STATEMENT
optionaz_item

I  Choices appear vertically, in a stack. If one item mztsf be chosen, it
will appear on the main path.

~  STATEMENT   I   ::#:8-:I:i::2

If choosing one of the items is optional, the entire stack appears
below the main path.

~   STATEMENT
optionaz_choicel
dptionaz-_choice2

I  If one of the items is the default, it appears above the main path,
and the remaining choices are shown below it.

~   STATEMENT

I  An arrow returning to the left above the main line indicates an
item that can be repeated.

~   STATEMENT repeatabze_item

A repeat arrow above a stack indicates that the items in the stack
can be repeated.

I  Keywords appear in uppercase (for example, PARM1). They must be
spelled exactly as  shown but  can be  entered in lowercase.  Vari-
ables  appear  in  all  lowercase  letters  (for  example,  pormx).  They
represent user-supplied names or values.

I  If punctuation marks, parentheses, arithmetic operators, or such
symbols are shown, they must be entered as part of the syntax.
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